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PREFACE TO THE SIXTH EDITION

Si.CE the issue of the last edition of this boolc a marked changehas come over our conceptions of electrotherapeutics WhereT

Tct :7; T'-"''
'^^" """'' ""-^'^-^ ''^ - ^^

1"
acfon of electncuy on the body, we may now take our standupon a firmer foundation, and may recognize that eTectS
apphcat,ons act either by the chemical (ioni!) effects w^h tTeyproduce, or by the.r thermal effects. This attitude enables usto see more plainly what results may be reasonably expectedrom electncal treatment, and teaches us how to prLed s^ asto obtain the results desired.

"^ ''

The subject of X rays in diagnosis has become too large to be

trus
.
has been given to lead beginners to the stage at wSspecial works must be called for.

H. LEWIS JONES.

Haruv Striet,

March, ijij.
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CHAPTER I

FIRST PRINCIPLES AND DEFINITIONS

ElectroscopM—Conduction—Electromotive force—Capacity—Condensers—Leyden jar—Theory of Arrhenius—Tlie voltaic cell—Electrolysis—
Anions and kathions—Resistance—Ohm's law—Units of measure-
ment—Primary and secondary cells—Magnetic field—Galvanometers
—Electromagnetic induction—The induction coil—The dynamo-
machine—Alternating currents—The transformer.

I. Introductory.—For the proper use of electricity in medical
treatment, the practitioner requires a sound knowledge of the
elementary principles of the science of electricity, and this should
be sought for in one of the textbooks of the subject—as, for
example, that of Professor Silvanus Thompson. In this chapter
certain points which are necessary as an introduction to what
follows will be briefly mentioned.

a. GUbert of Colchester.-The foundation of the modern
science of electricity was laid by a medical man—Dr. Gilbert, of
Colchester, Physician-in-Ordinary to Queen Elizabeth, and Presi-
dent of the Royal College of Physicians in the year 1600, the
date of the publication of his treatise " De Magnete."
He extended to a large number of other substances the ancient

observation that rubbed amber attracted light bodies. It seems,
also, that we owe to him the word electricity, for he called all
those substances electrics which, when rubbed, displayed the
same attractive power for light bodies as amber (^AexTpov,
electrum) does, and soon afterwards the word electricity was
introduced to indicate this power considered as a quantity
capable of measurement.

All bodies, when rubbed with suitable precautions, are, to use
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Gilbert's term, electrics—that is to say that whenever any two

bodies are rubbed together electrical separation occurs, one

body becoming positively and the other negatively electrified,

although in many cases it is difBcult to observe this, owing to

the escape of the cliarge. In fact, it is possible to arrange all

substances in a list, such that when any pair of them is rubbed

together the body higher in the list is i>ositively electrified, while

the other is negatively electrified to an equal extent.

Such a list is as follows : Cat's fur, flannel, glass, silk, shellac,

ebonite, sulphur. Thus, glass rubbed with silk will be positively

electrified, and ebonite or resin rubbed with silk is negatively

electrified.

Positively electrified bodies repel each other, and negatively

electrified bodies repel each other, but a positively electrified body
and a negatively electrified body attract one another.

3. Hypothesis of Fluids,—Various hypotheses have been put

forward to account for this action. In the " one-fluid " theory,

which was put forward by Franklin in 1750, bodies that were

positively electrified were looked upon as containing an excess

of electric fluid, and bodies that were negatively electrified were

looked upon as suffering from a deficiency, while all bodies in

the normal neutral srate were looked upon as having neither an

excess nor a deficiency. The " two-fluid " theory of Symmer,
proposed in 1759, assumes that all matter contains an inexhaust-

ible supply of a so-called electric fluid, which is capable of being

split up, by friction or otherwise, into equal quantities of two

fluids of opposite properties—viz., the so-called vitreous (positive)

and resinous (negative) electricities—and bodies that display the

signs of electrification are said to be charged with one or other of

these fluids. This hypothesis gives us, in many cases, a con-

venient method of expressing the facts. It is an essential part

of the hypothesis that both fluids shall always be produced in

equal quantities.

To-day the electron theory supposes that the actual material

of electricity is the electron, a particle one thousand times less

than a hydrogen atom. The electron is negative electricity, and
every atom of matter is said to contain one or more electrons,

which can be separated from the atom and set in movement,

the movement of the electrons being the electrical current. A
body which is negatively electrified has an excess of electrons

;

a positively charged body has a deficiency. The atom of positive
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electricity is not yet known, so that we are at present accepting
a sort of Franklinic theory, but modified, in the sense that it is
negative electrification which constitutes the excess of charge and
positive electrification which constitutes the deficiency, and we
say that a glass rod rubbed with silk is positively electrified
because the silk withdraws electrons from the glass. Sir Joseph
J. Thomson, in his researches into the nature of the discharge of
electricity through gases, came to the conclusion that the convey-
ance of electricity in highly exhausted vacuum tubes took place
by means of negatively charged particles moving at an enormous
velocity from the negative electrode. These particles, to which
he gave the name of " corpuscles." he showed to have a mass less
than one-thousandth of the mass of a hydrogen atom, and to
consist of negative electricity alone, quite apart from' matter
and he states the position as follows, if we substitute the word
" electron " for " corpuscle "

:
" These results lead us to a view of

electrification which has a striking resemblance to that of Frank-
lin's " one-fluid " theory of electricity. The electric fluid of
Franklm corresponds to an assemblage of electrons, negative
electricity being a collection of these electrons. The transference
of electrification from one place to another is effected by the
motions of electrons from the place where there is a gain of
positive electrification to the place where there is a gain of
negative. A positively electrified body is one that has lost some
of its electrons."*

4- Conduetlon.—If an electrified body, insulated by being
supported by silk strings or by a glass stem, be connected with
another similarly supported non-electrified body by means of a
wire for an instant, the second body will become electrified in the
same sense as the first body, but to a less degree, the charge of
the first body being conducted along the wire connection and
divided between the two bodies. If the connection had been
made with a glass rod. a stick of resin, or a silk thread, no transfer
of charge would have occurred. The metal wire is. therefore a
conductor of electricity, the glass rod, etc.. are not.

Substances vary very much in their power of conducting
electricity. Thus, metals are good conductors, saline solutions
and living bodies are less good ; wood and cotton are poor con-
ductore; while wool, silk, oils, resins, ebonite, air at ordinary

• From " The Electron Theory." by E. E. Fournier d'Albe. Longman-
Green and Co.. 1906.

'
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preisure, and most kinds of glass, conduct so slightly that they are

UMd as insulators.

At low barometric pressures air and gases conduct fairly well,

and it will be seen hereafter that under certain special conditions

a gas may conduct even when not rarefied.

The processes concerned in the conduction, of electricity are

not identical in all classes of conductors. Sir Oliver Lodge.* in

a valuable address delivered before the Section of Electrothera-

peutics and Radiology at the Annual Meeting of the British

Medical Association held in Birmingham in igii, has expressed

this by saying that in metals the electrons travel through the

atoms of matter, in liquids they travel with the matter ; in gases

they travel free, or without the matter. " In the metal," he
sa^s, " they flow through it like heat, and the old fluid theory

of electricity which was laughed at has, nevertheless, a good deal

of truth in it. But when the electrons come to the edge of the

metal some difference has to be made. They may rush out free,

or, as in the case of the liquid, they may carry the atoms with

them, and give the phenomenon of electrolysis."

5. Induetloil.—A conductor can not only be electrified by a

transfer of electricity between it and another conductor, but also

by an alteration in the distribution of the electricity on its

surface, without any transfer of electricity between it and another

conductor. In the former case the body is said to be electrified

by conduction, in the latter by induction (electrostatic induc-

tion).

Indue .ion effects are produced whenever an electrified body is

brought near any other body, and we may say, in the language
of the two-fluid theory, that an electric charge in any body dis-

turbs the equilibrium of the neutral fluid in the bodies near it,

attracting an equal quantity of the fluid of opposite sign to their

nearer sides, and setting free an equal quantity of the fluid of

similar sign to itself at their remoter ends. On the removal of

the inducing body, the induced charges recombine and dis-

appear. If before the removal of the inducing body the con-

ductor be touched with a finger, or otherwise be connected for a
moment to earth, then that component of the induced charge,

which is of like sign with the inducing charge, and is repelled,

will escape by the channel so provided for it, and the subsequent

• " Conveyance of Electricity through Solids, Liquids, and Gases, and
the Production of Radiation, " British Medical Journal, October 14. 1911.
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withdrawal of the inducing body will th' refore leave the other
body charged with a charge of the oppo. .le sign.

6. ElattroMopM.—The simplest means by which we may tell

when a body is electrified is an instrument called an electro-
scope. The usual form of electroscope is that known as the
gold-leaf electroscope, which is made of two strips of gold-leaf
hung together from a wire. When these are electrified, they
repel each other and diverge, and so indicate the presence of

electrification. The instrument is usually enclosed in a glass
case, which sei . as an insulating support, and protects the gold-
leaves from disturbances by currents of air (Fig. i). This figure
represents a simple form of electroscope, but many elaborated
and improved forms have been devised.

With this instrument one can also discern the sign of the
charge on an electrified body, for if a portion of the charge be

F:0. I.—GOUJ-LEAF Elxctkoscopi.

transferred to the electroscope, and an additional charge be
added from a positively electrified body—e.g., from a glass rod
that has been rubbed with sillc—then, if the former charge was
negative, the leaves will collapse, but if positive, they will

diverge still further.

The best way of carrying out this test is as follows : Approach
the charged body to the electroscope. It becomes charged by
induction, and the leaves will diverge. Touch the Icnob of the
electroscope with the finger for an instant, and they will coUapie ;

but on subsequently removing the body to be tested, they will
again diverge under the effects of a charge of opposite sign to
that of the body to be tested. Now bring up near the electro-
scope the rubbed glass rod. If the leaves collapse, the present
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charge is negative, and that of the oiginal charged body wai
therefore positive.

7- BMtrlt qo«Dtttjr.—Hitherto electrification has been spolcen
of rather as a state or quality induced in bodies by certain pro-
Cdsses. U is now necessary to arrive at a definite conception
of this state as a measurable quantity.

This electricity, then, is of two kinds—one named positive, say,
a deficiency of electrons ; and one negative, say, an excess of
electrons. It has been seen already that positive electricity
repels positive, and that negative repels negative, while positive
electricity attracU negative, and vice versa. ThU has to be
expressed in terms of some unit, to be chosen once for all.

Maxwell (" Electricity and Magnetism ") gives the following
definition

:
" Unity of Quantity.—lYat quantity of electricity

which, when supposed collected at a point, will repel an equal
quantity of similar electricity collected at a point, and placed at
unit distance from the first, with unit force, shall be taken as the
unit quantity of electricity."

In this definition tlie unit quantity of electricity is made to
depend on the units of length and of force, and this latter is
defin-d with reference to the units of length, mass, and time.
Hence the unit quantity of electricity can be completely defined
in terms of the units of length, mass, and time. For scientific
purposes these are taken as i centimetre, i gramme, and I second
respectively.

In thus defining the unit quantity of electricity, the medium
in which the action between the two charges takes place must
be taken into consideration. It is assumed, however, that this
is either dry air or, more precisely, a vacuum.
The attraction or repulsion between two quantities of elec-

tricity is proportional to each—(.e., is proportional to the product
of the two quantities. It is also inversely proportional to the
square of the distance between them, always, of course, supposing
that the two quantities are collected at two points.

8. Elettrumotive Force, Potential.—Whatever produces, or
tends to produce, a transfer of electrific?*ion, is called eUctro-
motive force, and this is often written E.M.F. for brevity's
sake. Thus, when two electrified conductors are connected
by a wire, and when electrification is tiansferred along the
wire from one to the other, the tendency to this transfer,
which existed before the introduction of the wire, and which.
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when the wire is intriKluced. produces this tr.insfer. is called the

electromotive force from the one Ixxly to the oth^r along the

path marked out by the wire. If the (x)tcntial5 at difiercnt

points of a conductor are dififcrent, there will be an electric current

from the places of high to the places of low potential. The
idea of electrical potential may be ilhistrated by comparing it

with pressure in the theory of fluids and temperature in the

theory of heat. If two vessels containing fluids are put into

communication by means of a pipe, fluid will flow from the vessel

in which the pressure is greatci- into that in which it is less till

the pressure is equalized. Again, if two bodies at different

temperatures are placed in thermal communication, either by
actual contact or by radiation, heat will be transferred from the

body at the higher temperature to the body at the lower tempera-

ture till the temperature of the two bodies becomes iqualized.

Similarly, when two electrified bodies are put into electric com-
munication by means of a wire, electrification will be trans-

ferred from the body of higher potential to the body of lower

potential.

g. Elactromcten.—The only thing that can be observed in

connection with electricity at rest is a difference of potential.

It is possible to measure the quantity of electricity driven

through certain instruments just in the way that a quantity of

water driven through a water-meter can be measured, and some
of these instruments will be discussed in a later paragraph ; but
for the present we can only appreciate electrical charf by
observing a difference of potential, and electroscopes snd electro-

meters are instruments for showing or measuring differences of

potential.

The gold-leaf electroscope has been shortly referred to above.

The divergence of the leaves of this instrument may be taken
as an indication that the knob or disc, or way by which electricity

enters the instrunient, is at a different potential to its surround-

ings
;
but obviously it does not give us more than the rouj,hest

indication of the amount of difference of potential. In cases

where there is a great difference of potential a delicate gold-leaf

electroscope is likely to be spoilt by the violent repulsion of the

leaves, so rougher forms may lie used

—

e.g., leaves of thin alu-

minium or even pith balls suspended by linen threads may be
used instead of the more delicate gold-leaf.

If it is required to measure a difference of potential, an electro-
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meter must be used. There are many forms of these, and de-
scriptions of some of them and of the modes of using them willbe found m most textbooks.

10 DhtribnUon of Charge-Denslty.-It has been proved by
direct expenment in many ways that the whole of an electric
charge r^ides on the surface of a charged conductor. It is found
that while the distribution over a sphere is uniform, a» might be
expected from the symmetry of the figure, it is not so on con-

which IS called he density, is greater the greater the curvature

soIr^w '^v "t
' """P "^^' ^

"
p°'"* '^' 'i«"'"y ^<"^^

so great that at high potentials a discharge takes place. For this
reason if a point is attached to a highly-charged conductor astream of charged particles of air is repelled from the pointgmng rise to a wind setting from the point and rapidly discharg-mg the conductor. This action of points becomes of great im-
portance in some electrical machines, and in some kinds of
electrical treatment. In the first place, the presence of a point
on a charged conductor at a high potential rendere it difficult tokeep a charge on the conductor, however well it may be insulatedBut the same effect will occur if a point he presented to a charged
conductor

;
for the charge, which we will suppose is positive of

the conductor acting inductively on the point will induce a nega-
tive charge at the point, the density of which will become so
great that it will be discharged to the original conductor, neutral-
izing Its positive charge, and leaving the conductor which bears
the point positively charged if it is insulated. It is by this

^nZt f ^/T <=°"'^"'=t<'" of ^t^tical machines are chargedfrom the excited plate or other movable part.
II. Capaclty.-The quantity of electricity that is required to

raise the potential of any conductor from zero to unity all other
conductors m the neighbourhood being kept at zero potential
IS the measure of its Capacity.

As the charge resides only on the surface of a charged body
the capacity of a conductor is determined by the extent of its
surface, and a body of a large surface has a larger capacity than
a body of smaller surface.

" f y man

When a conductor is said to have a given capacity it must
not be thought that the conductor can hold only a cerlain feed
charge, in the way in which a glass bottle can be said to hold
only so much water, because the quantity of electricity that can
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be put into a conductor of a certain capacity depends upon the

potential or pressure at which it is charged. A body of unit

capacity holds unit quantity when charged to unit potential,

and holds ten times as much when charged to ten times the

potential. On this account it is necessary to know both the
capacity of a conductor and the potential to which it has been
charged before forming any idea of the quantity of electricity

which it contains. The capacity of a conductor may be com-
pared to the capacity of an elastic bag. The amount of air or of

water that can be forced into an elastic bag of given size depends
upon the pressure at which it is forced in, and provided the bag
does not burst it can be made to hold more and more by increasing

the pressure at which it is charged.

The capacity of a conductor is increased by bringing near to

it other conducting bodies, which are maintained at zero poten-

tial by being connected to earth, and the nearer the " earthed
"

conducting bodies are to a conductor the greater becomes the

capacity of that conductor. This is an efiect of induction (§ 5).

The importance of this point is well brought out by an example.
The capacity of a sphere of 10 centimetres radius suspended
freely in space is 10 units, but if another sphere of 11 centimetres

radius be placed concentrically to it, so that the two spheres are

separated one from another all round by i centimetre of air, and
if the outer sphere be maintained at zero potential by connection

to earth, then the capacity of the inner sphere is no longer 10 but
no units, while if the radius of the outer sphere be reduced to

10} centimetres, the capacity of the inner one would become
210 units.*

12. Condensers.—^An apparatus consisting of two insulated

conductors, each presenting a large surface to the other, with a
small distance between them, is called a condenser, because when
one conductor is connected to earth a small electromotive force

is able to charge the other with a much larger quantity of elec-

tricity than if it stood alone

—

i.e., its capacity is increased by
the proximity of the other conductor.

The simplest form of conductor consists of two metallic discs

supported on insulating stems, and facing each other, the inter-

vening non-conductor or dielectric being air. If, now, a different

• If a be the inner and b the outer sphere, then the capacity of a is given

by the formula ,
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Fig. 2.—Leyden Jar.
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the glass be very thin it may give way under the strain when
charged to a high potential, and be broken to pieces.

Condensers are also made by pasting a sheet of tinfoil on each
side of a pane of glass, or by arranging a number of sheets of glass

and tinfoil alternately. The even numbers of the tinfoil sheets

are connected together to form one armature of the condenser,

the odd numbers forming the other. Condensers are used by
connecting one coating or armature to one pole of an electric

source, and the other to the other pole, or to earth.

Instead of the glass sheets shellac-varnished paper may be
used as the insulator or " dielectric," and owing to its thinness a

large capacity can easily be obtained in this way ; but the ten-

dency of the thin paper to be perforated if high electromotive

forces ar- applied to it should be borne in mind.
The u;icharge phenomena of a Leyden jar present many

points of interest, and will be found to have important applica-

tions in some forms of medical apparatus. Generally the

discharge takes place by a series of oscillations, which may be

compared to the movements of a piece of watch-spring, or of ai.

elastic rod which has been bent aside and allowed to fly back
into its original position. The watch-spring, under these circum-

stances, swings to and fro several times before coming to rest.

In the case of the Leyden jar discharge, it will be found that

the rate or " frequency " of its oscillations can be varied by
varying the electrical dimensions of the Leyden jar or condenser,

and those of the circuit through which the discharge tak. - place.

14. Current Electricity.—At the end of the eighteenth century

Volta observed that when dissimilar metals, such as zinc and
copper, were brought into contact in air electrical separation

took place, and a small difference of potential (§ 8) could be

observed between the metals, the zinc being positive to the copper,

or at a higher potential. Under these circumstances this differ-

ence of potential does not efface itself by discharging across the

junction of the two metals, as a difference of potential between
two parts of a homogeneous conductor would do, because the

electromotive force set up at the junction of the two metals could

only discharge itself across the junction by a flow in the opposite

direction to that in which it tends to cause a flow ; but that is

absurd. But if the two pieces of metal, while in contact, are

immersed in some liquid that is capable of acting chemically on
one of them—e.g., dilute sulphuric acid—a " circuit " is formed,
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and the d Jiarge can take place through the liauid with tt,.
mamfestation of changes therein, and a contTnuouTdtlarge ocun-en tak«i place round the circuit in the following way iPositive electricity passes across the junction from the copper

^l us^Ilvth
^"""^^fon 0' copper to zinc be by a wire

™,n!nr -^ '^' "^^ ""^y '"'''' °" the junction as a sort opump dnvmg positive electricity round the circuit so tha i

foTh!
*"'

"T ''""'^ ''•^ "'!"'<> *° 'he coppe
, and bLk

r^;-:f:r;^----™nection^tweenitan^

ex .t„,g .quid (called the eleclrolyle) is exhausted.

in aJ o"r h^ "f
,°''"?"'' Pr«»ur..-The difference of potentialin a cell, or its electromotwe force, was formerly thought to be due

o? h ceU tH ^'t™'"°'-«
'°'« <" the metab fornfng the po,e^
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om^™t in th rr"P"' " '"'"°'" ^^^'- ^1^'^ the phenomenaoccurrmg m the solution or electrolyte are of greater importance
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The solution pressure of any particular body Is constant und^r

* Griffin and Co.. London. 1910
f Macmillan and Co., London, 1896.
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{b) Osmotic Pressure.—Wtien a soluble substance is placed in

water, it goes into solution, at first rapidly, but as the solution
approaches saturation it dissolves more and more slowly. The
dissolved molecules appear to exercise a pressure which opposes
the solution pressure, and eventually a point of equilibrium is

reached when the opposing pressure of the dissolved particles

equals the solution pressure of the substance. This back pressure
is known as osmotic pressure, and is susceptible of accurate
measurement.

We may take as a concrete example the behaviour of zinc
sulphate and distilled water. At 20° C. 53 parts of zinc sulphate
will dissolve in 100 parts of water—that is to say, the solution
pressure of the salt enables it to dissolve in the water to that
extent. At 50° C. 669 parts will dissolve. At these tempera-
tures the solution pressure of the zinc sulphate is balanced by the
osmotic pressure of the solutions, when those proportions of the
salt are present in solution in the water. If the warmer solution
be cooled, the equilibrium will be disturbed, the osmotic pressure
will become stronger than the solution pressure, and solid zinc
sulphate will be deposited from the solution. Conversely, if the
cooled solution be warmed, its osmotic pressure will be reduced,
and more of the salt will go into solution.

16. Theory oj Arrhenlus.—The behaviour of solutions when
they are traversed by electrical currents is more easily under-
stood if it is assumed that the whole class of compounds known
as electrolytes break up, or are dissociated, when dissolved in
water. An electrolyte is a substance whose constituents are
separ.-.ted when it is traversed by an electric current. Almost all

che-.nical compounds are electrolytes, especially the mineral
acids, alkalies, and their salts, and also many organic salts of
analogous composition. We may believe that sodium chloride,
for example, breaks up more or less completely into the two
separate parts, Na (sodium) and CI (chlorine) Hydrochloric
acid dissociates into H and CI, zinc sulphate into Zn and SO,,
and so on, each moleci 3 forming two separate entities, which are
known as ions. The ions carry definite charges of electricity,
those of the metpls having positive charges, and those of the
non-metals (chlorine, acid radicals, and the like) having negative
charges. The ions, SO,, CI, H, Na, etc., do not manifest the
chemical properties of their elements as ordinarily recognized.
The difierence is one of their electrical charges, and when the
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n t/n H?^ f '^" '^'^'' '^' ''""" "^ noleole reappearsm Its ordman, form. In the solution the ions are eS^used, and the positive electricity of the one set exact yneSZ of
"'®

u'7
''"'™'*y °' '^^ °'^" '«' »° that the di ^L.

The word - ion " means a moving particle, and was first usedby Faraday to explain the phenomena observed Iri^l hepassage of electrical currents through liquids, and part culariv

rt^Z'T'^^r °' "^*'"" constituents of .,e liqSin theJghbourhoodof the poles immeraed in the liquids. The p7o«rtiesof .ons have a special interest in medical work, because th^con
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will always be dissociated or ionized into H and CI, wUle theremammg i per cent, will be present as HCl. In tie so ut onthere will also be a continual recombination and "ssSSgomg on so that for every second that the ions spendl^ com"omation they spend one minute and thirtynine seco^ insepa"-

17. EleotrolyUo Solution ?»Mur..-In the case of a metalmmersedm an electrolyte a phenomenon just like that referred tom
j 13 can be observed. The metal tends to pass into sZionand to form ions. Thus we may speak of the eSo^rsoMonpressure o a metal, to distinguish it from the simpler so u onpressure of salts. Just as osmotic pressure oppose, so ution pr

°

sure, so ,t opp<^es electrolytic solution pressuT In the ase oTametal immei^ed in solutions of its own salts the osn.otic p7^1^e

Hndtrsol'TL"
^^^^^"' ''' ^-'^^ <" '-- *- °'«>--

• ^ide supra,
§ 3.
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The electrolytic solution pressures of different metals—that is

to say, the tendency of different metals to form ions when in
contact with a liquid—varies very greatly for the different

metals.

When ions are formed in the case of zinc in.mersed in an
electrolyte they acquire definite posi ve e'ectrical charges, and
consequently the liquid becomes pos. ' vely charged ; and as both
kinds of electricity must be simultaneously developed whenever
electrical energy comes into existence, an actual negative charge
is developed on the metal. Electrical equilibrium is thus main-
tained, while the tendency of the metal to continue forming
positive ions is opposed.

Tables have been drawn up of metals arranged in order accord-
ing to their tendency to form ions, and from the point of view
of their action when used as the metals of a voltaic cell they
may je divided into those whose elettrolytic solution pressure
is greater than that of hydrogen, and those others whose electro-

lytic solution pressure is less.

An abbreviation of such a table would be :

Zinc.

Iron.

Lead.

Hydrogen.

Copper.

Silver.

Platinum.

Those metals whose electrolytic solution pressure is greater
than that of hydrogen are able to deprive hydrogen ions of their
positive charges, and thus to displace hydrogen in an electrolytic
cell. They are the metals which dissolve in acids with evolution
of hydrogen gas.

18. Voltaic Cell.—If the voltaic cell be now considered as
an electrolyte, HjSO,, in which the two dissimilar metals, zinc
and copper, are immersed, it will be seen that each will exert its
own solution pressure, and will become negatively or positively
charged. The zinc, by virtue of its high electrolytic solution
pressure, tends to form positively<harged zinc ions, and in doing
so becomes negatively electrified. The copper has almost no
tendency to become ionized, and acquires a positive charge not
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On joining the two metals by a wire, an electrical system or

coD« VT ""'*
ll"""""'

"""^ '''°"8 '•« "i« '«"" the

ions he hvH
""'•• ^''' ""*= '°™ '^"'^*'y "^l^'g'O «»-=

ions, the hydrogen ions give up their positive charges to thecopper plate and pass out of the ionic state to ap^ar at th!surface of the copper in the form of bubbles of hjTogen gas!

bt^,f
*
'""f ™'f

^'.« towards the zinc plate, and enter into com-bmafon w.th the «nc ions there. So long as zinc ions continue
to go mto solution, and hydrogen ions continue to give up theircharges of posit.ve electricity to the copper, the cuLnt o'f Z-tncty fiowmg m the wire from copper to zinc will continue;

Copper.

Fig. 3.—Voltaic Cell, showing Direction of Flow
Inside and Outside.

nrlr '^\^^ '^"""'^ "'^" '° ™<= *°"'. their osmotic
pressure w:li begin to oppose the electrolytic solution pressure
of the zmc, and the action of the ceU will fall off
Another explanation of the action in the voltaic cell is givenby Foun,,er d'Albe in terms of the electron theory. He fays •

Take the case of an elementary galvanic cell consisting of aplate of copper and a plate of zinc immersed in dilute sulphuric
acid, and jomed by a wire outside the liquid. The liquid con-s^te of water molecules, acid molecules H,SO„ positive ions H,and negative ions SO,. Zinc atoms are constantly going into
solution, and giving up their electrons to the zinc fromMhey «sue. These electrons, flowing round the outside cicuit

h™ "''''!,',•!!!"*'''"" *''" " '°"' '" the neighbourhood of

of bubble
%' '"^"*^ '"« '^y'i^og^" fro™ the liquid in the formof bubbles. Thus zmc dmppeai^ into the liquid on one sideand hydrogen leaves the liquid on the other side."
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In any case, whatever may be the terms employed to describe
it, the essential feature of the voltaic cell is that there is an
expenditure of zinc and a liberation of energy. This liberation

of energy at the expense of the line takes place whenever zinc

is dissolved, bat in the voltaic cell we have a contrivance for

intercepting the energy set free by the chemical action, and for

utilizing it as a current of electricity in the wire circuit joining the
poles of the battery.

It is customary to consider the zinc plate of a battery as the
positive plate, and the copper or other plate as the negative
plate, while the terminal attached to the zinc plate is called the
negative pole, and that attached to the copper the positive.

The origin of this very confusing nomenclature is, no doubt, the
fact that in the liquid the positive direction of flow of the current
is from zinc to copper, and because the chemical action takes
place at the zinc plate. But in the connecting wire the positive
direction of the flow of current is from copper to zinc (see Fig. 3),
and, as this is the portion of the circuit that we are most con-
cerned with, the word positive will be used to denote the pole
belonging to the copper plate of the battery.

19. Electrolysis.—We have seen in the preceding paragraphs
that the solution of a salt in water leads to its dissociation into
ions. This dissociation is incomplete except at stages of great
dilution, but nevertheless we can regard all such solutions as

I

containing free ions abundantly. A solution containing free ions
i acts as a conductor ; indeed, the conductivity depends upon the
presence of free ions, and a liquid conducts electricity well or
badly in proportion to the degree to which it is dissociated, or
(which is the same thing) to the number of free ions which exist
in it. Water, for instance, conducts very badly when pure, and

I

it has been calculated that its dissociation is very slight indeed.
The ions in an electrolyte through which no current of elec-

tricity is passing have no definite arrangement in the liquid so
far as we know. Whatever motion there may be among them
has no uniformity of direction, or at least has no tendency to
any separation or sorting out of the positively and negatively
charged ions.

If an electric current be produced in an electrolyte, as can be
done by dipping into it two electrodes which are connected
respectively to the positive and negative poles of a source of
electricity, an orderly motion of the ions is brought about, and
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decomposition of the electrolyte takes place. The negatively-
charged ions will move towards the positive pole, and on reach-
ing it they will give up their charges to the pole and lose their
existence as ions, and the positively-charged ions will do the
same at the negative pole. Thus with hydrochloric acid as
the electrolyte, gaseous hydrogen and chlorine separate in "un-
electric "• form at the electrodes, the hydrogen at the negative
electrode or kathode, and the chlorine at the positive electrode
or anode.

The course of events is, however, not always so simple as in
the instance just given. Even in that case it v/ould be necessary
to employ as the anode of the cell a substance whose electrolytic
solution pressure was extremely small. Otherwise no chlorine
would be liberated in the gaseous form, for the positive charges
supplied to the anode from the external circuit would be ex-
pended, not in neutralizing the negative charges of the chlorine
ions, but in supplying positive charges to ions of the metal of the
anode, which would accordingly enter the solution in the ionic
condition, and would exist there side by side with the chlorine
ions, whose negative charges would thus be balanced by the
positive charges of the newly-formed metallic ions. In the case
of an electrolyte of sulphate of copper with metallic copper
electrodes the passage of the current causes the copper ions in the
electrolyte to move towards the kathode, and there to give up
their chaiges and to appear as metallic copper, while at the
anode copper ions are formed at the expense of the copper
electrode, and pass into the electrolyte ; the effect, therefore, is

the transport of copper from the anode to the kathode, and the
latter gains while the former loses weight. The SO, ions asso-
ciated with the copper in the electrolyte migrate towards the
positive pole, and as the action continues they tend to become
concentrated in that part of the solution.

If the electrolyte be a solution of a salt of an alkali metal, as,
for example, sodium sulphate, and the electrodes be of platinum,
the effects produced by the passage of a current again seem'
different, and t 3 is on account of certain secondary " reactions."
Suppose such a solution, to which some litmus has been added,
be electrolyzed, on the passage of the current gases will be
evolved at both poles, and the litmus will show the presence of

• Le Blanc, " Electrochemistry." chapter iv., " The Migration of the
Ions." Macmillan and Co.
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acidity at Uie anode and alkalinity at the kathode. The <raievolved at the kathode i. hydrogen, that at the atie ox^gf"and the explanation given is as follows :

*

The electrolyte contains free sodium ions and free SO. ionssome und^iated sodium sulphate molecules, also a few Hand OH ions from the dis«xiation of the water, which occun

°u:"s^i:
"'" "*'' ""="'• ^""« '^^ passage oftc^r^en"

the sodmm ions migrate towards the kathode, part with their

ht'""-
'"•'/"P^''' ^^"^ in the metallic form. Sod urn

hX " Irr^'"^ "y ""'^^^ ^"'^ *="«' i"t° sodium

and t^e Un ^' '^'"l
''"°^<J'"«'y "ydrogen gas is evolve"

H?.li !, 2? "t" ^' '"'*'"^« •="°'"«' alkaline from thedBsolved sodmm hydrate. At the anode the SO, ions also los^their charges, and the SO, undergoes a secondary* reaction w^the molecules of water present to form H.SO. (sulphuricSand oxygen, which is evolved. Objections have been raLd toUrn explanation of the events, but it seems very likeirthat

because if mercury be used as the kathode the evolution o
hydrogen is decreased, and metaUic sodium can be extractedfrom the mercury by suitable treatment
jo_ The Law. of l!l.«.rol,ri.._The amount of ions deposited

by Faraday to be connoted by a simple relation with the quaTtity of elKtacity which passes through the electrolyte ; and h-enunciated the following "laws of electrolysis "
: (i) The ouan

tjty of an electrolyte decomposed by the pa'Lge o a lucent";
electricity is d^ectly proportional to the quantity of elecWritvwhich passes through it. (a) If the same quantity of ele^W tvpas«« through difierent electrolytes, the weights of the ?ifferellions deposited will be proportional to the chemical ecul^nts

iie lons Thus, if the same current passes through aleri^
electrolyte from which it deposits as ions hydrogen, oxwe^sUver and chlorine, then for every gramme of hydrogen de:posited, 8 grammes of oxygen, io8 grammes of silvfrand

355 grammes of chlorine will be deposited
The quantities by weight of various substances which are liber-ated by one unit of electricity (taken as one amplre fo onesecond) are termed the electro-chemical equiv^ents of thc^

substances. The electrochemical equivalent of hydrogen^
slightly greater than ooi Milligramme, and of silver r n^^milh.

[4

l'*«i
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grammes. Tables of electro-chemical equivalents are given in

the textbook* under the subject of electro-chemistry, and they
may be calculated for any ion by multiplying the chemical equiva-

lent of the ion by 00103, which 'S theelectio- hemical equivalent
of hydrogen.

Elements which form two series of salts, such as copper, which
forms cuprous and cupric salts, or iron, which forms ienrous and
ferric salts, have different electrochemical equivalents, accoiding
as they are deposited from solutions of the cuprous or cupric,

ferrous or ferric salts. The electrochemical equivalent of

iron from ferroVis salts (diad) is 02898 milligramme, and from
ferric salts (triad) 019 milligramme ; of copper the weight is

0652 milligramme from a cuprous salt, and half of that from
cupric salts. The electro-chemical equivalent of zinc is 0338
milligramme.

Sir Oliver Lodge, in discussing conduction in liquids, says

that " we learn from electrolytic conduction that every atom
carries a certaiii definite charge or electric unit, monads carrying
one, diads two, triads three, but never a fraction ; that in liquids

these charges are definitely associated with the atoms, and can
only be torn away from them at the electrodes ; that the current

consists of a procession of sucn charges travelling with the atoms,
the atoms carrying the charges, or the charges dragging J.c

atoms, according to the point of view from which we please to
regard the process."

21. lonlxatlon o( Gases.—It was mentioned in f 4 that under
certain special conditions a gas may conduct at ordinary pressures,

and in recent years the phenomenon of electric conduction in air

at the ordinary atmospheric pressure has become familiar to

medical men in connection with X-ray v rk and radio-active

bodies, and also in connection with ultra-violet light. It is

therefore important to consider this question with the object of

obtaining clear ideas as to what is meant by the ionization of
air or of other gases.

Manifestly the conditions are not strictly comparable to those
occurring in an electrolyte, as, for example, in a solution of

sodium chloride, for whereas the solution contains an abundance
of negatively and of positively charged ions produced by the
dissociation of the salt, a simple gas such as oxygen or nitrogen

cannot become dissociated in the same manner. The ionization

of a gas can be understood in the light of the theory of electrons,
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lOr it can then bo explained as the breaking up of the atomi
of the gas into negatively-charged elecirons and ixaitively-
charged remainders, and this is doubtless the explanation of
what happens when a gas is rendered conducting by any one
of the well-known methods, such as ex|)osure to Roentgen rays,
to radium rays, to ultra-violet light, or to heat, as, for instance!
in a flame.

22. Hutlnc EfTaets of a Cumnt.—We saw in { i8 that a voltaic
cell may be regarded as an apparatus by means of which the
energy of the chemical action between the zinc and the exciting
fluid or solvent can be in part converted into electrical energy,
and the process may be regarded as a combustion in which the
fuel is the zinc. If a piece of common zinc be simply dissolved
in sulphuric acid in a test-tube the energy liberated serves only
to warm the contents of the tube, but when th,; zinc is arranged
in a voltaic cell some of the energy can be utilized in the form
of an electrical current flowing through the circuit, and this
current can be made to do work, or can be again converted into
heat in any part of the external circuit of the cell. When an
electrical cun.'nt flows through a circuit, energy is abrorbed by
the resistance of the circuit, and is dissipated in the form of heat ;

or, in other words, a wire carrying the current becomes heated by
fie passage of the current through it. The r.mount of heat gener-
ated depends (i) upon the resistance of the Hir

, being pro-
portional to the resistance, and (2) upon the magnitude of the
current, being proportional to the square of the current. Ac-
cordingly, when it is wished to avoid the production of heat and
the consequent loss of energy in a circuit, the conductors should
be of low resistance

;
and conversely, when the current is to be

used for the production of heat, as in the wire loop of a galvano-
cautery instrument, or in the filament of an incandescent lamp,
then the resistance of the part of the circuit which is to be heated
must be made as high as may be necessary for the circumstances
of the case, and a relatively bad conductor must be chosen for
that portion.

23. Resistance. — A current is set up in a conductor by
electromotive force—that is to say, there will be a current in
a conductor if there be a difference of potential between its
ends (§ 8). It is soon found in working with currents that with
different conductors different currents are produced by the same
electromotive force. There is, therefore, another factor that

is

f «'

i liiliiiUii imm
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determines the magnitude of the current besides the electn,-

tiJtv Z\r" °i
" '°"''"''°^ '^ '^' '"^«"« oi its conduc-tivity, and the conducting qualities of a body may quite well beexpressed ,n terms of its resistance : thus the same idea lon^veyed by saymg that copper has a high conductivity, or that ithas a low resistance. It is customary and convenient to^kof the resistances of bodies rather than of their conductiviti«

whlh itls man'
°'

".
""""*" •^'P™'^ "P°" *« "^t^ri-' <"

Tthi.!, T f* "P™ '*" '""Sth and its thickness. Thus

len^h 7 "! "'T" ""'''*""" *^" '^ thin wire of the same

than a w"""'"""; \"' " ^''°'' "''= ''^^ ^ '°-- ^««-ta„"ethan a long wire of the same thickness and material. ThisIS expressed by saying that the resistance of a conductor sdirect proportional to its length, and invei^ely so to its cros"

The electrical resistance of any material is a property peculiar

Most Inf'' '"t'
^ '^ '^"'^"^ " -'-^ - density isMost metak are good conductor, but they vary among themselves m their electrical conductivity. Silver is ftTb^t con

aCs"^tr't^
'"' "PP^^ «""- "- to " ^'atlTum hi"about SIX times the resistance of silver, and iron has a resistanceshghtly greater than that of platinum. As a general ™?e alb™have a higher resistance than the pure metals, German s vShaving about fourteen times the resistance of opper. TaWesshowmg the relative conductivity of metals and otto bod es aregiven in the textbooks.

Tables of resistance are also made with the specific resistancesof the materials tabulated. The specific resistance o^ a mater a

ron:fd"e:ed" '"""" °' '
'^"'"'^ ''"'''"'''''

"' ^"^ -'»^"«
If the specific resistance of a substance is known the resistanceof any wire or rod of that substance can be calculatedW =r ^"" '?''*'"" "' ""*'"' '""eases with temperatureSome alloys have been made in which variations of temwraturehave ven. little effect upon the resistance, and U^eTare ofspecial value for the construction of standard resistant! ?hacarbon, however, decreases considerably. The carbon filament

t'^::^:z'^r '-- -^^ -^-- -starc^s
Just m the same way as the resistance of a metal or other
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solid conductor is considered, so we may consider the resistance

of a liquid or electrolyte.

The fact that electrolysis is talcing place in an electrolyte does

not prevent the consideration of its resistance in the same way
as that of a non-electrolyte. C' i;:f\irf d with metals the resist-

ances of solutions are high; I'.ius a salt c iition may have a

specific resistance upwards o a i.'.iilion xin^' .» greater than that

of copper.

As heat generally increases the rusiot-nce of metallic con-

ductors, and decreases that of electrolytes, it is necessary to

take account of temperature whenever measurements of resist-

ance are to be made.

The measurement of resistance in electrolytes may be com-

plicated by electrochemical relations existing between the

electrolyte and the poles of the electrolytic cell, and electro-

motive forces set up in the cell itself may obscure or vitiate the

results if they are not properly recognised and guarded against.

24 Ohm's Law.—The law showing the relation between

electromotive force, resistance, and current was enunciated by

Dr. G. S. Ohm, and is known as Ohm's law. It is as follows

:

The strength of the current in any circuit or part of a circuit varies

directly as the electromotive force in that circuit, and inversely as the

resistance of the circuit. This may be expressed in symbols thus

:

where C stands for the current, E for the electromotive force,

and R for the resistance. From this formula we obtain in

addition E = CR, or R = p. Thus we can calculate either C, E,

or R if the values of the other two symbols are known or can

be measured.

23. Practloal Units.—The units of electrical quantities are all

ultimately defined in terms of the units of mass, length, and

time, and as in all scientific calculations these are taken to be

I gramme, i centimetre, and I second respectively, the system

of units is known as the absolute or centimetre-gramme-second

(C.G.S.) system. It is found, however, that for practical cal-

culation and use these units are not of a convenient size

—

e.g.,

the units of electromotive force and of resistance are inconveni-

ently small, and that of current is inconveniently large. The
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following system of unite derived from these has therefore been
adopted for practical use.

Electromotive Force.~The practical unit is called the Volt. It
is a little less than the electromotive force of one Daniell's cell
(see §31).

Resislance.—The practical unit of resistance is called an Ohm.
The Paris Congress of Electricians in 1884 defined a unit of
resistance to be called a legal Ohm. It is represented by t.ie
resistance of a column of pure mercury at 0° C, of a uniform
cross-section of i square millimetre, 106 centimetres long, and
weighing 14-4521 grammes ; it is slightly less than the true ohm
of io» C.G.S. units.

Current.—The current which is given by an electromotive
force of 1 volt acting through a resistance of i ohm is called
I Ampire.

Quantity.—One ampfire flowing for one second carries I Coulomb
of electricity past any point in the circuit. Another unit of
quantity much used by engineers is the quantity of electricity
which would be carried by i ampere in an hour. This is called
an amphehour. It is equal to 3,600 coulombs.

Capacity (see § 11).—That capacity which would require
I coulomb to charge it to i volt is cal'ed i Farad.
These names commemorate the labours of Volta, G. S. Ohm,

Ampere, Coulomb, and Michael Faraday.
Even these unite are inconveniently great or small at times

so certain prefixes are used to the names to denote multiples or
submultiples of these quantities. Thus, a megohm is one million
ohms, a microvolt is one-millionth of a volt, a microfarad is one-
miUionth of a farad, a milliampire is one-thousandth of an
ampere

; this last is the unit of current used in medicine.
The energy expended in a conductor may be calculated from

the current in the conductor and the electromotive force acting
upon It, and the figure obtained by multiplying the electro-
motive force (in volte) by the current (in amperes) gives the
rate of the expenditure of energy in terms of a unit known as a
Watt.

If E represente the electromotive force and C the current then
the watts, W, expended in the conductor are expressed by EC

In any simple conductor the energy expended takes the form
of heat. We are consequently able to calculate the rate at
which heat is generated in the conductor, and if we know ite
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specific heat, and the rat' at which it loses heat at its surface,
we can calculate the temperature after the current has passed
for any given time.

A watt is not a measure of work done, but of the rate of doing
work. To obtain a measure of work done the time during which
it goes on musfbe also considered. Thus one watt for one hour,
or, shortly, one watt-hour, is a measure of work done.
By Ohm's law E=RC, and if in the equation W=EC, RC be

substituted for E, we obtain the formula W=C*R, for the rate
of doing work, for losses in a conductor, or for the heating effects
of a current traversing a conductor.
The Board of Trade unit in which the energy sold to con-

sumers by the electric lighting companies is measured is i,ooo
watt-hours, or one kilowatt hour, and costs from threepence to
sixpence.

This amount of energy can be made up in various ways ; for
example, taking the ordinary pressure of supply as loo volts,

ten amperes at that pressure for one hour, or one ampere for ten
hours, alike represent the amount of energy of one unit. A carbon
filament incandescent lamp of sixteen candle-power requires
about sixty watts to keep it at a proper degree of brightness, and
on a circuit of loo volts it takes a current of 06 of an ampere.
Five of these lamps would use 300 watts, and if kept going for
five hours the amount of energy absorbed would be 1,500 watt-
hours, or one Board of Trade unit and a half, costing ninepence,
if the price of the unit were sixpence. The modem metallic
filament lamps of sixteen candle-power require only twenty
watts, and the consumption of energy in them is therefore about
one-third of that of the old carbon filament lamps.

26. Thermo-Eiectrioity.—In 1822 Seebeck discovered that a
difference of potential could be produced by heating or coohng
the point of junction of two dissimilar metals. If a rod of
bismuth be soldered to one of antimony, and the free ends be
connected by a wire, a current will flow through the circuit so
formed if the junction of the bismuth and antimony be heated or
cooled, and the current will continue to fiow so long as the
junction is maintained at a different temperature to the rest of
the circuit. When the junction is heated the direction of flow
is from bismuth to antimony through the heated part, but when
it is cooled the current flows in the opposite direction. Other
metals, and some alloys and minerals, show the same effects.

ii

iii
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The electromotive forces set up are small, but by the combination

of many couples thermo-electric batteries or thermopiles have

been constructed for practical use. The opposite eiiect can also

be observed. It was discovered by Peltier, and is usually known
as the " Peltier Effect." It is that if a current be driven chrough

a thermo-electric junction the junction is cooled or heated accord-

ing to the direction of the current. Thus a current passed from

bismuth to antimony cools the junction, and a current from

antimony to bismuth heats it.

27. Chemloal BstteriM.—Numerous modifications of Volta's

original cell have been proposed from time to time with the

object of improving it, so as to obtain as high an electromotive

foice as possible, to diminish the internal resistance of the cell,

and to secure constancy of action. For medical work the most

important point of all is to find a cell which will remain for a long

timt; in good order without attention, and in which no wasteful

chemical action goes on whi;.' the battery is not in use. On this

a".count the Leclanch6 cell (§ 34) or some modification of it

has almost entirely displaced the other types for medical

purposes.

The limit of electromotive force that can be obtained from a

single cell is soon reached, since, as shown in § 17, it depends

almost entirely on the electrolytic solution pressure of a metal or

substance. Tables are found in electrical textbooks of metals

and other conducting bodies arr.inged in order, the most " electro-

positive " at the head of the table, the most " electronegative
"

at the foot. An abbreviation of such a table is the following :

Electropositive.

Sodium.

Magnesium.

Zinc.

Iron,

Lead.

Copper.

Silver.

Mercury.

Platinum

Carbon.

Lead peroxide.

Electronegative.
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The similarity between this table and that given in $ 17 is

easily seen.

This order is given for the elements in the presence of dilute

acid ; with other exciting fluids the order may be slightly different

by reason of the influence which may be exerted by osmotic pres-

sure and electrolytic solution pressure under varying conditions.

It follows that the cell with the greatest electromotive force

would be one the poles of which consisted of the two materials

at the extreme ends of the table, and many of the improvements
in batteries made with the r'eiect of increasing the electromotive

force have been by substituting bodies further down the list for

the copper plate of Volta's cell. Thus in Smee's cell we find a

platinized silver plate, and in Groves' cell a platinum plate,

while in Bunsen's carbon is used. The best of these cells when
working properly have an electromotive force of something under

2 volts ; that of a Bunsen's cell is from 1-8 to ig volts.

As will be seen in the description of secondary batteries, a

positive plate of peroxide of lead affords a means of getting a

high electromotive force, and the combination of it with a zinc

negative plate has been suggested under the name of the zinc-

lithanode battery, and has an electromotive force of 25 volts

per cell.

If several cells be coupled together in series—that is to say,

with the negative pole of the first joined to the positive pole of

the second, and so on—the electromotive force of the combination

measured from the positive pole of the first to the negative of the

last cell will be equal to the sum of the electromotive forces of

the cells taken separately ; thus, when high electromotive forces

are required, the arrangement of a sufficient number of cells in

series provides a means of obtaining it. If ten cells of an electro-

motive force of 1-5 volts apiece be arranged in series, the electro-

motive force of the whole battery will be 15 volts. In medical

treatment, an electromotive force of 30 or 40 v .is may be re-

quired, and a medical battery is, therefore, provided with a

suitable number of cells connected together in series to give such
a voltage.

28. Internal Reslstanoe of Cells.—This is determined by the

concentration of the fluid in the cell, by the distance between the

plates, and by the area of the plates. The internal resistance is

low if the plates be large and close together, and high if the plates

be far ajiart or small. If the whole circuit of a cell be considered,
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and divided into two parts, the external circuit in the wire, and
the internal inside the cell itself, then a comparison of the resist-

ances of the two parts will show what proportion of the total

electrical energy of the battery is available for use in the external

circuit, and what proportion is expended uselessly inside the cell

itself ; for example, in the case of a cell having an internal

resistance of 3 ohms, and connected through an external resist-

ance of 6 ohms, the energy expended in the outside circuit will

be two-thirds, and that expended inside the cell vill be one-third
of the total under these circumstances. If t'-e electromotive

force of the cell be 1-5 volts, then one-third of the total fall or

slope of potential (or 0-5 volt) will be used up in the cell, and the

remaining two-thirds (or i volt) will represent the working electro-

motive forcf of the cell available for the outside circuit.

If the external resistance be 997 ohms, and the electromotive
force and internal resistance be as before, then the electromotive

force acting upon the external circuit will be very nearly the
same as the full voltage of the cell ; actually it will be in the
ratio of 997 to 1,000, or 1-495 volts.

Thus one sees that in certain cases the internal resistance of

a cell is an important factor in determining its value as a source
of current, while in other cases it is insignificant. In working
with the large resistances of the human body, the internal resist-

ance of the cells composing the battery is an unimportant matter,
as it forms only a small fraction of the total resistance of the
circuit, and the waste or loss of electromotive force inside the
cells is, therefore, a small fraction also.

In working with low external resistances, as for the heating of

a galvano-cautery instrument, and to a less degree in the illumi-

nation of parts of the body by incandescent lamps, the internal

resistance of the cells becomes important, and special forms of
cell with low internal resistances are required for such work.
Cells which have a low internal resistance are much more quickly
run down if allowed to go on discharging through a circuit of

low resistance than are those with a high internal resistance.

Accumulators, with their very low resistances, need special care
in this respect, for if treated in that way (" short circuited ")

they may discharge at a relatively enormous rate, and be not
only run down, but also permanently injured thereby.

29. Arrangement of Cells.—The arrangement of cells in series

has already been alluded to, and is represented in Fig. 4. Cells
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may also be arranged in parallel (Fig. 5)—that is to say, two or

more cells may have their positive poles connected together to

form one pole of the battery, and their negative poles in like

manner to form the negative pole. When cells are connected in

series, the electromotive force of the battery is the sum of the

electromotive forces of the cells composing it ; the internal resist-

ance of the battery is also th". sum of the internal resistances of

the cells. When similar cells are connected in parallel, the

electromotive force of the combination is no more than the

electromotive force of one of its components ; but its internal re-

Fig. 4.

—

Six Cells arranged in Series.

sistance is diminished in proportion to the numberof cells coupled

together. With six cells in parallel the internal resistance is

one-sixth of that of one cell. It is sometimes useful to couple

up the cells which are at hand in the best manner for obtaining

the desired result, as the following example will show :

Suppose the resistance of a cautery is 01 ohm, and the cells

to hand are of 16 volts each and 0'5 ohm internal resistance,

and suppose that the cautery requires 8 amperes to heat it.

If ten cells are coupled up in series, we shall indeed get an electro-

motive force of 16 volts acting through a resistance of 5-1 ohms,

^ (^ (^ ^ (^
(f

Fig. 5.

—

Six Cells arranged in Parallel.

and this will give a current of a little over 3-1 amperes ; but if

they are coupled in parallel, the battery resistance will be only

005 ohm, and the total resistance will be but 015 ohm in the

whole circuit. True, the electromotive force will be only rb

volts, but by Ohm's law the current in this case will be io-6

amperes. In the former case the cautery would not be heated,

in ihe latter we should have enough current and to ;>pare. Con-

versely it is of no use to arrange batteries in parallel when a

current has to be passed through a high resistance, such as the

human body, a resistance of at least 1,000 ohms, compared with
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Which the internal resistance of thirty or forty cells in series is

The coupling of cells in parallel has now lost its importance
owing to the introduction of accumulator cells, whose internal
resistance .s so small as to be a negligible quantity, at least inmedical work.

30. PolariiaUoil.-In former days much ingenuity has been
concentrated upon securing constancy of current and absence of
polarization m batteries. This is easily seen to be an important
matter, for nearly all voltaic cells undergo a fall of electromotive
force when any large current is taken from them for any lengtho time. Polarization of a cell is mainly caused by alterations
at the surfaces of the plates of the cell, and chiefly by the accumu-
lation of hydrogen on the negative plate (§ i8), which reduces the
available electromotive force of the cell by substituting hydrogenwh^e so ution pressure is relatively high for copper or carbon'
in both of which it is low.

There are other causes which tend to produce a falling off in
the current that a cell can give, particularly the saturation of
the excitmg fluid with zinc ions.

To prevent polarization it is necessary to take some measures
that will oppose the formation of bubbles of hydrogen on the
positive plate. j b mc

In Smee's battery the surface of the silver plate is roughened
by being platmized-j.*., covered with finely-divided platinum-
the effect of which is that the bubbles of hydrogen are able toform and escape more easily. When a carbon plate is used its
rough surface plaj-s the same part. A mechanical method of
hindering polarization is to keep the exciting fluid well stirredby forcing air through it or otherwise. None of these methods
however, are so efficacious as the use of chemical means-that is
to say, the use of some oxidizing agent in the cell whereby the
hydrogen is consumed as fast as it appears on the positive plate
The simplest method of domg this is to add to the exciting liquid
some oxidizing compound. This is the plan followed in the
chromic acid cell (§ 33) invented by Poggendorf. Another
liquid depolarizer that is used is strong nitric acid, but as this
attacks zinc violently it is necessary to separate it from the zinc
plate, where it would also be unnecessary, by the use of a semi-
permeable partition or porous pot, which keeps it in the neigh-
bourhood of the positive plate, where its action is needed and
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the battery then becomes a two-fluid battery. In Fig. 6 the
arrangement of a two-fluid battery is shown : V is the porous
pot containing one liquid and one plate, the other liquid and the
oth r plato standing outside it.

Solid depolarizers may also be used, the one best known being
peroxide of manganese, which is used in the Leclanche cell.

Oxide of copper has also been employed, while fused chloride of
silver is the depolarizer in a battery known as the chloride of
silver cell.

31. Oanlell'a Battery.—The okiist and most constant form of
two-fluid battery is that known as Daniell's cell. So constant
is this cell that it is sometimes used as a standard of electro-

motive force. Its electromotive force is 1079 volts, but varies

Fig. 6.

—

Two-fluid Cell,

slightly according to the nature and concentration of the solutions
employed. A Daniell's cell consists of copper in contact with
a solution of sulphate of copper kept saturated by crystals of
copper sulphate placed on a shelf near the surface of the liquid,
and separated by a porous partition is a zinc plate in contact
with a solution of sulphate of zinc acidified with sulphuric acid.
Frequently the copper is so shaped as to serve as the containing
vessel. The porous partition, while it prevents the mixing of
the two solutions, offers but little resistance to the electrolytic
passage of the current. The reactions, then, are as follows :

Zinc ions go into solution at the zinc plate, and copper ions go
out of solution at the copper plate. Since this latter is already
of copper, there is no tendency to polarization here at all, and so
long as the copper sulphate solution is unexhausted there will
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best efiect. In medical work the chromic acid cells are now
almost entirely abandoned, their place being taken by accumu-

lators for heavy work, and by dry (Leclanch<^) cells in other cases.

34. Th« LMlaneM Ml.—The cell most universally used for

medical work is the Leclanchi battery (Fig. 8), the exciting solu-

tion in which is a saturated solution of ammonium chloride

(sal-ammoniac). The electrodes are zinc and carbon. The
latter is surrounded by the depolarizer (manganese dioxide),

which is able slowly to oxidize the hydrogen evolved by the

action of the cell. In the usual forms of Leclanch6 cell the

carbon pole is in a porous pot, and is packed round with frag-

ments of carbon and of granular manganese dioxide. Another

Fio. 8.

—

Leclanch£ Cell.

form of cell has no porous pot, and the carbon has attached to it

a conglomerate formed of manganese dioxide and carbon pressed

into blocks. In another useful type the carbon and manganese

dioxide are enclosed in a canvas sack.

When the circuit is Jiot closed, there is no action between the

solution and the zinc ; but when the circuit is closed, the zinc

is dissolved, while ammonia and hydrogen are evolved at the

carbon pole. If only a small current is taken from these cells

their action is fairly constant, but if much current is used the

oxidizing action of the manganese dioxide is unable to keep pace

with the evolution of hydrogen, and the cell becomes polarized,

though it recovers again when left on open circuit. The advan-
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tages of the battery are that it possesses great powers of recovery,
does not waste when not in use, and will consequently supply
current at intervals for months, or even years, without much
attention. Its electromotive force is also fairly high viz.,

i'5 volts.

None of the cells in which dilute acid is used for the exciting
liquid can be left to themselves in the same way as the Lcclanchi,
for in all of them corrosion would gradually destroy the zinc if

it were left in the acid.

Leclanchi cells should receive a little attention about once in
six months. The larger sizes in glass jars can be easily inspected,
and the condition of the zincs and the level of the liquid ascer-
tained.

If the zincs are blackened, they should be scraped and amalga-
mated, and the liquid can be renewed. The cells should not be
filled to more than two-thirds of their capacity, because it is

an advantage that the oxygen of the air may come into contact
with parts of the carbon surfaces, and by being condensed there
may assist in depolarizing. The proportion of 6 ounces of sal-

ammoniac to a pint of water makes a solution of proper strength.
The upper inch of the glass cells ought to be brushed over with
vaseline to prevent "creeping " of the salts. This is the formation
of crusts of the sal-ammoniac round the top and outer sides of
the cells

;
it is harmful because it may lead to leakage and waste

of current and to corrosion of connecting wires.

When hard crystals form in masses at the bottom of the cell
and round the zincs, it is time to take down the battery and to
set it up afresh. If there is reason to think that the cells are
worn out, the porous pots may be recharged with manganese
dioxide and broken carbon, which can be bought ready mixed,
or, better still, they can be replaced by new ones.

The management of the small Leclanche cells used in portable
batteries is much more difficult, because it is impossible to see
their condition. One can do little beyond emptying out the
liquid with a fine syringe, and putting in fresh sal-ammoniac
solution in the same way from time to time. In the so-called dry
cells this is dispensed with, and the latter are, therefore, more
convenient, and they are also cheaper.

35- Dry Cells.—These are in many ways exceedingly con-
venient, and have come into general use for portable medical
batteries. They are sealed cells of the Leclanche type, with a
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pasty instead of a liquid exciting medium. They will work in any

position, and do not require any special attention ; but it must

be remembered that the capacity for work of all sealed forms of

cell is strictly limited by the original charge of chemicals, and

cannot be restored, when run down, by the addition of fresh

exciting fluid. In most of them the zinc plate is shaped like

a canister, and forms the containing vessel of the cell; it is

lined with a paste of exciting material, and inside this is the

carbon and manganese dioxide. Cells of this type are now in

general use, and exist in numerous makes and sizes.

The smallest size for portable medical batteries weighs about

8 ounces, and they will last for a year of daily use with proper care,

Fig. 9.—Helleskn's Dry Cmj..

but after that time must be rejected. They cost eighteenpence

apiece. Larger sizes are to be preferred for working medicaj

coils.

36. Aocumulators, or SMondary Batteries.—A so-called

"secondary battery" has this property, that when it is run down

and exhausted it may be renewed by driving an electric current

into it, and thus setting up an electrolysis that brings the plates

and the electrolyte back to their former state, while in the primary

batteries it is necessary to renew these. There is no more actual

storage of electricity in these batteries than in a primary battery.

Either may be looked upon as a store of energy, and in both the

energy stored is energy of chemical action.

An accumulator is a vessel containing two sets of lead plates,

called the positive and negative plates, and a solution of sulphuric

acid of the strength of i part of acid to 5 or 6 of water. Each set
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of plates has a screw connection or terminal for the attachment of

wires. In the smaller forms there are usually three plates, one

positive and two negative, but there may be five, seven, eleven,

or more plates in each cell. Each cell is complete in itself, but

for convenience it is usual to arrange several cells side by side

in one receptacle, and the cells are then connected together in

series—that is to say, the positive of one cell to the negative of

its next neighbour, and so on, leaving at one end of the series

an unconnected positive terminal, and at the otiier an uncon-

nected negative terminal. The accumulators in common use for

medical purposes are made in teak-wood boxes, lead-lined, and

having partitions to separate the cells.

Convenient small accumulators are also made for use on motor-

cats, and these can easily be adapted for medical purposes by

Fig, jo. Accumulator Cell, showing Arrangement

OF Plates.

the exercise of a little ingenuity. These motor-car cells, or

" ignition cells," are usually put together in pairs, and are en-

closed in celluloid vessels, which makes it easy to inspect the

plates at any time in order to ascertain their condition.

Both sets of plates are of lead, but as a result of their mode of

preparation their surfaces nc. dissimilar, the positives being

covered with a thick layer of dark chocolate-coloured peroxide

of lead, while the negatives are grey from a surface of spongy

lead. In many types of cell the plates or " grids " are full of

small perforations, containing lead peroxide " paste " in one

case, and spongy lead in the other. Positive and negative plates

are kept apart by insulators of glass, or wood, or celluloid in the

m
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form of rods or buttons between the plates. If by accidental
movement of the plates a positive should come into contact with
a negative, that cell rapidly becomes destroyed.
The chemistry of an accumulator is by no means simple, and

it will suffice to state here that during discharge the lead peroxide
becomes reduced to lead suboxide. The negative plates also
change from metallic (spongy) lead to lead sulphate during dis-
charge. The acid consequently becomes weaker, so that its

specific gravity gives an indication of the state of charge in the
cell.

The capacity of an accumulator cell varies with the size of its

plates, and is expressed in ampere-hours, meaning that it can
maintain a discharge current of so many amperes for so many
hours. Thus a lo-amp^re-hour cell can discharge at the rate of
I ampere for ten hours, or of 2 amperes for five hours, and so on,
and its charging must be in proportion. The charging and dis-
charging current can be measured quite easily with an ampere-
meter or ammeter, and the current in amperes multiplied by the
time of flow gives the ampSre-hours.
An accumulator is charged by passing a current into it in the

direction from positive to negative through the acid, and when
charged it is able to give out a current in the opposite direction,
until the energy stored in it by the charge has been expended!
The electromotive force of a charged cell is a little over 2 volts,
and as the cells in a battery are connected in series, the joint
electromotive force of a freshly-charged battery of four cells is

8 volts, or a little over. In practical working the electromotive
force is reckoned as 2 volts per cell.

An accumulator may be charged and discharged for an almost
indefinite number of times if charging and discharging follow
each other at short intervals, but an accumulator tends to de-
teriorate if left for many days in a charged condition, and de-
teriorates much more rapidly if left long in a discharged condition.
Accumulators should not be charged or discharged at excessive

rates. The proper rates are usually specified by the makers but
are not always adhered to by the users, and this is one reason
for the short life of accumulators in careless hands. They should
not be fully discharged, but as soon as their electromotive force
falls below 2 volts per cell they should be recharged again as soon
as possible.

In recharging there is not much danger of injuring them by
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too prolonged a charge. When fully charged any surplus energy
applied is expended mainly in the electrolysis of the acid, though
the supports may be attacked if charging is much prolonged. A
simple way of determining when a cell is fully charged is by
auscultation. If a brisk effervescence can be heard the cell is

fully charged. A slight effervescence may be heard before the
charging is quite complete, and if the charging current is very
small the effervescence is not particularly loud even when charg-
ing is complete ; but a little practice will soon enable a judgment
to be formed. There are other methods of determining when a
cell is fully charged, but in the case of small medical cells these
are more troublesome.

When a cell has just been charged, it will be found for a short
time to have an electromotive force of nearly 25 volts, but the
working voltage is 2 volts. When the cells are discharging, the
electromotive force is maintained at this point till about 75 p»T
cent, of the charge is expended ; after that the electromotive
force falls quickly.

It may be taken as a general rule that as soon as the electro-
motive force of a cell falls below 2 volts, or 18 at the lowest,
that cell should at once be recharged. If it is not attended to,

sulphate of lead is liable to encrust the surfaces of the plates,
and this insoluble salt increases the internal resistance, and
decreases the storage capacity of the cell until at last it may be
ruined.

The internal resistance of a storage cell is almost infinitesimal
when it is in good order, and may generally be neglected in
calculations concerning them, at least in medical work. It is

this low internal resistance which makes them so useful for
cautery purposes, where large currents are needed.
The difficulties found in working with accumulators of the

type having " pasted " plates has caused some makers to return
to the original type of accumulator as invented by Plantc, where
no pastes of the oxides of lead are used.

The lithanode cell is a form of secondary cell which works
well, and is made in several different sizes and in portable sets,
some of which are admirably adapted for medical purposes.
In the lithanode cells the positive plates consist of slabs of a
very dense lead peroxide compound enclosed in a metallic frame-
work, and they are free from some of the faults common to the
" pasted " plates.
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To charge an accumulator from a primary battery, the latter

must have an electromotive force greater than that of the cells

to be charged. For a two-celled accumulator, five Daniell cells,

three chromic acid, or Bunsen, cells, or seven Edison-Lalande

cells, are required. The charging cells should be large ; the process

is as follows : The primary battery having been freshly charged,

coupled in series (§ 29), and tested to see that it is in good order,

it must be attached to the accumulator, positive pole to positive

pole, and negative to negative. Current will then pass to the

accumulator from the battery so long as its electromotive force

keeps up above that of the secondary cells. The current will

slowly diminish as the primary cells run down. When the

electromotive forces of the primary and secondary cells are in

equilibrium no current passes in either direction, and the charging

consequently comes to a standstill.

The operation should accordingly be watched, and stopped
before the charging current has fallen too low. An ampere-
meter 01 ammeter (§ 58) will show the magnitude and direction

of the irrent which is passing. By noting the magnitude of

current at intervals during the charging process, an idea is

obtained of the amount of the charge. For example, suppose
the duration of the charge be six hours, and the current during
the first hour be 3 amperes, during the second and third hours
z amp&es, during the fourth i ampere, and during the fifth and
sixth i ampere, then the charge will be in amp&es for each hour,

3, 2, 2, 1, i, J, or 9 ampere-hours. The charging of accumulators
from primary batteries is now rarely practised, as there are few
places V here electricity is used in which current from a dynamo
is not available. For charging from a dynamo or the electric

light mains, see Chapter IV., § 94.

The Edison accumulator is a cell having for its active materials

nickel peroxide and iron. The electrolyte is a solution of

caustic potash. Both plates are of nickel-plated steel, with
numerous recesses or pockets to contain the active materials.

During the discharge of the cell the nickel peroxide changes to

a lower oxide at the positive plate, and at the negative the

metallic iron becomes oxidized. During charging the cycle is

reversed.

The plates of the cell appear to act merely as conducting

supports, and take no part in the chemical reactions.

The cells are said to behave well under trying conditions.
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Irregular chaining and discharging do not affect them so un-
favourably as is the case with lead accumulators. They are not

yet in practical use. The working electromotive force of the

cell is i'3 volts.

37- Magnetism—the Magnetic Field.—When a magnet is

suspended freely at the surface of the earth, it is found that it

swings so as to set itself with one pole pointing towards the north
(or at least approximately so) and the other towards the south.

The poles are spoken of as the north-seeking and snuth-seeking

poles respectively, and these names are abbreviated into north
and south (N. and S.) for convenience.

The region of space about any magnet, and throughout which
we consider its action, is called its field, and lines of magnetic
induction or lines of force round a magnet can be mapped out.

These will then all leave the iron at points or surfaces indued
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Fig. II.

—

Lines of Force of a Bar Magnet.

with N. magnetism, and will return to it at points or surfaces

indued with S. magnetism, and the intensity of a magnetic field

at any point will be given by the number of lines of force which
cross per unit of surface at right angles to them at that point.

It is easy to map the field of force round any magnet, since

every magnet tends to set itself parallel to the lines of force at
the point where it is. If, then, the magnet whose field is to be
mapped be laid down on a sheet of white paper, and a small
compass needle be moved about in its vicinity, the direction of
the needle at any point will give the direction of the lines of force

at that poini, and these can be plotted on the paper. And soft

iron filings in a magnetic field set themselves along the lines of
force, mappiiig them out to the eye in a very beautiful manner.

If a sheet of paper be laid down over a bar magnet, and iron
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filings be sifted over the paper, and the paper be gently tapped,

they will arrange themselves into a figure composed of curved

lines which emerge from one pole, and pass round to converge

at the other (see Fig. ii).

38. Oented's Exparlment.—Let a small magnet, say a compass

needle, be suspended freely at rest ; it will point north and

south. Now over it let there be carried a wire joining the two

terminals of a voltaic cell or battery in such a way that its course

from copper to zinc along the wire shall be from south to north

—

i.e., so that the current (the positive direction of flow) is from

south to north—then the north-seeking end of the magnet will be

deflected towards the west. This observation is due to Oersted

of Copenhagen, and it was formulated by Ampere into a law for

telling the direction of flow in a circuit thus : Imagine a man
swimming with the current in the wire

—

i.e., from copper to zinc—

and facing the needle, the north-seeking end of the magnet will

always be deflected towards his left hand, whatever the position

of the wire with regard to the magnetic needle.

From Oersted's experiment wi; can draw the deduction, viz.,

that there must be a magnetic field of force about every wire

that is carrying a current, and since, when we are facing the

magnet and swimming with the current, the N. pole is always

deflected to the left whatever the position of the magnet with

regard to the wire, it follows that the lines of force must pass

round the wire in circles, and it is easily shown that they do so

by scattering iron filings on a card through a hole in which a

vertical wire carrying a moderately strong current is passed.

When the card is tapped the filings instantly arrange themselves

so as to map out the lines of force as circles round the wire ; also,

if we look along the wire from copper to zinc

—

i.e., with the

current—the direction of the lines, the direction in which a

N. pole will move, is that of the hands of a clock. If a wire be

bent into the arc of a circle, when a current passes through this

arc there will be a field of force at the centre of the circle, due

to the current at all points of the arc. If the arc were in the

plane of the paper, and the current ran clock-wise in it, the

direction of the lines of force would be vertically down from

the paper.

It was believed by Ampere that a magnet was the seat of

molecular electric currents, all revolving in a similar direction,

and in the terms of the electron theory a magnet is a piece of
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iron or steel whose electrons are revolving in similar orbits,
whereas these orbits are arranged irregularly when the metal is

not magnetic. On the electron theory it is assumed that the
atoms of all matter contain one or more electrons which are in
continual revolution round the centre, in orbits. They circulate
in all sorts of planes, and their orbits face every way. For
iron, when brought into a field of magnetic force, the orbits are
drawn round into parallel positions, and when the field of force
IS \yithdrawn, some magnetism remains, because some of the
orbits continue in their new position. With soft iron the
permanent magnetism thus produced is very feebly preserved,
and a mechanical shock is sufficient to cause most of it to dis-
appear, but with steel the magnetism so produced is much more
permanent.

39. The Eleetromagnet.—To illustrate the magnetic prop-
erties of a wire carrying a current many devices have been
used from time to time as lecture experiments, and some have
had important practical applications, as, for instance, the electro-
magnet and the galvanometer. Soon after the discovery by
Oersted of the effect of a current upon a magnetic needle it was
found that a wire coiled into a spiral or helix behaved as a magnet
when a current traversed it, and the effect became very much
more conspicuous if the helix were wound upon an iron rod or
core. The explanation of the effect of the iron core is as follows

:

Iron conveys magnetic lines more readily than air does, and
therefore a given magnetizing current will set up a larger number
of magnetic lines when the path for these is either partly or
wholly in iron than when it is wholly in air.

By winding a coil of insulated copper wire around horseshoe-
shaped pieces of soft iron, Sturgeon constructed magnets of great
power, and gave them the name of electromagnets. Since his
time electromagnets have had many useful applications, and a.s

the field magnets of dynamo machines and motors they now play
a most important part in the industrial applications of electricity.

Whenever a magnetic field is set up by the passage of a current,
the growth or formation of the magnetic field is accompanied by
an absorption of energy. This energy is not lost, but is stored
in the magnetic circuit, to be released again during the collapse
or decay of the magnetic field which takes place when the current
in the circuit is cut off. A mechanical analogy to this is seen in
the storage of energy in a compressed elastic body such as a spring.
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The energy stored in a spring pistol is recovered suddenly, and

often with striking effect, when the pistol is discharged, while in

the case of the movement of the springs of a vehicle travelling

along a rough road we have an instance of energy stored and

liberated in a rhythmic or oscillatory manner.

When a circuit is so arranged as to make the most of these

magnetic effects very marked, phenomena may be noted, and

many electromagnetic mechanisms depend for their action upon

the sudden release of stored energy which occurs during the

rapid decay of a strong r ignetic field.

40. Gtlvsnometen,—Oersted's discovery at once provided a

means of making an instrument for measuring the current in

a circuit. Such an instrument is called a galvanometer ; or, if

it is used merely to indicate the presence of a current, it may be

called a galvanoscope.

In its simplest form the galvanometer consists of a number of

turns of wire disposed in a vertical plane, with a small magnetic

needle suspended or supported freely at the centre. The needle,

being free to move, sets itself parallel to the magnetic field that

happens to exist at the place where the galvanometer is to be

used, and the coils of the instrument are then set parallel to the

needle, and therefore to the magnetic field at the place. Hence

the field due to a current circulating in the coils will be at right

angles to the position of rest of the needle, and will tend to

deflect it.

By multiplying the number of turns of wire in the galvano-

meter coils the action of the current on the neeedle becomes

increased in proportion, ea„h turn exercising its own effect. On

this account the name of " multiplier " was once given to the

galvanometer. But it must not be forgotten that, if the number

of windings be largely increased, resistance (§ 23) is thus intro-

duced, which may have the efiect of diminishing the current

flowing through the coils. It is therefore necessary to wind

galvanometer coils so as to suit the special purposes for which

they are intended to be used. The galvanometers used for

medical purposes are generally wound with numerous turns, for

though the resistance thus added to the circuit may be con-

siderable, the resistance of the body itself is very high, and the

effect of the galvanometer resistance in diminishing the current

is unimportant as compared with the advantage gained by the

multiplying effect of the turns of wire. Thus the small currents
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used in medical treatment are enabled to produce laige deflections
of the galvanometer needle.

It must not be forgotten that the deflection of the needle of a
galvanometer is not a direct measure of the current circulating
in it. Galvanometers must be constructed to suit the special
purposes for which they are intended, and some instruments
will give considerable deflections with minute currents, while
others require currents of huge magnitude to produce even a
slight movement of the needle. On this account it is necessary,
before comparing the deflections of one galvanometer with
another, to be able to express their deflections in current, and
galvanometers may be graduated by comparing them with
standard instruments. When buying an instrument it is

customary to specify the magnitudes of current which it is

proposed to measure with the galvanometer required ; the in-
strument-maker is then able to provide a suitable instrument,
which has been aheady graduated to read directly into current.

41. Heasuring Instruments.—A galvanometer graduated to
give readings in amperes is commonly known as an amp^e-
meter or ammeter. The currents used for medical applications
are usually measured in milliampfa-es

(f 25), and the galvano-
meters used are called milliamp&emeters. Galvanometers can
be graduated to give readings in volts, and are then called
voltmeters. They are useful when it is wished to measure the
electromotive force existing between two conductors at different
potentials, as, for example, between the poles of a voltaic cell or
battery.

Many devices depending upon the magnetic properties of a
wire carrying a current have been adapted for measuring pur-
poses. Similarly, the heating effects of a current, the electrolytic
or chemical effects, and the effects of electrostatic attraction

(§ 2), have been used in the construction of measuring instru-
ments.

42. Measurement of Heslstanoe.—A galvanometer may be
used for calculating the resistance of a circuit or of a part of a
circuit. Suppose a Daniell's cell of electromotive force 11 volts
be connected up through a galvanometer, and the reading of the
latter be 005 of an ampere, then the resistance of the circuit will
be by Ohm's law

—

K-S. ^1 V
=* 22 Ohms.005 """»
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The resistance of 22 ohms will be made up o( the resistance of

the cell, of the conducting wires, and of the galvanometer coils.

Now, suppose a coil of wire, whose resistance is to be measured,

be included in the circuit as in the figure, and the reading of the

Fig. 22.

—

Measurbubnt of Rksistahcb.

r, Battery ; G, galvanometer ; R. wire resistance.

galvanometer be taken again. Suppose it to be o'02 of an

amp£re, then by the same calculation, R= = 55 ohms, the^ ' 0'02

resistance of the circuit has been increased by 33 ohms, which

is the resistance of the coil of wire which was to be measured.

43. Resistanea CoUs.—^The method of calculating resistances

described in the preceding paragraph is often useful for rough

determinations in medical work. In using it we have to rely upon

the correctness of the galvanometer, and upon our knowledge

of the electromotive force of the battery used. When exact

measurements are needed another method is employed by which

Fig. 13.—P- I OF Resistance Coils.

these elements of uncertainty are avoided, and the resistance is

measured by comparing it with that of standard " resistance

coils." Permanent standard resistances are made from lengths

of wire specially wound into coils, and sets of these coils of

suitable resistances are sold by instrument-makers in a con-

venient form. The wires are made of German silver or of some
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Other alloy whose resistance does not change very much with
changes of temperature. The coils are enclosed in a box for
protection and are connected to consecutive sections of a heavy
brass conductor upon the outside of the box, as shown in Figs. 13
and 14. The plugs are used to cut out any of the coils which are
not to be included in the circuit. When a plug is inserted the
current flows across the plug to the next section, and there
is practically no resistance at that point. When a plug is with-
drawn, the current must pass through the coil. With a set of
coils arranged in the following order : i, 2, 2, 5, 10, 20, 20, 50,
100, 200, 200, 500, 1,000, any resistance from i to 2,100 ohms
can be put into circuit as any of the coils can be thrown in or
out of circuit by removing or replacing plugs on the top of the
resistance-box. Such a resistance-box can be used to measure
resistances by what is called the " substitution method." A

Fig. 14.

—

Resistance-Box.

battery, a galvanometer, and the unknown resistance are con-
nected together in circuit, and the deflection of the galvanometer
is noted. A resistance-box is then substituted for the unknown
resistance, and the box is unplugged till the deflection has the
same value as the fiist, when the resstance unplugged gives the
value required.

44- WheatStone'S Bridge.—The method generally used for
measuring resistances is called Wheatstone's bridge method,
and consists of an arrangement of conductors as shown diagram-
matically in Fig. 15, in which P is a battery having its circuit
divided along two channels at B, and reunited at D, so that
part of the current flows through A and part through C. When
the current is flowing thus there is a gradual fall of potential
along both wires, so that for every point along one there is a point
along the other which is at the same potential, and therefore a
galvanometer attached to these corresponding points would
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•how no deflection, as there would be no current. If A and C

are these points, and a * c » are the resistances of the various

branches as drawn, when there is no current indicated by the

galvanometer we have the relation a:b-c:x, and if a, i, and e

are known, the fourth, *, can be calculated from this proportion.

The resistance to be tested is joined in between A and D as

shown at » in the diagram, and the resistance-box is joined in

between C and D. Then, as the simplest case, if the resistances

at a and b are equal, the resistances at c can be changed by taking

out or putting in the plugs of the box until a balance is obtained,

and there is no current through the galvanometer. The sum

of the resistances in the arm e is then equal to the resistance

of the conductor to be measured. The Wheatstone's bridge

method has been much studied and developed, and for details

Fw. ij.—Whkatsiohe's Bridge.

as to the use of the instrument, the various forms it takes, the

precautions necessary in working with it, and for a description

of the resistance coils, and the way they are wound and adapted,

reference must be made to Kempe's " Handbook of Electrical

Testing," or other modem textbook of electricity.

45. Elaetromagnetie Indnetioii.—^When two distinct circuits

are near to each other, currents in one will " induce " currents

or, more correctly, electromotive forces in the other.

The induced currents are of momentary duration, and appear

only when the inducing current is made to vary, as, for example,

when it is turned on or turned off. The current induced at the

starting of the inducing current is opposite in direction to the

inducing current, and the current induced at the break of the

inducing current has the same direction as the inducing current.
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This has been formulated by saying that the induced current is

such that the field it would set up tends to neutralize the change
in field that is causing it (Lena's law). These induced currents
were discovered by Faraday, and on that account the induced
currents employed in medicine are still known as " Faradic
currents " among medical practitioner*.

In { 38 it was stated that there is a magnetic field of fore*

about every wire carrying a current, and the eflecto just referred
to depend upon the field of force surrounding the wire of the
inducing circuit, and generally it may be said that every change
of the magnetic condition of the space round a conducting
circuit produces an induced E.M.F. or current in the circuit.

Thus, the increase or decrease of a current in the inducing
circuit, or the approach or withdrawal of the inducing circuit
will change the magnetic conditions round the other circuit,

which may be termed the " secondary " circuit, and will set up
a current in it. Also, for the same reason, the approach or with-
drawal of a magnetic pole will set up a current in a circuit

during the periods of approach or withdrawal, and since the
induced current depends upon the variation of the magnetic
field in which the circuit is placed, it matters nothing whether
the field is caused to vary by moving the magnet or the coil, or

by making and unmaking a magnet by any means, or by varying
a current in a neighbouring circuit.

The production of electric currents by electromagnetic induc-
tion is of enormous practical importance. The commercial
developments of electricity rest upon the dynamo machine,
which is an apparatus for the generation of electricity by the
induction effects of magnetic fields upon coils of wire. The
importance of the dynamo machine lies in the fact that it affords
a means for the direct conversion of mechanical power into
electrical power. It does this simply and efficiently so that the
primary battery is no longer used as a source of electrical energy,
except for minor and special purposes.

46. Induced Electromotive Force.— It was stated at the

commencement of § 43 that " currents in one circuit will induce
currents or, more correctly, electromotive forces " in another.
The meaning of the correction is that, although the induction of

currents implies the induction of electromotive forces, yet electro-

motive forces may exist without being able to give rise to currents.

An electromotive force can only give rise to a current when

4
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there is a conducting path for the current. In the case of a

circuit acting inductively upon a conductor near it, the latter

would be the seat of a current if it formed part of a closed con-

ducting circuit ; but if it did not do so it would be the seat of

an electromotive force only, as its circumstances would be

against the production of a current in it.

In order to arrive at the magnitude of induced currents we

must consider that by Ohm's law (§ 24) this depends upon two

quantities, the electromotive force and the resistance of the wire.

This latter is constant, since it depends only on the wire ; the

electromotive force alone varies. Its direction has been already

considered ; its magnitude is determined by the following law :

The total induced electromotive force in any closed circuit is

proportional to the rate of change of the number of magnetic

lines of force through the space enclosed by the circuit. But,

the number of lines of force, or, in other words, the strength of

the magnetic field produced by a current in a circuit, is, propor-

tional to the current in that circuit. Hence the law may run,

" the induced electromotive force in any closed secondary circuit

is proportional to the rate of change of current in the primary

circuit."

47. SeU-lnduction.—When a current is sent through a circuit,

the magnetic field which is set up round the conductor reacts

upon the conductor itself, just as we have seen it do upon a

neighbouring circuit, and thus at the moment of completing a

circuit the rise of current in it to its proper value is retarded

by an induced electromotive force of opposite sign in the wire

itself, while when the circuit is broken there is a momentary

reinforcement of the current by an induced electromotive force

of the same sign as that existing in the wire. This action of an

increasing or decreasing current upon its own circuit is spoken

of as an action of self-induction, and the reinforcement of the

current at the break produced in this way can be amplified and

made use of, as wi!! be seen later in the account of induction

coils.

The effect which self-induction has of retarding the growth of

a current in a wire is not of great importance in the case of

steady currents, because the effect is a transient one. In dealing

with currents which are in a state of continual variation it is

soon found that the matter may be one of very great importance.

In the distribution of electrical energy by alternating currents,
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o^ttuTT" '^"1°' '^"^"^ '"PP^y- ^ consideration
of the self-.nduct.on of tlie circuits is absolutely necessary ifsenous errors are to be avoided.
Conductors supplied with alternating current, especially whenthey are wound in the form of coils so as to set upTtrong mag-

Z^^t "\ 'T''
'° """^ "" ''PP"-' '^^^-^^ which Ivej much greater than they have when tested by steady currentsand the mtroduction of an iron core into a coil of wire which iscarrying an alternating current can easily be shown to produce

a still further increase in its apparent resistance. From this itB clear that Ohm s law (§ 24), which specifies that the magnitude
of a current ma circuit is determined by two factor, only-viz
the electromotive force and the resistance-needs to be modified
for the case of varymg currents by the introduction into the
cakuiation of a new factor: namely, the self-induction of the
circuit. It is the opposing electromotive force, or back EMF
of self-mduction, which increases the apparent resistance
Sometirnes it is convenien. to use the expression "

ohraic
resistance to signify the resistance of a circuit as measured for
steady currents, and to distinguish it from the "

virtual resist-
ance of the same circuit when varying currents are bemg
coMidered. The word "impedance- is generally used for
virtual resistance.

It is very necessary for medical men to have some knowledge
of the phenomena of electromagnetic induction, and of ^e
behaviour of circuits carrying varying currents. Without an
acquaintance with this part of the subject it is impossible to
understand the mduction coil, or the construction and manage-
ment of the various forms of medical apparatus in which alter-
nate currents are used. "High-frequency" phenomena, too
can only be comprehended by those who have given attention
to the effects of self-induction and mutual induction. The pre-
ceding paragraphs may serve to indicate the importance of the
matter, but for a proper elucidation of the laws of varying
currents and of electromagnetic effects in general the reader
must consult a modern textbook of electricity.

48. The Induction CoU.-One of the most interesting of the
early observations in connection with electromagnetic induction
wa^ that shocks and ;)right sparks could be produced from a single
voltaic ceU if the circuit contained spiral coils of wire. From Uie
last paragraph we learn that these effects depend upon the self-
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induction of the circuit, and very shortly after the publication

of the researches of Faraday and of Henry in 1831 and 1832

the subject was taken up by others, and coils were made by

Page, Sturg<-on, Callan, and others, which were the prototypes

of the modern uiduction coil.

The peculiar physiological effect or shock which these induction

coils producid soon led to their application to medical treatment,

and in 1837 » machine contrived for this purpose by a Mr. Clark

was figured in Sturgeon's "Annals of Electricity."* Others

quickly followed, and the drawings of the period commonly

represent these coils as fitted with handles for patients to grasp,

showing the general idea of the mode of employing them in

therapeutics. By the introduction of the separate " secondary
''

coil, and of ttie automatic contact-breaker, the induction coil

acquired its modem form.

Since then the medical induction coil has undergone many

modifications at the hands of ingenious instrument-makers, but

few of these modifications have been of much value, because the

principles determining the physiological action of the coils have

received but scant attention. (See Chapter II. (§ 59) *<" »

detailed account of medical coils.)

It is convenient to consider the phenomena of the induction

coil as depending on the variations in the magnetic field of

force (§ 38) of a coil of wire in which a current is continually

being made and broken. The magnetic field set up in and

around the coil at the moment of closing the battery current

reacts upon the wire and produces in it a wave of opposing

electromotive force, which retards the growth of the current so

that it does not instantaneously reach its full strength, and the

collapse of the magnetic field at the moment of breaking the

current also sets up a wave of electromotive force in the wire,

whkh strengthens the battery current, and shows itself by a

bright spark at the place where the circuit is broken.

In its simplest form an induction coil consists of a single coil

of insulated wire wound round a reel or bobbin with an iron core,

and provided with an arrangement, usually a vibrating spring,

for automatically closing and opening the circuit. It is con-

nected to a voltaic battery whose current passes through the

interrupter. Thus the current is periodically established and

• For an interesting account of the early history of the induction coil.

see Fleming, " The Alternate-Cuirent Transformer."
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interrupted in the windings of the coil, and the magnetic field of
the apparatus is caused to vary with every make and break of
contact, and the current induced in the wire coil at break
can be led off by properly-arranged conductors, and is the
so-called " primary current " of a medical coil, being distinct
from the battery current. The primary current is a series of
impulses or waves all passing in the same direction, and corre-
sponding in time and frequency to the interruptions of the
battery current

; each wave is due to a sudden rise and fall of
electromotive force in the wire, the whole time of each wave
being a very small fraction of a second, and varying considerably
in different coils.

The secondary current of an induction coil, as its name
suggests, is derived from a second entirely independent coilwound
upon the same bobbin as the primary coil. Being in the same
magnetic field as the primary coil, it is acted upon in the same
way, but the effects produced in it are not quite the same. In
the secondary coil there is an induced electromotive force corre-
sponding to the rise of magnetism, and an opposite electromotive
force corresponding to its fall. Both of these can give rise to
currents through m external circuit, and because they are in
opposite directions the currents from tUe secondary coil are said
to be alternating. They are not exactly al'ke in all respects
although the total flux of electricity is the same in each ; for the
electromotive force set up at the " make " of the battery'current
is lower, and the duration of the wave is longer than at the
break, because the rise of the magnetizing current in the primary
or inducing coil is more gradual than its fall.

The electromotive forces developed by induction in the
primary and secondary coils vary very much in different instru-
ments. In both coils the electromotive forces reach maxima
which are higher than that of the battery which supplies energy
to the apparatus.

Fig. i6 is a plan of the arrangement of the wires in an induc-
tion coil, and Fig. 17 shows an actual coil. The lettering is the
same in both of the figures. One pole of the battery is con-
nected to the coil at A. The current then passes by the
adjusting-screw B, the vibrator H, and the support K, to a
magnet D, which actuates the contact-breaker. After traversing
this (he circuit gives off a branch to the bindmg-screw P, and is

continued to the primary coil E, E, the return wire froni which

i
I

I i
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again gives off a brancli to the second binding-screw at P, and
is then continued to the other pole of the battery. The two
binding-screws at P are thus in connection with the two ends
of the primary coil, and by means of electrodes attached to

B r r

Fio. 16.—Arxahoehznt of v,'.Rgs tn an iNDnciioM Con.

them the patient may be itreated with the primary current of
this coil. The secondary coil F is wound on a separate hollow
bobbin, and has its terminals at S. ThU bobbin is made to

Fig. 17.

—

Induction Coil.

slide like a sledge on guides, so that it can be made to approach
or recede from the primary coil. At G a handle is seen attached
to the iron core which can slide in and out of the primary coil,
and so further modify the electromotive forces induced in the
primary and secondary coils by varying the strength of their
magnetic field.
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:

These currents traverse the windings on the field-magnet, and

strengthen it so that it reacts more strongly on the armature,

until by the continuance of this mutual reaction between the

armature and the field-magnet the latter becomes fully

Fig. i8.—Series-wound Dynamo, with Three Lamps, also in Series,

IN External Circuit.

magnetized, and the dynamo becomes a self-exciting machine.

The armature is mounted on a shaft, and if it is designed to give

direct current—that is to say, a current running in one direction,

and not alternating, the shaft is fitted with a commutator.

V y
Fig. 19.

—

Shunt-wound Dynamo, with Two Resistances, also in

Shunt, in Outer Circuit

This consists of a circle of copper or brass segments insulated

from the shaft and from each other ; the ends of the coils of wire

which form the armature are connected to a pair of these commu-

tator segments, and when the armature i$ in rotation the seg-
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ments pass in turn under the ends of two collecting-brushes of
metal which make contact with them.
The commutator is a necessary part of a direct current

dynamo, for it serves to rectify the alternate currents generated
in the coils during their rotation, and delivers them to the field-

magnet coils and to the outside circuit as a continuous current in
one direction. For alternating-current machines the commu-
tator is replaced by two insulated metal rings on the shaft, and
the ends of the wire are attached to them. The collecting-brushes
touch these, and collect an altematmg current. Tl]e field-

magnet of an alternator must either be a permanent m.if^et,
or else it must be excited from a separate source of direct
current.

When the whole of the current from the collecting-brushes
passes first through the field-magnet coils, and then through the
outer circuit, the dynamo is said to be " series-wound," the two
portions of the circuit being in series, whereas a " shunt-wound "

dynamo has the field-magnet coils in parallel or in " shunt " with
the outer circuit (Figs. i8 and 19). Each of these arrangements
presents advantages for certain purposes.

50. Power for Dynamo-driving.—With the magnitudes of
current and at the pressures needed for much of the electro-
therapeutic work of to-day, chemical batteries are insufficient
as the source of current. In the absence of a public lighting
supply a dynamo is almost a necessity, for the transportation
of accumulators to and from a charging station is expensive
and troublesome. On the other hand, it is rather an under-
taking for a medical man to set up a private dynamo for charging
the accumulators, for one needs not only the dynamo, but also
the power to drive it.

Manual power, windmills, water-motors, hot-air motors, and
gas and oil engines, have all been applied to the driving of
dynamos. In any particular case the local conditions will help
to decide which is likely to be the most convenient source of
power. In charging an accumulator from a dynamo the electro-
motive force of the charging source must be maintained steadily
above that of the cells to be charged, for if this is not done the
cells will discharge back through the dynamo, with a result quite
opposite to that desired. On this account manual power is too
unsteady for serious purposes. An apparatus for dynamo-
driving has been contrived by adapting a bicycle, and so making
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use of pedal power, and it is interesting to note that electricity

for charging accumulators for Roentgen-ray work in the Soudan

campaign was generated by means of an apparatus of this kind,

a tandem bicycle being so converted as to drive the d}mamo by
means of a belt from the hind wheel. (See the illustrated paper

by Surgeon-Major Battersby in the Archives of the Roentgen Ray
for February, iSgg.)

In some places a small windmill might be used for charging

purposes, and where there is a cheap water-supply a water-

motor gives little trouble and would be a good contrivance.

Many makers now list small gas-engines of one-quarter horse-

power, which can be used to drive a dynamo for charging

storage cells. These would probably answer for charging

purposes quite well in the hands of anyone who was willing to

take some trouble to understand them thoroughly. Several

firms now supply gas engines of small power together with

djmamos. In the size of one-half horse-power, the Gardner

engines,* for gas and oil, cost £15 and £25 respectively, and

can be specially provided with dynamo, pulleys, belts, etc.,

complete, for about £10 more. With one of these sets the

charging of storage cells can be effectively dealt with.

When charging an accumulator from a dynamo, the possibility

of an unexpected stoppage of the machine must be borne in

mind. To meet this chance automatic switches have been

contrived which at once cut off the cells from the djmamo circuit

if anything goes wrong. This is necessary to prevent the charge

already accumulated in the storage cells from running down
through the dynamo circuit, to the probable damage both of

dynamo and cells. A shunt-wound dynamo must be used for

the purpose of accumulator charging.

SI. Motors.—^The direct-current dynamo is a reversible

machine, inasmuch as it can act as a motor if supplied with

current from an external source. In this case it converts an

electrical current into mechanical power, whereas when used as a

dynamo it converts mechanical power into an electrical current.

Motors, like dynamos, may be either shunt-wound or series-

wound. Motors have certain applications in medical work.

The shunt-wound motor admits of better speed regulation than

the series form. Small motors may easily be destroyed at starting

if care be not taken to start with the safety resistance properly

• Norru and Henty, 87, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.
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adjusted, and the little shunt-wound motors used for operating
interrupters for induction coils and other medical purposes are
sometimes spoiled through such inattention. In buying a mdtor
it is necessary to specify the pressure of supply (in volts) from
which it will be driven, the amount of power (in horse-power or
fractions of a horse-power) it will be expected to exert, and, in
the case of alternating-current circuits, the periodicity of the
alternations must also be mentioned. Motors for use on alter-
nating circuits are more complex machines than are direct-
current motors. For an account of their construction, their
advantages and disadvantages, special engineering textbooks
must be consulted.

The character of the electrical supply in the different electricity
supply works in the United Kingdom will be found in the
Appendix. There a list is given of towns having a public supply
of direct or of alternating current, with particulars of the pressure
of supply, and in the case of alternating current, of the periodicity
of the alternations.

52. Alttrnattng Curwnto.—The system of distribution of
electrical energy by alternating currents is in use in many
places in the British Islands.

An alternating current is one which rises from zero to a
maximum, and falls away again, to be followed immediately by
a reversed current, which also grows to a maximum and wanes
in the same manner. When a closed coil or circuit of wire is

rotated in a magnetic field, the wire is traversed by an alternating
current of this kind once for every complete revolution of the
coil, and this recurs again and again as often as the coil is rotated,
giving one cycle or period for each revolution.
Each cycle consists of two semi-cycles which are equal and

opposite
;
the one corresponds to the passage of the coil through

lines of N. magnetism, and the other to its passage through lines
of S. magnetism.

The changes in value of any regularly varying quantity, as, for
example, electromotive force or current, can be represented
graphically by a curved line, just as the variations in the body
temperature of a patient are recorded upon the temperature
charts used in clinical work.

If a horizontal line be drawn to represent periods of time, and
if magnitudes of electromotive force be represented by distances
above the base line (positive) or below it (negative), then an
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electromotive force gradually rising from zero to a maximum of

ts volts positive, and falling again, could be represented by

the curved line A, B, C (Fig. 20), and the continuation of the curve

C, D, E represents n reversal in sign of the electromotive force,

with a fall to 13 volts negative, followed by a return to zero, the

period of time of the whole cycle being represented by the base

line A, E. Similar curves could clearly be drawn to represent any

values of a varying electromotive force or current, and any

periods of time.

When the shape of the curve is known the electromotive force

at any instant can be readily determined by plotting out the

curve upon paper suitably ruled with lines (squared paper), and.

Flo. 20.

—

Graphic Rbpresshtation or A StvadilY'VARYino

Elbctrohotivb Force.

conversely, curves can be constructed by observing a sufficient

number of instantaneous values and marking them out on the

paper.

The curve in Fig. ao represents the gradual rise and fall of the

electromotive force from an alternate-current dynamo machine,

and may be taken as approximating closely to the current curve

of an alternating system of electric light supply, and with such a

curve the ratio of maximum to mean electromotive force is as

I to 0637, or as i'57 to i, if the mean be taken as unity. A
curve of this kind is known as a simple periodic curve or a sine

curve, and the current from an alternating-current dynamo is

often spoken of as a sinusoidal current, to signify that it approxi-

mates in its wave form to a true sine curve.

The "frequency" of an alternating current or its "period-
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icity ' means the number of periods or cycles occurring in one
second.

53- Th« TrMlltornMr.—One great convenience of alternate
currente is the ease with which they can be made to induce fresh
alternating currents at a different voltage. With continuous
currents the pressure of supply can be cut down by resistances,
but by means of a transformer the pressure of supply of an
alternating current can be changed into any other pressure,
higher or lower, as may be desired, and that without the waste
of energy which occurs in the case of resistances. Thus the
energy represented by a current of i umpire at loo volts can be
transformed into a current of loo am; ires at i volt, or into a
current of ^l, ampere at 10,000 volts, subject only to small

Fio. 21.—Plan of TitAHSFORiixit with closed Ikon Cmcun.

losses in the apparatus. Whenever the pressure of the alternating-
current mains is higher than may be required in medical applica-
tions it can easily be reduced by the use of a transformer, and
this should always be borne in mind
The principle of the transformer is that of the induction of a

current in a wire immersed in a varying magnetic field. A
transformer consists of an iron core wound with two distinct
windings of insulated wire, and thus resembles an induction coil

;

but no interrupter is required to produce the variations in current,
as these exist already in the alternating cuiTent supplied to the
transformer. The two sets of windings are called the primary
and the secondary windings, and the alternating current supplied
to the primary when it is connected to a system of alternate-
current supply will set up a varying magnetic field, which will
induce in the secondary a varying electromotive force, whose
value will depend upon the ratios of the number of turns of wire
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in the two coUi. The coib may be wound one over the other

upon a itraight iron core, juit ai is done in an induction coil,

when it it spolcen of as a transformer with an open magnetic

circuit, or the iron core may be in the form of a ring or

rectangle, with the two coils wound upon it at difierent points.

It is then said to have a closed magnetic circuit, as the magnetic

flux set up by the current in the primary winding has a con-

tinuous path in iron for the whole of its circuit. By reason of the

superiority of iron over air for the magnetic line* of force there

will be an economy in giving this shape to the iron core.



CHAPTER II

MEDICAL BATTERIES AND APPARATUS

The continnoua current—Commutaton—The gmlvunoi.'.l'r—Intci pteil
current*—Medioa coils—Leduc appvatus lor ir t i -r^t-d currettts—
Reeittancea—Electrodea—Arm-bath electrode* -T.t '

loctr;c 'jath -

Rhythmic interrupter*.

54. Th« Hadlcsl B«tt«ry.—This term is used tj i ignjfy ai. appa-
ratus for the production of current for medical pulpites, ,iid 11

includes several distinct forms of instrument. One of th. U is an
arrangement in a suitable box of a number of smai. vnluic
cells coupled together in series, and having a contrivance or
"current collector" for varying at will the number of cells
taken up into circuit with the patient.

It is also fitted with attachments or terminals for wire con-
ductors, and should further possess a current reverser or " com-
mutator " and a galvanometer. Such an instrument is usually
spoken of as a continuous-current battery, to distinguish it from
the interrupted-current battery, in which an induction coil
with one or more cells for driving it takes the place of the cells
grouped in series. The various fittings are fastened to a plate
of ebonite, which is fixed over the cells in the box (see Figs. 22
and 23).

Special batteries are also made for furnishing current for
galvano<autery instruments and for the operation of exploring
lamps, and these will require description in their proper place.
The distinction between continuous current and interrupted

current is an important one in most of the applications of electric
currents to patients.

The terms " continuous current." or " constant current," or
" galvanic current," are applied to the current of the cells of the
battery, but the current furnished by the induction coU is known
as the interrupted or faradic current. The current from the cells
of the battery flows through the circuit in one direction from the

63
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positive to the negative terminal so long as the circuit is closed,

and if the resistance of the circuit remains unchanged its strength

is uniform, and when the circuit is broken by removing the

electrodes from the patient or by opening a key, the current

ceases abruptly. If the electrode be caused to slide over the

r"

Fig. 22.

—

Combined Medical Battery, showing Curr'^nt Collector,

Galvanometer, Commutator, and Switch.

R, N, current reverscr (see Fig. 27) . G, F, switch for changing over from

continuous to interrupted current, and vice versa. The induction coil is on

the left beneath the surface, but the handles for nigulating its current arc

seen projecting. P, S, switch for primary and secondary currents of coil.

surface of the body there will be variations of strength in the

neighbourhood of the moving electrode, for the point of entry of

the current, or point of greatest density of flow, will vary in

position, even though the total current flowing in the circuit, as

indicated by the galvanometer, be steady and uniform.
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form'^f I'^f^rl'""""'
" '""'"' ™*y ^ "PP^^"^ "'her in theform of a steady flow, as its name would naturally imply, or in a

St<l<2L ' ?™'""'' "y "" "P*^^'" byLans of some

tZ Ih
^ c.rcuit-opening device; or, again, the current

through any particular part can be made to vary in a gradualmanner by means of the sliding movements of the electrodes, asalready described. In all of these forms it is still spoken of as

Fio. 23.—CoMBiNiD Medical Batterv.

the continuous current for purposes of convenient description
and to distinguish the current of the cells from that of the
induction coil.

It is very often useful to combine the instruments for con-
tinuous and interrupted currents in one rase, and such an
arrangement is caUed a " combined battery." These combined
batteries are m very general use, and are made and sold by all
.nstrument-makers who deal in medical electrical apparatus
The figures illustrate two useful forms of combined battery
Although it IS in many ways an advantage to have the coil

»nd the battery of cells combined in one instrument, the medical
man is likely to find it convenient to have a separate portable

5

^^11

;; !
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induction coil, as the possession ot such an instrument may

sometimes obviate the need foi carrying about a heavy com-

bined battery. So, too, one may obtain simple batteries ol cells

for continuous currents, wrbich are often useful when it may be

desired to lend a battery to a patient. For details of these

batteries the instrument-makers' catalogues should be consulted.

Although they may differ somewhat in the arrangement of

their parts, medical batteries are constructed upon the same

general lines, and when one has become familiar with the batteries

of one instrument-maker it is quite easy to indentify the working

parts of other makers' instruments. A portable medical battery

is required for use in the houses of patients, even though the

medical man should be able to make use of the electric lighting

supplies when in his own consulting-rooms.

55. Current CoUeeton.—A continuous-current battery may

contain a large number of cells (20, 30, or upwards arranged

!

Fic. 34.—PiAN OF * Single Cukremi Collectok.

in series), but the number of cells to be used in different

cases varies very much. On this account a ready means of

altering the number of cells in circuit is required so that the

current may be readily increased or dimmishcd to suit the needs

of each case. The plan is as follows : A circle of studs if fitted

to the ebonite plate which overlies the cells in the box, and wires

are led to these studs from the corresponding cells beneath. A
moving arm can be turned so as to make contact with any of

the studs, and then leads off the current from the stud which it

touches.

In the diagram. Fig. 24, six cells are shown numbered I. to

VI. ; they are joined in series (f 29), and from the terminals wires

are led off to seven corresponding studs numbered to b. It
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can be seen that a movable metallic arm springing on to stud No. i

will throw one cell into circuit between the binding-screws,

marked -1- and - , and similarly when the arm is placed on any

other stud it brings into the circuit the number of cells shown

by the figure marked against the stud.

The stud marked o is connected with one pole, say the positive

pole of cell No. i, and leads to a binding-screw marked + , stud

No. I being attached to the negative pole of the same cell.

When the movable arm touches stud No. i, the current passes

along it, and from there goes to the other terminal of the battery,

as shown in the figure. Cell No. I. only is then included in the

circuit ; if the pointer be transferred to another stud, numbered,

let us say, 6, then six cells are in circuit and are being used.

A more complicated current collector has been devised, by

means of which the current may be taken from any cell, or any

group of cells, commencing at any point. In the single collector

the first cells are always drawn upon, and are likely to run down

before the last cells, which are only needed occasionally. With

the double collector, if six cells are required, not only could cells

I to 6 be chosen, but cells 4 to 9, or 7 to 12, or 13 to 18. or any

other set of six. With the single collector the first cells must

always provide current, and cell No. 12 can only be used when

eleven cells are insufficient. Accordingly, with a single collector

the last cells of the series are very seldom called on at all, while

the firet cells have to do duty every time the battery is used.

Another advantage of the double collector is that with its aid

the working of every cell of the battery can be separately tested.

If in the figure of the single collector (Fig. 24) the positive

terminal of the battery be not joined to stud No. 0, but to a

second arm, pivoted on the same axle, but electrically insulated

from the first one, and capable of independent movement

(Fig. 25), and if this second arm be joined to the jxsitive terminal,

it can be seen that with the two arms on the studs 3 and 6 the

current would be taken from cells 4, 5, and 6 only— that is to

say, the group of cells 4 to 6 would supply the current to the

circuit. In like manner any number of consecutive cells from

one upwards could be picked out from any part of the whole

series. It is usual for one of the arms to carry a circle so

divided and numbered as to read oK directly the number of cells

in use.

The studs of current collectors must be of good size, and the
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pointer just broad enough to touch two at once, in order that

the number of cells in the circuit may be increased or diminished

without breaks of current and unpleasant shocks at the change

from one stud to the next. At the same time care must be

taken that the movable pointer of any collector is not left for

any length of time in contact with two studs at once, for when

it is in that position one cell is short-circuited, and its energy

is being wasted. This waste can be reduced by the >ise of a

collector having an arm split longitudinally with its two por-

tions joined through a resistance of fifty ohms.

I'lG. 25.—DouBLF Collector.

56. The Commutator or Cumnt Hwoner.—An apparatus for

reversing the direction of the current in the external portion of

the ciicuit is indispensable for some medical purposes. It is

difficult to make a satisfactory examination of the reactions of

nerve and muscle without one.

Ruhmkorff's commutator (Fig. 26) consists of a cylinder of

vulcanite M, having at each end a metal cap or ferrule, C, D,

and supported between two uprights in such a way as to revolve

easily about a horizontal line ; each end is conn<»-ted to a binding-

screw A. B, and each metal cap is prolonged in the form of

a check, E. K. along one side of the vulc.ii.lte cylinder for two-

thirds of its length. On cither side of the < yiinder, springing

against it are two pieces of metal 1 and L. connected with the

terminals of the battery. When the cyhnder is turned by means

ol the handle Z. either of the metal clacks can be brought into

contact with each of the springs, I, L. The positive pole of the
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battery connected, say with L, can thus be brought into connec-
tion with either the binding-screw at A or at B, so that the
current can be made to pass in either direction at will round the
external portion of the circuit between A and B. The + and
- signs on the vnrlcanite cylinder indicate the jmlarity of the

Fig. 26.—COUHUTATOR OF RUHHXORFF.

binding-screws. In the position shown A is positive • a half
revolution of the cylinder alters A to negative, and therefore thereverse side of the cylinder, which then comes into v^w wilhave the + and - signs transposed also.
Another form of commutator is shown in Fig. 27. In this the

Fio. J7.-DE Waiteviuk's Commutator.

two crank arms move together. In the figure N starHs lor
normal, R for reversed. These commutator also serve is
interrupters of the rirniit.

.S7. G8lyanom.t«s.-Tl.e older tvp« of galvanometiTS are
n.iw superseded in medical practRe by newer forms of instru-

;i Ml

i
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ment of the d'Arsonval pattern, or of some modifications of it.

These have the advantage that they can be used either in a

horizontal or vertical position. They are independent of the

earth's magnetism, and therefore do not require to be set in the

magnetic meridian (| 40), nor are they affected by the proximity

of iron or of stray magnetic fields in their neighbourhood. They

are alsr dead-beat—that is to say, the pointer indicates its

readings without preliminary oscillations. Thus time is saved,

and the patient spared the inconvenience of having to bear a

possibly painful current w'liii^ the operator is waiting for the

oscillations of the needle to settle down, in order that he may

obtain a reading of the milliamp4remeter.

Fig. 28.

—

D'Arsonval Millmhpeiiiiietik.

In the d'Arsonval instruments the movements of the needle

are controlled by placing it in a strong magnetic field between

the [Mies of a horse-shoe magnet. In the modified " moving-

coil " instrument the magnetic needle is replaced by a slender

coil of wire which carries the current, and so acquires magnetic

properties (| 38). It is so snsijended as to be free to move, and

a spring attachment brings it biick to zero again. The general

apiiearaiice of these instruments is shown in Fig. 28. They may

lie obtained as milliamp^remetere, as voltmeters, and as amjiire-

meters, and can be constructed to read within any range likely

to be required in medical practice.

In the case of horizontal galvanometers o( the ordinary type,

the position which the needle takes up when a current is flowing
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through its coils is the resultant of two forces—viz., the attrac-
tion of the earth's magnetism tending to hold the needle in the
magnetic meridian, and the attraction of the field of force of
the coils tending to draw it into a position at right angles to
this. Changes in the magnetism of the needle do not alter the
relation which the two opposing pulls bear to one another, and
therefore the deflections of the needle are not altered if the
magnetism of the needle becomes diminished, as may be the
case with the lapse of time. This makes the horizontal galvano-
meter trustworthy for use as a standard instrument.

Before use all horizontal galvanometers must be so placed
and levelled that the needle comes to rest at the zero of the
scale, and swings freely about that point.

The working range of a galvanometer is increased by the use
of a shunt circuit for diverting a known fraction of the current
from the coils of the instrument. Fig. 29 shows the arrangement.

I!!

^/wwywwvi«Mio
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Fio. 29.—Plan ov Shunt Circuits of a Galvanoheter.

Between the binding-screws, marked + and - , the galvano-
meter coils are represented. Two other paths are shown beneath,
either of which can be completed at the points of their respective
screws

; both of them have a lower resistance than the circuit

of the galvanometer coils, and when closed they convey nine-
tenths and ninety-nine hundredths respectively of the current,
while the remaining tenth part or hundredth part traverses the
galvanometer coils and produces its proper deflection. But if

the deflection is known to be due to one-tenth of the current
only, then to get the total current the indicated reading must
be multiplied by ten, and the same for the other or 100 times
shunt.

Both shunt circuits are not to be closed at one time.

By means of a battery and a resistance-box it is easy to verify

' i\
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the readings of a galvanometer, and to determine whether the

shunts work correctly.

58. Ammeton and VoKinttcn.—Amperemeters or ammeters

are sometimes needed by medical men for measuring larger

currents than those for which milliamp^meters are used. In

general an ammeter has a very low resistance, and must not be

coupled direct to the terminals of an accumulator or to the main

supply. If this is done the instrument may be destroyed at once.

The proper way is to connect it in series with the instrument or

apparatus the current thrcr'^ which it is required to measure.

Voltmeters, on the other t md, generally have a high resist-

ance, which protects th- ; 'rom overheating unless they are

misused, and they may connected directly to the terminals

between which the electromotive force is to be measured.

A very convenient way of measuring the electromotive force

of a medical battery it to use its own galvanometer as a volt-

meter. Supposing the resistance of the galvanometer to be

25 ohms, and a resistance coil of 975 ohms tn be connected to the

terminals of the battery, the total resistance in the external

circuit will be i,ooo ohms.

Now, one volt acting upon a resistance of one thousand ohms
will cause a current of one-thousandth of an ampere to flow—that

is to say, one milliamp^e. With five volts, five miUiamp^es, and

so on. The readings of the galvanometer in milliampdres will,

therefore, express the electromotive force of the battery in volts

if the resistance of the circuit amoimt to one thousand ohms ;

any correction for internal resistance of the cells themselves may
usually be disregarded. This method has the advantage of measur-

ing the electromotive force under conditions of resistance like

those for whkh the battery is to be used.

Instrument-makers can usually supply a resistance coil

properly wound to bring up the total resistance of the galvano-

meter circuit to a thousand ohms, in order to simplify this mode
of measuring the electromotive force of the cells of a medic,-<I

battery. With this it is very easy to test the voltage of the

individual cells, by taking readings of the galvanometer while

switching on the cells one after another. Each cell may be

taken separately if the battery have a double collector ({ 55);

if it have a single collector, the increase of reading for each cell

added may be taken to represent its electromotive force. If the

resistance coil available do not bring the resistance of the circuit
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to SO Simple a figure as 1,000 ohms, the method can still be
used by applying a simple calculation based on Ohm's law (1 4a)The expansion of the wire when heated by the passage of a
current may be used as a measure of the current, or by suitable
graduation of its scale it may be made to read directly in volts

Fig. 30 shows the construction of a " hot-wire " instrui.u-nt
C IS the wire stretched between H and K by a spring F A
thread attached to its centre passes round B to a spring AWhen the wure expands the pull of A deflects it, and the move-
ment IS communicated throuRh B to the pointer E

Fig. 30.—AaiiAHOElfENT of " Hor Wirk " Imstruiieni, calibmated as
A MlLLIAHpeKEllETER.

59- Interrupted CurrMt-The Madleal CoU.— In medical
practice the induction coil has been univeraally adopted as the
source of interrupted currents, but it is necessary to point out
that the current of an induction coil U a special form of inter-
rupted current of some complexity. The coil is useful because it
affords a convenient means of producing sensory and motor effects
at small cost. For j.urposes of stimulation it serves admirably
and m so far as electrical treatment consists in the simple stimu-
lation of living tissues the induction coil is a valuable appliance
Its use for accurate work, however, has the drawback that the

l|

l|
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currents o{ different coils vary much in character, while their

measurement with any certainty is impossible in practice.

The variety of coils in the market is very great. Usually they

are fitted up in a box with one or two dry cells to drive them,

and with a drawer to hold wires and electrodes ; this is con-

venient, as it makes them portable. An inspection of an instru-

ment-maker's illustrated catalogue, or better still of his stock,

is the quickest way of becoming familiar with the types of coil in

general use.

In order that the coil may be used for medkal purposes, there

must be some method of regulating its strength. The following

methods are in actual use in medical coils :

1. By the use of a sliding core to vary the strength of the

magnetic field.

This method requires the use of an auxiliary electromagnet

to operate the interrupter, and that arrangement gives irregular

currents of low frequency, partkularly when the weight of the

hammer is great or when it vibrates in a vertkal direction.

The shocks from coils so fitted are unpleasant, and they are bad

instruments for electrical testing, and for most kinds of electrical

treatment.

2. By the use of a movable secondary coil (sledge coil), whkh
can be brought into stronger or weaker parts of the magnetic

field of the instrument.

This method of regulation is a good one ; it gives a wide range

of current strength, but is only suitable for regulating the

secondary current. As with a good secondary coil there is little

or no advantage to be gained from using the primary, the draw-

back is unimportant.

3. By the use of a metal tube to slide over the iron core and

shield the coils from its magnetic action through the effect of

the tube as a closed conducting circuit. The method hardly

gives a sufficiently wide range -< current strength. The shielding

effect is best seen with a tub^ of thick copper.

4. By using a resistance to vary the current in the exciting

circuit.

5. By a switch for bringing into action a greater or lesser

number of turns of the secondary winding.

This method gives regulation in steps, and may not allow of

sufficiently fine adjustment.

6. By the use of a variable resistance in the secondary circuit.
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fro^JillT"" 'r^T ™'"t»i"«d that the physiological effectsfrom long windmgs (secondary )were not identicaTwith those (™m
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short (primary). At that time electrical science could oiler no
explanation of this. It was suggested that the difference was
a matter of electromotive force, which is greater with a long
secondary. This did not satisfy Duchenne, because the differ-

ences observed by him were independent of the mere strength
of the electromotive force or current. Differences in these
points may be adjusted, and were adjusted by him, but the innate
differences in quality remained in spite of adjustments. The
essence of Duchenne's contention was this, that the ratio of
motor to sensory effect was not identical in the two types of
coil, and that with long coils (secondary) the sensory effects were
strong at weak degrees of motor effect, while with short coils

(primary) the opposite was the case.

Fig. 31.—PomABi.B Sleogb Coii., with Subdivided Secondary
Winding.

60. Heasimment of Induetlon-eoU Currents.—Some of the
methods of comparison or measurement which have been pro-
posed for use with medical coils deserve to be mentioned. The
oldest is that proposed by Du Bois Reymond, and still in general

use in physiological laboratories. In this the secondary wire is

wound on a separate bobbin (sledge coil), which can be moved
to and fro along guides so as to bring it nearer to, or further from,

the primary coil. A millimetre scale on one of the guides, or on
the base board of the apparatus, serves to mark the relative

positions of the two coils, and the measurements are made in

millimetres of distance. The method is of some use when applied

to identically wound coils which are identically excited, though
variations in the action of the hammer are not taken into con-

sideration, whereas these may be of considerable importance.
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The measurement of the electromotive force and current ofthe primary circuit is complicated by the influence of thebattery which dnves the coil, and v.hich exerts its own properaction upon any measuring instrun.ei.t which may be put into

nducenf\h^"'"""
*° ^''- '' ""' =•"'- «»-' 'he'current

induced in the primaiy circuit is led off by two branch wireswhich come from the two ends of the primary windings. The

nlTed tnr r^''
" ',"

'•"'"' '° '•'^ """""S circuit wfen con-nected to the termmals at P, and a galvanometer connected up
in his place would carry some of the battery current Thesecondaiy coil, however, is an independent coil, and -he effects
of induction m it can be measured, though not by nn ordinary

!rlZ "!\ T^r^^ "" ''^'™""'^"* *^' ='"'=">=^te impulsesrem the coil tend to deflect the needle first in one direction and

Qu t" s"tni'nr r ^'^V"' T" *"* '"^ "^^-^'^ "ther remains
quite still or else oscillates about its position of rest. If themagnetic needle be replaced by a small bundle of fine soft iron
wires, these have no magnetic polarity, and will be attracted bythe coils of the instrument quite independently of the chances
of direction of the current in the coils, and by means of such asoft iron bundle steady deflections are obtained with the currente
of a secondary coil.

vui.cuis

Mr. Giltay of Delft. HoUand, has made an instrument* on thisprinciple for use with medical coils. In it a bmidle of soft ironwires are suspended between a pair of coils in a positio"

1^ mn?' T'" '™? *° ="' ''^^^ '" '^^ ^'^ of the coils, and

oTrsiLn'T^^ ^^f^ "y ""^^"^ "' * ^^' --^ pointer.Dr^S. Sloan of Glasgow has designed a " Faradimeter "
forUie measurement of the currents of medical induction coilsHk instrument is more convenient than that of Giltay in several

respects, particularly in simplicity of construction and inSbihty. The moving part in this case is not a bundle of soft ironwires, but IS a suspended and freely-moving fine wire co« Z
Physical Therapeuhcs. vol. iii. (April, 1902)
The electromotive force of an induction coil can be best

faiZl ^
^I"

instrument invented by Lord Kelvin, andknown as an electrostatic volcmeter. It is based upon themutual attraction of two bodies oppositely electrified, Tnd has
• Ahh. d>, Pkysik und Chemie, Bd, 50, Leipzig, ,893 (figure).

it
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the advantage of using no current, and therefore it measures
the electromotive force of the coil on open circuit, subject to
corrections for the capacity of the voltmeter. When the circuit
of an induction coil is closed, the voltage at its terminals falls

away rapidly, particularly if it be closed through a low resistance.
A particular secondary coil was tested by means of an electro-

static voltmeter, and the potential difference at its terminals on
open circuit was nearly ninety volts, but when the circuit was

Fig. 3S.—The Sioan Faradimeter.

closed through a resistance of 1,000 ohms, in shunt to the volt-

meter, the potential difference registered was only ten volts.

This observation shows the importance of measuring the
electromotive force of a medical coil under conditions resembling
those under which it is to be used, and teaches us that some coils

with long windings may appear to have a much higher electro-

motive force than they actually possess under conditions of use.

In all these methods of measuring induction-coil currents we
find ourselves face to face with a physiological difficulty, which
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is that the measuring instruments indicate the mean current ofthe apparatus, but the motor and sensory responses of livine

c^e'nt
""^"^ '""™'' "' °°' proportional to the mean

The physiological response is proportional, not to the mean
current or average current, but rather to the maximum currentand to Its rate of change or its suddenness of rise and fall Itfollows therefore that it is not enough to know the mean

!nH Tv.
"

I"™f
electromotive force of a coil unless the maximaand the rate of change can be deduced from them. When the

calcuated from the observed magnitudes of the mean current
{§52), buff the shape of the current curve is unknown or
irregular, then readmgs of mean current or mean electromotive
force are not a sufficient indication of the physiological effect

In the case of medical induction coils in general the shapes of
their curves of cumnt are both diversified and inconstant andeven for any smgle coil the determinations of its characteristicswhich might be made on one day could not be depended 5"to recur unaltered in the next.

fro™' r"T* .•?""•• "" <"'"»--M">y curves have been drawn

chaiges of inducUon coils, and actu_.i tracings have also been

DrTn T"!^^.*" '^ '°'"" '''^^ *"« Published byDr. Kellogg,, arid his method of doing so by means of an instru-ment devjsed by himself is fully described in his paper, whS.
,s a valuable contribution to our knowledge of the mescal coilWe have aheady seen that the secondary^oil current is alter-natmg in direc^on with its two semiphases unequal. The^eater he number of the secondary windings the longer will bethe to al duration of each impulse of current. At a iw^peed
of the interrupter the make and the break discharges are distinctfrom one another with intervals between them. At a more rapid
s.oeed the discharges will follow each other without anyTr^dno current between them, and with stiU more rapfdTnter

other°°'
^"** '^^ ''"^'' ''^"^ *'" '"**''^'« ^'^ each

The accompanying tracings of the secondary discharges ofmduction coils throw light upon the differencL otee^ved by

Dr'aiJilL'/pT^^""^' ''^'""^" o' Eicctrotherapeutks," edited byUr.Bigelow(l..A. DavisandCo., Philadelplua, 1894).

A Li
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Duchenne between the physiological efiects of short primary

and long secondary coils. They show that the dura'ions of the

impulses are longer with long secondary windings than with short,

and that the presence or absence o{ the iron core also has a great

effect upon the length of the current waves.

The tracings are taken with a Duddell's oscillograph on a

moving photographic plate. The speed of the plate is uniform

in all the tracings represented, and this permits of measurements

of the duration of the different current waves, and also of their

direct comparison, so far as times are concerned. The length of

each of the succeeding tracings represents about ^V second.

They run from left to right. In Fig. 33 the curve of the

exciting current (E) in the primary coil is shown above that

of the secondary (S). In Figs. 34, 35, and 36 it is below. In

all the curves of the secondary coil the wave at break is above

the base line, and the wave at make is below it.

Fig, 33.

—

Irregular Discharoes, do£ to Faulty Action of
iNTBRRUp-^-Eti.

S, secondary curve , E, exciting current.

Fig. 33 shows that the vibrating hammer interrupter is apt

to be a defective device, and does not always produce clean,

sharp makes and breaks. In the tracing six inadequate

attempts at contact can be counted before the proper establish-

ment of the steady flow at make, while at the break of circuit

there are also two irregularities.

As each of these partial contacts is reflected in the curve of

the secondary circuit, it is thus seen that the secondary current

of a coil so fitted is of great complexity, and one finds in practice

that it is highly disagreeable. The rate of this type of interrupter

is slow. In the figure each interval lasts 0025 second, and each

impulse about 0016 or more ; the whole cycle, therefore, occupies

004 second, a frequency of 25 per second, which is not very

suitable for medical applications.

Induction coils with auxiliary electromagnets for operating

the hammer give these irregular currents of low frequency.
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wifh^kloni''*' 'h'
"^""'''' •" ""« '""«"' ^"ves Of a coilwith a long secondary when the iron core is removed Th,lower curve shows the growth, the period of tadyZand^he

oneof.he^^--tr'U'^a:::^X£1^

FW, 34—CORRENI CUHVKS OF CoiL WITH Lo.vo WINDINGS BOTwiraouT Core (Mechanicai. Inierr„p„r)
S, secondary curve ; E, exciting current.

tanl'Th
"^ °'

'^r
"'"'"« ""=""

=
'^' '°™«^ ='^rts less abru, tJyfrom the zero Ime, and is a lower wave than the latter. Thei^duratons as measured are about 000.5 second, the frequency

h,!"^!.'^'-^^
everything is as before, except that the iron corehas been inserted. The change in the contours of the tracings

F.G. 35.-CDRKENI CURVES OF Coil with Long Windings, and withIron Core
S, secondary curve ; E, exciting current.

is profound for the wave of current at break now lasts halfas long agam (or about 00037 second), while the cu'lt atmake is prolonged to more than 001 second-that is to Lv h

-™n"crrSnr ''- - '°- - -- -~-
6
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It is also instructive to compare the lower curve which repre-

sents the exciting current. Its rise is slow, so slow that it has

not reached the steady state at the moment of rupture, although

the rate of interruption is a slow one.

Another interesting point is the effect of alterations in the

speed of the interrupter. As would naturally be expected from

the duration of the waves, a sjwed can be reached at which the

waves at make and at break begin to tread upon each other's

heels, so to speak, so that before the make wave is over it is

suddenly reversed by the wave at break, and vice versa. Fig. 36,

from the same coil, shows this point clearly.

Fig. 36.—IHTBRFERENCS OF CUKRZMT WAVES WITH RAPID
Intekkuptiohs.

S, secondary curve ; £, exciting current.

The extent of the interference of the two waves of current

depends upon the character of the cc 'tact-breaker, and varies

in different coils. The more rigid the )ring the more likely it is

that the rebound or break will follow too quickl* jpon the make.

The shocks of an induction coil can often be very considerably

altered in character by a little adjustment of the contact-screw,

because changes in its position may alter the play of the spring,

and so make a difference in the way in which it rebounds after

contact. This change in the action of the interrupter can often

be recognised by an alteration in the note or sound which it gives

out. Again, the interference of the current waves will be more

readily produced when these are long than when they are of short

duration. Thus a coil with long windings md a heavy core must

be worked at a lower rate of interruption Jian is permissible with

a short coil, if it is wished to keep the waves of current separate.

The length of the primary winding is also a factor, for the self-

induction of a long primary will exercise its o^vn retarding effect

upon the growth and decay of current.

Thus for painless muscular stimulation the best construction
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Fio. 37.-CURKKNT Curve o, Weic-consirucied Coil usingOke-ihird op the Secondary Windino

F.O. 38.-<URRENT CURVE OE S.MK CO... USING THE WhO.ESecondary Con.

Figs 37 and 38 show the curves of secondary current in th.

of iron in the cor^ Tj,« ^ P'^^*"'=« °' ^ small amount

^ not ,uite that of xoo per ^on^S'^^ iTt:;:^^

^Mf

^f i ii
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with the coil represented by Fig. 31. a form of coil dciigned

empirically by myself some yean ago, and constructed by

Mr. SchaU. It is interesting to note that this coil has fouad

much favour with the medical profession, and is made and sold

in considerable numbers, doubtless by reason of the agreeaUe

character of its current.

63. ItDsory KllMli «t Gail Ctunnts.—It may be asked why an

alternating current from a dynamo is not used for purposes of

testing in order to escape the uncertainties of the induction coil,

and the answer to this question is one of considerable interest.

So far as measurement goes, the use of the sinusoidal current of

the electric light mains for purposes of testing would be most

convenient, because, as we have seen, the shape of its current

curve is uniform and regular (| 5a), but unfortunately it produces,

when used in the ordinary way in medical applications, a stinging

effect upon the sensory nerves which interferes seriously with

its use. This particular pomt helps to provide an explanation of

the phenomenon observed by Duchenne that the current of the

secondary coil has a greater effect upon sensory nerves than the

current of the primary coil, and of the well-known fact that

secondary coils of difierent construction produce very difierent

degrees of painful effect.

The duration of each discharge of an alternating current

liaving the notuncommon periodicity oi 100 is one two-hundredth

(0 oos) of a second, and that of the secondary circuit of a coil may

have a somewhat similar duration.

In 1903 Dr. Henry Head observed that a great change was

produced in the sensory effect of a certain type of coil by with-

drawing the iron core. The ciurrent when the core was inserted

was of a disagreeable character, but was free from this character

when the core was withdrawn, and this difference in quality was

found to be quite independent of the actual strength of the

current, as estimated from the degree of muscular contraction

setup.

In discussing the matter with him I suggested that the

explanation might be found in the greater duration oi the

current waves when the iron core was inserted, and soon after-

wards Dr. Head was able to obtain some oscillograph tracings

of the currents of his coil which confirmed that suggestion by

showing that the insertion of the core which increased the pain-

fulness of the current also increased the duration of the current
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warn. It wai thh interesting discovery which has led to our
investigation of the current waves of various coib by the oscillo-
graph method. The tracings obtained, some of which are
figured above, show cm clusively that the current waves of
medical coib m commoi. ise may range in duration from one
two-hundredth to one :.usandth of a second (0005 to 0001)
for the currents at break. The impulses at the " make " may
be even longer, but as they are usuaUy of much lower electro-
motive force, they produce an effect which is negligible.
The conditions under whkh long waves are producer are the

conditions aswUted with a high degree of self-induction, r.nd
this IS greatest in coiU with long lengths of wire in the primary
and se-ondary windings, and in coils with much iiCn in the cores.
When the interrupter is operated by an auxiliary electro-magnetm the circuit the self-induction of the whole circuit is notably
increased, and shows itself in tiie increased length of the waves
he wave of current at " make " in the secondary circuit being

especially long under these circumstances.
The efiect upon the contraction of striped muscle seems to be

alike for long and for short waves w' the limits existing in
the discharges of medical coils. The euect on sensation on the
other hand, is very greatly influenced by the length of the waves.
Thus waves with a duration of 0005 second (one two-hundredth
of a second) possess the stinging painful quality in a high degree
and this decreases as the waves grow shorter, being slight for
wave-lengths whose duration is less than one four-hundiedth
(ooo»5 second) of a second. The production of sensation by
currents is a matter of the transportation of fons. With the
short waves the movement of iu s is relatively small, and there-
fore the stimulation of the sensory nerves is also small. It is
for this reason that the smusoidal current of the electric lighting
mams is too painful in its effect to be suitabl- for use in electrical
testing as a sufastitu ^ for coil currents.

63- HMhanieal Inttmipteis.- -When the question of the use
of coil currents in diagnosis is examined, we fir.a that there is
no apparent reason why interrupted currents from other souires
should not be used in their stead. Dr. S. Lei'uc (Nantes) has
recently called attention afresh to this matter, ai.d by using a
cTOtinuous current source and a mechanical interrupter, he has
shown that aU the effects upon muscle which are generally
considered to be peculiar to the induction current or " faradism "

u.

»l
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ai it is commonly called by medical men, can be produced by
means of a battery current met hanically interrupted.

Leduc'a apparatus consists of a revolving commutator driven

by a small electric motor. By an ingenious arrangement of

collecting-bnishe^ the circuit is closed for a certain fractional

yiart only of each revolution of the commutator. With this

apparatus the number of impulses per second can be varied by
varying the speed of revolution of the motor, and their duration

—

that is to say, the period during which the circuit is closed in

each revolution—can be regulated by moving the position of one

of the brushes. Worlting with this apparatus Leduc has found

that for the rate of one hundred intermittences per second the

best physiological effect corresponds to durations of time of

current flow of one-thousandth of a second, with nine-thousandths

of interval, and any increase or decrease from these proportions

of time of current flow requires an increase in the electromotive

force needed to nroduce a minimal muscular contraction. With
this apparatus ...e rise and fall of current is more brusque or

sudden than with alternating currents from a dynamo or from

an induction coil.

Its advantages are as follows ; The current used in testing can

b2 measured directly in milliamp^res ; the volts applied can be

measured equally well if desired, the frequency of the interrup-

tions can be regulated and measured in a moment by the addition

of a speed-counter, and, finally, the painful effect upon the sensory

nerves of the patient can be reduced by the device of using

impulses of very short duration. This instrument is bound to

supersede the induction coil altogether when exact work and
measurement of results are wanted, although, no duubt, the

co'l will continue to hold its ground for a long time to come as a

means of producing simple excitation of nerves and muscles.

Leduc, in describing his apparatus,* writes as follows :
" To

obtain the interrupted currents I use an interrupter driven by
a small motor. An insulated disc is mounted upon the axle,

and is fitted with four metallic segment ;, the opposite segments

baing connected together to form two pars (Fig. 39). A pair of

brushes is provided, and the circuit is closed from brush to brush

through the segments. If the contacts of the brushes with the

two segments composing a pair occur simultaneously, the

current is only interrupted during the short moments during

• Arch, d'tlict. M^dicale, September 15, 1903, p. 521.
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which the brushes are passing over the intervals which separate
adjoining segments. One brush is fixed, and the other is mov-
able through an arc of 90 degrees, and by a displacement of the
movable brush one can so arrange mat'-ra that the circuit only
becomes closed when one segment of tne pair has already |)cr-
formed a half, three-quarters, or more of its passage under the
fixed brush, in which case the current can only get through
during one-half, one-quarter, or less of the whole period. The
speed of the motor is regulated by a rheostat, and this deter-
mines the number of interruptions in a given time. The speed
of rotation can be measured directly by a speed-counter on the
axle. A milliampdr. -neter in the circuit measures the current.

Flo. 39.—PtA» or COMHUTATOX 0» LZDUC.

The dotted lines show the range of movement of the upper bnish-holder.

but for correct values it is necessary to compare the readings
indicated when the motor is in movement with those indicated
when it is at rest. The latter give the true values, and the
former can be used as a measure of the duration of the time of
passage of the current during each period. If the word ' period

'

is taken to mean the time between one interruption and the next,
the current can pass and be ' on ' during one-half, or one-fifth,
or one-hundredth of the period, and be interrupted and ' off

'

during the remainder of the period. Thus if the current passes
during one-tenth of a period and is off for the remaining nine-
tenths the current registered by the milliamp^emeter when the
commutator is rotating will be the tenth of the true current.
By thus comparing the currents indicated with the commutator
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at rest and in motion one can estimate the duration of time
during which the current is flowing."

Fig. 40.

—

Leduc's Mechanical Interrupter.

Fig. 40 shows a motor fitted with a commutator like tint of
Fig. 39 and a hinged brush-holder for varying the duration of

Fig. 41.—Motor-driven Interrupter with Speed-Counter and
Adjustable Brush-Holder.

the individual contacts, and Fig. 41 shows another similar
mstrument, which also has a speed-counter, which is a very
necessary addition for experimental work.
The tracing in Fig. 43 is that of a series of unidirectional

impulses of current from a mechanical interrupter, and Fig. 43
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feZltT""^ '"""''^ P"'^""'' '" ^ »'"»" way. These

both the ratio of length of impulse to length of inferva

F.O. 4—U«.o,KHc™»A. Cu«KE«T Waves phoouc... Mhc„*n.c*.,.v.

iL^^sh^hoW;;,".'
" " !° "^ remembered that by movingthe brush-holder the impulses can be made longer or shorterat the expense of the interval without increasing their frequency'

FIO. 43.-AtTEHJAI.NG CUREENI WaVES PRODUCED BY AMechanical Interrupter.

?i!^\ppaTaTu7 {'nr^'fi'^
'"'"^'"^ '""^ '^'^ "< ^'^''-n "^

a fe''<:;'rtwttX'TfT;rnf
^^''^'^ '-^-----^

64 Regulation of Current—Beslstanees —Whon fi,
regulated as described in J 55, it S^el^ Lt LlecTg
hnnS i°n th' "^"T'

*„'^ ^'-^"-tive fotis the o^ytning altered in the circuit. But by Ohm's law we know that

d^id'ed^ h" ""r"""^ ^'J"''' '° «>« electromotiv7forc

lated hv
?^ '''^'''.'Stance of the circuit, so that it might be regu!

fo ce ^Cr r'"'
"' ''"""^"^ ^^^'^"'--' 'he elfctromotte

rS t? hTm^thod
'" T' ="" " ' ""^^ ™"-"'-t

• rheosL" Iif J '7™\'"." "''"'' '' ^''^""'es called arneostat In general, with batteries, when the total resistnee of a circuit is large, it is more convenient to aitL the electromotive for^e than the resistance in the cin^uit. Thus sup^e a'
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circuit has a total resistance of 3,000 ohms, and is acted on by

twelve cells of i'5 volts each, there will be a current of 6 milliam-

pSres ; if now it is required to double the current, it is easily done

by adding twelve more cells, taking for granted that their internal

resistance may be neglected, but if it were desired to make the

alteration by reducing the resistance of the circuit it would be

necessary, in order to double the current, to take out a resistance

of 1,500 ohms, which may not be convenient. When it is desired

to increase current by taking out resistances, it is of course

requisite that the resistances to be removed must have been con-

nected up in the circuit before the commencement of the opera-

tion. If the total resistance is small this can be done, and in such

cases the current is most easily governed by variable resistances in

the circuit. Thus, suppose a circuit made up of a cautery burner

whose resistance with its leads amount to o'or ohm, and an

accumulator whose electromotive force is two volts and internal

resistance 0'002 ohm, the 'current would be well governed by

having a variable resistance of half an ohm in the circuit. When
the current was turned on with full resistance, it would amount to

about 39 amperes, and by reducing the variable resistance to

0088 oh.n a current of 20 amp&es would be given, which would

probably suffice to heat the burner.

It must be borne in mind that a resistance, suitable for regu-

lating small currents, may be burnt and destroyed if large

currents are allowed to traverse it, also that a resistance of one

or two ohms may be ample for regulating a lamp or cautery,

but will exercise no appreciable regulating effect upon a circuit of

high resistance. In general a rheostat should have a resistance

approximately equal to that of the circuit which it is to control.

In medical treatment it is more important to have a resistance

which can be smoothly adjusted while the current is passing than

one which is graduated exactly in ohms.

A useful form of rheostat is shown in Fig. 44, where a movable

arm is made to touch successively upon a series of metal studs

which are connected behind to a resistance whose value is shown

by figures marked opposite the studs.

A form of resistance coil that will frequently be found useful

is one which is known as the " wire rheostat" (Fig. 45). It is

very convenient in cases such as the example given above, in

which there is a small external resistance only in the circuit, and

a large current is to be regulated. It usually consiits of a coil
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Of moderately thick uncovered German silver wire. The current

traveller shdmg on a metallic arm joined to the other e"d of

Fio. 44—Adjustable Resistance for Medical Use.

the coil The resistance interposed is easily seen to be oro

'tT w /".^ "'""'^^ "' *"™' °' "•« -ire between the endattached to the terminal and the sliding piece. The form of tht

Fia. 45.—Wire Resistance with Traveller.
S, strong ; W, weak.

to the a.r. It ,s especially useful for regulating the cur^tm cautery or lamp instruments.

Fig. 46.—Graphite Rheostat.

and
3"""'"' ?"" °^ adjustable rheostat for high resistancesand small currents ,s a sliding graphite resistance (Figs. 46 and

47). It consists of two parallel pencils of graphite, wiS a metal Ui 'I!

'i
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bridge to slide between them in contact with both. As tiie

position of the slide is altered a greater or less length of the badly-
conducting graphite is brought into the circuit, and the resistance

-T00O--

^ Bl
K?"

3
Fig. 47.

—

Plan of Graphite Rheostat.

of the circuit is varied thereby. Graphite rheostats are also

made up in other patterns.

Another adjustable resistance apparatus made up in many
forms is the " liquid rheostat." It consists of a glass vessel

filled with water or some saline solution, through which the
current must pass to reach a conductor which is immersed in it.

The resistance offered by the liquid varies with the length of

=5^="

KJ^^:P^
Fio. 48.

—

Liquid Resistance of Guilloz.

liquid to be traversed and the nature of the solution, and a
wire more or less deeply immersed afiords a ready means of

varying the resistance in the circuit.

An ingenious form of liquid resis*->nce is made of two glass

vessels connected by an indiarubber tube (Fig. 48). The vessels

and the tube are fixed to a stand and filled with saline solution.

The indiarubber tube is provided with a screw clamp, and when
this is tightened the lumen of the tube is gradually obstructed,

and in this way the resistance of this part of the circuit can be
increased progressively until it becomes practically infinite.
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neglectmg electricity in medical practice. As a mattefoTfalt

me^tion'T i

"'"'": '"""^ '"^''^ '^ "° '™""e "-thy of

whfch willL ""•'"'"'""i
'" ''"y'"« " '^"^^ *° choose one

r^tcrL^:re;Lrtt°.:to:^r' ™"^'' ^"-"-- «-

stand short circuiting for L„y Jn^The d^ b^ 0^™!used .n medical practice are particulariy sensWve to t sZc.n:u.t,ng may easily occur if the electrodes are carellly tWn
etTot":;

"^' ^"' '"""""^ >-•"-" ^ "« " -netaiii: ct^:^:;;;:

.™^a^Vrs;x*::^t:c;^^-X'rt^

ii> give reaamgs ot it. If no resistance coil !» ->f i.a„j *i. 1

Of putting the electrodes into a little wt^ ^"l^e^;:,'!usually suffice to reduce the current in the circuU to a quantTtvwhich can be measured in miUiampires. If the batteX not

01 testing. It may be connected to the terminals nf *i,. », **
in series with the resistance employed. irt^l^'tvaTuro;about 1,000 ohms the current is reduced to a magntideluitabL

h'.n'"r"'T"n"'*
""^ -iUiamp^remeter; the Star muthen be gradually moved round the studs the JT^

,

T

added to the circuit. If the galvanometer needle Lis tT zeroas the pointer b passing from one stud to the next it in!llT
that the current is broken at that moment and i, * !
were in circuit he would receive an o^rol , s^L^ "J

-'
needle falls to zero when the pointer is on a stud, it^hows thatthe connection between that stud and the battery is faXWhen a battery has been dismounted and put^ogeSeain^pecially if it has many complex connections'^ ^erftrdli;
tt h,?!,'.'^

"' '"'' ""^ ""^ '^" accidentally connected 'othe bindmg-screw marked negative, and vice L« TWs i^
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sometimes the case even when the repairs have been done by
an instrument-maker. This is an important point, because con-
fusion of the poles may lead to serious mistakes and even to
injury to the patient. All risk can be done away with by the
use of some method of testing the polarity of the electrodes. It
is easy to improvise one. A piece of wet litmus paper on a
sheet of glass will show by changes in colour at the electrodes
which is the positive and which is the negative pole. The ends of
the wires from the' battery must be rested on the paper for a few
moments, electrolysis will take place, and the litmus will he
reddened by the acid liberrted at the anode or positive pole,
and will turn blue at the kathode or negative jwle. Other
reagents have been proposed ; for example, paper impregnated
with a solution of phenolphthalein is used as a " pole-finder,"
and gives a purple-red colour at the kathode or negative pole.
For medical men the use of litmus paper is the most simple

means of determining the polarity of wires or terminals, because
litmus paper is a reagent which they have always at hand.

66. Aeoessory Apparatus—Conduetlng Wirei.—The conductors
or leads by which the current is conveyed from the battery to
the patient should be of stranded flexible copper wire insulated
with cotton or silk, or they may be enclosed in rubber tubing.
The latter is heavier, but protects the wires from moisture and
consequent electrolytic corrosion, which is often troublesome
when large currents are used, as in ionic medication. It is useful
to have the two conductors covered in two different colours, to
make it more easy to distinguish them in tracing their attach-
ments to the battery or to the electrodes. A convenient length
is four feet <ind a half or five feet. Suitable cords with ends to fit

the battery te-minals are sold by the instrument-makers.
It is important to know that the slender and oft-times flimsy

wire core of these covered cords may become broken inside the
covering, and give trouble if not discovered, the commonest
breaking-point being near the ends. A loose contact is particu-
larly troublesome, for the current may then be on one minute and
off the next, and so will cause recurrent shocks which are dis-

agreeable and unnecessary. Faulty connections are among the
regular accidents tending to throw electrical apparatus apparently
out of gear, and although it is not hard to detect the fault by
careful examination, yet only too often much difficulty is found,
and in consequence the battery is condemned, or the services of
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electrode generally requires a handle for its proper manipulation,

while the indifferent electrode is most conveniently arranged as a

padded metal plate. Zinc plates may be used, but they soon

look shabby, and perhaps the best metal of all is silver ; for though

this soon tarnishes, it is not difficult to polish it, and it seldom

forms soluble salts, the usual electrolytic reaction being the

formation of insoluble silver chloride, which adheres to the metal.

On the back of the plate a binding-screw is affixed for the attach-

ment of the battery wire, and the other side is covered with the

absorbent material, which must be moistened with warm salt

and water before use.

A good electrode needs a sufficient layer of absorbent material

to cover its surface, and this if folded over the edge of the plate

tends to make the electrode thick and clumsy ; on the other

hand, if the edge of the plate is not protected, the skin of the

patient may be injured during the course of a long application.

After trial of -nany materials for covering electrodes, I prefer a

material known as " carpet felt." It is of good thickness, andwhen

once it has been thoroughly wetted it conducts well. It should

be so cut as to extend for half an inch beyond the margin of

the metal all round, and if the plate be pierced with holes along

its margins the felt can be stitched on very quickly.

For the ^ tive electrode metal discs of several sizes are required,

and for large currents large electrodes should be used. These

will all screw on to the same handle and be interchangeable.

It will generally suffice to have three or four sizes of disc

electrodes the smallest of half an inch, or one centimetre in

Fia. 49.

—

Elbctrodes.

diameter, the largest of four inches. A roller electrode is some-

times useful, and occasionally, though very rarely, an electrode in

the form of a wire brush is used to produce a brisk and painful

cutaneous stimulation. Chamois leather is a good covering

material for these disc electrodes, or fine linen or cotton in several

layers. The material is sewn on easily, as shown in the figure

(Fig. 49)-
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A good form ol disc electrode is one in which the operation ofrenewmg the absorbent covering can be quickly carried out
without needle and thread. Its construction is shown in Fig. 50.
It consists of two cupped discs of metal, which screw together,
and so hold the edges of the wash-leather or cotton material
firmly fixed between them.
When the indifferent electrode is slipi«d between the clothingand the skm, the pressure of the clothes serves to keep it in place

or If the patient U lying down the electrode may be put under-
neath the shoulders or the hips, or it may be held against the
chrat or abdomen by the patient himself, or by an assistant. In
either case the operator is able to give his whole attention to the

Fig. 50.-DMC Electrodes, showiko Mom o» Affwiko
THE Covers.

other or active electrode. Care must be taken to see that thecontact of the mdifierent electrode with the skin is well main

T^C,^ ^*r^ ''°;'''"« ''=* '*'-^«"- Sometimes ,t is
useful to fasten the electrodes to the surface by a few turns of abandage, or by a soft garter or belt of some kind. Electrodes to

akote°ul "'^" "
"'"'' "'" ^'"^ '" *''" ^^t^'og"^. ^nd are

A very good electrode can be made of a painter's brush by

bns«« ^ ^<: ,1 'H^I'^^V
"*' "'*"' ^"^^' "'•'='• ^""tains the

bnstles Small flat brushes of this kind make capital electrodes
for applymg to the face in facial paralysis and other conditions
needing face treatment, and larger round brushes are good for
apphcations to the limbs. They do not conduct so wefl as the

7
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electrodes already described, but when they have had a pre-

liminary soaking in salt solution, they conduct quite well enough.

They become discoloured after a time, and therefore should be

frequently renewed.

For testing pur{x>ses an electrode handle should be provided

with a key for closing the circuit (Fig. 51). Electrodes with open-

ing keys are also made, but are less useful. Special forms of

electrode for particular purposes will be figured in the sections

which dell with the operations in vihkh they are used.

Electrode Handle for Testing with " Closing Key.'

68. Baths ai EleotrodM.—It has been mentioned that electrodes

with large surfaces of contact are desirable when large currents

are to be passed through the body. For this reasm vessels

containing water or saline solutions are sometimes used as

electrodes, and they have the advantage of conveying the

current to the surface of the body in a very even manner.

Very large currents can be sent through a patient by the use

ijf baths as electrodes. This use of baths is convenient in

applying electricity to the extremities, and it has been further

developed into a method of treating the whole of a patient's

body at once by immersion in a full-length bath. For these

reasons the use of local and general baths for conveying electricity

to a patient require describing in some detail. The use of the

arm-bath or foot-bath greatly simplifies the process of applying

electricity to a patient by doing away with the tedious process

of rubbing the electrodes over the affected parts. It is therefore

a valuable method of applying electricity, and deserves general

adoption. The continuous current, the interrupted, or the

sinusoidal current, may be given with equal advantage through

the medium of baths.

Any non-conducting vessel of suitable size can easily be

arranged to serve the purpose. Oblong troughs are made of a

shape and size to take the hands and forearms, and the feet.

A good form of electrode for these arm and foot baths is

one made of sheet-metal rut out in one piece in the shape of a
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can be supplied to the baths. There is also a simple arrange-

ment ol switches, so that any of the baths can be made either

poitive or negative at will.

One of there instruments has been in use at St. Bartholomew's
Hospital (or several years, and has proved to be a valuable

appliance (or the electrical treatment of many kinds of cases.

When used with direct current, 20 milliampdres can be com(ort-

FiG. 52.

—

The Four-cell Bath of Dr. Schnee.

ably borne from arm to arm. and the electromotive (orce needed

to produce this magnitude o( current is about 2j volts.

70. The Electric Bath.—The (uU-length bath, in which the

patient is completely immersed, nay now be considered. It is

used in the treatment o( many morbid conditions because it

prcvides a convenient and agreeable way o( applying general

electrisation to the whole system, a mode o( treatment of great

value whenever general stimulating and tonic effects are required.

The electric bath is not only the best method o( apply.' ig
general electrisation, but it also has great advantages for local

treatment when the area to be trea'od is an extensive one, as, (or

instaice, in sciatica, in hemiplegia, or in infantile paralysis,

where the whole o( one or more limbs may require electrical

treatment.

The advantages o( using a bath of water as a means o( con-

veying electricity to a patient are as follows :

First, the water provides the best of conducting media because
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by a long flexible wire to the foot-plate, may be used. It may
either supplement the (oot-plate. or replace it. The water in

the bath should bt deep enough to cover the plates.

Fig. 53.

—

Electrodes for the Bath.

The shoulders and back of the patient are kept from touching
the plate at the head of the bath by a rest made of wood, some-
thing like a picture-frame having pieces of webbing stretching

_ffl h <D
Fig. 54.

—

Paddle Electrode.

across (Fig. 55). The light wicker fire-screens which are made to

fit on to the backs of chairs are also convenient. Perhajis the

best head-rest is a broad strap of webbing stretched across the

bath so as to support the neck. With female patients the

bathing-dress gives additional protection to the skin of the back.
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the condition as one of a divided or branched circuit ; the water

being one, and the patient the other of two conductors ; the pro-

portion of current traversing each will depend upon their relative

resistances. But the thicker parts (trunk) of the patient will

convey more than the average, and the thinner parts (limbs)

less, so that one cannot say that the patient carries such and

such a fraction of the total.

M. Meylan* measured the resistance of a bath, first with a

patient immersed ; secondly, with the patient removed, the

water as before ; and thirdly, with the patient removed, but with

water added to bring the level up to that which it had when the

])atient was in it.

The measurements were as follows : '

A. Water and patient .

.

B. Water only
C. Water, with watqr added .

136 ohms resistance.

151 „
130 ..

By calculating out these figures he arrives at 1,360 ohms as

the patient's resistance, and 1,033 ohms as that of the equivalent

bulk of water added in experiment C. The resistance of the

patient was rather greater than that of his own volume of water

spread out in a layer over the area of the bath. The cubic

measurement of an average-sized man is three cubic feet, or

about eighteen and a half gallons.

If we compare the resistance of the water only, 151 ohms,

with that of the patient, 1,360 ohms, we find that under the

conditions of the particular bath the patient's body would be

conveying about one-tenth of the current.

As the current which traverses the water does not affect the

patient, and therefore may be considered as wasted, it follows

that for economy of current the amount of water used in the

bath should be no more than enough to cover the patient com-

fortably. On the other hand, a large volume of water retains its

heat better for the time required for the bath, and should be

preferred on that account, the waste of current being a matter

of minor importance.

If salt or acid is added to the bath, the water becomes a

better conductor than before, and the patient's share of the total

current passing will be reduced. It is therefore improper to

make such additions to the water. The duration of a bath

* Revut Intemationate d'liUclrollUrapie, vol, v., p. 113 (November, 1894).
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The baths may be given

should be from ten to fifteen minutes
on consecutive or on alternate days

In the Reoue ntermtionaU d'Elulrothhafi, for June 1804

tn =n„
^"y^^ current to the whole surface of the bodv orto any ,,art of ,t, so as to give the effect of a general or of a

oT tt mor'"'^'""-,
^"^ ""^'^ Sives careful work ng detiilof the modes of applying either the battery current or til

correctly Bowditch's metronome (Fig. s6) This tvnp^f

ill'll'
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it up one of the wires from the battery is taken to the central

mercury cup, whence the current passes along the moving arm

to one of the other cups and from there passes by another wire

to the patient. Binding-screws are provided for these connec-

tions. The third cup is not used. This form of interrupter is

most useful in the electrical testing of nerve and muscle, and will

be referred to again under that subject.

Fig, 56.

—

Metronome Interrupter.

The second type of rhythmic interrupter—namely, that in

v^hich the current is made to rise slowly from zero to a maximum,

and again to fall slowly back to zero—is the type which is more

particularly valuable for many forms of electrical treatment.

To effect this gradual change of strength of the current is a

matter of difficulty, but this is overcome in the apparatus about

to be described (Fig. 57). It consists of a train of clockwork

which communicates an up-and-down movement to the end of a

horizontal arm, and this arm carries at its end a vertical platinum

wire, which in its excursions dips down into a cup of water, pene-

trates nearly to the bottom of the cup, and then rises again until

the extiemity of the wire almost emerges from the surface of the

water. The current passes from the wire to the cup through the

water, and the resistance of this part of the circuit alters with

the depth of immersion of the wire, and consequently the current

passing through the circuit varies proportionately, and continues

to vary so long as the movement up and down of the platinum

wire continues. The greater the range of resistance in the cup,
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it can almost touch the bottom of the cup at the end of its down-

ward range, and almost emerges from the surface of the water

at its topmost position. This mode of fixing the platinum wire

also permits of its easy withdrawal for cleaning, and the metal

cup is also free of all fixed connections for the same reason. The

current enters the base of the cup from a metal saucer on which

the rup stands, the cup and the saucer being made of a nickel

crucible and its lid, which are inexpensive and eminently suitable.

Fig. 58.

—

Rhythmic Interrupter, Motor-driven.*

I have used an apparatus of this kind for a number of years.

With this device either continuous or interrupted or alternating

current may be rhythmically regulated

During rhythmical electric stimulation the tissues stimulated

are given recurrent intervals of repose in the course of the treat-

ment, and time is thus given for renewal of blood-supply, and

fatigue is prevented. A sustained stimulation without any

• For these two drawings I am indebted to the courtesy of the pro-

prietors of the Lancet, the original description having .ippeared in that

journal for November 13, 1909,
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mtervals tends to induce fatigue quickly, particularly in weak or

.n sth mulT' "t
""' "'"^'' '•'' "' " ^"''=''"^<1 tetanization

value of rth' ; /• 'T^"""'"'"'
P^""' ^"« "^^ded of the

rnents of Debedat* upon the muscles of young rabbits Heshowed that rhythmic stimulation of the muscles oFone hindl.mb for ten mmutes daily caused, after twenty days, an ncreaseof 40 per cent, above the weight of the corres^ndTng unseated
limb. The current used was that of an induction coil Withcontmuous current also applied rhythmically the increase ws

Fig. 59.-Dii, Hampson's Rhvihmic Interrupter.

only 18 per cent. When similar applications, but with no

tr^iztitr" r"'
'•^ ^^'"

'- ^^^^^^ «- '^^mr mterrupted and contmuous currents. Bordier,t working
v.. h human subjects, has obtained similar proofs of thrgoodeffect of rhythmic currents, for he reports an increase in girof
^
Anoth

^ '
''T

^'*" '^° """^'^ ofrhythmic st^ul tio'n.Anothr excellent motor-driven rhytlunic .nterrupter is shown

H •!' ,^f i{
designed by Dr. Hampson, of the Queen'sHospital for Children, and is described in th; 4rMjonkeRoentgen Ray. October, rgxo, p. x8a. In the LaZeitJX

t IM.. 1902, p. 33, (with illustration).
^

} Lancet. January 8, 1910 (with illustration).
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Dr. Norman Aldridge has described a very simple form of

rhythmic interrupter, in which the variations of resistance are

produced by the Ailing and emptying of a test-tube in which two

conductors are arranged. The periodical filling and emptying of

the tulie is brought about by means of a flow from a tap to fill

the vessel, which then empties itself automatically by a syphon,

and the author of the paper says that this can easily be arranged

to work automatically and with perfect regularity. He has

employed this device with arm baths, and finds it quite

satisfactory.

Mr. Schall has designed a very good form of rhythmic

interruptfi in connection with the pantostat which is described

in § 92. The interrupter is worked by the motor which forms

part of that apparatus, and th's renders unnecessary the use of

a separate motor for operating the interrupter.
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CHAPTER III

CAUTERY AHD LIGHmo INSTRUMEMW-IHE ELECTRO-
BUGNET
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Cautery Points.
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to suit diflerent purposes, and they fit into socltets in a handle

provided with binding-screws or other forms of connector, and

with a Icey for opening and closing the circuit. The platinum

loops, having a relatively high resistance, become heated by the

passage of the current (| »2). Fig. 6i shows a usual form of

holder.

For small-sized burners a very good handle is made in the

shape of a metol pencil-case (Fig. 62). Connection is made

through a twin wire ending in a concentric plug which fits a

FlO. 61.—ScHECH'sICAUIIRy HOLDER.

socket at the end of the handle, and the closing switch is a ring

of metal sliding over a piece of ivory.

The current which heats the platinum points heats the rest

of the circuit as well, in a less degree ; the current, therefore,

should only be left on when the cautery is in actual use.

Besides the simple loops of platinum wire there are others

intended to serve as cutting instruments, which are made by

hammering the platinum flat or by bending it in various ways.

Fig. 62.

—

Cautery Handle.

Where a large incandescent surface is required, a loop or spiral

of platinum supported in grooves on a porcelain mount is used,

the porcelain becoming heated to redness as well as the platinum,

different thicknesses of platinum wire are used, and accordingly

the current required to raise the burners to a red heat varies

greatly in difierent cauteries.

Sometimes a long loop of wire is used as an ecraseur, being

adapted cold to the part to be removed, and then heated, a

screw on the handle being used for gradually tightening the wire
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overheated. Steel wTil^r.'''' "' ^*" '^''"' **" ^°"'^
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for cautery use. The connections are so arranged that the lamp

resistance is in series with the lamp terminals, and the cautery

resistance with the cautery ten inals. The cells nmst not be

left in parallel when the battery is not in use.

Fio. 63.—Chuomic Acid Baiiery for Electric Lamps and
Galvano-Cautery.

76. Conductors.—It is important to use thick copper wire

conductors in cautery work because the resistance of the whole

circuit being very low, that of the conductors becomes an

important fraction of it, and may determine whether the cautery

will be properly heated or not.
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tion or tarnishing at any one of them would prevent the cautery

from heating, add to which there would in all probability be a

considerable amount of heating in the leads, which, would cer-

tainly increase their resistance, and might injure their insula-

tion. These examples show the importance of using conducting

wires with plenty of copper in them, and of keeping all contacts

and binding-screws scrupulously clean and bright. A regulating

resistance must always be included in the circuit when a cautery

is to be heated, for if this precaution is neglected there will be

much trouble from overheating and fusing of the platinum loois.

An open helix of thick German silver wire with a sliding con-

tact piece is generally used for a resistance, and one made after

the pattern shown in Fig. 64 may be used. As will be seen from

the calculations in the preceding paragraplis, its resistance in

ohms should be quite small.

77. Lamp Instruments for Diagnosis.— Small incandescent

lamps have been adapted to laryngoscopes, ophthalmoscopes.

Laryngoscope with Electric Lamp.

otoscopes, vaginal specula and other instruments (Figs. 65 and

66). They are not used very universally, because in many cases

other sources of illumination are sufficient.

Fig. 66.

—

Ophthalmoscope with Electric Lamp.

On the other hand, certain new exploring instruments have

come into use whose value depends entirely upon the advantages

resulting from the use of the electric illumination. The cysto-

scope, the gastroscope, and the antrum lamp are examples of

this form of lamp instrument. The small lamps used in these

instruments of diagnosis are of one or two en 'idle power, and vary

a good deal in their resistance (5 to 20 ohms), anH therefore the

electromotive force required to bring them to incandescence
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resistance a reRulating resistance in the circuit is necessary to

compensate for these variations, as without it some lamjis would

be overheated and would quickly be destroyed. Suitable resist-

ances are supplied with many of the types of portable accumu-

lator now in the market. The resistance required for regulating

the lamps need not be more than about six or ei(,ht ohms. As

the current to be carried is only about half an ampere in a well-

made lamp the resistance is easily made of a few tunis of fine

German silver wire. Resistances are equally important for

cauteries, but there they have to carry large currents, and must

be made of thick wire ; however, their total resistance need not

be so great, for a variable resistance of half an ohm is sufficient

to modify very greatly the current in a cautery circuit.

Electric lamps are made in a variety of forms with bull's-eye

lenses or reflectors for medical use. They may be had on

standards, affixed to wall-brackets, or as hand-lamps, and many

patterns will be found illustrated in the instrument-makers'

catalogues. The Nernst* lamp, combined with frosted or opal

glass, gives a bright and uniform illumination, which makes it

valuable for some purj- ises.

Fig. 67.

—

Exploring Lamp.

A convenient form of exploring-lamp is shown in Fig. 67.

It is designed in such a way as to be kept clean and aseptic

without any difficulty. The glass enclosing tube may be left in

the antiseptic solution until required for use. The attachment

to the leads is by a double socket fitting, one wire making contact

with the periphery of the tube which carries the lamp, and the

other with an insulated lead which passes down the centre. The

glass tube prevents any burning of the tissues with which it might

come in contact. The stem passes through an indiarubbcr

cork.

A head-lamp is useful in many surgical operations. Its present

form and arrangement is shown in Fig. 68. It was originally

designed by Trouve, and has been modified by subsequent

experimenters.

• The Nernst lamp has a short rod of the oxides of some of the rare earth

group of metals in place of a carbon filament, and glows with a whiter and

more brilliant light
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One interesting form of lamp-instrument has a rod of class

refl:ftrons IM"'"f ^'T '' ^™^'=^^'' "^ ^ -'--'^^
llmZn (seVpirS) '

'"' ™' *" "''' '°^ ""-^-^ "

Fig. 6S._Trouve's Head Lamp.

interior o'f ?^'^T!'T~™' '' '" '"^'™™ent for examining the

rh:xt:Lrp'tf:im:n' -^ -- °' ^'^ -'^—
'
- -

Fig. 69.—Glass Rod Lamp.

rock-crystal. A lamp protected by a metal cap forms the beak

bidder waT'h,;
'"' "j.™"^ ''^ "S"' "P°" '"^^ P"' "' the

ratatlnJTh '. " '" *' ''"''' "' "''^ <" *"= '^'^OP^- By

membl. 't. k™'"!.
*' '"«^^'="' P"*^ °f '"e mucousmembrane can be brought into view, and the direction of thev™ indicated by a small knob hxed upon the ey^^ece oft

of late years there have been many additions to it. Thus it canbe modified so that the optical part may be removed, leaving t^eouter tube in place for washing out the bladder, while In another

>-M
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form one or two catheters can be passed down the instrument

for the same purpose, or for cathetcrizing the ureter. There are

also forms of cystoscope which enable two persons to view the

bladder at the same time, and this is very u? ful for purposes of

demonstration, and finally Professor Nitze has devised a cysto-

scope with photographic attachment.

"infts^^ Jf.

Fig. 70.—CvsToscopE, showing Details of Lamp and Mode of
Attachment of Conductors.

The bladder must contain six or eight ounces of fluid, and if

this is even sli^Mly turbid the view is much obscured. A very

little blood is quite suificient to interfere with proper vision, and

if any be present it is quite useless to try and force matters by

over-running the lamp in order to produce more light. The

little lamps in cystoscopes are often grievousl; ill-treated in this

way, but the diificulties in using the instrument are almost

always due to turbidity in the fluid. When this 'S quite clear,

the beauty and transparency of the resulting picture is most

striking.

If the beak of the cystoscope becomes buried in the loose folds

of the bladder wall, there will be no light, and in that case the

mucous membrane may be burned. For although the heat of the

lamp is unimportant when it is surrounded by a volume of water,

when it lies close against the mucous membrane there is no proper

circulation of fluid round it, and it grows hot and will barn if

held long in one place. The dummy bladder (Fig. 71) is useful

for practice at the beginning. For a full account of the instru-

ment and the mode of using it Mr. Hurry Fenwick's admirable
" Handbook of Clinical Electric-Light Cystoscopy"* should be

consulted. It contains a complete account of the whole subject

of the cystoscope and of its use in the surpery of the bk "der.

The student may also consult r valuable paper in L lu Practitioner

for July, 1903, by Mr. David Newman on " The Teaching of

Cystoscopy." This paper, like Mr. Fenwick's handbook, con-

•
J. and A. Churchill, London, 1904.
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Sigmoidoscope is an instrument of this type, for the examination

of the rectum and pelvic colon.*

There are also instruments for exammmg the t'^^hea and

bronchi, and the oesophagus and stomach. None of these

Fig. 73.—Vaginai. Endoscope.

instruments present any difficulties from the electrical point of

view, but in them, as in all other surgical lamp mstruments. the

temptation to overrun the lamps should be resisted. For des-

criptions of these instruments and how to use them the special

books and papers concerning them should be consulted.t

80. TranslUumlnatlon.-The ease with which small electnca

lamps can be brought into close contact with the tissues without

fear of bums has led to the invention of new methods of examina-

tion which may be conveniently grouped together under the

name of transillumination. These methods depend upon the

translucencv of the tissues ; thus a lamp placed m the tnoutii will

light up the tissues of the nose so that these appear luminous,

and the nasal passages may thus be viewed in a darkened room

by the light transmitted. .

Czermak in 1858 discovered that the larynx could be examined

when illuminated from without by a beam of light concentrated

upon the external surface of the neck at the level of the thyroid

cartilage, and Voltolini in 1888 found that the bones of the

face could be illuminated by the light of an electric lamp held

in the mouth. ,

The exploration of the antrum of Highmore by means of a

. • The Sigmoidoscope," by P. LockhsLTt Mummery (London: BailWre,

Tindall and Cox, igo6). ^ . „j rvcn

t M H Tilley. 'direct Examination of the Larynx, Trachea, and (Esc

Dhams bv Bruning's Instrument," Lancet. November 7, 1908.

T J. Faulder,"- Direct (Esophagoscopy," BrUisH Mei.cal Journal.

""

w" HiU/" on Gastroscopy " (London : John Bale, .91.). This contams

a short bibliography of the subject.
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lamp placed in the mouth has excited a considerable amount of

;Sm"88r '""'""'" '' ""^^ "' "' '-'-' "" '"«

81. The Antrum Lamp.—This instrument (Fig. 74) consists,
o a small lam" carried on a curved handle, and having a plate
of ebonite to protect the tongue. Dr. Brown Kelly* recom-mends the use of a series of cylindrical caps which are slippecl over
the lamp, and have openings at the end or side to suit the
different apphcations of the instrument. To use the antrumamp the patient must be brought into a darkened room thelamp ,s introduced into his mouth, and the lips are closed over
Its stem

;

when the current is then turned on, the face becomes
lighted up by a red glow. If one antrum contains pus a darkshadow IS seen on the corresponding side, which is most percep-

FiG. 74.—Antrum Lamp with Various Lamp Caps.

tible just below the eye. The lamp used should have an illu-
minating power of three or four candles. For details of the use
01 the antrum lamp in practice see one or other of Dr Kellv's
papers.

' '

82. The Gastro^i8phane.-This is a transillumination con-
trivance for lighting up the stomach from within in order to
enable an opinion to be formed of its size and position when
viewed from without. It consists of a stomach-tube of soft
rubber carrying a pair of wires, and at its end there is a small
e ectric lamp which is protected by an outer cap of glass
Usually the instrument is fitted with a channel for conveying

journal, March 25. 1905. with special coloured plate

ofth?'An*''."*'''7J\""
P^"«"°8>' ="><• Diagnosis of Certain Afiectioo.

of the Antrum of Highmore " (Glasgow : A. Macdougall, 1905)
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water into the stomach. To use the apparatus the lamp is

passed into the stomach ; the patient must be in darkness ;

when the light is then turned on a luminous glow is seen in the

region of the stomach, and the appearance of this in normal

individuals should be known in order to judge of alterations due

to disease. The stomach should contain eight ounces of water,

but no food. Herschell* states that the illuminated area of the

stomach may be obscured by liver, by intestine containing fieces,

or by tumours, and that the lower part only of a normal stomach

is translucent, but if the whole stomach is illuminated gastro-

ptosis is most likely present, and in this cas« the illuminated

area does not move with respiration. In dilatation of the

stomach the upper border of the stomach is not seen, and

Fio. 75—The Gastro-diaphane.

respiratory movements are present. This instrument has been

superseded by the X-ray examination of the stomach.

83. The Electro-magnet.—In certain cases this instrument is

very valuable for the removal of fragments of iron or steel from

the various parts of the body, and most especially from the eye.

If the particle of iron be very small, or if it be fixed at all firmly

in the tissues, a magnet is not likely to remove it. But if the

piece of metal be larger, and if it be lying loose, as, for example,

in the interior of the eye, it may be withdrawn most successfully

by a magnet. Hand magnets are most often useful, and can

be wound either to suit accumulators or for use on direct current

electric light mains. They are cylindrical in shape and fitted

with pole pieces both straight and curved, and can be brought

up to the eye as required.

Of late years giant electro-magnets on stands have been

• " A Manual of Intragastric Technique " (London ; H. J. Glaisher, 1903)

.
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Fig. 76.—Gaiffe's Giant Electro-magnet

piece; If, JI", T, spare pole pieces ^ ' '
^' " P"''

ofTnTI'^TT ^"^- ^'^- 7^ ^""^ 77 show two formsof giant magnet. In a recent number of The Ophlhalmoscofie*
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• February i, 1905.
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are discussed in three valuable papers by Professor J. Hirschberg.

Professor O. Haab, and Professor S. Snell. The former appears

to prefer the hand-magnet, though he sjwaks of the giant as

having considerably increased the number of curable cases.

Professor Simeon Snell, whose special acquaintance with the

Fig. 77.—Haab's Electro-maomet, with Foot-switch.

use of electro-magnets dates back to the year 1881, points out

that the results from the use of Haab's magnet have by no means

overwhelmed those of the hand-magnet, and gives it as his

opinion tliat
" the value of the hand-magnet should always be

set forth whatever be the views of those employing the large
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In the best forms of apparatus air or oxygen is blown quickly

through a channel between two surfaces of glass whose other

surfaces are covered with a layer of tinfoil, and are connected

to the terminals of an induction coil or a high potential ans-

former. A convenient form for the apparatus to take is that of

two concentric cylinders, the one fitting inside the other with an

air-space between. When the apparatus is in action, a violet

glow is seen in the air-space, and the air blown through it comes

out with the characteristic smell of ozone. For purposes of

inhalation it has been advised to use oxygen rather than air for

the source of the ozone, in order to avoid the production of the

Fio. 78.

—

Ozone Apparatus.

oxides of nitrogen. The oxygen can be obtained from a cylinder

of the compressed gas, and this obviates the need of any bellows

for maintaining the flow.

A compact ozone-producing apparatus has lately been intro-

duced by the Ozonair Company* for the purification of the air

of rooms, as well as for numerous industrial processes. This

apparatus consists of an ozonizer, with an induction coil or high-

potential transformer, and an electric fan, combined in a con-

venient form. It produces a continuous flow of ozonized air,

and there is said to be a total absence of nitrous vapours. It is

made to work upon any electric light supply, .ind the consump-

• 96, Victoria Street, Westminster.
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CHAPIEK IV

THE UTILIZATION OF THE ELECTRIC LIGHT MAINS

Regulation of pressure and of current—Use of shunt circuits—Trans-

formers—Motor generators—Multostats and polystats—Dangers of

electric light mains—Accumulator charging—The aluminium cell-

Electric lamps in therapeutics—The Finsen lamp—The Cooper-

Hewitt lamp—Kromayer's quartz lamp.

85. The Usa of the Mains.—Those who live in a place where

there is a public supply of electricity are spared the difficulties

associated with the maintenance of primary batteries, and only

require to know the capabilities of the supply at their command,

and how best to adapt it for their professional requirements.

For this it is necessary to know whether the public supply is

direct or alternating ; secondly, the voltage or pressure of the

supply ; thirdly, in the case of alternating current, the periodicity

or frequency of the alternations. In an Appendix a list is given

of the public supply stations in Great Britain and Ireland,

with particulars of these details. Much progress has lately been

made in the design of medical apparatus for use on electric light

mains, both for the direct and alternating systems of supply.

The difference between direct and alternating current is that

in the former there is a steady flow of current from the one con-

ductor or lead through the lamp, or other appliance, to the other.

The one wire is always positive, the other always negative. In

the alternating supply the current flows in a series of pulsations,

first in one direction and then in the other, each wire being in

turn either positive or negative (§ 52). The pressure at which

electric lighting current is now supplied to houses is usually

200, 220, and 240 volts. At 200 volts a given current represents

twice as much energy as the same current at 100 volts, so by

raising the voltage of supply the conductors are enabled to carry

a greater load without the need for increasing their sectional

area, as would be necessary if they had to carry a greater magni-
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force of the circuit, while the second portion would bear a pressure

of nineteen-twentieths of the total. A resistance which is suited

for the regulation of the current of a lamp will not serve to regulate

current through the human body. In the first case a few ohms

will suffice, in the latter several thousand ohms are necessary.

It was stated in $ 25 that the energy expended when a current

passes through a resistance appears for the most part in the

form of heat. Resistances, therefore, become heated when m

use and the heating effects must be carefully borne in ramd and

the'resistances so designed as to carry the currents they are meant

to regulate without excessive heating. A resistance suitable for

a current of a few milliampires might be burnt out if a current

of one amptoe were passed through it. From their cheapness

and convenience incandescent lamps are often useful for resist-

ances as they are not injuriously affected even by great heating,

arid in almost all resUtances for medical work from the mains a

lamp forms part of the circuit, being combined usually with a

coiled wire resistance which admits of adjustment. On a circuit

of 200 volts an eight-candle-power carbon fUament lamp will

cut down the current to about 015 ampere, a sixteen-candle

lami, to 0-3, and a thirty-two to '^6. As a rough approximation

the lesistances of incandescent lamps when hot {§ 23) may be

taken as follows : For 100 volts—an eight-candle lamp, 320 ohms ;

a sixteen 160 ohms ; a thirty-two, 80 ohms. With 200-volt

lamps the resistances are four times as great, and the currents

are therefore halved.

87 RogulattoB liy Shunt BesbtanoM—The ordmary way of

using a resistance is to put it in series with the apparatus to be

protected (§ 64) . The whole current then passes first through the

resistance and then through the apparatus regulated, and for

many purposes a simple resistance in series gives all the regula-

tion that is wanted. But another way of using resistances is to

have them as a shunt or bridge to the piece of apparatus, the

current dividing and passing in part by one channel and part

by the other. This is known to engineers as the " potentio-

meter
" method of regulation. When two circuits are arranged

in this way in parallel, either of them is said to be " in shunt

'

to the other, or " shunted by " the other. Arrangements of

resistances in shunt to apparatus are often useful, or two resist-

ances may be used in series with each other, the patient (or the

piece of apparatus) being arranged as a circuit in shunt to one of
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In shunt circuit regulation energy is continuously wasted,

because a steady flow of current along one of the two conducting

paths is necessary in order that the flow along this path, which

may be called the regulating circuit, shall provide the gradual

fall or slope of potential which is to be tapped for the other or

utilization current.

With certain structural variations, chiefly in the number of

the windings and the thickness of the wire, this method will suit

all the cases which require a low pressure to be obtained from

the electric light mains. The lamp acts as a safety resistance,

and determines the maximum current which can pass through

the apparatus. A certain latitude is afforded by the use of

lamps of various candle-power for that portion of the resistance.

When the current is to be applied to the lighting of a small

surgical lamp which requires, say, an ampere, the safety lamp

must be of such a character as to permit that amount of current

to pass it, and the resistance wire must also be stout enough to

carry that current without heating. When a cautery is to be

heated, no lamp is arranged in series with the wire, and the

various parts must be on a much larger scale, because they may
have to waste energy at the rate of several horse-power when in

use, and the current of five, ten, or twenty amp^rf ; which a

cautery requires has considerable heating effect upon the wires

which lead to the cautery, as well as upon the cautery burner

itself. The whole apparatus, therefore, becoi. s heavier and

more expensive to make.

When large current* are required, the advantages of a shunt

circuit over regulation by resistances in series becomes even more

evident for certain applications. In the case of a galvano-cautery

requiring ten amp^es to heat it, the current from the 200-volt

main could be choked down to the required magnitude by a

resistance of twenty ohms in series with the cautery instru-

ment but to use it in this way would be dangerous. Ten

amperes of current are quite sufficient to maintain an electric

arc across a small air-gap, and it might easily happen that

on breaking the circuit in the usual way with a key in tlie

handle of the cautery instrument an arc would be estab-

lished at that point which would instantly destroy the handle.

Or, again, if from any cause the platinum of the cautery

should break or fuse during its use, the establishment of

an arc, with an accompaniment of drops of fused platinum
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Htient, might have serious
and copper in contact with
consequences.

Shunt circuit instruments for use with heavy currents are

"« %^ ^
I"'"

°' * ""'"'*' °' °P«" ~"» °f thiclc iron wire
affixed to the back of a slate or marble slab, with ample air
spaces for ventilation, by which means the heat generated in
the coils IS dissipated. The coils are joined together in a series,
and at intervals a connection is led off to a stud on the front
of the switchboard, whence the current is taken to the appro-
priate binding-screws through a moving crank arm (Fig. 80).

B ~
B

Fig. 80.-PLAK or Shunt Resistance for Large Currents.
M. Mains

;
S, switch ; L, pilot-lamp ; B. B. terminals.

In this figure the wire coils of the shunt circuit are composed
of sixteen lengths of a spirally-coiled wire. If the potential
difference between the positive and negative wires of the source
IS 200 volts the difference of potential existing between the two
ends of each section will be one-sixteenth part of the total, andbetween the beginning and end of a double section one-eighth
of the total, or m the case under observation, 25 volts, and thus
the row of studs nmnbered from i to 8, which are connected to
points on the resistance, provide pUces from which current can
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be drawn at any one of a series of intermediate voltages. When

the crank arm stands on the stud numbered I, the difference of

potential between the terminals B, B will be one-sixteenth of

the total pressure supplied by the main, or a little over 12 volts,

and when it stands at the second stud, as shown in the figure, the

difference of |X)tential between B and B will be 375 volts.

A lam]) is often fitted to the switch-board to indicate that the

current is on through the coils. This is useful in order to i)revent

unnecessary waste. The coils of wire form a closed circuit, and

according to the number, length, and thickness of the iron

Fio. 81.

—

Shunt Resistance, for Medical Treatment, with
Galvanometer.

wire coils the flow of current through them may be ten or

twenty amperes or more. A voltmeter and amperemeter and a

safety fuse are added, and in some cases an adjustable resistance

for further regulation in the utilization circuits is used to make

the switchboard complete.

A simple resistance apparatus on the shunt resistance principle

is shown in Fig. 81. It can be used for direct applications of

" galvanic " currents to patients, and is provided with a milliam-

peremeter.

An illustration of a more complete apparatus is shown in

Fig. 82, which contains shunt resistance for regulation, milliam-
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sistance (Fig. 46) of 40,000 ohms, but the eflect upon the patient

would be disagreeable ; for if the resistance of the skin were

high, as is frequently the case, it would be subjected to a

high electromotive force until the skin resistance had been

reduced by thorough moistening of the surface. Pain would be

felt, and blistering possibly produced. On the shunt circuit

this is not the case, for the operator can commence with a low

electromotive force, which can be gradually raised as high as

may be i eded, so that the initial application of a high voltage

to a badly conducting skin surface is avoided.

FlO. 83.— THANSrOHMER, WITH TWO SUDING RESISTANCES, OnE FOR

Cautery Ihstruiiemts and Ahoiher for Shall Lamps.

88. Alternating Current—Transformers.—The general prin-

ciples of the transformer have been mentioned in | 53, and, as

might be expected, it is often of use in medical work.

The commonest type of transformer for medical use is s

" step-down " apparatus, or one which is used to convert a small

alternating current at the pressure of the electric lighting mains

into a larger current at two or four volts for cauteries, or at eight

or ten volts for small incandescent lamps, or to generate sinu-

soidal current at a low pressure for use in the electric bath (§ 68)

.

The first transformer specially designed for medical use was

Woakes' transformer, which dates from 1891. It had several

secondary coils upon one bobbin—one for cautery to give about

four volts, and wound with thick wire to carry a heavy current
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forms. Tlioy have been nii)stly sujierseclcd by the machines of the

multostut type described below.

89. Sinuioidal Current.—The sinusoidal current (| $2) sup-

plied by the alternating current mains usually has a frequency

ranging between 50 and 100 periods jwr second, and a sinusoidal

current of this jieriodicity is quite suitable for most kinds of

electrical treatment. It is the best form of current for simple

stimulation of living tissues, (larticularly when it is given with

rhythmic interruptions, as described in § 7a. Sinusoidal current

is quite agreeable when applied in an electric bath, or through

the ordinary moistened electrodes, if these are of good size, but

is rather painful when used for the testing of nerve and muscle.

When muscles are tested the sensation is unpleasant, owing to

the combined effect of the long waves of current (| 62) and of

the concentration of the current at the surface of the small

electrode used, though when the concentration is reduced, as in

treatment by the use of large electrodes or of baths, the stinging

effect is not noticed.

There is no reason why sinusoidal currents of lower periodicity

should not be employed in treatment, except the fact that they

must be specially generated. On systems of public supply the

periodicity must be above a certain minimum of alx)ut forty

in order that the lamps supplied by the system may give a

steady light. Dr. Reginald Morton has advocated* the use of

sinusoidal current of the very low frequency of 17 cycles per

second (103 periods per minute), and considers it to be specially

indicated when it is wished to stimulate unstriped muscle—as, for

instance, the unstriped muscle of the intestine—or striped muscle

which presents the reaction of degeneration, and is therefore

incapable of responding to currents of brief duration.

90. Polyphase Currents.—A few words on the subject of three-

phase currents may be useful, because it is possible that their

employr. it for medical pur|X)ses may become extended in the

future. Polyphase currents of low periodicity have been recom-

mended for treatment by Dr. George Herschell, particularly for

the treatment of abdominal conditions.!

In § 49 it was mentioned that a direct current dynamo is

fitted with a commutator, and an alternating current dynamo is

fitted with two insulated metal rings from which the current is

* Archives of the Roentgen Ray. March, 1907.

f
" Polyphase Currents in Electrotherapy." London : Glaisher, 1903.
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current ii movinR machine or " motor generator " must be used.

In spite of this extra complication, the motor generator has been

specially adapted to medical requirements, and fulfils its purpose

admirably.

Briefly stated, a motor generator is an electric motor whose

movement is used to generate a new current of some other

character than that supplied to it. In some cases it consists

of two machines coupled together, one to act as motor and the

other as dynamo ; or a single machine may be used it it have

two sets of windings upon the same framework, and is fitted with

two commutators, one for the motor windings and the other lor

the generator windings (Fig. 85).

By means of a suitably wound motor generator a supply ol

direct current can be obtained from the alternating mains, and,

conversely, a supply of alternating current from the direct

current mains. This is of great advantage to medical men,

liecause both tyjws of current arc needed in medical practice,

and in the vast majority of cases only one form of public supply

is available.

The uses to which the current from the mains may lie applied

are as follows ;

1. To replace medical batteries and coils in applications to

patients.

2. To provide sinusoidal current (| 52) for purposes of treat-

ment.

3. To illuminate the small lamps used in diagnosis, such as

cystoscopes, antrum lamps, etc.

4. To heat galvano-cauteries.

5. To drive motors for mechanical massage, for surgical and

dental drills, saws, and trephines, and to operate small pum()s

for Bier's treatment, for the so-called pneumatic massage, for

sprays, fans for hot air, etc.

6. To charge accumulators.

7. To operate ate lamps and other special lamjB for the

employment of light in treatment.

8. To drive Ruhmkorff coils or other machines for X-ray

and high-frequency work.

The first five of these uses can be had from one of the modern

motor generator sets, which are now made or supplied by the

firms interested in ctcctrn-mefliral apparatus, under the names nf

" pantostat," " polystat," " multostat," and so forth (Figs. 86, 87).
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This condenser is necessary to smooth away the variations of

current which are inevitable when current is generated by a

dynamo of small size, owing to the fluctuations of potential which

occur as the commutator segments move past the collecting

brushes. Suitable switches and regulating devices are provided

on the base board of these machines, to adapt all the currents

provided for safe and convenient application. Mr. Schall pro-

Fio. 87. -Universal Apparatus, with Flexible Shaft

FOR Mechanical Massage.

vides a rhythmic interrupter (§ 72) to his form of instrument, the

movement being obtained from the motor of the apparatus.

When the supply from the mains is alternating, it is not neces-

sary to set the motor in action except for the generation of

direct current, as a suitably designed stationary transformer is

included in the outfit, and suffices- to provide the low pressure

alternating currents required for lamps, cauteries, and for applica-

tions of sinusoidal current. With these currents the protection

of the patient from leakage to earth is brought about by the
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ensured if the regulating transformer be made with a sliding

secondary coil having an air space or an ebonite sheath between

it and the primary windings. With direct current mains much

security will be afforded by the use of a battery of accumulators

instead of the mains for the bath. These may be charged from

the mains as required, but should be provided with an inter-

locking safety switch to compel the cutting off of the mains

current before the bath circuit can be connected. The " earth-

free " types of multostat are also safe when used for direct

current baths.

Quite apart from the matter of electric baths, it may be laid

down as an axiom that no metal connected in any way to an

electric light fitting should be in reach of any person in a fixed

bath of any kind. Electric light switch covers may be alive,

from some defect, and if so a person touching one when in a bath

with metal pipes and taps connected to earth, or when standing

on a wet stone floor, might easily receive a dangerous shock.

An accident occurrecl at the Fulham public batlis at the end

of 190Z in this way. Two men standing in water, or on a wet

bathroom floor, touched an iron pipe, which happened to be

alive through defective wiring arrangements for the lighting of the

building, and both were killed by a pressure of 200 volts. Dr.

Pinto Leite has recently reported* a similar experience, though,

happily, not fatal. When standing up in his bath, he accidentally

touched an electric light switch with his wet arm, and received

a violent shock. He says ;
" All the muscles of the right side

of my body seemed clutched by an invisible power, and I was

flung violently down into the bath. I have no recollection of

coming into contact with the bath, and can only remember that,

on coming to realize my position, I found myself breathing hard

and deep, at the same time feeling a curious tingling sensation

all over the body, and a soreness of the muscles." He mentions,

too, that he received a similar shock in the same way some

months later. The pressure of the supply was 210 volts.

94. To Charg* Aocumulaton.—It is often convenient to use

the direct current to charge accumulators, which can then be

detached from the mains and used independently, as, for example,

for providing a portable apparatus to take to a patient's house.

Although a desire for absolute uniformity of practice, or the idea

of saving one's self trouble, might make one wish to use currei.t

• Brilish Midictl Journal, September 24, 1910.
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red where it touches the positive pole, and blue where it touches

the negative (§ 6j).

Ready-made appliances for charging through a lamp can be

bought at the instrument-makers. Some consist of a board

carrying one or more lamps in sockets, with a pair of charging

terminals, and a flexible wire with plug for attachment to wall-

socket or lamp-socket, as may be desired. A form of adapter

with binding-screws to insert in a lamp socket (Fig. 88) is also

made for the purpose ; the path of the current through such a

fitting may be understood readily from Fig. 89. It is as well

to bear in mind that with the ordinary two-prong wall-plug, and

FlO. 89.—AUUHOIIHENI OF WiRES Ut CBAKGIHG SOCKET.

also with the bayonet-catch lamp-socket, there are two possible

positions of insertion of the lamp or plug, and therefore the

polarity of the binding-screws is not always the same.

The charging current through a 16 candle-power carbon fila-

ment lamp on a loo-volt circuit is about 06 ampere, on a zoo-

volt circuit about 03 ampere, on a 240-volt circuit about 025
ampere. The current can be incre ised by the use of a number
of lamps arranged in parallel to one another, or more simply by

the use of a lamp of higher candle-power. For purposes of rough

calculation a 32 candle-power lamp carries twice the current of a

16, and so on in proportion. Carbon filament lamps are more
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can be utilized in one circuit, as suggested by Graetz (Fig. 90).

It is an application of the principle of the Wheatstone bridge

(§ 44). The cells are arranged in a circuit, as shown at K, the

direction from iron to aluminium being indicated by the arrows.

The alternating current is applied at A and C. No current

can pass in either direction, for it is opposed by one or other

of the aluminium cells, but if B and D be connected a current

will How from B to D. When A is the positive pole, the flow

will be by A B, D C, and when the electromotive force is reversed

and B is positive, it will flow by C B, D A, always, therefore,

from B to D through any circuit joining B and D. The system

Fig, 90.

—

Arrangeheht op Aluhihiuh Cells in Nodon Valve.

may be regarded as a Wheatstone bridge circuit, in which the

resistances automatically change with the changes of sign of

the alternating electromotive force applied at A and C. The
Nodon valve and Pollak's rectifier are arrangements of aluminium
cells on this principle. The current given out by these forms

of rectifier is pulsatory but unidirectional.

Fig. 91 shows a simple arrangement by which two cells can

be used instead of four for charging accumulators, K K, as

before, are the aluminium cells ; they are oppositely arranged on

two branches of one of the conductors of an alternating circuit

;

the other conductor is joined through a resistance to the middle
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point of a set of accumulator cells. It will be seen f nm .hd.agram that the impulses of cuTent will pass alTer^atZ ?one^or other of the accumulator sets. .JZT::!^.

Lamp
resistance

F.<=. 9..-AccUMnL„OR C„«o,NO W,TH Two ALU«N,„H CEtLS.

kept in order by frequent small addi io s o we^ktL™
fn^ 'fammon.a to make the solution neutral and to taklte pTle of" he

Fio. 92.—Aldjiinium Rectifier.
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For good rectification the area of tlie aluminium should be

small, so that the density of current per unit of surface is high.

On this account a slender rod of aluminium is to be preferred

to a sheet or plate of the metal, particularly when the currents

to be rectified are not much more than one or two amp^es. On
circuits of 200 volts it would be economical to transform down
to 50 volts before rectification, as this procedure would give

four amperes for one, subject only to losses in the transformation.

A single cell will not rectify at pressures above 100 volts.

The capacity (f 11) of the aluminium valve cell is remarkably

high. Apparently the rectification is due to the formation of a

very thin non-conducting film of aluminium oxide on the surface

of the metal when it is acting as the anode, and this film produces

a condenser effect so that a large electrical capacity can be

obtained by the use of the aluminium cell.

If the aluminium rod be viewed in the dark when the cell is

working, it will be seen to be covered with a luminous glow,

which is most marked i^hen the cell is rectifying against a fairly

high back electromotive force.

96. D.C. Small Lamps.—From what has been said in the

section on charging accumulators (§ 94) it will be recognised

Fig. 93.

—

Rheostat fok Shall Lamp.

that the use of a small portable accumulator presents distinct

advantages for use with incanflcscent-Iamp instruments. They
may also be operated quite easily from the mains by reducing

the current in a simple regulating series resistance. This re-

sistance is usuallycombined with an ordinary incandescent lamp.

The lamp is a form of resistance which offers a convenient way
of dissiiM.ting the energy which has to be wasted. In cases

where its light would be inconvenient a lamp of red or blue glass

can be substituted. The lamp chosen must allow the passage

of a current sufficiently large to bring the smaller surgical lamp

to incandescence, and the best result is obtained with a carbon

filament lamp for the resistance and a metallic filament lamp for
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the instrument itself. This method of using lamp instruments
from the mains involves risks of leakage currents to earth, with
shocks to the operator holding the lamp, if he should be standing
on a damp floor, or should touch metallir objects connected to
earth, and although this may not matter in a carpeted room,
It IS inconvenient in an operating-theatre.

Fig. 93 illustrates a rheostat described by Mr. Crawford
Kenton,' for use with the cystoscope. The rheostat can be used
upon any ordinary electric light circuit, and the current is reduced
through a 50 candle-power lamp. Mr. Renton states that the
cost of the rheostat is only 30s., f and that it is easily carried in an
ordmary small operating-bag.

97 L«mps lor TherapeuUc Applications—Incandescent lamps
may be used as a source of warmth as well as of light. Foot-
warmers fitted with an incandescent lamp instead of the usual

Fio. 94.- -Hand-Lahp for the Local Application of
Heat and Light.

hot water have obvious advantages, and the principle may be
extended almost indefinitely for purposes of applying heat con-
tinuously to various parts of the body.
Fig. 94 shows a form of hand-lamp which may be used for

applymg warmth locally for the relief of pain or other purposes
and Fig 95 shows an apparatus fitted with lamps for application
to the abdomen.
For these applications of electricity the electric light mains

are required, because the amount of energy consumed in them
IS considerable, and much more than could be conveniently
provided from batteries.

It has been claimed that the light given out by incandescent
lamps has a therapeutic value above that of the heat they afford
and the use of electric light cabinets in which the whole surface

* The Lancet, June 24, 1905.

t Tlic maker is Mr. J. Trotter, 40, Jordan Street, Glasgow.

II
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of the body is exposed to the light of incandescent lamps has

been very largely advocated and pushed of recent years, especially

by various interested persons. It is certain that the exposure
of the body to the light of incandescent lamps is a very con-

venient way of stimulating the action of the sweat-glands, and
the effects of the hot room of a Turkish bath may be produced
very simply and easily by this means. Fig. 96 shows a
" cabinet " for electric lamp baths. There is an opening at the

top to allow the patient's head to emerge.

The earliest work on the use of incandescent lamps for sudatory
purposes was done by Dr. Kellogg, of Battle Creek, in the United
States, and his report on the subject was laid before the American
Electrotherapeutic Association in 1894. He observed that

active sweat secretion began within ten minutes from the time

Fig. 9j,—Electric Light WAxmlt for the Abdomeh.

of exposure of the body to the light of the lamps, and found that

the average temperature in the bath<abinet was about 80° F.

instead of the 140° F., or higher, of the hot room of the Turkish

bath. He also pointed out that the air was not only cooler but

purer in the incandescent-lamp bath. It is not unlikely that

the use of electric lamps may supersede the present Turkish-

bath method of inducing perspiration.

In the treatment of disease the use of light and heat from

electric lamps has been considerably developed in recent years.

If the extravagant claims made by certain writers be disregarded,

it still remains that for certain purposes the use of this method
of treatment is of value, particularly in the treatment of stifi

and painful joints and in sciatica.

g8. The Flnsen Lamp,—Arc lamps are also used for thera-

peutic purposes. With the arc lamp the violet and ultra-
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th^ nlh!'^,"*
''^""''''"'' ^''"'"^ «hey »re absent or scanty inthe light of incandescent lamps. The work of Finsen, of Copen-hagen. has firmly established the fact that the concentrated l^ht

and ,t >s to the labours of Fmsen thi.t we owe the introduction of
"(,ht as a therai^utic ..gent into medical practice. Finsen's
apparatus consists of a very powerful arc lamp, consuming as

collected hv""" r, "' '""'"' ""' '"* "«*>' '™"> 'he ar' iscollected by quartz lenses, and focussed upon a small area of

• i;lir

Fig. 96.—Electric Light Bath Cabinet.

ren'de^H*'''
"'"?• ^^''^ '' ^'^' ™' """ =" '"e same time

water,, k^Tr'"' " T"'' ^""'l'^'^^''^ through which .old

Tut thlu, ''?r'"^..
^^^ °^'''' "' ""= ^°'"F'=^»n is to press

and o to f 1 ;? 1"' "''""'"'=' "' ""= P''' ""J^^ treatment,

deoth th ,!,^
^" penetration of the light rays to a greate;

a^ b^ r ^'l ' '^'"' '" *'"' P'^'""" o' the blood, which
absorbs the violet rays of the spectrum.
The great size and cost of an installation like that of Finsen

has led to many attempts to obtain equally good results with
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simpler forms of apparatus. Are lamps of moderate size have
been manufactured under the names of the Lortet-Genoud
lamp and the Finsen-Reyn lamp. The latter, which is the
approved form of small arc lamp used in Copenhagen, is shown
in Fig. 97.

99. The Condtimr 8p«rk-Ump.—AlthouRh the success of the
treatment of lupus by the Finsrn method is undoubted, yet its

application is extremely tedious.

Fio. 97.—The Fihsim-Reyn Form of Arc Lamp.

In the first place, the sittings must be of long duration, thirty

minutes or an hour
;
secondly, the part treated at one sitting is

only about one square inch, and the number of applications
necessary to obtain a cure is very great. For all these reasons
there have been many attempts to improve upon the method,
and it is by no means certain that the unmodified Finsen method
of treating lupus will survive the test of time.
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Lamps with electrodes of metal to augment the output ofultra-vioet ray. have been devi^d by «veral invento™
"^

.Ji ^ "1^ "'' '' "" "= •*'*«" electrodes of water-cooled .ron Ban«', lamp and that of Broca and Chatinire ofsomewhat similar character.
The condenser spark-lamp known as the St. Bartholomew'slan.p made by Mr. Leslie Miller (Fi,. 08), makes ^oTrhewell-known physical fact that co, „., ,park disc^g^ areespecially r^h m the spectral li,„. ,: njr v. .u:; sp'khg

Fio. 98.—The Condehsek Spark-Lamp.

points. It consists of a cylindrical metallic holder enclosing apair of iron rods between which a stream of condenser dis-harges ,s maintamed. The end of the tube is closed by awindow of quartz, or, better, by a picco of ice, and this is preled

aTemic:^'"'"?^'^!."''"''^'^'^"-''''™''--"-^";attention to prevent its becoming obscured by a film of ferric

rtrf! ^" ''"
u'

''''^''"* "• ""''-™1^« '^y-- The ice renews.U surface by inelting, and so keeps clean and free from iron

isobt^rH' ^"I'^'^P'^ ''"'-' "oi^y in action. Thecurrent
IS obtained from Leyden ,ars, or from an oil-immersed con-

:;pi.
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denser, which are fed with current from a Ruhmkorfi coil, or
from a high potential transformer. As a source of ultra-violet
rays this instrument is good, and in the treatment of lupus it has
proved itself of genuine utility, but has now been superseded by
the quartz lamp of Kromayer, which is a form of Cooper Hewitt
mercury vapour lamp.

100. The Cooper Hewitt Lamp.—This apparatus consists of a
glass tube exhausted of air, and containing mercury and mercury
vapour. When traver.,ed by a current, the tube becomes filled

with a brilliant light which is of a peculiar colour, and shows,
if examined with a spectroscope, a line spectrum rich in green,
blue, and violet lines, but very deficient in red. On this account
the appearance of coloured objects, when viewed by the light of
the mercury vapour lamp, is peculiar, and the face and hands
preser '. a dull livid hue. Nevertheless, the efficiency as a source
of lif t of the mercury vapour lamp is so high that it has come
into use for certain classes of illumination. The expenditure of
energy is only about otie-third of a watt per candle, and this
contrasts favourably with the one watt per candle of the best
metallic filament incandescent lamps. Not only is the illuminat-
ing power of these lamps high, but their light is also very rich
in ultra-violet rays

; but ordinary glass is opaque to most of these
actinic radiations.

Under the name of " The Uv.o; Lamp," a modification of
the Cooper Hewitt mercury vapou.- lamp has been used in

medical worls. A glass manufactured at Jena, and pervious to
the ultra-violet rays, was used by Dr. Schott for the uviol
lamp.

Since then the art of making tubes of vitrified silica has per-
mitted the manufacture of another form of mercury vapour
lamp, which emits a larger proix-,rtion of ultra-violet rays, and
is known as the " Kromayer lamp." This has been found
valuable in lupus, and in other skin affections. It produces a
reaction in the skin in hrlf the time required by the Finsen-
Reyn lamp, it consumes far less current, and irradiates a larger
area of skin at one time (Fig. 99).

loi. SterUlMtion of Water by Ultra-Vlolet Lijhfc—Another
form of the Cooper Hewitt lamp with silica or quartz tubes has
come into use for the sterilization of drinking-water, and eflects
this purpose very well. A lamp of this type constructed by the
Westinghouse Cooper Hewitt Company will sterilize 132,000
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gallons of water in twenty-four hours, and consists of a 22o.volt

ZTt'tr'^fTfT "-^POrtantforeffectivestenJ:
tion that the water be clear, as a slight turbidity prevents the

I-io. 99—Kroiiaver's Quartz Lamp

full penetration of the light into the water. (See the La«cct



CHAPTER V

HIGH POTENTIAL APPARATUS—THE RUHHKORFF COIL—
TRANSFORMERS

Ruhmkorf! coils—Interrupters—The mercury jet-break—Electrolytic

interrupters—Spark lengths—Current waves of coils—High potential

transformers—The Snook apparatus—Kectitiers of high potential

currents,

102. The Ruhmkorfl QoU.—The large induction coil has become
an instrument of importance in medical practice. This is due
mainly to the developments of X-ray work, but also in part to

the use of currents of high frequency in medical treatment.

The general principles of the induction coil have aheady been

considered in §§ 48 and 59. Ruhmkorff coils are commonly
classified in terms of the length of spark which they are capablu

of giving. Thus, a 12-inch coil signifies one which can give a

spark 12 inches long. Twelve, eighteen, and twenty-inch coils

are now in use for medical purposes.

In these large coils the primary windings are of tliick copper
wire in two, three, or four layers. An arrangement is used for

connecting the layers in shunt or in series, in order to vary tlie

self-induction of the primary circuit to suit the voltage of the

source from which the coil is worked. The heavy iron cote is

finely laminated, because a solid bar of iron would become the

seat of induced currents or " eddy " currents, which would heat

the core and dissipate energy, and would also retard the decay

of the magnetic field, upon the suddenness of which the efficiem y
of a coil depends so largely

(§ 39).

The following data, given by Professor J. A. I'Teming,' ^m-

uselul as a guide to the construction of induction coil^. Hr
mentions that the primary circuit of a certain lo-incls coil cod
sisted of 360 turns of No. 12 copper wire, and had a resistance

• Cantor Lectures. 1903. On Hertzian Wave Te.egraphy,

^60
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of 0-36 of an ohm, and the secondary consisted of ten mUes of
No. 34 copper wire, making about 50.000 turns, and had a
resistance of 6,600 ohms.
Good insulation of the secondary coil is essential. The core

after being wound with the primary wire, is enclosed in a thick
tube of ebonite or of vitrified quartz, upon which the secondary
wire IS wound in sections, an arrangement which may be com-
pared to a row of cotton reels placed side by side on a spindle,
with the ends of the cotton joined between one reel and the next.
A 12-inch coil may have seventy or eighty of these sections

arranged side by side, and separated from one another by thin
discs of insulating material.

The sectional construction is adopted in order that there shall
not be any great difference of potential between contiguous

Fig. 100.—Pun of Winding of a Joikiim, Section Coil.

portions of the secondary coU. The sectional construction has
been most developed in the " jointless section "

coils of Mr. LesUe
MiUer. In his coils, every section consists of one flat spiral of
wre, and has its corresponding insulating layer of waxed paper
(Fig. 100), so that the completed secondary coU has from 700 to
1,200 single layer sections, according to its size. The extra care
mus taken m the insulation of the secondary serves to reduce
tlie number of turns of wire necessary, and thus diminishes the
resistance of the coU and its impedance

(§ 47), and the sparks
ot such a coil are consequenUy thicker, and the quantity of
current m the discharges is increased.
The output of a coil, though commonly estimated by i'^ simple

II
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sparking distance in air, can be better estimated by observing

the length of spark when Leyden jars are connected to its

secondary terminals. The reduction of spark-length produced

by the introduction of a condenser of given capacity is less the

greater the magnitude of current in the discharges of the coil.

In writing on tliis point, Fleming has the following observa-

tions :• " A coil may give a lo-inch spark if worked alone, but

on a capacity of ,V °' ^ microfarad (§ 25) it may not be able

to give even a 5-millimetre spark. Hence in describing the

value of a coil ... it is not the least use to state the length of

spark which the coil will give between pointed conductors in

air, but we must know the spark-length which it will give between

Fic. loi.

—

Coil pitted with B^clere Gas Break.

brass balls, say i centimetre in diameter, connected to tlie

secondary terminals when these terminak are also connected

to a stated capacity."

The appearance of the completed coil is well known (Fig. loi).

In a box below the board on which the coil is mounted, and

forming part of the base of the instnmient, is placed the con-

denser. This consists of a number of sheets of tinfoil, insulated

from each other by shepts of paraffined paper. The metallic

sheets are connected in two sets, the even numbers on one side

being connected to one of the two supports of the contact breaker,

and the odd numbers on the other side to the second support.

The object of the condenser is to accelerate the rate of decay

of tl.'e current in the primary circuit, as the efficiency of the coil

depends upon the suddenness with which this is accompUshed.

• 0/>. c:l.
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a few accumulator cells, and even so the Bdclire break, shortly

to be described, is far superior in results, and requires much less

attention. In the preceding edition of this work the manage-

ment of vibrating interrupters for large coils was considered

at length, but it does not seem necessary to repeat in this edition

what was there set forth. Those mechanical interrupters in

which the contacts are made and broken by a plunger dipping

into mercury may also be regarded as obsolete.

The rotary interrupters of to-day consist for the most part

of a centrifugal pump driven by a small motor which throws a

revolving jet of mercury. This jet, in its revolutions, comes

periodicaiiy in contact with fixed armatures, and so makes

Fig. 103.—MoTOR-DRiVEH Gas Bkkak.

and breaks the circuit. The action takes place in an insulating

liquid such as paraffin oil or alcohol, or, in the more modern

types, in a gaseous medium such as hydrogen or coal gas. The

invention of this type of interrupter is attributed to Tesla,

and many varieties of these mercury jet or turbine breaks exist.

B&lfe'e's break (Fig. 102) is excellent for all but very heavy

currents, and was the first form of interrupter to employ coal

gas as its dielectric medium. It is of small size, and is intended

to be mounted upon the base board opposite the end of the

coil, and it is kept in rotation by the magnetic pull of the

core, withont the need for an independent motor to drive it.

1 1 is started by giving it a sharp spin, and then continues revolving

until the current is cut off. It is nearly silent in action. If
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preferred, it may be operated by an independent electromagnet.
Bfe-Ifire's break is well suited for X-ray medical treatment, and
may be adapted for use on all voltages up to 250.
An improved form of gas break for heavier currents is shown

in Fig. 103, and resembles Becl^re's break, except that it is

driven by a small motor fixed vertically above the interrupting
chamber.

Fig. 104 shows the working parts of a similar interrupter,
made by W. Watson and Sons. It is of massive construction,
and is capable of breaking large currents satisfactorily. A is

the iron-containing ves.sel, and requires four pounds of mercury
in the larger size. E is the revolving cone, of boxwood, which
is pierced with channels for the mercury, and acts as the centri-

Fio. 104.—" Dreadnought " Ihterruptik.

fugal pump. The mercury is projected from the jets B to strike
upon the fixed armaturesC;H, bearings of the motor ; K, brushes
of the motor. The stopcocks are for the admission of coal-gas.
Other rotary breaks which may be mentioned are the Mac-

kenzie Davidson interrupter in its modern forms, and the
" Sanax " interrupter. Both of these utilize mercury, and are
good interrupters, but are not mercury jet breaks.

104. Electrolytic Breaks.—Tin- liquid or electrolytic break of
Dr. Wehnelt is a peculiar form of interrupting device, which
depends for its effect upon the formation of gas and steam at
the positive pole of an electrolytic cell when that pole is of small
area and the current is large. A considerable amount of heat is

generated, and steam is formed. This steam, with the gas
liberated by electrolytic action, forms an insulating envelope

1

!!!
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which interrupts the current. This is foUowed by the disappear-
ance of the insulating layer, the current is re-established, and a
fresh production of gas occurs. Thus the current is made inter-
mittent, and the interruptions follow each other with extreme
rapidity.

Wehnelt's break consists of a jar containing dilute sulphuric
acid

; the kathode is a lead plate, while the anode is a platinum
wire enclosed in an insulating sheath, except at its extremity,
and deeply submerged in the electrolyte. When a steady electro-
motive force, which must be of at least 24 volts, and may be
as higli ., 150, is applied to the break, arranged in series with

Fig. 105,

—

^Whhnelt Interruptex.

the primary circuit of a coil, the discharge through the circuit

thus formed becom , intermittent, a peculiar shrill note is given
out by the electrolytic cell, and streams of sparks are given off

by the secondary coil. The Wehnelt break will only work on
circuits of high self-induction, as, for instance, the primary
circuit of a coil. The condenser is usually cut out of the circuit

when a Wehnelt interrupter is used. The interruptions cease
at a temperature of 90° C, and it is probable that the failure

of the action when the electrolsrte is hot is due to imperfect

condensation of the steam

The sheath of the anode is made of hard porcelain, and should
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fit doiely round the platinum. Care must be taken to make
the platinum wire the anode of the cell.

A saturated solution of alum or of magnesium aulphate con-
taining a little sulphuric acid is said to work well at low voltages.
This type of interrupter has the advantage of simplicity, and, if

suitably regulated, it is a useful interrupter for use with the
lOO-volt direct current mains. The cl-.i<-f objection to it is that
large currents are used, and the heating effects of the large
currents are troublesome if it is wished to use the interrupter
for prolonged periods at a time. The current through a Wehnclt
interrupter often reaches magnitudes of from 12 to 20 ampAres.
The Wehnelt interrupter makes a peculiar noise when in

action, but, as it requires little attention when once properly
adjusted ^nd connected, it can be placed at a distance if the
noise is oOjected to.

It is regulated by altering the exposed surface of the platinum
anode, for by increasing the surface of the platinum the current
IS increased, and the rapidity of the interruptions diminishes

;

and by reducing the exposed surface of the platinum the opposite
effect is obtained. By having two or more anodes with different
lengths of platinum in the vessel, the one most suited for any
given tube can be connected by means of a simple switch.
The effect of self-induction in retarding the growth of current

in the exciting circuit of a coil has been referred to already
(§5 47. 61), and comes into prominence in working with the
Wehnelt interrupter, on account of the extreme rapidity of the
interruptions.

When the primary windings are all in series the seif-mduction
of the circuit is highest, and the spark-length which can be
obtained with the Wehnelt break is short, as the current has
not time to reach a high value. When the primary windings
are connected in parallel the self-induction is less, and the sparks
are longer. By attention to these different factors—viz., the
length of the anode, the voltage of supply, and the self-induction
of the primary—it is possible to obtain excellent results with
the Wehnelt interrupter, and the number of sparks can be
made to range from about 20 up to 1,000 per second.

105. Tli« Caldwell lm«rrnpt«r.—In Wehnelfs apparatus the
intermittent character of the discharge is due to the formation
and dissipation of gas bubbles at the anode. There is a modiflr.i-
tion of the electrolytic interrupter, which is due to Caldwell,

f .'".'!
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and independenUy to Simon, in which the fonnation of tmbbles
of gM is brought about at a point in the cell remote from the
potoi, and thereby certain advantages are secured. It consists
Of » ceU containing dilute sulphuric acid and two plates of lead
whjch «.rve as anode and kathode. A partition of glass or
porcelam separates the cell into two parts, each conUining one
of the metaUic polet. This partition has a imall hole, through
which the hquids in the two portions of the cell communicate

Fig. io6.—Caldwkx's Elictiolytic Intuuuith.

At this narrow opening the density of the current is very high
heating takes place, and steam is generated there and breaksthe circuit

;
the bubbles are ahnost instantaneously dissipated

Z ofXhoir""''-*'"
"'* '""^ " '"" '^'*'™"''* "y ""^

In its usual form the apparatus consists of a jar containine
an inrer cyhndncal vessel of glass, suspended so that it does nol
rest upon the bottom.

Connections are made by means of terminals attached to two
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^ad electrodes, placed in the inner and outer vewels respectivelyWhen operating, the liquid is found to rise in the inner q^linder

ZlTt •; "7'*'"«'y P"^ded with an overflow channel throughwhich the Uquid returns into the outer vessel. As both polesare of lead and of large area, there is no special need to make the
cormections in one particular way as required for Wehnelfs form.With these electrolytic interrupters the appearance of the dis-
charge of a coil is considerably altered. The sparks at the•Tondary terminals follow one another so rapidly as to eive the
appearance of torrents of sparks passing simultaneously

; andwith pressures approaching loo volts, and adjustment for the
highest rate of interruption, the discharge has the form of asinuous arc of pale yellowish-green flame. For use with X-ray
tubes

1 IS best not to drive the rate of interruption too high
as few tutes wiU stand the strain. The higher the pressure fhe
more rapid IS the frequency of the discharge, and if it is tried
to reduce the frequency by increasing the exposed area of the
ptatinum at the anode, the current is likely to reach excessive
magnitudes. To get the best work from an electrolytic break

> Jl^ ^ '"°''""^ "' *' '"^ * ^°"^« a^ «" be arranged to
suit the tubes and coil employed.

106 beltaUon of Collt by CondtiiMr DhchirgM.-There is
a mode of employing high-pressure mains for induction coils
which has a theoretical interest, and that is to employ con-
densers which are charged from the mains and discharged
through the primary coil by means of a two-way commutator.
1 his plan, first described by Norton and Lawrence,* was developed
by N. Tesla, whose apparatus is described in the Elicthcal
K<w«,t of the same year. As the discharges of a condenser
through the pnmary of a coil are oscillatory, the discharges
induced in the secondary are also osciUatory, and therefore
are not exactly comparable with those produced by an induction
coil excited in the ordinary way.
An improvement upon this idea consists in the excitation of

the pnmary by the current charging the condensers instead of
the discharging current. The advantage gained is that tho
chatgmg current is a non-oscillatory one. The condensers are
discharged by a short-circuiting device, the discharge current
not going through the primary coil.

• EUclneal World, New York, March 6, 1897.
t Londoo, September,io,\i897.
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The Grisson apparatus is a contrivance for the operation of
coils from the electric light mains by this method. Condensers
of large capacity (loo microfarads) are momentarily connected
to th(

:
mains through the primary windings of the coil. The rusn

of current through the coil into the condensers comes to a natural
termination when the condensers are charged to the full pressure
of the mains, and if their connection with the mains is then
broken, there will be no sparking at the point of interruption.
The condensers are then discharged through a side circuit, after
which they are ready to receive a fresh charge from the mains,
sent into them through the primary of the coil as before. By
means of a suitably designed commutator driven by a motor
this cycle of events can be repeated in quick succession. An
induction coil operated in this manner gives a magnificent
discharge from its secondary terminals. The commutator is

fitted with massive sections, and the condensers are aluminium
cells, as these afford a means of obtaining very large capacities

in an economical manner (§ 95). A switch-board is supplied
with the apparatus, as the connections are somewhat com-
plicated. The instrument hus not come into general use.

Professor Ernest Wilson has also suggested a method of ex-
citing induction coils by charging a condenser and discharging
it through the primary of the coil. In his arrangement of appara-
tus there is a condenser, and also an electro-magnet, in which
energy is first stored (§ 39), and then suddenly liberated together
with the energy stored in the condenser, both discharging at
once through the primary windings of the coil. The contacts
needed for the charging and discharging effects are arranged
by means of a special commutator driven by a small motor. It

it claimed that the difficulties of the interrupter are removed by
this method, and that coils can be built which are very much
lighter than ordinary coils, for the same output, and require
very much smaller currents to work them, owing to the efficiency

of the machine ; but for some reason the method has not
come into use, and the apparatus is not upon the market at

present.

107. The Alternating Current Mains.—In places supplied by
direct current mains the working of large coils is a simple matter,

but the direct application of the alternating mains to the excita-

tion of coils is more complicated.

If an induction coil is connected to a source of alternating
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current through an interrupter, the discharge of the secondary
IS irregular and unfit for use. This would not be the case if the
interrupter worked in step with the periodicity of the current,
so as to break the circuit at the right moment. Attempts have
been made to bring about this result, and several " synchronous "

interrupters have been devised.

In all devices of the kind only one speed of interruption is

possible—namely, the speed which keeps time with the periodicity
of the supply. In this country this ranges for the most part
between 40 and 100 periods per second, which is a satisfactory
rate of interruption for an induction coil. Regulation of output
can be effected by the use of a series resistance to control the
current or by a transformer to control the pressure.
A form of the B&14re mercury jet interrupter is made for use

on alternate current circuits. It resembles the pattern used on
direct circuits, but is fitted with two sets of armatures—one set
for insuring synchronous rotation, and one set for supplying the
primary of the coil. It is supplied by Messrs. Watson and Sons,
and is driven by a separate electromagnet of laminated iron.
Messrs. Gaifie, of Paris, have also contrived a synchronous
interrupter for work on alternating circuits.

Another method of adapting the alternating current mains for
the operation of coils is to use the aluminium rectifier, as described
in the preceding chapter

(§ 95). Though the current from this
apparatus is pulsatory rather than strictly continuous, it has been
successfuUy employed, both for driving a direct current motor
to actuate the interrupter and for supplying the primary circuit
of the coil.

It has been noticed that there is a certain natural tendency
on the part of Wehnelt's electrolytic break to transmit the
pulsations in one direction more readily than in the other, and
with a little care and management this form of interrupter can
be used with the alternating mains. Dr. Dujon* was one of the
first to point this out. He states that with a Wehnelt inter-
rupter the discharge of his 14-inch spark coil was absolutely
unidirectional, so that reversing the commutator of the coil had
exactly the same effect as if he had been using a battery current.
He mentions that the voltage of supply was no, and the period-
icity was S3 per second, and that the best results were given with
the pressure reduced to 85 or 90 volts, with the ammeter reading

• Anhivts d'EltclridU MIdicalt, April, 1901, p. J14.

i
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between 4 and 10 amperes. Graduation was ejected by adjusting
the amount ot exposed platinum in tlie interrupter.

Messrs. Gaiiie have constructed a special form of electrolytic
break to work on alternating circuits. They advise careful
adjustment of the platinum anode at the commencement, and
their apparatus insures constancy of action for a considerable
period of time by the following simple device : The projecting
platinum pm rests at its point upon a plate of mica, which is

fixed just beneath, and as the point wears away the platinum
rod slips down by its own weight, and so the original length of
the exposed portion is preserved. The apparatus is noisy in
action, and there is a good deal of wear and tear of platinum,
very much more than is the case when Wehnelt's interrupter is

used with direct current.

With pressures up to no vohs the ordinary forms of Wehnelt
interrupter may be used if arranged in series with a single cell

of the aluminium rectifier, and this can easily be constructed at
home by anyone with a taste for mechanical work.
The alternating mains can be used indirectly to drive a motor

generator for supplying direct current (§91), or they can be used
with an aluminium valve to charge accumulators, and these
then made use of to work the coil in the ordinary way.
The choice among these methods of employing alternating

mains will depend upon the worker. For least expense, the use
of the aluminium valve for charging accumulators, and the
working ot the coil from these is perhaps the best.

The methods of utilizing alternating mains which have just
been enumerated are methods for adapting that type of current
to direct current types of apparatus, and are of the nature of
makeshift contrivances. The natural way of utilizing alter-

nating circuits would seem to lie in the direction of step-up
transformers capable of providing the necessary voltage as a
substitute for the induction coil. This tempting short-cut has
attracted investigators for some time, but the practical diffi-

culties of the method have prevented the realization of the idea
until recently. Villard, in 1899, had already advanced the
matter very notably by his device of a valve tube, and by
suggesting the employment of condensers of small capacity to
limit the output of the transformer when this was desirable.

Other obstacles of no small magnitude arose from the very high
electromotive forces required, and the difficulty of constructing
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a transformer which could provide such a pressure without
breaking down was for a time insuperable.

The experience gained in the manufacture of large coils during
recent years has prepared the way for the successful construction
of transformers capable of providing pressures up to 100,000
volts, and the use of these instruments will be considered in a
succeeding paragraph.

108. The Spark-dUcharge ol a RuhmkorS CoU.—The spark-
discharge of a coil usuaUy takes the form of bright crackling
flashes. If the terminals are a little too widely separated for
the sparks to leap across, then violet brush discharges occur from
the rods of the dischargers and from the conductors which join

- \J

if!

Fig. 107.

—

Spark-oischargbs between a Disc and a Point.
(After Arhagnat.)

them to the terminals of the coil. On reducing the distance
separating the discharging terminals, the ordinary bright zigzag
sparks make their appearance, and as the distance is further
reduced the sparks gradually become thicker, and consist of
a central bright part surrounded by a fainter reddish aureole.

On bringing the terminals still closer together, one obtains a
thick yellow curved or sinuous flame, which is hot enough to set

fire to a piece of paper, a kept in a state of upward movement
by the currents of air pr .;ed by its high temperature. Arma-
gnat* points out that the sparks with aureole are really groups
of sparks, the first being bright, and the others fainter and

• La Bobitu d'liuluclion, par H. Armagnat, P»ris, Gauthier-Villars, igoj.
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redder, as they represent the residual energy of the discharge
impulse, which is enabled to leap across along the line of heated
air left by the first spark. The yellow thick flame discharge
admits of a similar explanation, but is made up of a greater
number of discharges. To obtain the longest sparks from a coil

the discharges should take place between a point and a disc,
and the point should be positive. Under these circumstances
the sparks strike the disc upon its iatc, and not upon its edge.
If the current be in the opposite direction, the sparks are
shorter, and take a curved path, striking only upon the edge
cf the disc (Fig. 107). This difference of behaviour affords
a simple way of recognising the polarity of the terminals
of a coil.

109. Sparklng-dlstances at High Potentials.—It is difficuk to
do more than guess at the potential difference required to pro-
duce a given length of, spark in air. Many measurements have
been made by different observers, but their results vary widely.
The forms of the terminals betwe.>n which the discharge takes
place have a considerable influence upon its length, and the
figures obtained in any given set of experiments seem to depend
a good deal upon whether the terminals employed are plates,
balls, points, or combinations of these. The uncertainties which
surround the problem are quite natural, because tlie measure-
ment of electromotive forces becomes increasingly difficult r >

the pressures rise higher and higher, and the stage at which a
discharge changes from brush to spark is not always easy to
determine. Fleming * writes that tor sparks having lengths up
to five or six centimetres we shall generally not be wrong in
reckoning the voltage required to produce a spark between
metal balls in air at the ordinary pressure as 3,000 volts per
milhmetre.

Bergenia,! in discussing the probable spark-length corre-
sponding to 100,000 volts, sums up in favour of regarding
10 centimetres of spark-length as the equivalent of that potential
difference. This would be in the ratio of 1,000 volts per milli-

metre, and is therefore lower than the estimate given by Fleming ;

but it is quite likely that at pressures of 100,000 volts and
upwards the ratio of spark-le;!f,th to press'ire may increase more
rapidly than it doc at lower pressures.

* Cantor Lectures, p. 31.

t Bouchard's " Traite de Radiologie MMicale.' p. ijs.
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iio. Current Curves ol Luge Coll*.- The waves of discharge
of large coils are greatly dependent upon the nature of the circuit

through which they are allowed to take place. When a coil dis-

charge takes the form of sparks in air these have a very short
duration, but when the discharge passes through a vacuum tube
it may have the character of long waves resembling those illus-

trated in § 61 for small medical coils. Of those figures, the one
whose contours most resemble the discharges of a large Ruhm-
korff coil is Fig. 36, because the great length of the windings and
the mass of the iron core of a large coil conduce to the production
of long waves, which have not time to reach their close before
the re-establishment of ihe next wave in the reverse direction.

The waves at make in the secondary of a Ruhmkorfi coil will

also be larger, and will approximate more to those at break, in

proportion as the electromotive force applied to the primary
circuit is higher.

Professor Wertheim Salomonson has given a number of

oscillograph tracings of the discharge curves of large coils, in a
valuable paper on " The Induction Coil," published in the Journal
of the Roentgen Society for April, 1911, and this should be con-
sulted.

III. The Oscilloscope.—Gehrke has suggested the use of a
special form of vacuum tube (Fig. 109) as a means of observing
the wave contours of high potential discharges. It is based upon
an adaptation of the fact observed by H. A. Wilson,* that in a
vacuum tube the area covered by the glow upon the negative
wire is proportional to the magnitude of the current through
the tube. When a suitably exhausted tube is traversed by a
high potential discharge the negative wire is partly covered by
a violet glow, which seems to form a luminous sheath to the end
of the wire, and extends along it for a certain distance. With
increase of current the glow extends along the wire, and with
decrease of current it becomes shorter. If the current is alter-

nating in direction, and unequal in amount, as is the case with
induction-coil discharges, then both wires show the negative
glow to an unequal degree. To the eye the glow appears st.ady,
but when viewed in a revolving mirror it is found to rise and
fall in time with the interrupter, and so to trace out the contours
of the wave-impulses of which the discharge of the induction
coil consists.

• Phil. Mag.. November, 1902, p. 60S.
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This simple instrument is described here because it may be
used to obtain valuable information as to the behaviour of in-

duction coils. By its means the character of the discharge under
different conditions can be examined. For instance, it can be
used to examine the working of the interrupter of the coil, the
nature of the current through an X-ray tube, or the degree of
efficiency of rectifying devices. The appearances as seen in the

Fio. io8.—Current Curve or Ruhhkorft Coil.

revolving mirror are of great beauty, and one published by
Ruhmer* is given here (Fig. io8). It serves better as an
oscilloscope than as an oscillograph, although photographs can
be taken by the device of driving the mirror synchronously,
as has been shown by Ruhmer. In judging the appearances
observed in the mirror, it is necessary to remember that the

=€ ^^
Fig. J09.

—

^Vacuum Tube Oscillograph.

glow upon the wire is not a mathematical line, but has a certain
thickness, and, in addition, that it has a pecuUar " test-tube

"

shape, for which reasons the curves seen in the mirror present a
certain degree of distortion, which, however, is not sufficient to
interfere with the value of the apparatus for quaUtative pur-
poses. This form of Gehrke's tube is 35 centimetres long and

4 in diameter, with two rigid nickel wires arranged axially.

* EltktroiKkniseht 2titschHfi, February 9, 1905.
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The interval separating their ends is very short—viz., about
3 millimetres—and a disc of thin porcelain or mica is fixed at
this point. It is pierced by a small hole, which corresponds with
the ends of the electrodes. The vacuum is about 6 millimetres
of mercury.

112. High Potential Transformers.-The great convenience
attending the working of large coils directly from the con-
tinuous current mains, and the difficulties of doing the same
thing in places supplied by alternating current , have led to many
attempts to devise a satisfactory method of utilizing alternating
currents in a similar way for the production of very high poten-
tials. Further, the improvements in the manufacture of large
coils, which have resulted from the general demand for that
form of apparatus, has led to similar improvements in the con-
struction of high potential transformers, and these can now be
obtained to give pressures of 100.000 volts. Several makers of
electrical apparatus have turned their attention to the adaptation
of high-potential transformers for medical applications. Messrs.
Gaiffewere the first constructors to introduce high-pressure trans-
formers for these purposes, and for several years they have manu-
factured a transformer equipment specially arranged for X-ray
and high-frequency work. In that apparatus the high-pressure
side of the step-up transformer is shunted by condensers, called
guard condensers. It is probable that their action may be
partly protective and partly of the nature of a resonance device.
Each lead then passes through an electrolytic cell of special con-
struction, and then to another pair of condensers. On the
further sides of these condensers are the discharging terminals,
and when unidirectional current is required a pair of valve tubes
are arranged across them, so as to carry the current in one
direction and resist its passage in the other. J. Koch, in Ger-
many, also made use of a transformer, and combined with it a
revolving cor nutator to rectify the currents synchronously
produced.

All high-pressure transformers are somewhat dangerous, and
they should be enclosed in locked cabinets. The device of an
automatic switch which cuts off the current when the doors of
the cabinet are opened is a convenient safety arrangement.
These high-pressure transformers give out streams of sparks,
which closely resemble the sparks from a large induction coil.
Some of those who have worked with a transformer apparatus

; :
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find the results so satisfactory that they advocate the use of a

transformer in place of the Ruhmkorff coil even in places supplied

by direct currint, although this involves the use of an additional

piece of apparatus

—

viz.. a motor transformer—for converting

the direct into alternating current before it can be supplied to

the step-up transformer. On the other hand, this use of a motor

transformer provides the best kind of synchronous arrangement

for rectifying the high-pressure current, and converting it into

a unidirectional current suitable for X-ray work. The best

known and most successful of these machines is known as the

Fig. no.

—

The Snook Apparatus.

" Snook " apparatus, after H. C. Snook, of Philadelphia, and is

shown in Fig. no. It is made in this country by Messrs.

Newton and Co.

It consists of a motor generator driven from the direct current

mains, and supplying alternating current to a step-up trans-

former. Attached to the axle of the motor generator is a

commutator, which consequently moves with the motor gener-

ator, and therefore cannot get out of step ;
and this insures the

delivery to the outside circuit of perfectly unidirectional current

at a pressure of some 70.000 to 100,000 volts. The high-pressure

transformer is enclosed in a tank of oil, and the whole apparatus

is enclosed in a large cabinet.
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d.r!.T. '"""?!! 1" """ '""" ''"^""'«*"8 "ains, the rectifying

ftTr 'TP^l^'^^y ^ '-"all synchronous motor, but in practicehas been fr.„,I that this does not work so satisfactorily as

if h!T *^™ "^"""""'ator is actually drivn "-y the axle
01 the alternating current generator

Jnh ?"""•'! "" "'*" '""•""•' Curr.iita.-In t;.. last para-

h'lrL retrr^edr
'"^'" "" ''''''"'''"' '"'""''""« ™''

Although the principle of rectification has its most important
apphcafons m the case of transformers, it may aUo be u^f, 1 insome cases with induction coiU. The current of a coil is alter-natmg m direction, though the electromotive forces are greaterm one direction than they are in the other, as we have alrea^lv
seen. In the case of the coil a spark-gap has long been usedwhen unidirectional impulses are required, because the length

F.O. II..-VALV.I Tube of V.llard w,™ Vacuum Regulator (A).

of the spark-gap can be so adjusted as to present an obstacle tohe waves of low electromotive force, but not to those of greater
trength m the reverse direction. This sifting action fa
park-gap is much enhanced if the terminals of the gap are madem the shape of a plate and a point. Current crosses such a gap

TnZH ^-'^^ ^'^^ '^' "^« °* * ^ Ve-tube rectifief

irn^rs rrkiliV
""'"' '*""" "' ^" '"'""^""^ ^''"

valvVt!K^ f •
'^'"''^<l.'"^^««d an ingenious rectifying device or

tut i! ^ K
'"""''""^ ""' '^'*™"y- " "^""''^'^ «i => vacuum^ "1"^ ""^ *^™'"*' ^ '="'^'°^^<1 i" » narrowly-constdcted

^«.on of the tube, while the other is suspendec' freely in a w de

easily when the helix is the kathode
: but when the current is in
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the opposite direction it transmits little or none. These valve

tubes can be used in either of two ways—vii.. arranged in series

with the apparatus so as to arrest the impulses tending to traverse

it in the one direction, while providing a free passage for the

impulses in the other ; or else being plated in shunt to the

Fio. III.—LonoE'a Valve Tube.

apparatus so as to carry off the wrong impulses, while resisting

the others, and so compelling them to traverse the desired path.

An improved form of Villard's valve has been designed by

Sir Oliver Lodge (Fig. 112), and is now superseding it. It

rectifies well, is of robust construction, and will carry larger

currents.

J. Koch has also suggested another form of valve tube, but

those previously mentioned are the most efiicient.

Reference should here be made to the rectification of current

Fig. 113.—RKVOLVma Disc Rectifieh.

by means of a commutator revolving in synchronism with the

interrupter or the alternating generator. In some of these

devices a metal arm carrying a pair of knobs revolves in syn-

chronism in such a way that at the proper moment the arm

bridges a gap in the circuit of utilization, and so permits the
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passage of the current
;
hut when the ilircction of the current is

wrong, the moving arm hxs passed a*ay from its former position,
and the circuit is therefore broken.

The same result is ol.tained l.y the periodical breaking of the
circuit by the interposition of a non-conducting layer. Fig. 113
shows a disc of mica pierced by two holes and rotating Iwtween
two pairs of knobs, along which the current is to pass, as indicated
by the broken line. When the current has changed its direction,
the holes in the disc have passed away from their previous

Fig. 1I4.-MERCURY Inierrhpter kitted with Mica Disc
Rectifier.

position, and the plate of mica prevents the passage of any
current until the proper moment, when the holes are again in
position to a low the spark to leap across the intervals between
the pairs of knobs.

"vsiwccii

Fig. 114 shows the mica disc valve arranged on a prolongation
of the axle of the motor which works the interrupter. One
teiminal of the rectifier is joined to one terminal of the coil, and
the other terminal of the rectiBer leads to the outside circuit
Once properly adjusted, this rectiBer needs no attention

; 'M
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CHAPTER VI

ELECTRICITY OF HIGH POTENTIAL—STATICAL
MACHINES

Historical—Description of instruments—The Holtz machine—Wimsliurst's

machine—Conductors and electrodes—Treatment by charging—The
static bree^j—Treatment by sparks- The " static induced current "

—

The Leyden jar—Morton's method.

114. Electrostatic Machines.—The use of electrostatic machines
for medical purposes is of historic interest, for it dates back to

the dawn of the science of electricity.

De Haen (1745), Jallabert (1748), and the Abbe NoUct (1749),
were the first to apply statical electricity to medicine.

In 1758 Benjamin Franklin relates that in consequence of

the cures reported to have been made in Italy and Germany, a

number of paralytics were brought to h' n for treatment from
various parts of Pennsylvania and the neighbouring provinces.

In 1759 the Rev. John Wesley, the famous divine, collected

a number of cases in which electricity had been tried, and
published a treatise entitled "The Desideratum, or Electricity

made Plain and Useful, by a Lover of Mankind and Common
Sense." In this are given the details of a vast number of cases

treated by electricity. Among them he mentions that electricity

accelerates the passage of calculi through the ureters. He also

relieved tertian and quartan fevers and hysteria.

In 1777 Cavallo published in London a complete treatise on

electricity in theory and practice, with original experiments. It

included general remarks relating to Medical Electricity.

The first form of electrical machine was a large sulphur ball,

which was excited by the friction of one hand as it was revolved

by the other. It was made by Otto von Guericke, of Magdeburg.

in 1672. Subsequently resin, and then a glass cylinder, were used,

instead of the sulphur ball, and in 1740 horsehair cushions covered

with silk were used instead of the hands for producing the friction.

Some interesting reproductions of old figures of early electrical

183
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machines are given by Dr. Mount Bleyer of New York in
Bigelow's " System of Electro-Therapeutics."

In 1760 Ramsden sulistituted a circular glass jilate for the
cyhnder, and his apparatus was, until recently, in common use.

In modem machines induction is utilized for producing the
electrical separation, and on this account they are often known
as mfluence or induction machines. In 1865 Holtz of Berlin
mvented a machine which, when once charged, would continue
to produce electrical separation by induction. It proved to
be far superior to the older frictional machines, and quickly

Fio. 115.—HoLiz Machine.

supplanted them, in spite of certain drawbacks. In its original
form It required to be excited from an outside source l,efore it
could begm to work, it was liable to lose its excitation if worked
upon open circuit, and it had a tendency to reverse its polarity
during action

;
but from its good qualities it has been made the

object of much attention, and has been much improved by the
instrument makers of the United States, where the Holtz machine
IS m general use for therapeutic purposes.

115. The Holtz Machine.—In its simplest form it consists of
two plates of glass. A, B (Fig. 115), one having a diameter

IfMI
M i
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slightly greater than the other. The larger plate is fixed, but
the smaller one rotates. The plates are close together, but do
not touch. In the fixed plate are two openings or " windows,"
a, b, diametrically opposite to each other. Two pieces of paper
called " field plates" are glued on to the fixed plate, one above
the window on the left side, and one below the window on the

right. They are on the surface of the plate away from the

revolving one. A tongue from each of these pieces of paper

protrudes through each aperture, and nearly touches the re-

volving plate. The plate is rotated in an opposite direction to

that in which the tongues point. Two metallic combs, g, i.

supported by brass rods with knobs, /, and mounted on glass

supports, form the prime conductor. Two smaller brass rods,

with ebonite handles and knobs, act as discharging electrodes,

by means of which the length of spark can be regulated. The
rod, t V, is called the neutraUzing rod, and is said to make the

machine less likely to reverse its polarity when working. Before

starting the machine, one of the field plates must be charged

from an outside source, and the knobs of the discharging rods

are to be brought together. The movable plate is then

rotated rapidly, and a series of sparks will pass between the

electrodes.

In the modem machines used in electro-therapeutics there

are many modifications in details. First, the machine has four,

six, or eight pairs of plates, and is enclosed in an air-tight case.

The fixed plates are no longer circular, with windows and a hole

for the axle, but for the sake of simplicity of manufacture they
are oblong, and are held in place by grooves in the framework
of the case, and each is made in two pieces which do not quite

touch each other, and so leave room for the axle to revolve

between them. The " field plates " of paper are glued to the

fixed plates on the side which faces the rotating plate or near

side, instead of being on the opposite or far side. This prevents

the reversals of polarity during action, which occurred with the

original Holtz machine, by preventing the formation of an
accumulated charge of opposite sign on the near side of the fixed

plate, as used to be the case when the field plate was attached

on the far side.

Machines for electro-therapeutics usually have revolving plates

30 inches in diameter, and are generally driven by an electric

motor. For providing the initial charge which is required to
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excite the action of the machine, a small Wimshurst or Voss
machme is fitted in the corner of the case of the instrument.

116. The Voss or Toepler Haehia* is aUo used directly as a
medical static machine. It is more nearly a self-exciting machine
than the Holtz, but, like that form, it is less sure in its action
than the Wimshurst machine.

FlO. 116.—HOLTI MACHniE FOR MEDICAL UsE.

The Voss machine resembles the Holtz in a general way but
the moving plates carry a few sectors, and these in their rotation
touch a pan- of brushes which are carried by two bent arms which
connect with the field plates and so convey charges from the
moving plate to the armature of the fixed field plates.
The Wagener mica plate machine is a modified Voss machine

in which the moving plates are made of a compound of mica
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and shellac. They are light, and can be safely driven at a high

speed.

117. The Wimshunt Haohlne.—^The Wimshurst machine has

.the advantage over the Holtz that it is self-exciting, and its

polarity will not reverse under ordinary circumstances while it

is in action. It consists of two circular glass discs (or any even

number up to twelve), mounted in pairs upon a fixed horizontal

spindle in such a way that they rotate in opposite directions at

Fig. 117.

—

Wimshurst Machine.

a distance apart of not more than a fraction of an inch. Each
disc is attached to the end of a hollow boss of wood, or of metal,

upon which a small pulley is fixed. The pulleys are driven bv

a cord or belt from larger pulleys attached to a spindle below

the machine, and rotated by a winch handle or by a motor, the

difference in the direction of rotation of the discs being obtained

by crossing the alternate belts.

Both discs, are well varnished, and attached to the outer sur-

face of each there arc radial sector-shaped plates of tin-foil or
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thin brass disposed around the discs at equal angular distances.
These sectors are not essential to the action of the machine,
but they make it more easily self-exciting.
Twice in each revolution the two sectors situated on the same

diameter of each disc are momentarily placed in metaUic con-
nection with one another by a pair of fixed wire brushes attached
to the ends of a curved rod, called the neutralizing rod, sup-
ported at the middle of its length by one of the projecting ends
of the fixed spindle upon which the discs rotate, the sector-
shaped plates just grazing the tips of the brushes as they pass

The position of the two pairs of brushes with respect to the
fixed collecting combs and to one another is variable, as each
pair IS capable of being rotated on the spindle through a certain
angle

;
and there is one position of maximum efficiency This

position in the machine appears to be when the brushes touch
the discs on diameters situated about 75 degrees from the
coUccting combs, and 30 degrees from one another.
The fixed conductors consist of two forks furnished with

collecting combs directed towards one anotner, and towards thewo discs which rotate between them, the position of the two
forks, which are supported on ebonite jjillars, being along the

^H?r ,.
^^'"'''' °' '^' '^'''- To these fixed conductors are

attached the termmal electrodes, whose distance apart can be
varied. Leyden jars are usually fitted to the machine by themakers but these must admit of their outer coatings l^ing dis-
connected, if the machine is to be used for treating patients

JZ,^T " T^ "^"""' ^"'' P'^^'^fy self-exciting, pro-vided there are sufficient sectors, generaUy requiring nei her

of the'mny It'-f'''"°" '" ''"* "' '"» '^is is oneof the most remarkable features of the apparatus, for under

seconrT ?""" ?''."''^^^' ^"ks at its full power after theecond or third resolution of the handle. It has been suggested

Indtha .b fl tT^"
'\°'"^'"'=d f™™ 'he friction of the air,

about It

""" P'^*''' ^"' "'"'""e certain is known

The mode of action of a Wimshursfs influence machine is

JT X^\ ^"^F°"
^''''' ^ S^"'=^*' "»«™ "' the occur-

rences which take place when the machine is in action :
•'

If we
• Phil. Mag., September. 1893.
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follow the action of any single sector on a disc of one of these

machines, we find it goes through the following electrical changes.

Suppose it to be just leaving the positive collector, it cnmes into

a strong positive field produced by the other disc, and while in

this field is earthed by the first neutralizing brush, and becomes

charged negatively."

The Wimshurst machine is at its best when the resistance of

8.

—

Wimshurst Machine.

the discharging circuit is very high, and the opposite condition

of a free discharge in the outside circuit suits the Holtz type of

machine best.

A Wimshurst machine for therapeutic work should have eight

plates of 30 or 36 inches diameter. Fig. 118 sho.vs a machine

built for the writer. This machine, without any Leyden jars,

gives streams of sparks 10 inches long. It is enclosed in a roomy
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case to prevent waste by leakage from the machine to the case,
and to protect it from damp and from dust. It runs silently
and smoothly, and has not faUed on any occasion. It is drivenby a i-horse electric motor.

Messrs. Watson and Sons, of High Holborn, have taken up
the manufacture of the type of machine shown in Fig. 118, and
are prepared to supply an outfit with all accessories completeA modificatmn of the Wimshurst machine is made with
ebonite plates, which may safely be driven at a very high speed
Ihere is, however, a grave objection to the use of ebonite plates
in expensive machines, because of their tendency to deteriora-
tion through a chemical change of their surface, by which thev
lose their insulating properties ; moreover, plates of ebonite are
difficult to keep true, as they have a tendency to bend and buckle

M. Gaiffe of Paris has lately introduced a sectorless Wims-
hurst machine, with a simple attachment of the ebonite plates
which makes it very easy to remove them for cleaning. He pro-
poses by this means to do away with the need for a case, and so
to cheapen its cost and make it more accessible for purposes of
adjustment The plates are 22 inches in diameter, and they can
be run safely at the high speed of 1,000 revolutions per minute
mere are no sectors, and external excitation is usually required
to start It into action, but when once started the output is large

It IS probable that the labour of keeping such a machine clean
would more than counterbalance the supposed advantages ofsavmg the cost of a case. In the smoky air of towns a machinem action attracts soot and dust very much.
A good type of static machine with ebonite plates is made by

!;'• ^- E- Dean.» It can be fitted with sectors if required, and
if this addition be made to one pair of the plates it is probable
that the machme will be more easy to start into action. Some
electric lamps are fitted to the stand of the instrument, in order
to keep the atmosphere warm and dry around the plates
(Fig. 119).

'^

It has been proposed to enclose the Wimshurst machine in a
strong metal case, and to work it under an air-pressure of several
atmospheres, in order to reduce the internal leakage by brash
discharges, which is one cause of the inefficiency of static
machines.

In a machine of this kind, designed and made by Mr. F.

• Leigh Place, Baldwin's Gardens.
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Tudsbury, the case is made of stout metal, and it can be Ailed

with compressed air by means of a bicycle-pump. Carbonic

acid gas may also he used instead of atmospheric air. and

a supply can be kept in readiness in a steel gas-bottle. The
advantages of this gas over ordinary compressed air consists in

the fact that it does not yield ozone under the influence of

brush discharges, and the destructive effect of ozone upon

Fig. 119.

—

The Dean Static Machine.

ebonite can thus be avoided. At present this machine is only

made in small sizes, and even so is very heavy, owing to the

weight of the metal case.

118. Static ECfeets from the Ruhmkorft Coil.—An apparatus

for obtaining from an induction coil discharges like that of the

static machine has been designed by the Cavendish Electrical

""ompanj, 130, Great Portland Street. It makes use of the

lectifying effect of a valve tube (§ 1x3) to obtain unidirectional

current, and reduces the force of the discharges by a column of
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badly<onducting liquid in a glass tube. The nnparatus yieldseffects very s.m.lar to those of a static machine.
'
^ ^

the reaS^jflnt
"""!!!''"*-'" ""^ '°™ <" """="!"« adopted

a'y e„rr r„d"H ^: f"•^-"'""^'y. «l>e machine mus? belarge enough, and built to stand hard work. It should bo

fe" onhe"racr"''' T' ''"" ^'^^ "' -diarubL und r th^leet of the machine may he used to lessen vibration in working

I larg fdueTot
'"
'T^'

'"'"™'" '" *= '-' ^^ JafsB largely due to the work done in the United States, where the

f^r hi" r " "°" ""P'^y"' ^""^'y ''y medical pacti onerfor therapeutic purposes and for X-ray work. In coLtry ^21

Fig. ijo.-Dr. MoNEiL's Electrode Holder

IeLrK^'°"w^"™5'
work Of general practice U admirablyserved by a static machine

auiiiuaoiy

Eteridtvin x'rf"°'^?'k
*' "''''"" "' " ^ *'^""^' <" Statical

^hITk ^- fl^ ^""^ Therapeutic Uses," recommends that thepatient be insulated upon a platform with glass legs, and connectedone pole of the machine
; the electrodes are to L connectedto earth, and the second pole of the machine is alsoTarthed

LndfhT '5.' "* *"" '^°^' "' P^'^^'J"- i» 'h'^t the instrumentshandled by the operator are at zero potential, which i^kes tunnecessary to use any insulating device to guarf agl^srshockThe earthing of the electrodes is an-anged by a light metal chat

ZT:i^'r "="" '" ^ 8^^ °' water'pipe'^n trbuTdi an"
fi ed at the other end with a handle shaped like a flai to whichhe elec rodes are hung. This handle, or " electrod^ herder"(% 120), of Dr. MoneU i, held in the left hand close to the bo^y

•ii'"l

n';
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and supports the weight of the electrodes very much as a crane

supports a weight. Thus, one hand is used to direct the elcc-

irodo, while the other supports the weight of it.

For a means of changing the polarity of the insulated platform

a solid ebonite rod with brass terminal knobs is fixed in a wooden

clamp between the dischargers of the machine (Fig. I2l). The

upper knob is for the earth connection, the lower is for the con-

nection to the platform. In this way either pole of the machine

can be put to earth while the other is connected to the platform.

The accessories which are used in applying treatment with

the static machine ~re as follows : A platform with glass

Fio. III.—Front of Cask, sHovnNG Ebonite Rod witk Conhkctions to

EaKTH above and to PI.ATIOIH BELOW AND AllltAHGElIEHT OF POLES.

legs, chains for earthing conductors, a single-point electrode, a

multiple-point electrode, a brass-ball electrode, a brass roller,

and a Monell's handle for holding these ; also a swinging brass

rod carrying a wire tassel, which is best attached to the case of

the machine as shown in Fig. 118. These, with a sheet of brass

for a footplate, and a connecting rod or wire to connect the

platform to the machine, are enough for most purposes. There

are other electrodes for special purposes, and it may be of ad-

vantage to have Leyden jars for use in certain cases. These are

often fitted to the machine. Their applications will be considered

in a later paragraph.
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of the treatment by ontLatZur^; "'"V."
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F:G. .2..-EIECIH0DES FOR STATICAL TREATMENT.
from slipping off through any movements of the patient The
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electrode, and the roller. The eye at the side ol the electrode

is for attachment to the Monell handle, while the eye at the end

is lot hanging up the electrodes upon hooks when they are not

in use. A stand with combined ball and point electrode is usciul

in certain applicationc, as it can be raised and lowered to bring

the point into any desired position. The knob at the other

extremity reduces loss by leakage, and increases the effectiveness

of the point.

The singlr loint electrode is used for giving the static breeze,

and Bordii'. '-ommends a blunt point with an angle of 90 de-

grees as mosi tifective. The multiple point is for the same pur-

pose, its effect being rather stronger. The ball electrode is

3 inches in diameter, and is used for administering sparks. The

roller also gives spirk discharges, but in a special way. It is

used by rolling it over the surface (clothed) of the patient. When

this is done, showers of very short sparks are given off, of a length

equal to the thickness of the layer of clothing between the roller

and the skin. These short sparks produce a very strong sensory

effect, and the roller electrode must therefore be used only with

very lapid movements, otherwise the sensation becomes un-

bearable. It is a valuable electrode in certain conditions, and

its effects are highly stimulating.

I2J. DUttnctlon ol Poles.—To test the polarity of the machine,

take the earthed point electrode in the hand, and present it to

a knob of the machine in action. Gradually bringing it nearer

and nearer, as it approaches the positive knob a star of Ugh* will

appear on the point, even at a distance of several inches, ami this

star of light will remain without much alteration until the point

is brought up almost into :ontact with the Knob, when small

sparks pass. If approached to the negative pole in the same

way, th'3 discharge takes the form of a visible brush or spark

when the point is still at a distance of 2 or 3 inches from the

knob. It is easy to recognise these diffi;rences in the dis-

charge to the point, and from them to know which pole i; the

positive and which the negative.

123. Simple Charging.—The patient is to be seated on a stool

or chair on the insulated platform, and the foot-plate i.>n-

nected with the machine by a wire or chain, or brass crook. On

the brass plate is placed a footstool, and on that the patient rests

his feet . The machine is then set in action and its polarity tested.

Then bring the positive pole into contact with the conductor to
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Morton wave current," and MoneU has given it the nL. .f

'SCO agam trom the machine and again discharo^H ,„ .1,same wav as bpfnr,-. -ri,„„^, -
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machine and the width o£ the gap across which the spark must

leap. The patient's hair can be seen to osciUate m time with

the sparks, especiaUy i£ the head breeze electrode be in position

during the application. This method has the disadvantage that

the stream of sparks makes a distracting noise which some

patients cannot endure. Other patients do not mind the noise

so much and find the application not unpleasant.

125. The Brush Discharge or Breese—If when the patient

is charged on the platform a grounded point electrode is presented

to him, he feels the sensation of a wind blowing towards him

from the point ; this is the electric breeze, or wind, or souffle

iUcirique. It can be felt when the point is a yard away, but

becomes much more strongly felt when the point is brought

nearer, right up to the distance at which the discharge changes

from the silent discharge to that of sparks. The safe distance

varies according to the polarity of the patient. When he is

positive the grounded point can be brought much closer without

sparking than when lie is negative. The breeze which is felt as

a cool wind upon the bare skin acquires a pricking hot character

when directed upon covered parts, and the prickly sensation is

greater when the patient is positively charged. Usually, there-

fore, the patient is charged positively, except when the mildest

form of breeze is desired, as may be the case with timid or

unaccustomed patients. The breeze produces a very grateful

sensation when appUed to the scalp and to the nape of the neck,

and it is usual to arrange a special electrode for this head breeze

by means of a hinged arm supporting a wire tuft or tassel, or a

crown-shaped metalUc arrangement. In Fig. 118 this is shown

as a rod projecting from out one top corner of the case, and has

a universal joint enabling it to be swung out or m and raised

or lowered to bring it into place over the patient's head as he sits

upon the platform. The scalp can also be " breezed " mildly

by the point electrode held in the operator's hand.

The breeze is caUed the " negative breeze " when the patient

is positive, and vice versa. The breeze can be varied in strength

by varying the distance between the point and the patient s

surface. When the strongest effects are desired, the point

(single or multiple) is brought as close as is possible without

sparking ; the effect then is something Uke a douche of hot water.

and may be so strong as to be unpleasant, especially if kept

acting for long upon one spot. It is more easily borne if the
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electrode is kept moving over the surfa-e. The effect of astrong negative breeze upon the spinal region and the back isvery mv.gorat.ng and it leaves a warm glow or after-effect Athe effect of clothing in modifying the sensations of the breezedi^harge ,s so marked, it is occasionally useful to va^, the

h c"arbe1tte d"' 'b
"'* ""= --l-—'s of the caslandtms can best be done by usmg a woollen shawl, which may be

ton isdes-red All the fabr.cs used in clothing do not behaveahke m mod,fy.ng the sensations produced by the breeze foroccas.onalIy the corsets (or the back of the waiLoat in the c^se«' r s'n^rr™r '''' "'''''' '""' penetrating sat

"

HT^' I
°"™' ''°"'^"- ">*' difficulties arise, andwhen they do .t is generally possible to overcome them Occas.onally the metal parts of the stays, or buckles, or Wrpins ofine gold chains worn round the neck, or a steel key-chaTnTn thes.de pocket w,ll cause some pricking or discomfort at the wro„„place, and must be attended to.

^
When the patient's skin and underclothing are moist withper.p.rat.„n the effect of the breeze is greatly diminThed and.n warm weather patients must be told not to walk hum^dly tokeep the.r appointments

; occasionally in veiy close summerweather the roller must be used instead of the pTint
The breeze may be modified and strengthened by interruptingthe charge as .t passes from the machine to the pltienrTLi!

easily done by moving the conductor of the mach ne 'a Ihtledistance from the knob which leads the current to the platfo™The effect of the breeze is to produce definite cuTanTussensory impressions which can be adjusted sols to be eithersoothmg or highly stimulating. It raises the blo<^ pr" ssure and

pressure the effect is quite magical-that is to say, the breezepplied for five or ten minutes will remove the pain Jnt rely I„addition to this local effect, which is often very valuable here i^general comforting effect from the breeze applied to h heldhe nape, and the spine, for which patients are grate ul The

TZTZ^tTn *" ''"'' "' ^ «"" ^°' watelluche
126. Treatment by Sparks. -For giving sparks the knobectrode is used, and as the sensation of a fpark is lisaleabt

comfort to the patient. The important pomt is to give only
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one spark at a time and not a volley. To do this the knob,

earthed as usual, is swept quickly in a curve past the place at

which the spark is aimed, so that it is away again and out of

range before a second spark can follow the first. With a little

practice this becomes easy. The sparks may be repeated as

often as it is judged to be necessary. Long sparks must not

be directed upon bony prominences, nor upon any place where

the bone is thinly covered with soft tissues, nor upon the face,

the female breast, or other sensitive parts. The length of the

ppark can be decreased by partially discharging the patient before

giving the spark, and this is easily done by the operator placing

his foot upon the edge of the platform, and so causing part of its

charge to leak away. Sparks from a knob are more severe than

those from the point or roller ; the impression produced by a

single well-directed spark is just that of a blow, the sensation

depending mainly upon the sudden muscular contraction caused

by the spark. It is ae well to give the patient notice before each

spark. With ladies the sparks, if used at all, must be weakened

in the manner indicated.

137. The Roller : Electric Frictions.—When the roller is rolled

over a clothed surface, showers of short stinging sparks pass off

from it to the patient, and the thicker the layer of clothing under

the roller the sharper are the sensations. Thus they can be

made stronger by a woollen shawl thrown over the clothing, and

milder by the removal of an outer garment. The sensation is

severe, and leaves a tingling glow behind it which persists for

some time. To use the roller it is best first to discharge the

patient by means of the foot on the platform, and then quickly

to put the roller in place, withdrawing the foot and sweeping the

electrode over the surface immediately. All should be done in a

few seconds, or the patient may protest. As in the case of long

sparks, patients like to receive notice of the roller, if it is to be

applied to any part of the back where they cannot see it

coming.

128. The Leyden Jar.—This apparatus (§ 13) was discovered

in 1749. Owing to the arrangement of its coatings it has a large

capacity, and in its discharge there is a larger " current " than

in the spark from the prime conductor of a machine as ordinarily

constructed.

This makes itself felt as a more severe shock when the dis-

charge takes place through ar- portion of the body. The
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increased, the sparks become louder, more vivid, and less fre-

quent, until the air-gap has become too great for the discharge

to cross. If the wire joining the outer coatings of the jars be

interrupted by a short air-gap, sparks will leap across it simul-

taneously with those passing between the electrodes.

Many machines are fitted with a pair of binding-screws in the

path joining the outer coatings of the Leyden jars. This makes

it easy to connect or disconnect this part of the circuit. When

a wire is used to bridge o.er the interval between the binding-

screws, the outer coatings are connected, when it is removed they

are disconnected. Dr. Morton of New York has advocated the

use of this portion of the circuit between the outer coatings for

Plan of Dr. Morton's Method.

0, Plates of machine ; b. collecting combs ; c, prime conductors, with dis-

charging-rods. d : e, Leyden jars ; /, g, wires and electrodes attached to

their outer coatings.

purposes of treatment. With a pair of ordinary conducting-

cords and electrodes attached to the binding-screw mentioned

above, Leyden-jar shocks can be administered to a patient, and

their severity can be con*rolled by adjusting the distance between

the discharging-knobs of the prime conductors d, d (Fig. 123).

When the machine is in action, a shock is felt by the patient

every time a spark passes between the discharging-knobs.

Dr. Morton has given this method the name of treatment by

" static induction," and the utility of the method for purposes

of treatment is undoubted. Further, Dr. Morton has claimed

that by the use of very small Leyden jars, and with the dis-

charging-knobs very close together, the shocks become almost
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In France the r.amefranUinization heriaenne is often applied to

Morton's method, and the opinion has been expressed by some

writers that the discharges through the patient in Morton's

method are oscillatory discharges of high frequency. Reference

to the formula given in § 130 will show that this is not the case,

because the resistance of the body is too high and the self-

induction is too bw to give the conditions necessary for oscilla-

tions in the circuit. Taking even the most favourable estimate

of the resistance, the other quantities must differ considerably

from those of the usual conditions of the experiment.

Mr. Rimington, writing on this subject in the Electrical Review

some jrears ago, calculated a case for a Leyden jar of about

one pint in size, the capacity of such a jar being taken at

oooia of a microfarad. He says :
" Suppose we take the resist-

ance of the human body as 300 ohms, then the self-induction in

the current must be greater than 27 microhenries to obtain

oscillations, while the self-induction of the human body and

the spark-gap would be less than this. With a jar of greater

capacity the case will be still worse," and we may add that

with a higher figure for the resistance of the body, the case will

be much more unfavourable to the existence of oscillations.
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continuous gradual one. If the pipe is a wide one, the water

flows rapidly, and equilibrium in the two vessels is only reached

after a series of oscillations in which the height of the water level

is alternately greater in the first and in the second of the jars.

So, again, the discharge of a condenser has been compared to

the vibration of a spring which has been lient and is let go. If

free to move, the spring reaches its position of rest only after

a series of oscillations or vibrations. It comes to rest without

oscillations if its movement is opposed by sufficient friction.

In the case of the electrical oscillation friction is represented

by the ohmic resistance of the circuit.

With small capacities and with small self-inductions, the rate

of oscillation is more rapid than with large values of either of

these components.*

For rapid oscillations circuits should have small capacities,

low self-inductions, and very low resistances. Increasing the

capacity or the self-induction slows the rate of oscillation, and

increasing the resistance damps the tendency to oscillation, so

that any increase of resistance above a certain critical value will

altogether damp out the tendency to oscillation,

A most lucid exposition of this subject will be found in Lodge's

" Modem Views," Lecture 3, on " The Discharge of a Leyden

Jar." This should be studied by everyone who intends to use

high-frequency apparatus. Sir Oliver Lodge has pointed out

that it was Joseph Henry of Washington who first arrived at

the conviction that the discharge of a Leyden jar was oscilla-

tory, and he quotes the following remarkable words of Henry :

" The phenomenon requires us to admit the existence of a prin-

cipal discharge in one direction, and then several reflex actions

backward and forward, each more feeble than the preceding,

until the equilibrium is attained."

Of late years D'Arsonval, Nikola Tesla, and Elihu Thomson

have developed the study of these " high-frequency " pheno-

mena, and have obtained some remarkable results. The ap-

par-'us required is comparatively simple; the principle is to

* he formula for determining the time T of oscillation iH as follows :

T = 2 IT -^C^C, when the resistance of the circuit is very low, as is the case

in the solenoid of a high-frequency apparatus (Fig. 123). When the resist-

2 jr VCL
ance is high, the equation becomes the following : T^— -^-

.

4L.
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heUx of w^
jars whose outer coatings are connected by ahel X of wire, or solenoid, as in Fig. 124. The inner coatingsof the jars terminate in knobs, whose distance apart can lladjusted to suit the sparking distance of the charging electro-mo .ve force. The jars can be charged from a'wim hur™machine or from an induction coil of large size, or, throuX ahigh potential transformer, from the alternate-cur'elt suppl^mains. The output is least in the first method.

^

an nt'in^r
"''"" ^^"^""^ '° " ™*"™' P""^"''*!' d'^harge inan osciUatory manner across the air-gap and through the solenoid

Fig. .RKANGEMENT OF APPARATUS FOR HlG.I-FHEOUENCY
Experiments.

connec mg the outer coatings, and the latter becomes the seatof electromagnetic induction effects, comparable to those of an.nduction coil so that a derived circuit formed by wires

the wires of the primary current "
{§ 48) of a coil. Infact the apparatus may be regarded as a modified in-duction coil, the exciting current being »uppUed from thedischarge of the jars instead of from a voltaic cell, while thespark-gap takes the place of the contact-breaker. The sudden-

oTtLnl ?'!*^^' '^"''' '^' "''^"S" '" ""= ™g"«'i^ fieldof the circuit to be very rapid, and consequently sets up very

f ' 1
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powerful induction eflects, both in the solenoid itscU (self-

induction, § 47) and around it (mutual induction), and a secon-

dary coil wound over the solenoid gives very conspicuous effects.

Fig. 124 shows an arrangement, due to D'Arsonval, for demon-

strating high-frequency effects. D, D', represents two persons

holding between them an incandescent lamp L, and having their

other hands connected to the terminal points of the solenoid ;

under these conditions the current between C and C traverses

the lamp and the arms of the two experimenters, and the lamp

jlows brightly, though they feel no shock.

The solenoid is usually made of about twenty turns of thick

copper wire. Although the true ohmic resistance of the whole

helix is excessively low, only a very small fraction of an ohni,

its impedance or virtual resistance to these very rapidly oscil-

lating currents is so high that if two neighbouring turns are

approached by a finger there will be strong sparking from one

turn to the next through the alternative path offered by the

finger-tip, in spite of the relatively enormous ohmic resistance

of the latter ; and if a straight or sUghtly bent piece of copper

wire be brought near to the two ends of the coil, loud crackling

sparks will leap to it. Professor Fleming,* in dealing with this

matter, says :
" If the difference of potential between the ends

of a conductor is established with great suddenness, the result-

ing electric flow is less and less determined by what may be the

true resistance, and more by the inductance of the conductor.

We have a mechanical analogy in the case of impulses or sudden

blows given to heavy bodies, which well illustrates how strikingly

force phenomena may be altered when for steady or slowly

varying forces we substitute exceedingly brief impulses or

blows."

"If an explosive, such as gun-cotton, is laid on a stone slab

in open air and simply ignited, it bums away with comparative

slowness, the slab is unmjured, and the evolved gases simply

push the air away to make room for themselves. But it is well

known that by means of detonators the same explosive can be

fired with enormously greater rapidity, and in this case the blow

or impulse given to the air is so sudden that it has not time

to be pushed away, and its incapability of receiving a finite

velocity in an infinitely small time bestows on it an inerti^i

resistance, which causes nearly the whole of the effect of the

• " The Alternate-Current Transformer," vol. i.
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oscillations, and i8o and 300 ohms ruspcctively at twelve million

oscillations.

132. MagnUud* o( Hlgh-Prequeney CurwnU.—That the cur-

rents which flow through the experimenters' bodies and the

lamp in D'Arsonval's experiment are really large must be

accepted. Their magnitude varies with the apparatus us d,

and a good apparatus for medical purposes gives readings up

to 500 milliamperes or more of steady current when measured

with a hot-wire instrument (Fig. 30). The difficulty in under-

standing why they should produce such slight physiological effects

is best explained by reference to the theory of ions. We shall

see later on that the effects produced by the passage of currents

through the body are chiefly to be explained by that movement

of ions which constitutes the current in an electrolytic conductor

(§ 16) such as the body. The ions move with comparative

slowness, and with the rapid changes of direction of current

which take place with the oscillatory currents of high frequency,

the time is insufficient for any displacement of ions capable of

influencing the tissues in the ordinary way. Consequently the

muscular shocks and stinginj sensations of ordinary currents

are not perceived when the currents change their direction with

speeds approaching a million alternations in a second.

133. Hlgh-Frequency Apparatus.—The development of high-

frequency apparatus for medical work has taken place almost

entirely in France, and is based upon the physical and physio-

logical researches of D'Arsonval. The current from the primary

helix is that most commonly used in medical applications, and

the arrangement shown in Fig. 125 represents the apparatus in

a simple orm. The solenoid connecting the outer coatings of

the jar is of bare wire, open to the air, as this affords sufficient

insulation for most purposes. The current is led off to the

patient from the ends of the solenoid. No iron core is use

The methods of applying high-frequency currents to tlie

human body were devised by D'Arsonval, and three modes of

application were originaUy proposed. In the simplest of these

the patient is put in direct connection with the extremities of the

helix or solenoid, the electrodes used being tlie ordinary moistened

pads already described (§ 67), or some modification of those.

They should be of large surface, and must be kept in goml

firm contact with the skin to prevent sparking and conse-

quent burning at points of imperfect contact. This method is
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the patient lies upo.i insulating cushions which separate him

from the metal sheet which is fixed beneath. The current

passes to the patient either by a handle of bare metal held in

the hand, or it'may be in the form of an electrode appUed upon

any desired part of the body.

Another mode of application consists in enlarging the size of

the solenoid and enclosing the patient inside it. The patient

does not touch any conductor, but is acted upon inductively by

the currents in the solenoid which is carrying the Leyden jar

Fir.. 127.—WiRS Caoe for Auto-conduction.,

discharges. The " eddy " currents generated in the patient by

induction are considerable, so much so that an incandescent

lamp held between his two hands is brightly illuminated. This

method is called treatment by auto-conduction. Horizontal

solenoids enclosing a couch are made, and also vertical solenoids

in which a patient can stand or sit (Fig. 127).

In these three methods the applications are general rather

than local; the whole body is placed under the influence of the

currents, and they may therefore be regarded as methods of

general electrification.
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It is not necessary to have the solenoid separate from the

resonator. One solenoid may be used in both capacities. In

this case the lower turns of the wire form the solenoid proper,

while the upper turns form the resonator. The outer coatings of

the Leyden jars (Fig. 128, C, C) are connected to two points on

the solenoid, and the part thus included in the circuit forms the

solenoid proper, and is traversed by the discharge current of the

jars, while the remaining turns form the resonator. The position

of the contact can be adjusted.

135. Praofioal Apparatus.—High-frequency currents can be

produced with the static machine, or with high potential trans-

formers connected to the alternating mains ; but generally the

instruments are worked from Ruhmkorfi coils.

In working from the alternating mains precautions are neces-

sary to protect the patient from the currents of the transformer

circuit. Several methods have been proposed for this, but the

safest is to use two condensers, just as two Leyden jars are used

in working from a Ruhmkorfi coil.

AU manufacturers ' of electro-medical apparatus now make

high-frequency sets in various patterns, and an examination of

their catalogues will enable anyone to see how these differ in

detaU from one another, and to choose the form of mstrument

which most takes his fancy.

Fig 129 shows an usual arrangement. On the lower table or

platform there are the two Leyden jars. Their inner coatmgs

are connected to the secondary terminals of an mduction coil,

which should be worked, if possible, with a motor interrupter

(S 103) and also to a spark box, inside which the discharges take

place between two metallic knobs, whose distance apart can be

adjusted by a handle. Some quick-Kme kept in this box is useful

to absorb nitrous vapours. The object of the box is to diminish

the sound of the sparks, which is loud and disagreeable. The

outer coatings of the jars are connected together through the

small solenoid fixed on the side of the upper table. The ex-

tremities of the solenoid have sockets for the attachment of the

conductors which convey the current to the patient. The

resonator consists of the large, parUy-covered spiral coil of wire

wound on a frame, and shown at the top of the figure. It ter-

minates above in a binding-screw for the attachment of a long

flexible cord to carry the electrodes.

The upper part of the resonator is covered, while the lower
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clip into contact witli different parts of the resonator in a slowly

progressive manner until the best position is found. The ad-

justment of the contact to the best position on the resonator

wire is the tuning of the resonator, and it is an instructive

experience to tune the apparatus under different conditions

For instance, if the position for producing the longest brush

discharge be first determined when no patient is connected to

Che machine, it will be found that the attachment of a patient

will throw the apparatus out of tune, and will reduce the length

of the brush discharge. If the position of the clip contact be

altered, the best position can again be found, and as this point

is approached the brush discharge will imprc ve.

I'lu. 130.

—

High-frequency Apparatus, with Oil-immersed Con-
densers.

The resonator is not now so much used as it formerly was,

because the introduction of glass vacuum electrodes permits of

the production of brush discharges in a simpler way.

A compact form of apparatus, with the condensers oil-immersed

and enclosed in a box, is shown in Fig. 130. It is not provided

ivith a resonator, but serves for most applications of h'^^h fre-

quency. A separate resonator can be adapted to it when

required.

136. Electrodes.—For general applications of high-frequency

currents the metal plate electrodes described in § 67 sliould be

used. They should be well moistened, must be in good contact.
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electrodes may blister the skin. The vacuum tube electrodes

may be connected to the solenoid and give similar effects to those

of the effleuve from the resonator, so that the latter may often

be dispensed with. In using the multiple point electrode to

give a brush discharge with the resonator, care must be taken not

to approach the electrode too near the skin, otherwise sharp

crackling sparks will pass to the patient, and produce a painful

effect, and if repeated several times they may cause small burns,

whereas the pure brush discharge is not at all painful. These

sparks have been used for their destructive action in a treatment

Fig. 131 —Glass Vacuum Electrodes with Universal Handle.

proposed for cancer under the name of " Fulguration." The

glass tube electrodes with partial vacuum present an attractive

appearance when in action, as they are luminous from the dis-

charge of the current through the vacuum which acts as a con-

ductor. The luminosity of the gas is due to its incandescence,

which tends to heat the glass wall of the tube, and these tubes occa-

sionally crack from this cause. They may also be punctured by

a spark, and if this happens the sparks which traverse the crack

or puncture produce a disagreeable effect upon the patient, so

that the application must be stopped immediately and the tube

replaced by another one
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tions range from loo milliamperes up to 800, or even more.

It is probable that maximal currents should be used in the

general applications of high-frequency currents.

The galvanometer should be placed in series with the patient

when direct applications are used, and between the patient and

his point of attachment to the solenoid when treatment is giver,

on the condenser couch. It is a common practice to earth one

end of the solenoid, and to put the galvanometer upon this

earthed side of the circuit. The merits of this procedure arc

doubtful. Care must always be taken to see that the wires from

the apparatus do not come in contact with any part of the

patient. If they do they are likely to discharge to the patient,

in the form of white noisy sparks, which cause severe burns in

an instant. Neck-chains, tinsel wire trimmings of dresses, etc.,

may divert the current, and lead to painful burns. Hat-pins

should be removed. With the method of auto-conduction,

measurements of the actual currents circulating in the patient's

body cannot be made. Generally it is necessary with this mode
of treatment to operate the instrument to its full power. When
brush discharges are used, measurement of current is less needed,

as the appearance of the effleuve is a guide, but the milUamp^re-

meter may be connected to the top of the resonator.

In all applications of high frequency it is desirable to have u

regular action of the interrupter mechanism of the induction

coil. Electrolytic interrupters, by reason of the very rapid rate

of interruption which they afford, are not very suitable for high-

frequency work, especially if currents of large magnitude are

required. Professor Fleming* has pointed out that when

capacities have to be charged a certain time is necessary, and

that the Wehnelt interrupter may have too great a frequency

for enabling the charging to take place. This may be observed

in high-frequency work by noting that with a very rapid inter-

rupter the length of the spark at the spark-gap of a high-frequency

apparatus tends to become less.

138. Diathermy.—Of late years much thought has been devoted

to the production of sustained high-frequency oscillations, because

of their importance for the development of wireless telegraphy.

The high-frequency oscillations produced by the apparatus just

considered are not sustained, and die out rapidly. With each

spark of the coil a short tram of oscillations is set up, and then

• Cantor Lectures on Hertzian-Wave Telegraphy, igo^^.
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practice is one which is made by Messrs. Siemens Brothcre, and

has been brought to the notice of the medical profession by

F. Nagekchmidt. In this apparatus two spark gaps, each of

about J millimetre, are arranged in series, and in shunt to them

is an arrangement of a condenser (capacity) and of a wire spiral

(self-induction) in conformity with the requirements of Duddell's

singing arc. The current supplied to this circuit requires to be

Fig. 134.

—

Diathermy Instrument.

an alternating current, because the direct current needs pressures

of more than 250 volts to give smooth working. Where pres-

sures of direct current as high as 500 volts can be used, the

method is applicable without the intervention of alternating

current. The discharges of this apparatus may be roughly

represented by Fig. 133, 2.

The diathermy apparatus is shown in Fig. 134, and a diagram

of its electrical structure in Fig. 135. With this instrument a
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smsation fxcfpt that ol warmth. With currents cxcwdinR an

amp^e these heating effects are readily perceived.

We saw, in considering the question why high-frequency

currents caused no shock ({ 132), that this was due to the very

slight amount of ionic displacement ; but the production of heat

by the currents of the D'Arsonval apparatus was not sufficiently

marked to call i stant attention to its importance, although the

fact that those currents produced thermal effects was noted and

recorded at the outset by Professor D'Arsonval. We now

recognise that the heating effects of large currents may not only

be very appreciable, but may be the chief effect which can be

recognised with high-frequency currents, in the absence of the

usual ionic effects of direct currents or of currents of low

periodicity.

In dealing with the physiological effects of high-frequency

currents in a later chapter we shall see that these can be explained

satisfactorily as due entirely or almost entirely to their thermal

effects,
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the bones of the hand, and from that moment the modem art

of applying X-ray work in surgical and medical practice came

into being. Rontgen further showed that by the use of screens

painted over with fluorescent materials it was possible for the

X rays to produce visible images of bodies without the employ-

ment of photographic plates.

A Crookes tube is a vacuum tube in which the exhaustion of

the air has been carried to an excessively high degree—viz.,

about one miUionth of the atmospheric pressure. It is so named

because Sir William Crookes, in 1891, first mterpreted the pheno-

mena to be observed in such an apparatus. It differs from an

ordinary vacuum tube or Geissler tube in its appearance when

electrically excited. At low degrees of exhaustion a tube of that

kind appears filled with glowing gas during the passage through

it of an electrical discharge, but the highly exhausted tube shows

no such glow. It exhibits instead a peculiar fluorescence of its

walls, which is of a pale yellowish-green colour when the tube

is made of soda glass, and is blue when lead glass is employed.

The fluorescence is caused by a bombardment of the glass by

streams of negatively-charged gaseous particles propelled with

enormous velocity from the kathode.

These streams of negatively-charged particles constitute the

kathode rays, or beta rays, which were shown by Lenard to be

able to pass through thin layers of aluminium, and to exist in

the air immediately outside the window of his tubes. The efiect

of the high exhaustion in a Crookes tube is to diminish the

quantity of residual gas in the tube to such a degree that the

particles set in motion at the kathode are able to move in straight

lines for a considerable distance, and to strike the glass wall of

the tube without obstruction or retardation through collision

with one another. Thus, the higher the vacuum, the more

freely can they travel when once set in motion, and the longer

is their " mean free path." In tubes of low vacuum their move-

ment is obstructed and arrested before they can travel the

required distance, and the luminosity of the gas in such tubes

is the result of the energy imparted to it by the collisions and

consequent arrest of the negative particles. It was shown by

Crookes that when the vacuum in the tube is sufficiently high

the particles are propelled in straight lines from the surface or

surfaces of the kathode, and continue to travel in straight lines

until they strike an obstacle, such as the walls of the tube itself,
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vacuum tube, or upon bodies enclosed within it, and produce

a fluorescence, and at the point where they strike they generate

X rays. In the earliest X-ray tubes, also, the kathode stream

was caused to faU upon the wall of the bulb, but these tubes

were not able to cast sharply-defined shadows, because the rays

were emitted from large and irregular surfaces.

X rays differ from the ethereal radiations which constitute

lig.it in consisting of irregular solitary impulses, whereas light

radiations are even undulations following one another in a

regular sequence.

140. Properties 0! X Hays—X rays have the property of dis-

charging an electrified body by ionizing the air surrounding it.

With X rays discharge takes place whether the body be positively

or negatively electrified. X rays excite fluorescence in certain

substances, especiaUy in the platinocyanides of barium and

potassium, in some uranium compounds, as uranium oxyfluoride,

in zinc sulphide (Sidot's blende or hexagonal blende), and in

calcium tungstate. They act upon sensitive salts of silver,

producing the same efiect as that of light, and they penetrate

opaque bodies, although these are not all equaUy transparent

In a general way it may be said that bodies are opaque to X rays

in proportion to the atomic weights of the elements coinposing

them ; thus, aluminium with an atomic weight of 27 is more

transparent than sulphur, whose atomic weight is 32, and platinum

and lead, whose atomic weights are very much greater, are also

very much more opaque to X rays than the former elements.

X rays have been shown by E. Marx to travel with the velocity

of light, and Barkla has proved that X rays can be polarized,

and therefore that they resemble ordinary Ught in consisting of

progressive disturbances taking place transversely to the direction

of their propagation.

Under different conditions of vacuum rays of difierent quaUties

are emitted by an X-ray tube, and this is made use of in practical

work to obtain rays of the degree of penetration best suited for

different branches of X-ray work.

Any X-ray tube in action emits rays of difierent degrees ot

penetrating power, and the output of a tube can be filtered, as

it were, by causing it to pass through a layer of some substance

which is capable of absorbing the less penetrating rays, while

allowing the more penetrating rays to pass. The higher the

electromotive force applied to the tube, the greater is the
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The Statical machine has too Umited an output to rival the

results which can be obtained with modem coils or with the

Snook transformer (| 112), although in the hands of experts

static machines of very large size have proved capable of giving

beautiful results even in rapid radiography of the trunk. The

merit of the static machine lies in the fact that it gives a steady

and unidirectional current, and, being a self-contained apparatus,

it is capable of generating the necessary electromotive force of

itself when set in motion.

The Tesla coil, which is a high-frequency apparatus with a

secondary winding, is not very suitable for exciting X-ray tubes.

Its current is alternating, but a more serious objection is that its

discharges, being high-frequency discharges, have a strong ten-

dency to escape into the vacuum tube from the stem or support

of the electrrjes, in order to pass from the metallic conductor

into the gaseous one. If the stems be protected by a glass tube,

as is usual, they tend to puncture this, and opposite the point

Fic. 136.—Original Model of Jackson's Focus Tubl.

at which they so puncture the glass stem they quickly heat the

wall of the tube and cause it to crack.

142. X-Hay Tubes.—The design of the special form of Crookcs

tube for X-ray work was the work of Professor Jackson, of

King's College, London, who contrived a tube with a platinum

target fixed in such a position as to receive the concentrated

bombardment from the kathode. The X rays in this form of

tube are emitted from a small focus on the surface of the platinum

target, and the rays therefore cast much sharper shadows than

if they come from the general surface of the glass wall of the

tube. The platinum target or anti-kathode is placed nearly,

though not exactly, at the focus of the kathode in an oblique

position (Fig. 136). The anti-kathode acts also as the anode

of the system. The kathode is made of aluminium, because this

metal does not become disintegrated under the action of the

discharges. Most other metals, when they form the kathode

in a vacuum tube, are thrown off in minute particles, and arc
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will then give a photograph in which the contrasts between the

bones and the soft tissues are insufficiently marked.

The increased resistance of an old tube is due to the absorp-

tion or " occlusion " of some of its gaseous contents by the wall

of the tube or by finely disintegrated particles which are gradually

thrown off from the electrodes, and adhere to the glass of the

tube. This ageing is especially promoted if the current is allowed

to pass through the tube in the wrong direction, because the

anti-kathode consists of a metal which is disintegrated by the

passage of the current. Care should therefore be taken to avoid

this. A tube that has been carefully used gradually acquires a

violet tint in the hemisphere corresponding to its effective side,

by reason of chemical changes in the thickness of the glass ; but

a tube allowed to work improperly becomes browned or blackened

more or less all over, from the metallic deposit upon its inner

surface. This is a strong argument in favour of the use of a

rectifier (f 113).

The appearance of a 'tube which is working properly is charac-

teristic. It shows a bright green phosphorescence of the glass

in the hemisphere which lies in front of the plane of the anti-

kathode surface, while the parts which lie behind this plane are

almost free from any green colour. This hemisphere of fluor-

escence is caused by the impact of kathode rays rebounding

from the anti-kathode. A faint bluish luminosity in the gas

itself within the tube may be seen around the back of the

anti-kathode if the vacuum is low, and this appearance of

visible gas may be used as an indication of the quality of the

tube, for the lower the vacuum, the more evident is the luminosity

of the gas. The amount of X rays is often estimated from the

brightness of the fluorescent hemisphere if the room is dark.

In daylight the fluorescence is easily overpowered. Though

fluorescence goes hand in hand with X-ray production, the glass

may fluoresce when the vacuum is so low as to be almost useless

for X-ray work, but in such cases the true state of affairs is

easily recognised by the low resistance of the tube. If the

current through the tube is m the wrong direction, no hemisphere

of fluorescence is recognisable, and there are green rings and

patches of fluorescence of an irregular kind. Tubes have been

made with "windows " of special glass, which allow very soft

rays to emerge. In the Lindemann tube the window is of

lithium borate glass.
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exposures than for the longer and weaker time exposures,

although the currents in these instantaneous exposures may run

up to such magnitudes as lOO milliamp4res.

143. Regulation of Vacuum.—The inconveniences arising from

the gradual ageing of X-ray tubes when in use have led to the

introiduction of various contrivances for lowering the vacuum if

it becomes too high. Some of these depend upon the inclusion

in a side tube of a chemical compoimd, such as caustic potash,

which gives ofi vapour when warmed. Another method of

temporarily lowering a tube is to heat it with a spirit-lamp

Fio. 139. -Tube with Water-Cooled Anti '{aihode akd Side

Tube for Regulation.

flame or before a fire. Prolonged baking in an oven at a high

temperature will often lower the resistance of a tube more or

less permanently.

A simple method which may be used to lower the resistance

of a high tube is the following : A sheath of damp lint or cotton-

wool is applied to the kathodal end of the tube. It should

extend along the glass to a point level with the surface of the

kathode, and should also touch the leading-in wire. It gives a

negative charge to the outside of the glass, and probably pro-

motes the movement of positive ions to the region round the

kathode. The effect of this device upon the apparent resistance
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is shown in Fig. 140. Palladium may Ih.' used instead of platinum,

and is more permeable.

The osmo-regulator of Villard is fitted to a French tube known

as the tube of Chabaud. In these the anti-kathode is of thick

platinum, and the tubes work normally with the anti-kathode at

a red heat, and under these conditions their vacuum does not

fall, and a source of trouble is thus completely obviated. Unless

these tubes are overdriven their vacuum tends to rise slowly

when they are running with a red-hot anti-kathode, but the

vacuum can be kept constant for very long periods of time by

applying a flame to the osmo-regulator at intervals. A spirit lamp

or gas-jet on a long insulated handle is provided for this purpose.

Tubes of the Chabaud pattern, when new, should be worked

gently, but when in condition, they run best with a current of

I milliamp^re. The aim should be to pass as much current

as the tube can take without a fall in its resistance. If the

pointer of the milliampdremeter shows that the current through

the tube is rising, it indicates that the vacuum of the tube is

getting lower, and as it is troublesome to readjust a tube when

too low, it is better not to let the vacuum become too low.

When thj resistance of the tul)C rises gradually, it is working

normally, and as the resistance of the tube increases and the

current falls off, a flame can be applied to the osmo-regulator.

and the needle of the milliampercmeter watched till it indicates

that a proper magnitude of current is again traversing the tube.

Another ingenious method of lowering the vacuum in the tube

is due to Bauer. The Bauer valve consists of a U-tube of small

diameter, partially filled with mercury. In the wall of the

U-tube is an opening closed by a plug of porom earthenware,

which is usually beneath the surface of the mercury ; but when

air is pumped in by a small pump, the surface of the mercury is

depressed, and air reaches the porous plug, penetrates it, and

finds its way into the cavity of the X-ray tube. When the

pressure on the pump (Fig. 141) is remo\ 1 the mercury again

rises so as to cover the porous plug, and t..c entry of air ceases.

After passing the first porous plug, the air traverses a filtering

chamber and a second porous plug, the filtering chamber serves

to intercept any dust and some mercury vapour (Fig. 141)-

Dr, Gustaf Loose,* of Bremen, has recently given a very favour-

able account of this valve.

• Archives 0/ the Roentgen Ray, May, 19:2. p. 469.
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electromotive force necessary to excite the tlilie. Tlie discharger

terminaJs should be points (see § 123) or very small balls.

If the sliding rods of the discharger are suitably graduated in

inches or centimetres, the measurement of the alternative path
is made easier, and the contrivance has been called a spinter-

meter or spark-measurer.

144. Comparlion ol Tnb«l.—The length of the equivalent
sparking distance enables one to compare the resistance of

X-ray tubes, and so to form an idea as to the electromotive
force used and the quality of the radiation emitted, but it is far

from Iwing sufficient to act as a guide as to the amount of X rays
given out at any particular moment. The two factors, quantity
of radiation and quality of radiation, arc quite distinct, and must
not be confounded together.

Fig. 142.

—

Benoist's Radiochromoueter.

Another way of estimating the quality of the X rays, or their

penetrating power, consists in a comparison of the relative

opacities of two or more bodies of different densities with the
rays under examination. This is done in a rough-and-ready
way when the image of the hand is viewed on the fluorescent
screen, and the blackness of the shadow cast by the bones is

compaioil with that thrown by the soft parts. When the bones
appear relatively dark the rays of the tube are said to have a
low degree of penetration, and when they appear light, and
hardly darker than the soft tissues, the tube is said to be giving
rays of high penetration.

L. Benoist has invented a simple instrument, the radiochro-
mometer. for observing the relative opacities of dissimilar
bodies, using for comparison silver and aluminium. Professor
Rontgen had previously designed a similar apparatus for com-
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a simple apparatus, in which the movement of the pointer is

efiected by the electrostatic repulsion between two similarly-

charged bodies. It only requires to be suspended from the wire

leading to the kathode, and is graduated to/give direct readings

of the penetration quality of the tube, expressed in tenths of a

millimetre of lead. As it gives continuous indications on a simple

numerical scale, it offers great advantages, and is likely to

supersede the older instruments (Fig. 144). Its scale is the same

as that of Benoist, and it is called a " qualimeter."

^ss^ss^

Fig. 144.

—

Bauer Qualimeter.

As the different scales indicated on these various instruments

are not identical, a scale of comparison is here given.

Son. Mediuni. Haid.

Benoist and Bauer
Wehnelt .

.

Walter

I

1-5

1

2 3 4 5|6;7 8 glo
3 4-56 7-S 9 lO-S 12 13-5

1
'S

1-2 2-3 i 3-4 4-s s-6 6-7 7-8

These instruments measure the penetrating quality of the rays.

145. Quantity Ol X Rays.—To measure the quantity several

procedures have been tried. Holzknecht used a chemical sub-

stance, the colour of which grew gradually darker with exposure

;

a disc of this material was exposed simultaneously with the

patient, and the change in colour of the chemical was compared

from time to time with a set of standard tints, and the effect
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ated, and makes the comparisons in dim daylight. The pastille

must be protected from daylight when in use, as daylight tends

to restore the original colour of the pastille, and so retards its

acquisition of the brown tint when irradiated. He has suggested

a unit of measurement which differs from that of Holzknecht,

and is based upon a definite chemical reaction—namely, the

quantity of X-ray radiation which lib-rates yV milligramme of

iodine from a 20 per cent, solution of iodoform in chloroform,

when the rays fall upon i square centimetre of surface of a

solution I centimetre in thickness. His scale of five tints

Fig. i45.^Bordier's Chbomo-Radiometer.

allows the estimation of fifteen of these units, which are

symboUzed by the letter I. The 5 H. dose is equal to 3-8 I. of

Bordier's scale, and his five tints are respectively i-8 I., 3-6 I.,

58 1., 10 I., and 15 I. Intermediate stages can be recognised.

If the output of rays from the tube is feeble, the indications

become unreliable, and he therefore stipulates that the apparatu.s

used shall be capable of producing the change to tint i in six or

seven minutes, when the antikathode of the tube is 13 centi-

metres from the pastille.

Hampson* has also constructed a platinocyanide radiometer,

consisting of no less than twenty-five graded tints, to represent

* Archives of the Roentgen Ray, August, 191 1.
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i*

the tube shall be unidirectional, and experiments with the

oscilloscope (§ iii) show that the rectifying action of a good valve-

tube is remarkably complete. A spark-gap can also be used.

When a direct current galvanometer is connected up in the

circuit of an X-ray tube without any rectification, the deflections

obtained represent the diffc-rence between the currents which

are passing in the two opposing directions. Sometimes, especi-

ally with low tubes, the deflection indicates that the inverse

current is greater than that producing X rays, while in other

tubes the deflection indicates a predominance of current in the

right direction. In any case, the insertion of a valve-tube

alters the readings from those obtained without it in such a way

as to show that its effect in stopping the inverse impulses is

all-important for purposes of accurate measurement. In ex-

perimenting with three tubes, both with and without a valve-tube

in the circuit, the following readings (railliampires) were obtained

:

Tube. Without Valve. With Valve.

1 .

.

. . ' 09 .

.

.

.

10
2 . . . . 025 . . . . 04
3 .. .. 01 .. .. 03

All these were selected tubes which gave fair deflections in the

right direction without a valve-tube. Tubes may easily be found

in which the wrong direction of current predominates, but with the

use of a valve-t'.;be this changes into a flow in the right direction.

An ordinary medical milliamp^remcter of the D'Arsonval

pattern can be used in the tube circuit. Modifications in the

insulation of these instruments are made in order to protect

them more fully from the risk of injury by sparks passing

between their windings, and small condensers are also fitted to

some (I.' them.

We may assume the current going through the X-ray tube,

when a valve-tube is used, to be practically or even absolutely

unidirectional, and therefore that its mean value admits of

measurement by a direct current galvanometer, and we then

reach the question whether we are at liberty to assume that the

production of X rays is simply and directly proportional to the

current, or whether we must admit that the proportion is not a

simple birt a complex one. Professor Wertheim Salomonson

has advanced the view that the production of X rays is pro-

portional to the w.itis expended in the tube, and not to the

current traversing it. This would mean that in order to obtain
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Fluorescent screens are made by spreading an even layer of

finely crystalline barium platinocyanide upon cardboard. The
crystals must be of uniform size, and should form a layer of

uniform thickness. About 4 grains are sufficient to cover a
square inch. The barium salt is made into an emulsion with
collodion

, amyl acetate and acetone, and spread upon the support,

which is then left in a horizontal position to dry.

Fluorescent screens are mounted in light wooden frames, and
are backed with black paper. A sheet of glass should be used
to protect the surface from dust or finger-marks.

The fluorescent light emitted by the screen is of a greenish-

yellow hue, and is not of a high degree of brilliancy, and for

work with the screen it is necessary to have the room perfectly

dark. Some workers enclose the X-ray tube in a covering to

exclude the light given out by its walls, and others have recom-
mended the use of tubes coated with a dark-coloured varnish

with the same object. As the retina becomes very much more
sensitive after a few minutes' rest in darkness (according to

B&14re, a period of rest in a dark room of twenty minutes'

duration increases the sensibiUty of the retina 100 tunes), a short

period may be usefully spent in the dark room as a preparation

before commencing operations. When difficult cases are to be

examined this is a very great help, particularly in the daytime,

though after nightfall it is less necessarj', as the retina is then
already partially prepared. The eyes of the young are much
better able to discern faint appearances upon the fluorescent

screen than are those of their elders.

The screens should be exposed to light occasionally. The
prolonged action of X rays causes a change in colour through
which the screens lose the greenish tinge which they have when
new, and they acquire an orange-brown tint through loss of water

from the crystals of the salt, and in this condition their fluorescent

powers are considerably lessened. This change is partly remedied
by exposure to diffused daylight, but bright sunshine by heating

the screen does harm.

In examining an object with the fluorescent screen, the latter

must be kept in close apposition with the object. If this is not

attended to the images will be less distinct, and will appear too

large, because the pencil of rays emitted by the tube is of a

divergent character. The nearer the object is to the tube the

greater will be the exaggeration of the size of the image, while
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interested observer may easily spend many minutes in examining

the effects shown by the screen, and may forget that there is a

danger of setting up acute dermatitis, if any one part is left

close to the tube for a length of time.

148. CottchM and Tube-Holden. — In modem radiography

the tube-holder usually forms part of the couch upon which

the patient is placed. Most often the tube is arranged in a

box upon a carriage beneath the couch and connected to the

coil by long spiral wires, and the beam of rays is directed up-

wards through the patient to reach the photographic plate or

Fio. 146.

—

X-Ray Couch, with Canvas Top.

the fluorescent screen laid above. A diaphragm is fitted to the

tube-box, and it runs on rollers, so that it can be brought into

position beneath any part of the patient. The appearance of

the image can be verified with the screen before the photographic

exposure is made. Fig. 146 shows a couch of this kind, of simple

construction. The tube-box should either take the tube in a

transverse position, with the coil at the end of the couch or in

a longitudinal position with the coil at the side, for this makes

the disposition of the long wires more easy. An upright post

fixed to the tube-box, and carrying a horizontal arm with a

plummet over the couch, is useful to indicate the point which is
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149. Tnbe-SUnd* lor Trwrtmrot.—For X-ray treatment a

stand to hold the tube and to shield it is required. Here again

there is a very great variety of pattern, and the instrument-

makers' lists may be consulted with advantage. The require-

ments of a good therapeutic tube-holdi^r are that it should allow

of being placed in any position for the application of the rays

to any part of the body, that it should permit the tube to be

brought close to the patient, that it should not emit rays in

any direction except that wished for, and that it should be fitted

Fio. 148.—Tube-Stand and^Tube-Holder for Treatmehi.

with a pastille-holder for the proper placing of the pastille.

The adjustments of the tube to the patient should be made by

rack and pinion movements, as without these it is often trouble-

some to put the tube just where it is wanted.

150. X-Ray Photographs.—^In medical work X-ray photo-

graphs are taken by means of photographic plates enclosed in

light-tight envelopes of paper. The plate is usually enclosed

in a yellow envelope, which again is enclosed in a black envelope.

By this means the action of ordinary light upon the plate is
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Hand and wri;>t 5 to lo seconds. |

Forearm. Elbow, and Arm . . lo to ao ,, I

Shoulder 20 to 30
Tliorax 20 to 30
Foot and Ankle 15 to ao
Knee 20 to 25
Le?
Thigh

. . 20 to 25

. . 25 to 30
Hip
Pelvis

Abdomen

. . 30 to 40

. . 40 to jo

. . 50 to 60
Head . . 50 to 60

With smaller coils longer exposures will be necessary. But it

must not be thought that a long exposure with a small coil will

give equivalent results to those obtained from a short exposure

with a large coil. The lar^r the coil, the quicker may be the

exposure, but in addition the sharper would be the picture.

Various kinds of photographic plates have been specially

recommended from time to time, but there does not seem to be

any conspicuous difference between one kind and another. It

is better to choose one kind of plate and adhere to it, because in

this way the peculiarities of the plate during development are

the more quickly learned.

As with choice of plate, so with choice of developers ; it is

best to make use of those with which one is best acquainted.

A very simple and convenient developer is rodinal. It has the

advantages of easy preparation and of rapid action, and it does

not stain the fingers. Hydroquinone with caustic potash is also

a good developer, and as with X-ray work the exposures are

seldom very far removed from what may be called the minimum
normal exposure, a simple developer of maximum strength can

usually be employed without the risk of spoiling the plate in the

process of developing, and whenever the exposure and the

development are both carried out by the same person, it is found

that a time is soon reached when one may very closely assimilate

time of exposure and strength of developer so as to give the best

results. The question of skilful development belongs rather to

photography than to medical electricity, and in many cases the

plates are sent for development to professional photographers.

An over-exposed plate may be known by a fulness of detail in

the whole plate, which is thin if development is cut short, but

shows a general blackness of the whole subject if development is
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to cut off the primary current when the chosen fraction of a

second or any other determined period has elapsed from the

moment of its closure.

Dessauer dispenses with the interrupter, and closes the circuit

through the primary of the coil, placing in the circuit a fuse-wire

in an explosive cartridge. This ignites, and blows the fuse to

pieces, giving one sudden flash through the tube.

153. Cabinets and Trollies.—The apparatus necessary for X-ray

work may be assembled together in a cabinet or cupboard I'ith

advantage, particularly when the room in which the X-ray work

is done is also required for other purposes.

It may also be convenient to have all the apparatus on a

movable trolly, like that shown in Fig. 150, and to connect to the

mains by means of a cord with counter-weight suspended from the

ceiling, just as is done in the case of electric lighting pendants.

The cord may then terminate in a lam socket, which can be

slipped on to a plug fixed on the trolly or on the base-board of

the coil. The interrupter may be given a place either on the

trolly itself or upon a shelf in a convenient comer near the wall-

plug from which current is taken.

For military purposes manufacturers have constructed auto-

mobile waggons with a complete X-ray outfit, including a

dynamo, driven by the engine of the automobile, and a coil

or transformer apparatus. The waggon is closed, and its interior

can be darkened for radioscopic and photographic purposes by

means of shutters.

1S4. Protecting Devices.—The danger of injury from X rays

has led to the introduction of protecting devices. Two separate

conditions of danger must be guarded against : one is the risk

to the patient, and the other is the risk to the operator.

At the present time tubes are generally enclosed either in a

box or in a shield made of thick glass, or of some composition

which is comparatively opaque to X rays, and many varieties

of tube-shield of this type can now be bought. It is almost

impossible to find a material which is absolutely opaque to

X rays.

As the parts which suffer most from the chronic dermatitis of

operators are the backs of the hands, gloves must be used to

serve as a protection.

Other protective devices for the operator which may be men-

tioned consist in the provision of shields or guards at the sides
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pencil moving with the tube and screen and worked by a pneu-

matic ball a mark can be made upon a large sheet of paper

placed at the back of the apparatus, and these marks, when made

successively at points on the outline of the hearts shadow, give

a record of the shape of the heart in its proper size. With

practice, the apparatus can be made very useful, but it has been

a good deal superseded by radiograms taken from a distance of

I or 2 metres—a procedure rendered possible by the use of

powerful discharges. With these, and particularly with in-

stantaneous exposures, the contour of the heart in its natural

size, or very nearly so, can be obtained in an X-ray photo-

graph, and is to be preferred to the tracing given by the

orthodiagraph. For a description of the instrument and the mode

of using it, see Medical Elcctrology and Radiology. June, 1906.

156. The Bismuth Meal.—The exploration of the alimentary

tract with X rays has been rendered possible by the administra-

tion of bismuth compounds, as suggested by Rieder in 1904.

Bismuth is an element of high atomic weight, and by its opacity

to X rays it supplies the necessary contrasts for obtaining details

of the alimentary canal in the X-ray pictures.

Half an ounce or more of carbonate of bismuth are given by

the mouth, mixed with porridge or with mucilage. The oesoph-

agus, the stomach, and duodenum, and the large intestine may

be examined while the bismuth is in them, and valuable indica-

tions can thus be obtained. A large number of papers have been

published on the subject of the X-ray examination of the alimin-

tary canal by the bismuth method, and these should be con-

sulted.*

It should be borne in mind that the subnitrate of bismutli i-i

not a good compound to use, as cases of poisoning have occurn d

from its use, the symptoms being attributed to the formation ol

nitrites by decomposition of tlie subnitrate of bismuth.

157. Practical Not*.—The man lent of Rontgen-ray wmk

demands attention to a number "letails, and calls for muili

careful study and practice. Without experience, the oiierator

may produce nothing but poor results, even with the best and

most <-.--5tly coil.

• "hj Roentgen Ray Examination o! the Digestive Tract" (l-. .M

Groedel, Archives 0/ the Rocnlgen Ray. October, 1907) :

' The Diagm.»i>.

ol Di»e«aea of the Stomach and Intestines by the X Rays (C.J. .Mortmi.

Lancet July 25. 1908) ;
" The Roentgen Diagnosis ol the btomacli

(G. Hollknecht, Archives ol the Roentgen Rav. November, J911).
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may stop the radiatiims of low penetration whUe permitting the

others to pass through.

The use of diaphragms of lead or of some other opaque body

between the tube and the subject has also been recommended

with the object of cutting off as much as possible of the area of

glass from which the secondary rays are being given off.

Diaphragms in the form of short cylinders of lead have been

recommended, particularlv by Dr. Thurstan Holland (Fig. 151) m

this country, as being of distinct service in photographing difficult

subiects-as, for instance, the hip-joint or the kidney. Their

action is probably twofold—partly as a diaphragm and partly as

a compressor.

Fig. 152—Lantekn fob viewing Negatives.

In eeneral, the details of an X-ray photograph can be seen

better in the negative than m a print, and the print has the

disadvantage of being reversed, whereas the negative is not so.

For the examination or the e.xhibition of negatives ,l

lantern iUuminated by artificial light is most generallv convenient

The simplest form resembles an ordinary dark-room lamp m

which the negative is inserted in the place of the pane ot rubv

riass (Fig 152). The effect is improved if a sheet o, plam ground

Lss s placed behind the negative, and if the negatives are vorv-

Ln a sheet of opal ^lass is even letter Such a lamern m -d

of japamied tin, with a semi-cylindncal back, .md P-'f-'d
uU

inside, can be made very cheaply by a f.nsmith to ake h .

of negative most commonly made use ot. An electnc Un..

affords the best means of illuminating it.
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tinn and the phiitographs arc taken, the image of the wire is

recorded in tlie radicigrapli. and the dye leaves an imprint H|X)n

thu patient's bod)'. After development, the plate is placed be-

neath the localizer stand, and the two indicators, which are con-

nected with the sciilc by means of silk threads, are set precisely

to the c*>rresi)onding spot in each of the images—the i (»rd from

the right-hand side going to the image on the h ft, and that from

Fig, 153,

—

Davidson Localizer.

the left to the image on the right. The point of intersection of

the two cords gives the precise depth of the foreign body in Ilie

tissue. Fig. 153 si jws the arrangenuiit.

Its position laterally will be known by reference to the image

of the cross wire, and as an imprint of this will be upon the

patient's bodv. the surgeon can make an incision with absolute

certainty of finding the substance sought for. The usual
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black paper cover in the usual way, is supported on a board,

which is pushed into place beneath the cover of the box after

this has been put in position beneath the patient, and a pair

of wedges then raise up the v'ate and the board into a secure

position inunediately under .lie surface of the changing b>x,

A horizontal bar above the couch carries the tube, and allows

it to be displaced to either side, for a measured distance, before

the second exposure is made (Fig. 154).

A wire may be stretched upon the surface of the calf skin, close

over one edge of the plate and parallel to it. This leaves a whitr

line across the end of each negative, and ciiiWos tlic photogra|ilis

to be brought into correct register.

The Wheatstone form of reflecting sterc ^ "pe should be used.

" Two plane mirrors, about 4 inches : lare, are so fixed nn

a vertical support that their backs form an angle of go degrees

with each other. When the observer jnits his (mco rl.isp to thi>

F.O. .S4.-SIMPLE CHANmNO Box TOR STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOCRAPmV

edge where the mirrors meet, so that this edge lies vertic.llv

between his eyes, it follows that his right eye can only see wli.it

is reflected in the right mirror, while his left eye can only see

what is reflected in the left mirror. Now, if the two skiagraphs,

taken as already described, are placed so that the right eye

image is opposite the right mirror, and the left miage opposite

the left mirror, each eye will recognize its own picture .nd they

will combine, as usual, and give rise to a single image 1.1 pertecl

"''Ulre aretveral devices for supporting the skiagraphs and

also for simultaneously making them approach or recede from

the mirrors. The simplest of all arrangements is to have the

mtrrniounted on an upright block of wood^ which c.n be

placed upon a table, while the skiagraphs can be supported by

any sbnp^ means in the proper positi.m. The block supporMng

the mirrors is attached to a small base with bevelled edges.
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viewed in a Wheatstone stereoscope. The largest si« the writer

lias as yet taken stereoscopically is 12 by 15 inches.

" If the right picture be placed opposite to the left mirror, and

the left picture opposite the right mirror, a stereoscopic picture

will be seen as before, only reversed. For example, in one case

a hand will appear as seen from the dorsal asiwct ; if the prints

are transp.-sed, it will appear as a hand seen from the palmar

aspect. The same transposition can be effected by turning each

print upside down."*

The negatives can be seen in a stereoscope if they are held

in proper position, and are illuminated from behind.

The principle of the stereoscope can also be applied to screen

work, and Mackenzie Davidson has devised an apparatus fur

the purpose which will be found described in the Archives of the

Roentgen Ray, 1901, vol. v.. p. 46.

Two similar X-niy tubes are arranged so that the distanct

between the two antikathcWes is equal to the distance between

the two eyes. As it is difficult to find a pair of tubes which arc

of similar quality, a double tube with two antikathodes may be

used. By means of a commutator the tulies arc illuminated in

turn, so that they light up alternately at regular short intervals.

The observer examines the screen through two oiienings whioli

are kept opening and closing synchronously with the alterna-

tions of light and darkness of the tubes. Thus the right tyc

only sees the screen illumination caused by one of the X-ray

tubes, and the left eye only sees the illumination caused by the

other. These alternations follow one another with sufficient

speed for the eyes to receive continuous impressions, and a

stereoscopic effect is produced.

160. Radium.—This is a metal belonging chemically to the

same natural group as calcium, strontium, and barium. Of this

series it is the highest member, its atomic weight being 225,

which places radium very high among elen'-tntc of high atomic

weight. It is found in minute amount (i in 3 000,000) in certain

ores of uranium, and it is a product of the decay of that element

;

but it represents only a single stage, for it is itself unstable and

in a state of change, passing through several stages, and liberat-

ing at ahnost each step an atom of another element—helium—

of very small atomic weight.

• From thi- palHir by J.
Mackenzie Uavi.lsun hi the llrilisi: MrJUnl

Journat, January i, lSy«.
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only are penetrating enough to get outside the glass tube. In

the case of radium the /8-ray electron is suddenly started, and

gradually stopped, and the acceleration experienced by the ^-ray

electron expelled in the disruption of the radio-atom is the most

sudden known, and it is in consequence of this that the y rays

of radium are the most penetrating type of X ray known. The

a ray is scarcely able to penetrate the thinnest sheet of paper,

mica, or aluminium, and is completely absorbed in 7 centimetres

of air. It is deviated very slightly by the action of a magnetic

field, and the deviation is in the opposite sense, and only about

one-thousandth as great as that which would be experienced by

a /8 ray under similar circumstances.

The expulsion of the a, p, and y rays is a sign of the continuous

change or decomposition of the element, and the first body pro-

duced is a gas or emanation (atomic weight 221/, to which the

name of " niton " has bten given. This again changes to

radium A, and so on through radium B, C, etc.. until radium F
is reached. This body is polonium, discovered by Madame Curie

before the discovery of radium. Polonium undergoes a further

change, and becomes lead, or, rather, this is thought to be the

case. An atom of helium is expelled at most of these steps in

the decay of radium.

These different bodies produced by the decay of radium have

very different durations of life. Radium itself is thought to

have an existence of 2,500 years, radium emanation of only hve

and a half days, radium F of 202 days.

Radium is not the immediate descendant of uranium, and one,

at least, of the intermediates is known as ionium, and is thought

to be identical with thorium.

Radium has been applied to the treatment of the conditions

for which X rays have been found useful. It has been successful

in cases of rodent ulcer and in lupus. It is applied by means of

glass or metal tubes containing the radium, which are held or

fixed close to the affected part. It is also enclosed in small

capsules with a cover of mica, which permits of the escape of

beta rays to a small extent, as well as of the gamma rays, and

is sometimes used as a layer spread on a flat support.

The activity of a radium preparation is expressed in terms of

the radio-activity of metallic uranium, this being taken as unity.

Pure radium bromide is considered to be 2,000,000 times as radio-

active as uranium, and can be purchased as a marketable com-
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CHAPTER IX

PHYSIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Electrolytic conduction—Ionic medication—Cataphorcsis—The resistance

of the body—Diflusion of current in the body—The capacity of the

body—The action of electrical currents on living tissues—Condenser-

discharges—The motor nerves and muscles—Unstriped muscle-

Electricity as a test of death—Sensory nerves—The brain—Lethal

ofiects.

i6i. Conduction of Electricity by the Tissues.—It has been said

that the body is an electrolytic conductor, and the terms used in

considering the portion of a circuit in which electrolytic conduc-

tion is taking place have liecn shortly given in § 16. When a

battery or other source of direct current is connected to a patient

by means of the usual moistened pads, a current flows through

the circuit, because the wires, the moist pads, and the body are

conductors. The mechanism, however, of the conduction in

the non-metallic parts of the circuit is not the same as that which

holds good for the wires. Conduction in watery solutions of

salts (and the tissues of the body come into this category) takes

place only by the conveyance or transport of charged particles

or " ions " through the solution, and without this movement

of material particles there is no conduction in solutions.

The moving particles or ions are the result of the dissociation

of the molecules of the salt by the process of solution, so that

a solution of sodium chloride in water contains abundance of

dissociated ions of chlorine carryhig negative charges and of

sodium carrying positive (§ 19). When a current is applied,

there is a double movement among these ions all along the line

joining the metallic electrodes—a procession of the chlorine

ions towards the positive pole and of the sodium ions towards

the negative, every ion carrying its appropriate positive or

n'gative charge, so that the measurement of the current by

a galvanometer in the circuit gives an accurate indication of the

266
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movemciit accumulate. At these points the ions, which arc

electrically charged atoms or groups of atoms (e.g., Na positively

charged, SO negatively charged), part with their electric charges

and appear in their ordinary chemical form, or else undergo the

secondary changes mentioned in § ig. Ordinarily, these final

products of the electrolysis, as they may be termed, accumulate

in the moist material which is used to cover the metallic surfaces

of the electrodes with the object of absorbing these chemical

products, and the moist material should be sufficiently thick

to hold them, and to keep them from acting injuriously upon

the skin during the course of the electrical application.

Thus, if the application of the current is to be a strong one,

or is to be given for a long time, the electrode coverings arc

important, unless it be wished to use the chemical effects of

the products of electrolysis for a definite purpose. They are

used in this way occasionally in what is known as " surgical

electrolysis," when it is desired to destroy tissue, as in the

removal of moles, warts, superfluous hair or nsvi by elec-

tricity.

In surgical electroiy^is electrodes in the form of needles arc

used, and these are inserted into the part to be destroyed. A

platinum needle connected to the positive pole will attract

chlorine ions, and by secondary action hydrochloric acid and

oxygen will be formed, and will exert their chemical action

on the tissues in contact with the needle. It the needle be

connected to the negative pole, sodium iors wi.i migrate to it,

and these will form hydrogen and caustic sodii, which, again, act

as a caustic, to destroy the portion of tissue in contact with the

needle.

If needles of other metals, such as iron, zmc, or copper, bo

used, their behaviour at the negative pole is the same as that of

platinum ; but if used at the positive pole, they are acted upon

and form ions of the metal which migrate into the tissue. With a

zinc or copper needle ions of those metals enter the tissue and

exercise a powerful antiseptic effect, which extends beyond the

zone of destruction. With iron there is a formation of black

oxide of iron, which leaves indelible marks. Iron or steel needles

should therefore be avoided in electrolysis, except at the negative

pole. Zinc or copper may be used at either pole, but exert their

spei "c ionic action only when used at the anode ; and they

are used in this way not only as needles, but also as sounds
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action takes place and the metal is dissolved. Silver may be

used with advantage as the anode for chloride solutions, as an

insoluble chloride is formrd, and this remains behind.

Leduc {British Medical Journal, September 14, 1907) has

pointed out that with unattackable electrodes ions are formed

at the surfaces of the metal from the electrolyte (namely,

hydrogen at the anode, and hydroxy! at the kathode) , and that

these migrate inwards, and in time reach the skin, where they

produce caustic effects.

Edison, in 1890, suggested electrolysis for the introduction of

lithium into gouty tissues, and I'.ordier repeated these experi-

ments, using as electrode a bath containing a solution of lithium,

and made a series of applications to a patient with large gouty

deposits in the hands. He was not only able to demonstrate

the presence of lithium in the patient's urine, as had been done

before by others, but—and this is even more striking—he detected

the presence of uric acid in the liquid of the arm-baths, thus

proving both the introduction of the kation lithium and the

extraction of the anion uric acid at one operation. There

was also a marked change for the better in the condition

of the patient's gouty deposits as a result of the experiments.

163. Cataphoresis.—This term is used to signify a movement
akin to osmose, which has been observed in liquids submitted

to the action of electrical currents. Usually it takes the form

of a flow from the anode to the kathode, and fiu' can in this

way be made to pass through porous diaphragms 01 membranes
against the force of gravity. It has been utilized as a mear of

introducing drugs through the skin, and formerly was con-

founded with ionic medication. It is not impossible that

cataphoresis may play a minor part in the conveyance of drugs

into the system, when the procedure of ionic medication is being

employed. If electrodes be applied to a conducting block of

gelatine and a current passed, it is seen after a time that the

gelatine under the anode has become drier than before, and the

gelatine under the kathode moister. This is partly, if not

entirely, an effect of the cataphoric movement of fluic" from the

anode and to the cathode.

164. The Resistance of the Body,—^The resistance of a patient's

body is mainly a question of the thickness and dryness of the

epidermis. It is much higher for the palms of the hands and

the soles of the feet than for other parts.
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usml in thp testing of nerve and muscle, the resistance of the

body is much less than it is for steady currents, and he gives

a range of from nine hundred to four hundred ohms as the usual

resistance found for such currents. This low resistance is a

function of the capacity of the body, and explains certain points

observed in electrical testing, which will be referred to later. The

higher resistances were those found from hand to foot, or from

foot to foot, and the lower were from the trunk to a limb, or

with both electrodes on one limb.

The medical practitioner is concerned with the resistance of

the body mainly as it affects the question of treatment, and the

number of cells required to drive the proper current through the

patient. Under conditions of medical practice, and using salt

water to moisten the skin and electrodes, the resistance of the

bo'ly, with eler ides of an area of a few square inches, ranges

about one or ,. j thousand ohms—that is to say, an electro-

motive force of twelve volts (eight Leclanch^ cells) will pass a

current of between six and twelve milliamp^res. On the palm

of the hand or the sole of the foot the resistance will be higher,

and may be double these figures Very high resistances may
be observed in hospital patients who have been long confined

to bed, as their epidermis is not shed so freely as it is in persons

leading an active existence.

Careful measurements of the resistance of patients, and state-

ments as to the degree of resistance m different morbid states, are

not of much value or importance. Low resistances have been

observed in Graves' disease, in which the skin is usually moist,

and high resistances in hysteria, in melancholia, and in paralyzed

parts, in which it is dry.

During the progress of treatment the electromotive force in

circuit which is employed at the commencement must be reduced

gradually to compensate for the fall in resistance which takes

place as the skin becomes penetrated by ions ; if this is not

attended to, the current may become larger than it is intended

to be.

During the course of an application the resistance of a patient's

body may be calculated by Ohm's law from the galvanometer

reading and the electromotive force of the cells, if that be knottn.

For example, with six Leclanch^ cells in good order the electro-

motive force will be nine volts, and if the current through the

patient be four milliamperes, the resistance may be taken as
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tity of current is flowing, will be greater than when large elec-

trodes are used.

i66. Th* CapMlty of the Body.—The human body regarded
as a simple homogeneous conductor should have an average
capacity, calculated from its extent of surface, of 0000044 "* a
microfarad. Many experimenters who have examined this

difficult question have found that the measured capacity is

greater than this. It appears almost certain that the increase

is to be attributed to polarization effects of an electrolytic

character, comparable to those which occur in a secondary cell

or storage battery. The existence of this electrochemical

Fig. 156.

—

Lines of Current Diffusion round Positive EtECTKOUL
PLACED OVER THE LoWEK PaRI OF THE ArM. (AfTER ErB.)

capacity has been established by Weiss, and measur-'ments of tlie

actual capacity of the body have been made by many Contuii ntal

experimenters. Thus Dubois estimates the capacity of the

body at 0165 microfarad, Bordier at 00025 microfarad, De
Metz at o 0001, Wertheim Salomonson at 00002 nearly. There
is a considerable discrepancy between these values, and this

may be due to the different methods employed, if we suppose

that the capacity varies with some other factor, as, for instance,

with the electromotive forces applied during the operations for

measuring its magnitude.

A very instructive account of the methods of measurement
employed by different experimenters will be found in Prolcssui
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The contractions are seen only at the make and break—that is

to say, only at the moments of sudden alteration of potential.

The smallest current needed to produce a muscular contraction

by the stimulation of a motor nerve trunk varies with different

nerves. A nerve which is superficially situated responds to a

smaller current than a deep-seated one, because it receives a

greater fraction of the current. In any case, the current is

scattered by diffusion, and only a part of the current indicated

by the galvanomecer traverses the nerve. For this reason a

patient with a thick layer of subcutaneous fat requires a larger

current to provoke muscular contractions than is the case with

a lean person in whom the electrode can be brought into closer

proximity to the nerve to be stimulated. The testing electrode

should be of small surface, as this allows us to concentrate the

current more effectively.

It has been shown by Dr. Ludwig Mann of Breslau that the

nerves of infants and young children require currents of con-

siderably greater magnitude to provoke contraction in their

muscles.

Both nerve and mu: jle react to electric stimulation, but in a

normal muscle the direct effect of the stimulation of its fibres

is overshadowed by the effect produced upon it through the

nerve, for the intramuscular branches of its nerves both receive

the impression better, and transmit it to all parts of the muscle

more rapidly than the muscular fibres themselves could do if

no nerves were present. Still muscle per se is irritable and

capable of responding to stimuli by a contraction, and a muscle

whose nerves have undergone injury may still respond to currents

directly applied, although stimuli applied to its motor nerve are

ineffective.

The effect of curare in rendering the muscles inexcitable

through the motor nerves has long been known. It was dis-

covered by Claude Bernard. In a curarized animal stimuli

applied directly to the muscles are able to produce contractions,

though stimuli applied through the motor nerves are not. A

curarized muscle will react to interrupted currents as well as to

battery currents, and the contractions produced only differ from

those of a normal muscle in being a little less brisk.

Strophanthine also modifies the muscular contractions. When

injected into a frog, it predisposes to the production of a state

of tetanus, so that a steady current easily provokes a tetanic
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Which may persist after the current has ceased

contraction

to flow.

Mile. J. loteyko,* in her researches into the behaviour ofmuscle under electrical stimulation, has sho^vn that the nh^nomena could be well explained b^ assum nrthat al Iw^r
contains two kinds of mrterial-th'e stHaTd^pLr on Ind the".arcoplasm

;
that both of these elements are comractile but indifferent degrees, the former being capable of respond ng to brilft,mul. and contracting rapidly, the latter requiring "fimuli olonger durat.on and contracting slowly. Inlifferent t",^ omuscle the relative amounts of each component are diKand different muscles therefore contract at different ratesThe tonicity of a muscle is the expression of the action of itssarcoplasmic element. The contract^ power of the ™ksmreinforces the effect in all continued muscular efforts The effectof certain drags, such as veratrine, in altering the shapes ofThemuscle curve, is due to an action in heightening th exd ab Ihy

fatirrutrth:'^'"",'^'
^"' ""=—hat'simHar infltl; ^

01 latigue upon the muscle curve is due to the more ranirt r=f„
at wh.ch the striated portion becomes fatigiled,ThTpZlt n'g

F nal V the"- r .'
P^^P^^-^'^-'ing action of the sa^rcoplasm

rrc'tiotbJSf ^'- "^ ^'^'^^- portion istr^
The contractions produced in muscle by the stimulus of th.make and breakofadirectcurrentaremom'lntaryitconrac

"blT th
'""? *' '°"*"'="''" ^* "^•'^ ^"d *he font™ fonat break the muscle appears quiescent and relaxed although theurrent is traversing it. As a matter of fact, it is no7 ompletelelaxed, and a small ' contraction remainder," perhapTdu othe sarcoplasm, can be observed by appropriate methods 1^investigation, and the larger the cuienfs^he greatTr wm Wdegree of contraction be. With strong currents a condT on nf

imperfect tetanus is produced, which hfs been named "duaLntetanus.' Duration tetanus is not usually seen in he!lthvmuscles with the currents used in electrical testing buHn certainaltered conditions it is more readily elicited than in health andhas some diagnostic importance.
'

i68. Interrupted Currents.-If the makes and breaks of a
etudes sur la Co-tractioa Tonique du Muscle Stri6," Brussels .903
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battery current follow one another in rapid succession, the

rapidly succeeding changes of potential cause the muscle to

pass into a state of tetanus or permanent contraction. To

produce this effect the individual shocks must succeed one

another at the rate of twenty per second or upwards.

As the discharge from an induction coil consists of a series of

impulses or waves of current (§ 61) occurring about fifty times

a second, it is reasonable to expect that their effect upon a

motor nerve would be to throw the muscles into a tetanic con-

traction, and that is what is observed. If the induction coil

be arranged to give single shocks, single contractions follow,

exactly like those produced at the closure of a battery current,

each wave of current from a coil acting as a separate stimulus

;

but ordinarily the effects are fused by the comparative slow-

ness of the muscular contraction, which requires one-tenth of

a second for its completion.

In practical electrical testing it is usual to apply the electrodes

to the muscles directly at their motor points, whose position

will be indicated later. The individual behaviour of the muscles

is more clearly seen by this method than if they be thrown into

contraction in groups, as generally happens with stimuli applied

to a nerve trunk which supplies a number of separate muscles.

The study of the effect of electrical stimuli upon nerve and

muscle has been complicated by the adoption of the induction

coil as the usual source of interrupted currents. Induction coil

discharges are impulses of irregular form and variable duration,

and are by no means the instantaneous discharges which they

have been too commonly assumed to be. In recent years the

exact character of the electrical stimuli used in electrical testing

and treatment has attracted much attention. Hoorweg, Dubois,

Huet, Mendelssohn, and others, have attacked the problem in

various ways, but there is still much work waiting to be done.

D'Arsonval throughout all his researches has insisted on the

importance of the wave form of an electric impulse in any study

of its physiological effect. Dubois has shown that compara-

tively slight alterations in the self-induction of a circuit exercise

a marked effect upon the current required to provoke the

minimal contraction in a muscle, simply through altering the

wave form of the current by retarding its rate of rise. Leduc'

• S. Leduc, " £tude sur los Courants Intermittents de Basse Tension,"

Arehivu i'SUctridU MUicaU, September ij, 1903,
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has shown US that currents interrupted mechanically are superiorto those of an mduction coil for purposes of diagnosis and TtZ
and duration and can be exactly measured, while the shapes ofjhe nd,v,dual impulses can also be exactly determined (F^ 0)

use. In wri mg of it, Leduc states that the effect upon nerve

o" htt'd':™''
easily obtained when the impuLs o^rone hundred times a second and consist of waves each havinga duration of one thousandth of a second, followed by a j^n'ol

1 <=""»V^'*"^
^°' '^' ^^'"^'''der of the period^nine

waverar
'

itb
" "Z""'/ " '''^ '*"'''«°- °* thrindivlra

Tec™ «">" reduced or increased the electromotive forces

lmZ7.l "P ^ ™'"™"' contraction become larger,although there is no very great difference until the change in

annexed table taken from Leduc's paper ;

Duration of
Impulse

Seconds.

oooooi
ooooio
00020
00030
00040
00050
00060

000070
000090

E. M. F. necessary for
Minimal Contraction.

Volts.

220
150
135
120
II-5

10-5

95

Duiation of
Impulse.

Seconds.

o-ooioo
00200
'00300

000400
o 00500
000600
0*00700
00800

000900

K.M.F. necessary for
Minimal Contraction.

Volts.

70
7-5

80
8-5

90
95
100
no
120

Number of impulses per second= 100
In general with interrupted currents it may be said that in

cuX n"c"
""1^ '""'"" '''"''^- '° '^-^ -^g^-'-le

"
current necessary to set up a contraction becomes greater andcurrents of very short duration (000004 seconds) are unable tocause any excitation of muscles or of nerves
With rapid interrupted currents, and especially if the intervalsof no current are very brief, the effect ceases to be that of atetMizmg current, and the contractions set up are like thoseproduced by a continuous current.

re uKe tnose

From what is known of muscular contractions in morbid
tates, we may expect that measurements of the duration of

Is a mel' 1 "?'' °* "" "*^™i«^"t '^"ent might be usedas a means of estimatmg the extent of disease in the nerve or
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the muscle, for in proportion as degeneration progresses in a

muscle, so does it require longer and longer periods of flow

before responding with a contraction. Leduc's apparatus

permits this to be dine, and the same results can be obtained

by the use of condenser discharges. In the Leduc apparatus

there are so many variable factors, such as speed of motor,

duration of time of flow, applied electromotive force, magnitude

of currer , that the practical use of the apparatus is apt to be

rather bewildering to a beginner. The condenser discharge

can be used as a simpler contrivance.

i6q. Condenser Discharges.—Condenser discharges provide

excellent stimuli for nerve and muscle. Boudet de Paris, in

1888, advocated their employment, and in his book points out

that condenser discharges cause little or no fatigue in muscle,

and very little pain, and he also gives plans of the arrangement

of a condenser apparatus for muscle testing. Hoorweg* also

gives an account of the mode of employment of condensers and

advocates their use. Dubois,t in considering the bshaviour of

muscle and nerve to condenser discharges, showed that, as the

charging potential is increased, the required capacity of the

condenser decreases rapidly. For example, the minimal con-

traction in the muscles of man was obtained with a capacity

of 048 microfarad charged at 126 volts, with 0017 at 35 volts,

and with 0007 at 70 volts, the capacity in the last example

being seventy times less than in the first, while the potential

is only six times greater. In man a minimum potential of about

12 volts is necessary, because discharges at lower potentials are

ineffective, whatever the capacity of the condenser. If the

energy of the condenser discharges be calculated, it appears

that at low potentials it is relatively large ; at high potentials

the capacity can be diminished, and the energy required also

become less, until a point is reached, after which it again in-

creases, so that there is a relation between potential and capacity,

such that a point can be found at which the minimal contraction

is produced with a minimum expenditure of energy. The large

condenser at low potential wastes energy, because much of the

discharge is below the effective minimum ; while in the case of a

very small condenser and a high potential there may be waste,

through the duration of the discharge being too short. The

• " Recherches sur '.'Excitation filectrique des Nerfs." Haavlem, 1899.

t Km. Internal. d'SleclrotM rapie, August, 1900.
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discharge of a Tesla coil or liigh-frequency apparatus fails

because the individual impulses, of which it is made up, have
too short a duration.

Dubois's experiments emphasize the relationship between the
wave form of the stimulus and the physiological effect. The
discharge of a small condenser at a high potential is a peaked
sudden wave of short duration ; that of a large condenser at

low potential is a wave of lower peak and long duration. The
former is the more effective stimulus, unless, as in the case of

the high-frequency apparatus, its duration is so short as to

leave the nerve or the muscle uninfluenced.

Fig. 157,—Curves of Discharge or a Charged Condenser.
A, Through a resistance of 1,000 ohms : B, through a resistance of

2,000 ohms.

Condenser discharges have the advantage that a known
capacity, when charged to a known voltage, contains a known
quantity of electricity, and discharges this in a regular manner.
With condenser discharges the resistance of the circuit is of
importance, for it is the factor which determines both the initial

magnitude of the discharge and its duration.
To illustrate this point, we may compare two diagrams which

represent the discharge of a condenser through two resistances,
one twice as great as the other (Fig. 157). The differences
between the curves show how important the question of resistance

f HI
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may be with condenser discharges. In the use oi condenser
discharges for the testing of nerve ind muscle, the resistance
of the body presents much less difficulty than one might have
expected. Dubois has shown conclusively that for currents of
very short duration the resistance of the body is lower than it is

for steady currents, and that this momentary resistance changes
very little for changes in the resistance to steady currents.

He mentions an instance in which the initial resistance of a
patient was 51,500 ohms, and that this was gradually reduced
to 3,029 ohms by the passage of a constant current with well

moistened pads, but examination of this case with very brief

currents, while the resistance was decreasing between these
figures, showed an almost uniform resistance of 400 ohms all

the time.

We may therefore conclude that the use of condenser discharges
for the testing of nerve and muscle is not seriously affected by
great variations in the resistance of the patient, and that the
good points of condenser discharges deserve close consideration
in the process of testing nerve and muscle reactions.

Condenser discharges have received a great amount of study
on the Continent, and have now attained practical shape for

diagnostic purposes. Zanietowski, Cluzet, Doumer, and many
others, have studied them very largely from the physiological

point of view, and more recently from the point of view of

practical electrical testing.

Cluzet* has described a testing set in which condensers are

used to take the place of the usual induction coil and battery
of cells, and he states thit in the vast majority of cases condensers
can be very advantageously used to replace the older methods
of testmg. They cause less pain, they give uniform results, and
are simpler to work with.

The principle of the employment of condenser discharges is

as follows : Condensers of different capacities—say from 01

of a microfarad up to i or 3 microfarads, are arranged so that

any of them can easily be charged from a battery or from a direct

current main, and then discharged through the patient. The con-

densers are charged to a constant voltage, which may very
conveniently be that of the av.;ilable charging source. Their

discharge through the patient gives current waves which are

always the same for the same capacity. As the capacity is

* Paris Midical, April 13, 1913.
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appears first, while the response to direct battery current stimu-
lation continues, giving rise to a sluggish contraction. This
change sets in about four hours after death, and they relate a
case in which the reaction enabled them to specify correctly the
time at which death had occurred.

Marie and Cluzet,* who have recently repeated these experi-
ments, have found that the muscular excitability disappears
more or less quickly according to the nature of the disease which
has caused death, and there may be differences in different

individuals, but the reactions may begin to change after thirty
minutes have elapsed since the time of death, and that a com-
plete reaction of degeneration may make its appearance in one
hour.

171. Unstrlped Husele.—The behaviour of unstriped muscle
differs from that of striped in that its latent period is much
longer, and the rate of contraction is also longer. When the
muscular coat of the intestine is stimulated, it may contract
locally, and remain contracted for a time, or waves of peristaltic

contraction may start from the point stimulated and travel
slowly towards the remoter parts of the bowel. It is said that
the anode is the more effective pole for stimulating unstriped
muscle. Unstriped muscle responds feebly to interrupted
currents of brief duration, and the most effective means for

setting up contractioiiS in an organ containing unstriped muscle
is to use the battery current, rhythmically interrupted at a slow
rate (§ 72).

172. Heart Hnscle.—The habits of heart muscle are peculiar

in their highly developed tendency to rhythmic contractions.

Electric stimulation tends to strengthen the action of heart
muscle if it be timed to suit the natural rate of the rhythm.
If the stimulation does not quite keep time with the heart-

beat, it may effect a gradual change in its rate, until the heart

may be brought to beat in time with the rate of the stimula-

tion. If the stimulation be quite out of step with the rhythm
of the heart, it will tend to embarrass its action. A weak con-

tinuous current or a smooth unbroken succession of weak
induction-coil shocks may strengthen or accelerate the beat of

the heart. Strong continuous currents destroy the rhythm of

the heart, and cause it to stop in diastole (see below, § 178),

and a succession of strong shocks from an induction coil do the

• Archives d'£Uctriciti Midicale, 1899, p. 543 ; 1900, p. 285.
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force and current in the circuit. An induction coil with its

contact-breaker in action produces a series of shocks in which

the individual impulses may be perceived, unless they follow

one another too rapidly. At fifty interruptions per second the

sensations begin to become fused, and at higher rates of vibra-

tion the sensation feels more smooth or continuous than before.

With rapid vibrations of one hundred per second and upwards,
a benumbing effe<t becomes noticeable, and this is best felt if

the electrode be applied to a point upon the trunk of a cutaneous
sensory nerve. With a small displacement of the electrode away
from ihe nerve trunk the numb feeling may disappear. It affects

the area of distribution of the sensory nerve, and is a true

ansesthesia, both tactile sensations and the perception of painful

impressions being very greatly blunted while the current is

passing, and a glow accompanied by perspiration often succeeds

when the current is cut off. This procedure has been used to

produce local ansesthesia fbr minor operations on the extremities.

If an electrode be moved over the surface of the skin syste-

matically the position of the cutaneous nerves can often be

exactly localized by this effect. One should use a very small

electrode and a current which can just be felt, and whenever
the electrode conies close over a nerve trunk the sensation of

numbness in its sensory area at once becomes quite plainly felt,

for it appc\:fs that a nerve trunk is more sensitive to the stimula-

tion than the nerve endings are. In testing muscles it is of

advantage to know the position of these " sensory points," in

order to avoid them. On the dorsum of the foot there are several,

which are apt to become painfully stimulated when testing the

electrical reactions of the interosseal muscles. A little ex-

ploration of one's own cutaneous surface affords the best way
of learning the position of these superficial nerve trunks.

Much fresh light has lately been thrown upon the sensory

nervous system by the investigations of Dr. Henry Head.
In the Marshall Hall address to the Medico-Chirurgical Society

in 1905, Dr. Henry Head, F.R.S., gave an account of certain

investigations carried out by him in conjunction with Dr. W. H.

Rivers and Mr. James Sherren. In the course of these studies he

had an interesting experiment performed on his own arm. The
cutaneous branch of the radial nerve was cut, and the process of

return of sensation after the injury was caref-.-.lly watched.

He found as a result of this experirrciit, confirmed by a large
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Thli WM called " deep lenubility. ' The lensation ol shock i>

probably largely felt by these fibres. When a muicle is tetaniied

the sensation is one oJ a dull ache felt in the " deep sensibUity
"

fibres and an " ionic " sting in the protopathic fibres of the skin

under the electrode. Every peripheral aflerent nerve of the

Umbs probably contains both protopathic and epicritic fibres.

Towards the periphery the latter tends to fall into certain

groups, and the area supplied by each group does not overlap that

of another group materially. The protopathic fibres, on the

contrary do overlap to a considerable extent at the periphery

of the limb. This overtopping becomes less as the posterior

roots are approached, showing that these fibres still maintain

to a certain extent their segmental arrangement. The threefold

arrangement of deep, protopathic, and epicritic sensibihty

ceases in the central nervous system at the first ceU junction.

The impulses conducted along these three lines become sorted

out into paths for light tbuch, for localization and stereognosis,

for pain, for heat, and for cold.

Observations on the application of temperature stimuli to the

intestine seemed to show that its sensibility resembled that

which, in the skin, had been called protopathic. But it was

entirely insensitive to all those stimuli which evoked epicntic

sensation. Consequently, Head has suggested that the body

within and without is suppUed by afferent nerves which belong

to the protopathic system. This can be divided into somatic

and splanchnic, the latter including all that has previously been

known as the afferent sympathetic.

The protopathic system is peculiarly associated with the

reflexes and with feeling tone (pleasure and pam). The sensa-

tions evoked from it in answer to appropriate stimuli are widely

diffused, and are not infrequently referred to parts at a distance.

Its fibres regenerate with greater ease and rapidity than those

of the epicritic system, or those of the motor nerves to voluntary

muscle. This system retains to a considerable degree its original

segmental arrangement.

The external surface of the body and limbs is innervated by

a second system of fibres—the epicritic. Th.s system is of later

development, and regenerates more slowly than the protopathic.

Tt is peculiarly associated with the localization and aiscriraina-

tion of cutaneous stimuli.

All subcutaneous structures are also innervated from atierent
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The auditory nerve endings also respond to stimulation by

the battery current, with the perception of a sound, best

heard at kathodal closure, but also heard less plainly at anodal

opening. It is variously felt as a hissing, or whistling, or

humming sound, and is not very easily excited in normal in-

dividuals, but is readily felt in certain conditions of increased

irritability of the auditory apparatus.

Stimulation of the auditory nerve also sets up certain other

reactions, which have been studied by Babinski. One of these

is the voltaic vertigo, and the other is the voltaic nystagmus.

These have been fully described by Weill and others,* assistants

in Babinski's clinic.

The voltaic vertigo is an inclination of the head to the side

of the anode ; it is generally produced by a current of i or a

milliamperes, and is accentuated when the current is increased.

It is not a momentary occurrence, but persists with the passage

of the current. A sensation of giddiness is felt which may cause

the patient to fall over,i especially if tried when he is standing

up. When the current is turned off, the head resumes its proper

position, slowly or suddenly, as the current is turned off slowly

or suddenly.

To observe it the electrodes should be placed, one on each

side of the head, just in front of the tragus, and should be kept

in position by an elastic band. The patient may sit up or may
stand upright, but the former is the more convenient. If

the electrodes are asymmetrically placed, with the kathode

below the lobule of the ear, the movement is partly one of rotation

of the head upon its axis.

The voltaic nystagmus is a phenomenon associated with the

voltaic vertigo. The authors of the paper from which this

account is quoted state that the nystagmus is less valuable

than the vertigo as a diagnostic sign. The nystagmus is gener-

ally rotatory, and consists of sudden rotatory movements of

the eyeball towards the kathode. It is a phenomenon less

constant and less easy to produce than the voltaic vertigo, and

requires a current of 3 or 4 milliamptos.

The exploration of these auditory reactions is disagreeable

to the patient, and shduld be completed as quickly as possible,

otherwise headache and vomiting may be set up.

Abnormality in the reactions implies alterations in the semi-

• Archivts d'£hctriciti Midicale, June 25, 1911.
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with interrupted currents. Owing to the spherical shape of the

skull, diffusion of current is favoured, and therefore the density

of current is greatly lowered at a short distance away from the

electrodes. For this reason, the stimulation becomes evenly

divided over the whole of the area between the electrodes, and

the effects produced are likely to be effects of stimulating the

brain as a whole rather than those of stimulating any small

part of it.
.

Moreover, the skin of the head is very sensitive to induction-

coil currents, and the applications soon become very painful if

the currents are strong, and this prevents close observation on

the part of the person experimented on.

Battery currents produce effects upon the brain which can

readily be perceived, although stimulation of the motor cortex

has not been accomplished. Leduc has made many experiments

upon the application of electric currents to the brain, and he

states that he has been able to recognize the successive produc-

tion of aphasia and of motor paresis by the inhibitory influence

of continuous currents applied to himself, with the negative

electrode on the forehead.

He has also described the condition known as " electric sleep,

produced by intermittent currents sent longitudinally through

the brain, and also a whole series of other peculiar phenomena,'

such as Stasia, ambulatory automatism with psychic blindness,

phototropism, acceleration and slowing of respiration, states of

lethargy and of catalepsy, loss of memory, and epilepsy.

176 Electric Sleep.—Leduc has pubHshed an account of some

remarkable effects produced by rapidly interrupted currents

passed longitudinally through the nerve centres.f The ancle

was placed on the hinder part of the back of a dog or a rabbit,

and the kathode on the skull. The skin was previously shaved.

The current was increased gradually, and at a certain strength

the animal became unconscious. When this stage was reached,

a state of tranquil sleep was induced, in which the animal

remained until the current was stopped. During this period of

sleep there was anffisthesia. As soon as the current ceases the

animal jumps up and seems quite weU, and no injurious results

follow.

. •• etudes d'filectro-psycho-physiologic," Afct. d'tkctncitl MUicdi.

December 25, 1908.

{ " LeSommeUtlectrique," Paris. Maason and Co., 1907.
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almost without effect, and strychnine increased the severity of

the seizure ^ slight degree only.

177. Thermal EOects of Currents.—It was stated in § 22 that

when a current flows through a conductor, energy is absorbed in

overcoming the resistance, and the conductor becomes heated.

This applies to all conductors, and the body is therefore heated

whenever a current passes through it. With currents of the

magnitude ordinarily employed in medical treatment the heating

effect is inappreciable, but it becomes evident when the large

currents of high frequency are used, and in the form of higli-

freque,.cy apparatus described in § 138 (Diathermy) the heating

effects become conspicuous.

It is interesting to note that the heating effects of ordinary

high-frequency currents were for a long time ignored, although

they were observed in 1896 by D'Arsonval. They were, so to

speak, rediscovered by Somerville,* who pointed out that there

was a rise in the surface temperature of a limb submitted to the

action of high-frequency currents.

The ordinary unipolar application of the high-frequency

apparatus on the condenser couch gives currents of 500 milli-

ampSres or a Kttle more. When, as is the case with the diathermy

apparatus, the current is raised to 1-5 or 2 amperes, the hcatine

effects are naturally more marked, and with this instrument

one can study tlie heating effects of electrical currents upon the

body. It is quite probable that the action of high-frequency

currents upon patients is chiefly a result of this liberation of heat

in the tissues. The alterations of blood-pressure, of pulse-rate,

of heat production, and of elimination of CO,, may all be attrib-

uted to the warming of the tissues and the physiological response

thereto. The general effects of high-frequency currents will lie

further considered in a succeeding section.

178. Death from Electric Shock.—The fatal effect of powerful

currents is due, in most cases, .o stoppage of the action oi ttir

heart, which falls into a condition of irregular fibrillar twitching,

fron. which it seems unable to recover, and it soon stops altu

gether. The tracings (Figs. 159, i6o)t show the results in some

experiments upon cats under chloroform. In the first is seen

• " The Influence of High-Frequency Currents on the Surface Tempera-

ture of the Human Body," Medical Eleclrology and Radiology, May, 1906.

t Lewis Jones. " The Lethal Effects of Electrical Currents," Briliili

Medical Journal, March 2, 1895.
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the rapid fall of blood-pressure to zero after the passage of a
current of half an ampere transversely through the thorax. A
cun-ent of the same magnitude through the skull produced a
triflmg effect, with increase of blood-pressure, which is seen in
the first part of the same tracing. In the other figure is seen the
secondary effect upon respiration, caused by the failure of the
blood-supply in the respiratory centre. These tracings were

'**i'**«*Uwn'*»wwii 1
1

'

Fig. :59.—Blood-Pressure Tracing, showing Effect of ElectricShock through Skull and through Thorax of a Cat.
'

taken during some experiments with the direct current. Oliver
and Bolam have more recently published tracings showing that
with alternating currents the results are similar. To cause death,
the currents musi have a certain minimal value, and must
traverse a vital organ, the heart being the most susceptible.
Other most important researches upon the cause of death from

electric currents are those made by MM. Prevost and Battelli,*

Fig. 160.—Failure of Respiration atfer Stoppage of the Heart
FRO.M Electric Shock.

and a valuable summary of their work will lie found in the
Arch. d'Slect. MMicale, 1902, p. 777, by Battelli. A very peculiar
point is brought out in their researches—viz., that electric
currents may kill in twc distinct ways—that is to say, either by
a direct effect upon the heart, like that shown in the tracings
just given, or by an entirely different effect upon the central
nervous system, causing an arrest of respiration, the beating of

* Comptes Rendus, March 27, 1899.

m
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the heart remaining unafiected. Battelli states that with low
pressures (small currents) death occurs, in the first manner,
through the heart. Among animals certain differences of sus-

ceptibility are observed. In dogs, for instance, the arrest of

the heart's beat is final and proves fatal ; in guinea-pigs and in

rabbits the heart's beat is arrested and fibrillar twitchings are

produced, but the natural beating may be resumed. In rats an

arrest with fibrillar twitchings is produced, but lasts only so long

as the current is passing, so that in these animals the heart re-

commences to beat in a normal manner as soon as the current is

switched off, and they are not killed through a stoppage of the

heart. Strange to say, this effect of currents in arresting the

h'"art is more evident with small than with larg' currents, and
is not observed with \'ery large currents, so that Professor

Battelli actually stales that a heart arrested by an electric shock
of small magnitude can be caused to recommence beating by a

current of large magnitude sent through it afterwards. When
the currents are large, it is the central nervous system which is

the most affected ; consequently, in cases of accident from con-

tact with high-pressure conductors, and when large currents have

traversed the patient's body, the heart-beat may not be arrested,

but there may be a profound inhibition of the respiratory centre.

As the arrest of respiration is not inevitably fatal, but may bu

recovered from, either with or without the help of artificial

respiration, it follows that beyond a certain point danger is

decreased rather than increased with increase of current through

the body. If this view is correct, it will explain some of the sur-

prising non-fatal accidents which have happened of late years

with very high-tension currents.

The views of D'Arsonval that electric shocks prove fatal by
arrest of respiration are thus seen to be correct in certain cases

only, it is probable that the fatal accidents are generally cases

in which the heart has been arrested, while the severe l)ut non-

fatal cases have suffered through shock to the nerve centres,

with temporary arrest of respiration, while their hearts have

escaped.

In the absence of direct observations, the muiimuni fatal

current for human beings may be estimated at about one-half (u

one ampere. The most common path of the discharge is from

one conductor to earth through the body, but the current may
also pass directly from the body to the other conductor of the
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i_
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Battelli considers that when alternating currents are concerned

there is diminution of danger with increase of frequency, and it

certainly appears that alternating currents of low periodicity

are dangerous even at low voltages.

In some cases persons have survived the actual shock, to die

later from extensive destruction of the whole thickness of the

tissues of a limb or hmbs. Here the phenomena are almost

certainly phenomena of heat coagulation from the conversion of

the current into heat in the tissues. Lucas* has reported a case

of this kind in which the patient, a boy of fifteen, received a

shock from the 10,000 volts main, but recovered consciousness,

and was taken to the hospital. The extremities were pulseless

and in a state of solid oedema. Gangrene followed. Amputa-
tions were performed ; the arterial trunks were found to be

thrombosed, and the patient died on the ninth day after the

accident.

As artificial respiration may restore people vho have been

apparently killed by electric shocks, provided that there has

not been a definite stoppage of the heart, this procedure should

always be tried ; and mention may here be made of an apparatu-.

designed to facilitate artificial respiration, called the " Synchron
"

life-saving apparatus. f 'It consists of a board, upon which the

patient is laid, with a pair of hinged levers working together

at one end of it. To use it the levers are strapped to the

patient's wrists, and when they are moved they ensure that tlir

respirator}' movements given to the arms in the pro< " 3 of arti-

ficial respiration shall synchronize properly. All that is necessary

to do is to raise and lower the levers slowly and regularly—that

is easy, and ensures a good inspiratory and expiratory movement.

* Clinical Transactioiis, ig05.

t The Synchron Co.. 11, Serjeant's Inn, London, E.C.



CHAPTER X

GENERAL THEBAPEUTIC CONSIDERATIONS

Chemical and physical basis of electrical tieatment—btiraulating and
trophic effects—Ionic medication— 1 hernial effects of high-frequency
currents—Effects of statical treatment—Effects of X rays— Effects
of radium—Phototherapy.

179- Chemical and Physical Eftects of Currents.—When we
come to consider the medical applications of electricity, we must
begin witli clear ideas of the effects which can reasonably be
expected on physiological grounds, and must then proceed t(

inquire as to the best methods to be followed for obtaining t..c

results desired in any given case.

Reduced to first principles, the effects of electrical currents
upon the body are the results cither of ionic movement or of
heat production, and we have to consider the various events
which may follow, either directly or indirectly, from one or other
of these physical phenomena, and the best way of applying them
in the treatment of disease.

It is unnecessary to consider any mysterious " vital " effects
of electricity, nor need we waste time over the notion that elec-

tricity cures through its effect upon the imagination. It is true
that cures can be wrought in functional disorders by making use
of electricity to terrify or to hurt, or in some other way to impress
the minds of the subjects to whom such applications are given,
but all that kind of business occupies a place apart from the
genuine practice of electro-therapeutics, which is based solely
upon chemical and physical considerations, and does not require
the assistance of the imagination of the patient.

i8o. Stlmulaut and Trophic Effects.—The most general of all

the actions for which electricity is used is that of stimulation of
the functions or the tissues of the body, and especially of the
nervous and muscular tissues.

There still exists a widespread notion that electricity is useful
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only ior the stimulation of paralyzed limbs, and this belief has

tended in the past to Umit the scope of electro-therapeutics, and

to interfere with its progress. But although the use of electricity

in motor and sensory paralysis is an important one, the stimu-

lating effect of electrical currents in other conditions is also of

great utility, so that we tind it used with great advantage as a

general application to tlie whole body for its " trophic " effects

in states of general debility or of defective nutrition, such as

anaemia, rickets, ot)esity, rheumatism, gout, etc. Its stimulating

action upon the peripheral circulation is evident irotn the rapid

good effects which it produces in chilblains, and in promoting the

absorption of effusions into joints and serous cavities.

Many kinds of electrical application produce stimulating

effects. Interrupted currents, such as those of the induction

coil, and the sinusoidal dynamo current, influence especially the

nervous and muscular apparatus by setting up small hut suddni

and frequently repeated ionic displacements. High-frequency

appUcations stimulate by the production of heat in the parts

through which the current passes, and therefore act especially

upon the vasomotor mechanisms. The spark and brush dis-

charges of the static machinb and of high-frequency apparatus

stimulate through the cutaneous sensory nerves chiefly by

minutely localized heating effects.

D'Arsonval, who examined the trophic effects of electrical

applications of various kinds, has shown that induction-coil

currents, by producing more or less extensive muscular contrac-

tions, augment the oxidation processes of the body, but that

even when so gentle as to cause no muscular contraction they

can nevertheless cause modifications in the nutritive exchanges

of the body with increased production of heat ; and that the

sinusoidal current acts similarly and produces a more marked

effect. By its use the respiratory exchanges can be augmented

by 25 per cent., and that without provoking any muscular con-

tractions whatever. This result is found both in men and in

animals.

Experiments were made by Dr. Beard* to determine the effect

of " general faradization " upon the growth of young dogs, and

they were kept under treatment for four weeks, being treated

daily with an ii.Juction-coil current ; at the end of the time the

two animals which had been so treated had gained in weight

* Beard and Rockwell, " Medical and Surgical Uses ul Electricity."
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fcter and were perceptibly biKger than two others which ha.ibeen kept untreated as control animals

voun'.^'lhh'."''"'!''
"""'' "' «"'?"'"«""* on the n.uscles of

Zm , , r!""
'"'"°'" '"'"^' "' •'•'^'"^ applications. Thegroup of hamstnng muscles was chosen; those of the left side-ere st.mulaed in various ways daily during twenty days , fofour mmutes a day

;
those of the right side were left for puL eof comparison. At the end of the period the animals wefe kUledand the muscles of the two sides careful!,, removed and weighed

'

stim .HH
""'

:'',r''""^
."icroscopically. The modes ol

rChm ""^ 1 '°"°"' ' "' '^^' induction-coil current withrhythmic penods lastmg for one second, and followed by onesecond of mterva:, and so on for four minutes
; (2) the batterycurrent of two miUiamp^res, with the same periods of stimula'^on and repose;

(3) electrostatic sparks, two or three milli-metres long repeated every two seconds for the same periods
(4 etamzafon of muscle for four minutes, by means oTan in-'ducfon coil without any intervals of repose; (5) steady battery
current for four minutes, without any intervals of repose

'

The results showed a gain of forty per cent, in weight on thestimulated side with the rhythmic induction shocks, and ofeighteen per cent, with the rhythmic battery current. The
sustained tetanization caused a marked loss of weight- the

weilhr T^'^ '"""^
r""""'

"""" "^ ^"S"' increa;e in

muscle
,

the loss was accompanied by histological evidence ofdar^age to the muscle fibres. The static sparks had no visible
effect The author concludes that for promoting the growth ofmuscle by electricity the current should be internipted and the
periods of contraction and repose of the muscle should bearranged so as to approximate to the conditions cf a muscle

fr^A 1^ 'T'" °^ '^y^^""'" gymnastic movements, withabout thirty penods of contraction and thirty intervals of restper minute, prolonged tetanization being hurtful
H. Bordierf has made experiments of the same kind on ahealthy human being, and has shown a direct result upon thegrowth of muscle from electrical stimulation. He made ^se ofa combined " galvano-faradic •' current interrupted rhythmi-cauy 30 times a mmute, with intervals of one second. The

• ArcMvcs d-tUctricitf Midicale, February and March 1804.
T Ibtd., 1902, p. 331 (with iUustratioas).

n
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biceps, brachialis anticm, supinator longus, and the extensors

of the wrist of one side, were stimulated on alternate days for

periods of ten minutes. After two months the parts were
measured, and compared with measurements which had been

carefully taken before treatment was begun. The increases

were as follows : Girth at centre of arm, 27 centimetres ; at

lower third, 2-3 centimetres ; of forearm, 2 jntimetres below

fold of elbow, 23 centimetres ; at 5 cuntimetrcs lower down,
2 centimetres.

i8t. ModM of Applieatlon.—When it h wished to produce a

general stimulation of the whole boily, the electric bath provides

one of the best methods. The source of current should be cither

an induction coil or the alternating mains, using a transformer

and a rhythmic interrupter.

The apparatus used for the electric bath has been described

in § 70. For the administration of the bath the procedure

should be as follows : The current should be turned on to half

strength before the patient enters the bath, and the circuits

tested, the strength of the current being gauged by feeling it

with the hands immersed at ,the two ends of the bath.

The patient, liter entering the bath, should sit up for a minute

or so to become accustomed to the sensations produced by the

current, and this should be increased slowly and cautiously.

With the sinusoidal current 30 or 40 milliampSres are generally

sufficient. With induction-coil currents the strength should n"*

be so great as to make the patient's muscles rigid.

After the bath the patient should dress slowly, in order to allow

the activity of the circulation in the skin to diminish during the

process of dressing. If the patient dresses hurriedly while the

skin is perspiring, he will feel damp and uncomfortable, and will

run the risk of taking a chill. With due care there is very little

danger of cold after an electric bath.

The duration of the bath should be for te.. or fifteen minutes,

and they may be given on alternate days. Twelve baths should

produce signs of a good result if the treatment is going to prove

useful, but in many chronic states more than this number will

be wanted.

It is usual for patients to feel tired and inclined to sleep after

an electric bath, and it is as well to tell them of this before-

hand, or they may take it as an unfavourable sign.

In all electric bath treatment the utmost care must be taken
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TLuJT " T""" """ "" "«•"*""« «fP»™«>»- Any
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To, fo V"^^ '"• *'"' '""'• '"-''' ^"^''^ •« "° hitch. Z also
§ 93 for the precautions to be adopted to .-nsure safety in electricbaths supplied from the mains. A case has lately been rcS"
nected to 240-volt mams and unsuitably protected •
The four-cell bath of Dr. Sohnee, and the arm bath (H 68 60)are also very convenient modes of applying electrici^ for ?h„

the fuU-length bath should be used in these also
For local stimulation the current may be applied with ordinarvmo.tened electrodes

(§ 67). If a rhyth.nic'l^temipter
i avl l'able the electrodes should be attached by straps or bandageso the part to be treated, so that the current «dll traverse theaffected area

;
or m default of a rhythmic interrupter, the ^si ed

with a handle for I!,, active electrode, which the f.p,..utor will

the time of the application. The first method is the bestA form of general stimulation applied chiefly to the nerveentres has been proposed by Beard and Rockwell, under thename of -central galvanization." Direct current L used Ionsists in placng the negative pole at the epigastrium whiehe positive pole is applied to certain partsof the head, esp^cTX

as ric inThrn r" IT''-
'" '''' ^y-Pathetic and pZZ

thTfii^ to the ;
'

. t"^.
'"' "''°''= '^"S"' "' 'he spine fromthe first to the last vertebra." It is said to be useful in cases of

pC' tT:TT ^'^?P'"^"^^^' "y^^^^^- --^ other com-

mon! i ""°" °' ^^'^h application may be for tenminutes, the strength of current ranging between five and len

i'l
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milliatnperes, according to the part under treatment, and being

reduced a little for thie applications to the head.

Leduc has also insisted on the beneficial stimulant effect of

direct currents applied to the brain, in a longitudinal direction.

Interruptions and variations of current are to be avoided, as

their action is disagreeable, while the brain seems to respond
better to steady currents. The effect is probably due to the

ionic interchanges which are set up.

Armstrong* advises the use of currents of one to five milli-

ampSres for the head, and up to twenty milliampJres for the

spine, with applications for ten to thirty minutes repeated three

or four times a week, or daily. He quotes cases in which he
obtained good results in palpitation and irregular action of the

heart, in conditions of cerebral exhaustion, and in neurasthenia.

With currents of too great strength, or too abruptly made and
broken, unpleasant effects may follow, especially in the applica-

tions to the head.

Electrical applications to the nerve centres will probably be

found useful in many cases of the kinds just mentioned.

Capriati's experiments (§ 185) with healthy individuals have
shown that the application of currents of ten to fifteen milliam-

pSres to the spine for ten minutes produces a marked effect upon
the muscular power.f This favourable effect is commonly
observed with patients under treatment.

The simultaneous use of the continuous and the interruptoil

current has been recommended. The method consists in con-

necting together the secondary circuit of an induction coil and
a direct-current battery, by joining up the negative pole of the

one with the positive of the other, so as to send both currents

together through the body. It was thought that the effects

of the interrupted current were enhanced by a simultaneous

galvanization. Dr. de Watteville had a high opinion of the

advantage of this mode of treatment, particularly for electriza-

tion of the abdominal viscera, in rheumatic conditions, and in

atrophic paraljreis. The method is still occasionally used.

182. lonie EDects.—The effects of stimulation are best ob-

tained by working with varying currents, as we have just seen

(although the brain and perhaps the spinal cord may be excep-

* Transactions of the Royal Medical Society of London, vol. xxi.

t
" Influence de I'filectricitfe sur la Force Mnsculaire," Arcfi. d'cleclricitt

Mldicale, November, 1 899.
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By ihe use of electrical currents the active ions of many com-

pounds can be introduced into the skin and the subcutaneous

tissues, or into the floor of an ulcer, or the walls of a sinus. We
do not know precisely how deeply we can introduce ions in

effective quantity, but we do know that for superficial morbid

conditions the introduction of an appropriate ion produces an

immediate good effect. The following passages, translated from

one of Leduc's papers,* give us information about the three

valuable ions, zinc, salicylic acid, and chlorine, which aave

useful medical properties.

" Of the heavy metals, there are many whose ions are more

or less caustic, probably because they coagulate albuminous

substances, but the one which is of most interest from a medical

point of view is the ion of zinc. This ion is an antiseptic of the

first rank, and there is no wound or ulcer which cannot be dis-

infected by its employment, provided its surface can be reached

by the electrodes. One of its peculiarities is that it provokes

but little inflammatory reaction. When I have experimented

with zinc upon the skin of animals, and have caused superficial

or even deep ulceration, I have observed that the wounds pro-

duced show no inflammatory effect or sign of infection from

germs, even if they are left completely imcovered ; on the con-

trary, they remain aseptic, so t! at it appears as if the ions of

zinc which they contain serve as the best possible of antiseptic

agents. Zinc ions should be used in the treatment of chronic

ulcers, sinuses, or fistulae, the method being far preferable to

curettage, which manifestly incurs risks of setting free infective

agents, and of admitting them into the blood and lymph channels

of the part operated on.

" Some of the more complex ions of organic compounds can

also be made use of in electrolytic applications, as, for instance,

adrenaline, cocaine, and others. Anaesthesia of the surface can

be produced in five minutes with cocaine with a current of small

density, but its practical employment in this way requires dis-

crimination, because irritation of the skin is apt to follow, with

a brown discoloration, which may persist for a considerable

time. It is interesting to note that cocaine introduced in this

way diffuses away very slowly from the point where it is intro-

duced.

1904.

Les Ions en M6decine," Archives d'^lectriciti Midicale, Sept. 25,

" Electric Ions and their Use in Medicine," Rebman, London.
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Only those drugs can be used for ionization which are soluble

in water and are dissociated when dissolved, and these are known

as " electrolytes" (§ i6). They include inorganic neutral, acid

and basic salts, and the similar organic compounds, such as

salts of the alkaloids, salts of organic acids, as for insta-^ce sali-

cylic, but not such things as chloroform or iodoform, nor car-

bolic acid, which is an alcohol, and not an acid.

Hydrogen, the metals and the alkaloids are introduced from

the positive pole ; their ions are potitively charged, and are

repelled horn the positive pole towards the negative. Acids

and hydroxyl are introduced from the negative pole.

The depth to which ions penetrate in a given time varies for

di.ferent ions, as they have different " velocities." The simpler

ions, such as hydrogen, hydroxyl, Utliium, have high velocities,

and penetrate more rapidly. The heavy or complex ions mcve
slcv'.y, but, on the other hand, a greater weight of a heavy io!'

will enter for a given current. In any case it is probable that

the penetration is not to > great depth, for the ions, which carry

all the current at the parts nearest to the electrodes, pass on

their charges to the tissue ions after penetrating more or less

and so lose their impetus. Experiments made with radium

ions show that the penetration is sufficient to produce uefinite

effects

Haret and Danne found in a rabbit that after an applicat'on

of thirty minutes to the foot, the radium had penetrated through

the skin and all the soft tissues, and some was found in the bun"".

In a heifer another experiment lasted thirty minutes, and the

current was 20 milliamperes. The animal was killed twenty-four

hours later, and again the radium was found to have reached

through the whole thickness of the part treated, includmg tho

bone. The experiment was made on the fore-limb, which

measured 7 centimetres in thickness.

There is a difficulty in introducing the ions of the heavy metals

to any depth because they enter into combination with the

phosphates of the tissues to form insoluble precipitates, and so go

out of action. Zinc phosphate, being rather less insoluble than

the others, may penetrate a little deeper. Silver, which readily

forms an insoluble chloride, is not suitable for ionic introduction

except for the very superficial layers. Mercury also precipititcs

very readily in contact with the juices of the body.

The heavy metals being specially valuable as germicides, they
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current during the application, and for this reason an apparatus

nice that shown in Fig. 8i is better for ionic medication than a

portable battery. The attachments of the conducting cords

must be secure ; rubber-covered cords should be used to avoid

corrosion, which is very apt to take place with silk-covered cords,

through the accidental moistening of the cords by the solutions

at the ends near their junction with the electrodes.

The electrodes should have two layers of felt sewn on to them,

and between the felt and the skintheremust becottoncloths, folded

in sixteen layers a.id well soaked with Hie appropriate solutions.

These thicknesses of tissue are to delay the arrival at the skin sur-

face of the caustic ions H and OH, which originate at the metal

surfaces (§ 162). These coverings and cloths must be larger than

the metal part of the electrodes, and must cover a good large area

when large currents are used. They may be made secure by

bandages, which also ensure a good contact between the cloth

and the skin. The skin shodld be washed before the application,

to remove any greasy matter, and the soap used must also be

rinsed away with care. If any abrasion or acne spot exists on

the skin at the place where the pads are to be applied, it must be

carefully covered with a small piece of rubber plaster. The

current must be turned on quite gradually, or large magnitudes

of cmrent will not be reached without pain or burning. During

the commencement of the application the patient must be told

to mention any development of spots of sharp, pricking pain,

as these may mean that the skin is not taking the current evenly,

and that a blister is likely to form. An even burning sensation

felt all over the covered area, like that of a mustard-leaf, is a

sign that the current is entering evenly. If the milliampere-

metre, after being steady, should begin to go up quickly during

the application, it may mean that the skin is giving out.

The ionic applications should be repeated every other day, if

the skin will bear it, but not oftener. In general one may say

that one long application is better than two brief ones.

183. "The Refreshing Action" ol the Galvanic Current.—A
peculiar effect of direct currents, which may be due to the

transport of ions, was investigated by Dr. Vivian Poore,* who

made some remarkable experiments upon the refreshing action

of the continuous current on the fatigue of muscles, produced

when a weight is held out steadily at arm's length. In one

• " Electricity in .Medicine and Surgery." Dr. G. V. Poore, London, 1870.
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magnitude of current used in the fi^
" "° 'mportance. The

"as 10 to 13 milliampJr ^''Penments on the spine

peciL'SoTt^rrpLrh^'^
Po.soning has been described^byTha'^SrGl:S"TS

• ^rcM,,, i'iUcMcitl UHicaU. ,904, p. 69.
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have stated that the passage of a direct current arrests the mani-

festations of poisoning by the allcaloid in frogs and in guinea-

pigs. So long as the current flows there is quiescence, although

the stoppage of the current is quickly followed by the develop-

ment of the characteristic tetanic spasms. By means of pro-

longed electrical applications death from strychnine may be

prevented as the animal is kept quiet until the poison can be

eliminated by the kidneys.

187. Electrolytic EBects.—The electrolytic action of the current

is used in surgery as a means for producing destruction of tissue

in a simple and minutely localized manner. This is effected

by the agency of the chemical products set free at the poles

during the passage of the current. As these bodies are dif-

ferent at the two poles, so the actions which take place at the

poles differ from one another to a certain extent. The advan-

tages of being able to localize the effects so precisely is well seen

in the operation for the rembval of hairs, for here the destruc-

tive effects are confined to such a minute area in the imme-

diate neighbourhood of the hair follicle that no perceptible scar

is produced, although the hair follicle is eradicated. Electrolysis

has been used for the following purposes : (i) The removal of

superfluous hair, of moles, and of warts ; {2) destruction of

nsvi ; (3) coagulation of blood in aneurysms ; (4) destruction

of strictures of the urethra, lachrymal canals, oesophagus,

rectum, and Eustachian tube. Electrolysis has also been used

for the destruction of cancerous growths and for the treatment

of fibromyoma of the uterus.

Needles are used commonly in surgical electrolysis. They may

be of platinum, in which case the destructive effects are due to

chlorine at the anode, or to sodium hydrate at the kathode.

Steel needles may be used at the kathode to take the place of

platinum, but they must never be used at the anode, for the

effect there is to form an insoluble black oxide of iron, which

remains as a permanent black mark in the skin. Indeed, it

tattooing were to be done, it could be accomphshed much more

rapidly and safely with a steel anode than by the methods of

puncture and rubbing in Indian-ink. Needles of zinc are verj-

useful in some electrolytic procedures, used as anodes. Here

the destructive effect is due to the ions of zinc sent off from the

needle, and the zinc chloride formed at its surface. Zinc elec-

trolysis is valuable for small nsevi, for small moles, and for warts.
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In the nervous disturbance, which occur about «h« .t™;"''
'|!^

menopause decided benefit may be obtamed from simple static

charging with the use of the negative breeze.

Statical applications undoubtedly act upon the <unct on o

menstruation' and I have several times found that stat^ca

treatment restored regularity in cases of
f
7™°"!^;- .

^°'*",^,

Bird has also insisted upon the value of this eff«:t °« =»»""

treatment.* With patients receiving a course of treatment for

ondhions quite unconnected with the generative function, t

is common to remark some effect upon »»>« >^enstrua I^nods^

Professor Doumer.f of Lille, has published his note on 400

women reated by static electricity. In 342 the uterine func

Tio^s were quite normal ; in the rest, 58 in number, there was

ome comprint of menstrual trouble, mainly of the nature o

dylenorrhcea. Among these patients there was a hasten ngo

the commencement of the period in 68 per cent., and a" >" ease

of the flow in 77 per cent. Among the 400 cases there were 178

who had some 'pains or dis-omfort about the date o the com-

mencement of their pence'- md 73 per cent, of these 130

^Trson" were relieved of these symptoms, while the remainder

were not. Menstrual irregularity was present m 51 cases, and

qukkly disappeared in 31. These results followed for the mos

pa t upon sfmple electrostatic charging, but the breeze or th

roUe. applied to the lumbar region produced a more prompt

''when the brush discharge is used, rise of blood-p.essure

probably depends upon the peculiar stimulation of the sensory

nerves of the skin which is produced. The spark and brush

discharge of high frequency is said to have a similar action on

bod pressure.' With the point electrodes th^e sensory im^

pressions can be made to vary from a cool end gentle breez

effect to an intensely pungent prickmg, and much of the success

of static applications depends upon the adjustment of the degree

of cutaneous stimulation to the nature of the -ndividud case^

The effect of brush discharges upon pain in the superficial

cutimeous nerves, as, for example, in headache or neuralgia,

iss^meTm^ ^er; striking. Care must be taken when treating

patie" the Slief of pain not to spoil the effect by accidental

. Golding Bird, "Electricity and Magnetism," .849. L«ture V. and

Appendix B.
. „ *:

{Archives if^Uctricite M^dicale, 1897. P- 96-
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sparks or shocks. With the nogitive point (the pntiont charged
positively) there is not so much risk of this, (or sparking <lo,.,
not occur under these conditions, except with the point at very
close quarters. '

The effect upon the skin of a strong brush .lischarge through
woollen clothing remains plainly visible for some hours after-
wards, in a persistent reddening or in the form of urticarial
elevations.

The most intense cutaneous stimulation is that produced by
the roller electrode (§ 127). The shock and muscular contraction
which IS produced by the application of a spark from the knob
or ball electrode relieves pains of a myalgic nature, and often
relieves them instantaneously. Probably it acts by a sort of
forcible wrenching of muscle fibres. It is useful to request a
patient with a pain in a muscle to assume the attitude which
provokes or increases the muscular pain, and then to apply the
spark or sparks to the painful part. In lumbago this treatmentby sparks sometimes relieves promptly
The local action of static discharges upon the skin is shownby Its effects in certain skin diseases. As is the case with high-

frequency currents, the brush and spark discharges produce
ozone and nitric vapours which may have an effect in bringing
about the result. In pniritus, which is so often intractable to

ZrZ 7T ? "''f
""'^"' '" {^""^i^. in eczema, and in varicose

ulcers of the leg, tl- brush discharge is often efficacious. Albert
Weil has reported a case of lupus cured by the brush dischargeand static sparks.' No doubt the local hyper.-emia which the

esults Tt\'"^"" f'^'
" '"^^ P^^' in bringing about the

Ihn cL. r '^-^l^ntly noticed by others, and it has

o the bn^rn"r °"" °^"''''°"' that repeated applications
of he brush discharge to the scalp seem to stimulate the growth

thi efflTb r°^'™/ '" "P"^^" '^ -"- °f -^- in which

If Hint
.'"" *'" '""''^<^- I" °"^ case-that of a girl

the hair "h k'
*'""""'"' '°'" "^"^^'henia by static methodL

h^.M ^ i"''/'
""^ commencement only reached to the

hertnees.
" '*" '""""'^ S^""" ^° ^^ '° -='<='' <>-" 'o

seen1«i^.!m
°' '"«''-''''^»0'«'y Curre„,s.-We have alreadysten

(§ 132) that thest -urrents have the peculiarity of producing
• I'rogris Mldicale, 1900.

f --limales d'Jtleclrnbiohsie. .\pril. ,5,1.
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no muscular shock nor any painful sensory effect, even when

applied as currents of very large quantity.

I'iKli-frcquency currents may be given as a general applica-

tion hy means of ordinary electroiles grasped in the h inds or

attached to some part of the body surface, or they may be used

by what may be known as " sparking methods," in the form of

sparks, eillcuves, or brush discharges, as, for instance, with the

glass vacuum electrodes shown in Fig, 131. The effects in the

two cases are different.

In the former the parts of the body near the electrode arc

traversed by currents of large magnitude, and these exercise the

thermal action referred to in § 177, and set up a local vascular

dilatation, which in its turn reacts upon the gener.il circulation,

and upon the heart's action, if the local effect is of sufficient

extent and magnitude. Thus are produced the various effects

which ha\ e been observed to follow general applications of high

frequency. The favourite method is to use the condenser couch

(§ 133), with the patient holding the handles, both of which are

connected to the same pole of the apparatus. The condenser

couch is a " monopolar " method, and is more free from any dis-

turbances which might arise through irregular working of the

spark-gap, whereas if both poles are applied to the patient there

may at times be a disagreeable tetanizing effect, which should be

avoided. The method of auto-conduction {see p. 210) is not

much used.

Among the physiological facts observed by D'Arsonval from

general applications of high-frequency are an increase of the

output of CO,, noted as having been raised from 17 to 37 litres

per hour ; an increase of heat production, from 79 to 127

calories per hour ; and an increase of nitrogen and phosphoric

acid in the urine.

The effect on the general blood-pressure has been much con-

sidered. Some writers have reported permanent lowering of the

blood-pressure in cases of arterial hypertension, particularly by

the method of auto-conduction, but others have been unable

to observe this. In the experiments of Bergonie, Broca, and

Ferrie,* whicli were designed to settle the question of the in-

fluence of high-frequency currents upon arterial tension, very

powerful apparatus was used, and a number of patients were

treated by auto-conduction, some of them being cases with

• Archives d'/SlecMcili Midicale, 1907, p. 731.
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(Fig. 131), or by means of the effluve from metallic points held

just beyond sparking distance. Actual sparks are also used,

especiaUy for the destruction of moles, warts, etc. The Oudin

resonator is often used for this class of high-frequency treatment

(§ 134). The action of the effluve or of the multiple fine sparking

of the vacuum electrodes seems to be one of stimulation or

counter-irritation, and perhaps the generation of heat and the

production of ozone and of oxides of nitrogen at the actual skin

surface may play a not unimportant part in bringing about a

favourable result.

It has been shown by A. G. Foulerton and A. M. Kellas* that

high-frequency currents appear to have no direct bactericidal

action, but that there is a production of ozone and of nitrous

and nitric acids by the brush discharges of high-frequency appa-

ratus, and that these exercise a strong germicidal effect upon

cultures of bacteria. They express the opinion that when an

ulcerated surface is treated by the brush discharge of a high-

frequency apparatus the method may be regarded mainly as a

means of bringing germicidal substances in an active condition

into contact with the bacteria present in the lesion. Possibly

the results reported to have followed high-frequency treatment

in gonorrhtea and in pyorrhoea are brought about in this way.

The morbid conditions of the skin in which success has been

most commonly obtained with high-frequency treatment are

pruritus, psoriasis, eczema, acne, sycosis, and lupus.

The spark from a metallic electrode is of value in angioma

and in tubercular lupus. For flat angiomata (port-wine mark)

Bergonie appHes an aigrette of very numerous small sparks;

the tissue becomes pale after a few seconds of this appHcation.

This is followed by an inflammatory reaction, which results in a

cure of the subcutaneous condition, with more or less decoloriza-

tion of the epidermis. Strebel of Munich finds that active sparks

may cure lupus and rodent ulcer. His application is by a pointed

metallic electrode from the Oudin resonator, held at a distance'

of I or 2 millimetres from the surface ; a stream of sparks is allowed

to pass uninterruptedly. After about five seconds the skin

blanches, the epidermis is shrivelled or fissured, and the blood-

vessels are all constricted. The spark is allowed to act for ten

or twenty seconds. An inflammatory reaction is produced, and

this is succeeded by elimination of the morbid tissues and a

• Lanctl, .\pril J5, 1903 ; May 19, 1906.
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area, and Bnally a yellowish adherent leathery- scab or crust

forms, and remains unchanged for many weeks, the part being

intensely painful. After the lapse of a longer or shorter time

the necrotic patch separates, leaving a raw red surface which

heals only very slowly, and may break down again from slight

causes. Nothing in the way of dressings seems able to reUeve

the pain or to accelerate the healing process. It seems to be

useful to apply some impermeable dressing, because the contact

of air with the sore is quite painful. A year may elapse before

the part heals.

The gradual onset after a latent period suggests that the lesion

is a tropho-neurotic one, due to the damage sustained by the

superficial nerves of the part. Certainly there is partial ansES-

thesia in and around the affected area, which may persist for

many months. After healing, the part may gradually acquire

a nevoid character, and remain irritable and tender for many

years.

X-ray bums are specially produced by the rays emitted by

" soft " tubes with a resistance of less than 3 inches of spark-gap.

Fortunately, X-ray dermatitis does not always follow this

tragic course. In the earlier stages the symptoms may recede

without the formation of a necrosed area, and this is most Ukely

to follow if great care be taken to protect the part from every

chance of accidental injury. So soon as the advent of a severe

bum is apprehended, the part should be covered with cotton-

wool and a bandage. No antiseptic lotions or ointments, no

bathing with water nor poulticing, should be employed. The

writer, by proceeding in this way, was fortunately able to arrest

the progress of a serious bum on the dorsum of his own hand.

The part was kept covered with a layer of wool, and protected

by a glove for three weeks. At the end of that time the livid

cedematous condition had passed off, and the skin separated

in one large piece, leaving a tender but healed surface beneath.

Twelve years have now elapsed since the time of the bum, which

viras produced as an experiment, and the area is covered with

nevoid patches (telangiectases), which are gradually diminishing.

The epidermis is thin and smooth, and easily affected by cold,

and is devoid of hair.

The effects of a series of X-ray exposures of moderate duration

are not the same as those produce<l by one or two prolonged

exposures. Most X-ray burns of the severe kind just described
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have followed one or at least few exposures of inordinate length

to the 've^'''""'"' ^'
""'^ *" "^^^""y '° P"^h the expLu e^to the very verge of causing dermatitis. In fact, dermati«s-s often mtentionally caused, and in experienced hands aTha'
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gen™ aUvThe ''™^""' '"""« ' '^""^^ °' treatment bu

e^the!^
" ""*"""' """'"e in the shape of harmlesserythema to warn an experienced operator. Some pecuIiaT in

iTZluTI'''' ='""'"« °" '''" => 'o-g intervarhav beenrtescnbed by Oudm.* In these, after six months' intervaTsomeught cause seems to have provoked ulceration of a retljo^type, ve,y much like acute X-ray dermatitis. Bergon^ and
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^l r •* *' ""^ ""^'^ maximal doses are now often givenScholzt and also other observers have recorded a falling ofhair or a production of dermatitis not only at the point wherethe X rays entered, but also at their point of exit the Tntervening tissues remaining unaffected, and this seems to showthat destructive effects first manifest themselves upon theep. hehal cells, although as soon as the injury has reached a

fests Itself in a marked dilatation of the vessels, with gatheringleucocytes and emigration of the blood-corpuscles
^

Suit "^T '" **" ™''''' "' °' importance as affecting thefurther development and healing of the ulceration
A different form of dermatitis is seen in X-ray operators inpersons who are much engaged with X-ray appa^at^or in th"

btf^rr ^' "^-"^ *"'" '" '""^™' 'he skin f hebacks of the hands gradually becomes chronically inflamed andthickened, and cracks develop round the knuckles ; the hai^ f^i

_^'^"Accideat8 tardif, du, aux rayon, X," Annaks d'ei.ctroMofu.

t " Sur quelques formes de rtaction prtcoce aorta dn ir™ji.«
Roentgen." Archive ^&„/w«« Midic^^t^.Til^"

""*«"<""

J Arclitvtsf. Dtrm. und Syphilofmphu. 1902.
"'
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out. and are not renewed; the nails become brittle, longitudinally

striated and deformed, and the parts are irritable or intensely

painful. Eventually ulceration sets in, and when this stage is

reached treatment becomes almost ineffectual. A good photo-

graph of this condition can be seen in the Archives of the Roentgen

Ray, 1904, vol. viii. ; and a graphic account of his own suffering

from chronic dermatitis has been written by Mr. J. Hall-Edwards,*

with photographs of the state of the hands in a severe case.

See also St; Bartholomew's Hospital Reports, vol. xlv., 1909, for

a report with illustrations of seven cases of simple X-ray der-

matitis, and notes of twenty-four cases of malignant disease

following it. Complete removal of the sufferer from all exposure

to X rays for a period of many months affords little relief.

.imputation of the fingers or the upper limbs has been necessary

in a number of cases, and death from development of carcinoma

in the chronically inflamed ti5sue;s has ensued in numerous in-

stances.

Conjunc.v ids and retinitis have been known to follow X-ray

exposures under the conditions causing chronic dermatitis in

X-ray operators. X rays have a destructive influence upon

leucocytes, and repeated exposures cause a decrease in the

number circulating in the blood, which has been turned to

account in the treatment of leukaemia. At the German Congress

of Internal Medicine, Drs. Linzer and Helber,t of Tiibingen,

stated that in small animals the blood could be almost denuded

of leucocytes by repeated applications of the rays, and added that

the destruction of the leucocytes could be observed under the

microscope in fresh preparations. They considered that the

destruction of the leucocytes set free tox'c substances in the

serum, and attributed the nephritis observed in irradiated

animals to toxins formed by the destruction of the leucocytes.

It has been stated that under the action of the rays lecithin is

broken up, with the setting free of choline and methylamine,

and the toxic symptoms sometimes observed in patients who

have received large doses of X rays might be explained by the

results of this change. All young and growing tissues are

especially vulnerable, and the glandular tissues also seem very

susceptible to the effects of X rays.

• " On Chronic X-Ray Dermatitis." British Medical Jounal. October I s,

1904.

I Reported in Lancet, May 13, 1905.
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glands can no longer be felt ; but later on generalization takes

place ; cough announces the mediastinal invasion, and one can

only delay, not prevent, a fatal termination. In scirrhous cancer

in older women, and in slow-growing forms of cancer of the breast,

the results are much better. The X rays will keep the patient

for a long time free from pain, from ulceration, and from any

considerable advance of the disease, and the treatment seems to

be advantageous in every way." The opinion to-day remains

much the same. In internal cancer the results are very seldom

of any value. There may be some temporary relief of symptoms,

but nothing more can be expected in the present state of our

knowledge.

In sarcoma a certain small number of cases appear to have been

benefited permanently, and a much larger number have shown

striking but temporary improvement.

In tubercular affections of th^ lymphatic glands a certain

degree of success has been obtained. In leuksemi.i great ameliora-

tion of symptoms may be produced—at least, for a time ;
but it is

not yet possible to claim real permanent successes in this disease.

In the treatment of adenoids, of enlarged tonsils, and of exoph-

thalmic goitre, the power of X rays to arrest the growth of

glandular tissues has been used with advantage.

In tinea tonsurans X rays afford a remedy of great value, and

by their use the duration of the disease can be greatly reduced.

The action is an indirect one, for the rays cause a temporary loss

of hair in the parts exposed, and before the hair grows again the

fungus has disappeared from that area. The rays have no direct

action upon the ringworm fungus.

191. The Action ol Radium Kays.—The rays of radium affect

micro-organisms in varying degree. Non-spore-bearing bacteria

are generally killed after two to fourteen hours' exposure.

Spores may not be killed with less than seventy-two hours'

exposure. As the distance between the radium and the micro-

organism is increased, the germicidal action becomes less marked.

so that after thirty hours' exposure at one centimetre some may

survive, and at ten centimetres there is little or no action.

Radium rays exert a marked retarding influence on the eggs of

sea-urchins. Spermatozoa are rapidly enfeebled and killed, and

ova exposed to radium rays may develop irregular embryos by

parthenogenesis.

The larvae of insects kept in a tube with radium for twenty-
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Radium rays give rise to bums of the skin like those caused by
X rays, and the scars of these bums are often deeply pigmented,

and may develop telangiectases like those which follow X-ray
dermatitis.

Radium has been applied to the treatment of the conditions

for which X rays have been found useful. It is useful in nsevus,*

and in port-wine mark, but acts better on the young growing
tissue of the former than on the latter.

Many cases of rodent ulcer have been treated successfully by
radium bromide. In the British Medical Journal for January 23,

1904, Mackenzie Davidson published five cases treated with
radium. The quantity used by him in these cases was five milli-

grammes. It was enclosed in a glass tube, and affixed with
plaster to the affected part. E.xposures of twenty or thirty

minutes were given, and in some cases longer. A reaction is

produced on or about the eighth day, and is complete after the

lapse of another fourteen days. Nowadays rodent ulcer is

treated by longer and stronger applications. In rodent ulcer

radium finds its best field for treatment. The radium rays are

often filtered by enclosing the radium in a metal sheath, so as to

prevent the escape of the alpha and beta rays. In the attempt
to cure malignant disease radium has been very much used, and
a vast quantity of literature dealing with the subject has been

published. Those who wish to pursue the subject should do so in

the writings of Dominici.f Wickham and Degrais,tand numerous
other authors. Briefly, it may be said that the prospects of cure

by radium in any particular case are very slight. Here and there

favourable results of a more or less lasting kind seem to have
been secured, but of all the numbers of cancer cases which have
been treated by radium in Paris or elsewhere, it is probable that

the survivors are so few as to be almost non-existent.

The use of radium emanations for the treatment of gout and
rheumatism has lately come into notice. The good effects of the

treatment of these conditions by mineral springs has been

attributed to the presence of radium emanation in the waters,

.md as the radium emanation is a gas, it has been supposed that

• Lewis Jones. "On the Treatment of Naevus by Radium." British

Medical Journal, August 21, 1909.

t Archives Generates de Midecine. July. 1909.

I
" Radium Therapy." Translated by S. E. Dore. T-.ondon, Cassell

and Co.
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to reflex vagus stimulation. In the arc-light bath the diminished

frequency of the pulse continues until the temperature of the

chamber is sufficient to produce free diaphoresis ; the rate then

increases, but without attaining the frequency observed in the

incandescent hght chamber. The determination of blood to the

skin relieves the congested internal organs, while the sweating

tends to diminish the anasarca, and so to relieve cardiac em-

barrassment. In obesity some loss of weight may follow. In

anamia the light of the arc has been found to increase the red

blood-corpuscles and the percentage of haemoglobin. The

amenorrhoea of ansemia may be overcome by its use.

Strebel finds that by the Hght-bath, and by local application

of concentrated light to the chest, coryza may be relieved, and

chronic bronchitis with emphysema is often greatly improved.

Light without radiant heat has no effect in these cases.

On cutaneous diseases, and especially those of bacterial origin,

the light rays and the chemical rays, as opposed to heat rays, are

alone efficacious. In some cases of syphilis general light-baths,

combined with local application of concentrated light, deprived

as far as possible from radiant heat.appcared to give good results.

The utility of the treatment by pure light rays is most evident

in wounds and ulcers. Soft chancres heal, and even varicose ulcers

of the leg may be cured in one to five weeks. Light is an excel-

lent application to boils and acne. If the furunculosis is general,

light-baths must be used as well as local irradiation.

A lamp of high candle-power—as, for instance, a carbon

filament lamp of 500 candles—is used as a therapeutic applica-

tion for the relief of nmscular pain, lumbago and sciatica, and

for the treatment of skin diesases. The lamp is suspended from

a support, and provided with a polished reflector, and the part

to be treated is placed beneath the lamp, which is kept in a

swinging movement, so as not to cause excessive burning at any

one spot. It has been called the " leucodescent lamp."

Freund* has given a very good historical account of the work

done iu the field of phototherapy Oudin and Zimmern's book t

may also be consulted. It deals m an admirable manner witli

treatment by X rays, radium, and by hght.

In connection with the use of concentrated arc-Ught and violet

and ultra-violet rays for the cure of lupus and for their bacteri-

• " Elements of General Radiotherapy." Rebman, London, 1904.

I
" Radiotherapie," J. B. Bailliiie et Fils, Paris, 1913.
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Morgan should be consulted.' These observers found that .h,
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steadily for some minutes at an electric lamp in a blue globe

held a (ew inches away from the eyes. The effects m HiUiard s

experiments seemed to have been due rather to hypnotic action

than to the production of simple anasthesia of the parts irradi-

ated by the coloured light. Minine's oliservations do not bear

this interpretation, for his method consisted in the application

of a fifty candle-power lamp close to the injured or painful

part, and not in the exposure of the lamp to the patient's gaze.

He describes several cases of joint injury and contusions in

which much relief to pain was afforded, and the effusions reduced,

by exposure of the injured part to the light of the blue lamp

for ten or fifteen minutes. Similar results were not obtained with

lamps of uncoloured glass, and from this the writer argues that

the effect was not one of warmth alone. He also found the

pains of gonorrhoeal arthritis were much relieved by the same

procedure.

Red light lias l«en olwerved to have an effect in preventing

suppuration in small-pox vesicles, which may simply be due to

the exclusion of the blue and violet rays, as has been suggested

by Finsen, who does not regard it as a specific action of the red

rays. The observations of Brieger on the good effect of exposure

to red light in cases of chronic ulcer, and of Motchane* in a case

of noma with perforation of the cheek and Up, seem to suggest

that there may be some inhibitory action upon the growth of

streptococci. In the reported case, the light of a lamp of sixteen

candle-power, with a red globe, was concentrated with a reflector

upon the affected region, and was applied continuously for three

days At the end of that time the wounds appeared healthy,

and cicatrization was in progress. No other local treatment was

employed, and the writer attributed the cure to the use of the

light rays, but there may have been an action from the prolonged

application of heat to the part, for non-luminous heat has been

found useful in some forms of superficial ulceration.

In general the psychical effect of exposure to red light is

stimulating, and of exposure to blue light is calming. Rooms

lighted by blue light have been used in the treatment of mental

cases. M. Lumiere found that the change from red to olive

green as the colour of their photographic dark-rooms was fol-

lowed by an improvement in the behaviour of their employes, and

insubordination, which had been troublesome when their work-

• Ann. dt MUtcint el Chirurgte tnJantUcs. July. 11105.
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roon,, were lightc.l by red light, was found to disappear when

uLtZ 1
'" '"""""'"»" ^"^ ^"""K-l. Tadpol^ kept inblue light developed norn.ally, but when kept in red lighi de-

velopment was retarded or arrested.

.h'**„
'."•."•• *' ""•'•«»»« Componildt.-ln order to augment

the effect of treatment by light rays it has been suggested thatsome fluorescent substance should be given internally, or should
« apphed externally to the affected part. (1. Dreyer and others
liave experimented with eosin and other fluorescent aniUne dye.
used as sensitizers " in this way.

Professor von Tappeiner found that certain fluorescent sub-
stances, such as eosin, erythrosin, and fluorescein, which in

d^v^h.T"' """"l^
'""' ""1"''^'* " »"°«8ht or diffuse

dayhght the power of destroying infusoria and of neutraUzing
toxms and enzymes. Even weak solutions of the substances in
ques .on exhibited this action. Injections of eosin had a beneficial
effect m the treatment of rodent ulcer, lupus, and chancre by light

Jtl r"* *f '"'^ ^y Forchhammer on twenty-three
patients suffering from lupus vulgaris, and included about
350 sittings. Erythrosin-in i in 1,000 dilution in physiological
salt solution-was injected either cutaneously or subcutaneously
according to the situation of the lupus. Four to eight hours
after the injection the light treatment was applied for from
fifteen to twenty minutes. The action is generally as follows •

The injections are usually but little painful, and no swelling
mhltration or tenderness follows ; but within twenty-four hours
of the hght exposure severe pain sets in. Not infrequently the
reaction of the light is like a phlegmonous process, and at times
there ,, central necrosis. The same exposure of light without
sensibilization does not produce this reaction. The therapeutic
result did not stand in proportion to the severity of the reaction
In one case the treatment was followed by an inflammatory in-
filtration, which lasted for several months, and from time to
time an erysipelas-Uke erythema accompanied it. The same dis-
ippointing results were obtained in lupus affecting the mucous
membranes, for which fifty-four sittings were employed. Experi-
ments were made to attempt to lessen the reaction by u^ng

feht bJh-'T/' r"^""'"'
""^ "y ''PP'y^"^ a less strong

light, but this did not give satisfactory results.
F. J. Pick and K. Asahi* have found the eosin light treatment

Berl. Win. Woch.. September 12, 1904.

!i 5> I
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of much value. Instead of injecting tlie solution, they tried the

method of painting the affected surface over with a i per cent,

solution of eosin, and this painted part was then exposed to

the direct influence of the sun, the other parts of the body being

protected from the rays. Crusts or scabs were first removed by

ointment or other means. In all twenty-two patients were

treated in this way. Twelve were suffering from lupus, one

from tuberculosis cutis verrucosa, five from trichophyton (tinea),

three from scrofuloderma, and one from rodent ulcer. They

found that the treatment was capable of removing the inflamma-

tory appearances in the lupus cases within a short time. The

changes were most marlied in hypertrophic cases. I.i these the

affected area became flattened, and in many instances the ulti-

mate result was absolute healing. In the other skin affections

they also obtained good results. The results in tinea were ob-

tained in very short periods. In summing up, they state that

they do not yet feel inclined to speak of actual cures in lupus,

and that a much longer observation is necessary before one can

be sure of the ultimate results.

Beclere* has reported a case of sarcoma of the superio:- maxil-

lary region in which X rays combined with quinine lactate

injected in 5-grain doses an hour beforehand seemed to have a

better effect than that which was obtained either by the quinine

or the X rays when these were employed separately. The

observation has not been confirmed in other cases.

195. Magnetism.—It seems to be rather doubtful whether

any physiological effect has ever been observed to be due to tlif

action of steady magnetism. Lord Crawford (then Lord Lindsay)

and Mr. Cromwell F. Varley, with the help of an enormous electro-

magnet belonging to the former, were unable to perceive any

sensation even on placing their heads between its poles. But

in discussing these experiments in an address deUvered at the

Midland Institute at Birmingham, in October, 1883, Sir William

Thomson came to the conclusion that it is just possible that there

may be a magnetic sense, and, indeed, a committee of the

Society for Psychical Research, who examined a large number

of persons by placing their heads near the poles of an electro-

magnet, found three who were sensitive and were able to say

when the current was on or off.

In some experiments conducted with very powerful clectro-

• Atchives d' tiitctriciU MidiuUe. 1904, p. 4911.
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magnets by Dr. Peterson and Mr. Kennelly in Edison's laboratory the results were entirely negative.. The su^t IcedS
exctd^™:: dt^'"

°' '!^'"' '"-'—g-t, ihich'couldt
'he lum^orL^

'"'"""''• '"" '^' authors concluded thatne human organism was not appreciably affected by the power-ul magnets employed. Alternating fields (140 periods) wretned as well as steady, but no results were noticed Professor

etcr^hich^rr 'TT' '-'^ ^"^"*'°"'° - -'-
fields

"""""^ ^"^ ""'y '»^«rf"' alternating

a^S;f'o;?-r^:s^^r^:!

warlrdr"n7u h"""'"''''''''"^""-
P™'"^''^thiseffecwas caused by induced currents in the eyeball or in the head bnt

ttie bram. The lower penodic.y used by Thompson is to h,.

01 current
(§ 174). A similar result from an alternating electromagnet, instead of from a simple coil of wire, hadC obtrl °dby others at an earlier date, but had not recei;ed much attentTonIn 1902 Eugen Muller proposed to treat oatienK h„ l

.hem close tothe end of^Jgeelectr<^raUTXrit^^^^^^^^^
current, and It was mentioned that a flickering light coX^
S""w M ,1 '^l""'^"^*

^"^ ''™"'^'" near'theMdn'thl
head. W^ Mullert has given an account of the method
A. von Sarbog has used such an electro-magnetic aoDar-,.,,,supphed by current at 100 volts, with infreqC altSons

formfT '"'T"'^
'" '° '" ^-"P^^^')- HeLdit ™-ouorms neuralgia and of sciatica, lumbago, and mutcu"^heumatism. and states that many of his ca^es werTc^e^Improvement was obtained in a case of locomotor Ttaxv ,^th'par^thesi., for which latter the treatment was utdertarenIn another case of the same disease gastric crises were success'ully dealt with. In sleeplessness, some of wLrh w re uncomphcated cases, and others were dependent on some other

• EUctrical Rmiew, August 18, 1893.
t ArchivK oftlu Sonlgtn Bay. March 1 01 3 anrt V„™™k.

§ Deutsche nud. Wochenuhnjl. January 8, 1903.
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condition

—

^for example, neurasthenia, hysteria. Graves' disease,

etc.—two cases were not improved, while seventeen derived
benefit from the treatment. The length of the treatment varied
considerably, but, as a rule, patients could do without sleeping-

draughts after from four to five sittings. It is doubtful whether
this proposed mode of treatment is Ukely to survive.
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in convalescence after aci'te illnesses, as those which followed

general electrical stimulation.

197. Neurasthenia.—In neurasthenic states the methods of

general rhythmic stimulation are of value, especially the electric

bath, which answers verj' well to the indications for treatment

required by these cases. If the blood- pressure is low, the static

machine should be used, but not if it is high. Direct applica-

tions to the nerve-centres with the constant current (§ 181)

are also useful. The condition described under the general

term " neurasthenia " is a condition of general debility or of

debility affecting chiefly the nervous system. Often it can be

traced to some definite disturbing cause, such as mental worry

or a severe illness ; the digestion becomes impaired, and this

keeps up a state of defective nutrition, from which it is difficult

for the patient to escape.

In other cases errors or neglect in matters of diet, extending

over a long time, may be the cause of th'- neurasthenia, and the

patient himself may be quite unconscious of this. Dyspepsia

is very commonly present, and should be attended to. A recent

writer has found distinct changes in the character of the intestinal

bacterial flora in neurasthenics, and has been able to bring about

favourable results by attention to this matter.* Many people

tend to become neurasthenic in the slighter degrees when their

daily Ciiies exceed a certain point, and when business matters

or other troubles begin to spoil the appetite, and to interfere

with proper exercise, with the regularity of meals, or with sleep,

then troubles of the neurasthenic sort are likely to appear.

The original depressing cause of the illness should be found

and, if possible, eliminated. If this cannot be done, no treatment

will be of much use. For instance, where domestic unhappiness

or discontent is a factor, one may treat in vain. Some of the

cases considered to be neurasthenia are hypochondriacal, if not

on the verge of insanity.

198. RIekets.—There is another condition of simple defect of

nutrition which is benefited by general electrization. It is

surprising to see how quickly children with rickets begin to im-

prove in general health, in their powers of standing and walkin'\

ard in weight, under the stimulating effect of electrical treatment.

In Italy, Saijretti and Tederchi have reported a number of cases

• F. W. Dioo't^. " Cause and Treatment of Certain Cases of Neura.i-

ttaenia," Brititk MtHcat Journal, October l>, 1912.
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the patient, so as to provoke vigorous rhytlinuc muscular con-

tractions, while, in order to augment the amount of work done,

the contracting groups o{ muscles are loaded with saiidbags_

The patient reclines on a couch or in a speciaUy designed and

strong chair. The electrodes are of large area, well covered

with warm, moist pads, and several pairs are used so as to mtlu-

ence the back muscles, the glutei, the abdominal muscles, and

the muscles of the front and back of the thigh. The arms may

also be included. The currents must be separately regulated

for each set of electrodes, so as to obtain contractions which are

in due proportion. ,

By reason of the extent of the electrode surfaces, there is

UtUe or no skin sensation. The sandbags may have a tota

weight of 80 or loo pounds. During the treatment the patient

sweats profusely, he gives off torrents of carbonic acid fnd «'»*"

vapour ; his pulse and respiration are increased ;
the blooa-

pressure is not raised, but falls as after ordinary exercise. The

results of the treatment show a marked decrease m the patient s

body-weight, and as the weight decreases the patient resumes

his original active habits, and loses the disinclination for active

exercise which is so often a marked characteristic of the obese^

Before and during the treatment due attention must be paid

to the general condition of the patient, particularly as regards

his heart and his kidneys. The diet should be Ught, with a good

proportion of fruit and vegetables. The treatments should last

for twenty minutes when commencing, and later on may be

extended to half an hour or even an hour. In a month or six

weeks of treatment a loss of weight of 20 or 30 pounds may be

expected. Daily treatments should be given.

201 Gout.—The application of ionization with salts of hthmni

to the treatment of gout is worthy of note, as an early instance of

ionic medication.
.

The original suggestion is to be found in a communication ot

Mr. Edison's, read by Dr. Bayles of Orange, N.J., at the Inter-

national Congress of Electricians held in Beriin in 1890.* Edison

caused patients to dip one hand into a solution of Uthium chloride

of the strength of 5 per cent., and the other hand in a solution

of common salt. After the passage of a current from arm to

. For an account of Edison's experiment, see Dr. Peterson's article on

Cataphoresis " in the " International System of Electrotherapeutics. l>y

Bigelow and Musey. London: Henry Kimpton, 190a.
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• ArMves d'tlectriciU UHicale. June, 1899.
t ibid., ipcx), p. 531.

^

j_"L'Arthrit«me et «>n Traitement."
J. B, BailUire et Fils, Paris,
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2oa. RhenmkttO ABeeUOM.—In acute rlieumatism the em-

ployment o{ electricity is not usually required, as the medical

treatment of rheumatic fever is generally satisfactory. Observa-

tions have been made, ne-ertheless, which seem to prove that

ionic treatment of acute rheumatic joints will give prompt reUef

to the pain and swelling.

In the painful affections of joints and of fibrous tissues, which

are so common as results of the rheumatic state, electricity is

useful, both when used for its chemical effects (ionization) and

for its' thermal (diathermy and high-frequency). The Uterature

dealing with the treatment of "rheumatism" by electrical

methods is extensive, and dates back to the time of Remak,

who devoted much thought to it. But the old literature, though

very interesting in many ways, lies under the disadvantage of

being rather indefinite, and the term " rheumatism " included

many conditions which would now be regarded as cases of peri-

neuritis, of gonorrhceal or septic arthritis, or of various other

morbid states. Moreover, the technique of applying currents

has much changed during the last feW years, and the use of elec-

trodes in the form of large thick pads bandaged on to the part

under treatment has supplanted the old disc electrodes with

handles, while the currents used to-day are often ten or twenty

times as large as the currents formerly considered sufficient.

To-day, by knowing how to apply large currents without injuring

the skin, we can set up definite ionic interchanges in the depth

of an affected part, or can introduce ions such as those of sali-

cylic acid or of iodine to a sufficient depth to bring them into

action in the periarticular structures or in the actual joint

cavities, and we are therefore much better able to attack the

problems of the electrical treatment of rheumatic conditions.

Excellent results are obtained in many chronic rheumatic con-

ditions by ionization with salicylic ions.

Diathermv also provides methods of influencing the circulation

in and around a joint which are superior to anything which

could be used formerly, and it is probable that the treatment of

rheumatic affections by electricity is likely to yield a large

percentage of successes when tbf. ionic and thermal actions of

electrical currents have been brought to bear more fully upon

the treatment of these cases.

203. Chronle Poly-Arthrltta.—The statements made about rheu-

matic affections in the last section apply also to the conditions
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leukemia, but, in view of the poor final results of that treatment

it will be sufficient to quote one or two authorities.

*
rl^i^ld Beaujla. have recorded two "ses oUeu—

treated with X rays, with observations on the effect on tne

^fferen "^rieties o^ leucocytes. One case wa^ a rnyelo«enou

Slar, "Ulary, and .^inj^^^^^
rh^^a'selenra.

:™ttr:r *:' I'vUlTonths there w.s a weekly

SSon o^ the rays o, the same intensity, but in the one«.e

aoDlied over the spleen and the myelogenous tissue of the bones

and Tn the other over the spleen and the IV-P^ K'»"'^,,^'V'

»eneal state in each was rapidly ameliorated; the red blood-

corp^les in the course of three months were -"creased by

on^^rHom ..000,000 per cubic millimetre to 3.000^-

and the leucocytes fell in the myelogenous case from 3«.ooo n

^000 and in the lymphatic case from 350.000 to 10,000. In

"rmyelogenous case there was noticed a marked mcrea.. m

the kucocytosis after each of the earlier stances reaching t<.

1,0 000 occurring three to five hours after the appl.ca ion of the

s°^;dlS three or four hours. The ^o^V^^^^^
cytes were responsible for the principal increase. In this case t h

imorovement in the leucocyte state was mainly qualitative
,

the

'S~n number was%stablished onty after a ^rig per.

of increase with marked oscillations. The body-weight wa.

manlTdirspite of great reduction in the size of the spleen

The ap^tUe was increa^d, albuminuria and oedema disappeared.

ndT^iing of well-being was established

'-™J^
^^

f^^
of the treatment. Tn the lymphatic case a similar •""6"

^
"'

the leucocytes was noticed a few hours after the seance-thus^

t^tg^r349.8oo. at the end of five hours they numbered

f^Z f^ng o 346,000 at the end of the ninth hour. By the

'Jverh day they had fallen to .53.200. by the twentieth day

"
iXo. and by the twenty-seventh to .6,000 ;

by the begmnin^

of the third month they had fallen to 10,000, and five days lat.r

to 3^ at which levelthey remained. A q-litat.ve ameho^-

t°on^ not become prominent until about a month before h

on"t of this leucopenia of 3,000, the polynuclears increa n^

mtTe by little. The red cells increased progressively fron,

. Archives GiniHilis de Mid.. Mareh, p. 57?-
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3,130,000 to 3,100,000 ; the richness in hamoglobin rose from ao
to 80 per cent., the spleen and the lymphatic glands diminished
in size, and the general state improveil.
We are not certain as to the exact way in which the X rays

act in these cases of leukasmia, but probably the rays first exer-
cise a specific action on the follicles «f the spleen, and later on
the bone medulla and splenic pulp tissue. David and Desplats,*
in considering and analyzing the accumulated evidence, havi'
formed the opinion that the effect in leukaimia is due to an action
upon the spleen, the bone marrow, and the lymph glands, and
that it is not a destructive process, but a stimulation both of
the haemopoietic activity, and also of the destructive effect on
the blood-cells, which is part of the normal function of these
organs. They do not consider the leucopenia to be a direct action
upon the corpuscles circulating in the blood. They agree with
the theory that a leucolytic or leucofoxic i.rment is produced in

the serum of irradiated animals, and consider this to be formed
by the macrophages under the stimulus of the X rays, and not
by the X-ray destruction of leucocytes.

The different degree of response to the treatment in different
cases depends upon the condition of the spleen. If this has under-
gone degenerative and sclerotic changes, the effect of X rays is

less, because the spleen in that state is not able to react favourably
to the stimulus of the rays.

205. Lymphadenoma.—Prolonged X-ray treatment will reduce
the enlarged glands in this disease, often in a striking manner,
but usually relapses occur, with a fatal result.

206. Tubueulous DtotaiM.—The treatment of these affections
by electricity has been extensively tried, and with fair success,

so far as the relief of certain of the local manifestations of the
disease are concerned. Some 1! these local conditions will be
considered in detail in a later chapter, but it will be useful to take
a general view of the situation here.

In pulmonary tuberculosis the recorded results are less satis-

factory, and there is not as y. t any body of convincing evidence
to sustain the belief that a cure of phthisis by electricity has
yet been achieved.

For most of the diseases in which our therapeutic methods are
inadequate electricity has been tried, and favourable results

• " I>e 1'Action des Rayons X dans ta Leucftnie," Arrhives d'fi.UrMnlif
Mfdicnle, May. June, July. 1012.
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have Ix-tn rcconU-.l, anil lliis is tlio cum- with pulmoiiiiry tulHTcii-

losis-a (liwaso in whicli ahnost any rational treatnunt proiliicis

some amelioration in the patient's condition. II we approach the

problem of the electrical treatment o( tuberculosis by refemng to

the known physiological actions which electricity can produce, we

find that we are practically limited to the effects of ionic move-

ment, either direct or indirect, or to tli.' direct or indirect effects

of diathermal applications—that is to say. wi- may use ionic

medication, general stimulation by inlermpted currents, or

applications of high frequency for tluir action in warmmg the

tissues and setting up vasomotor etfocts, or for skin stimula-

tion by means of effluves and sparks, and to generate oione

in the air which the patient breathes.

Of these possible procedures, the direct ionization is useful in

some local tuberculous conilitions ; the gc^neral muscular stimula-

tion has a good ertect upon the nutritive exchanges, and so may

fortify the patient's constitution.

Diathermy can Iw used destructively in superficial manifesta-

tions of tuberculosis, and high-frequency efBuves have been recom-

mended in pulmonary tuberculosis by several writers. The last

method has been the subject of serious investigation by Doumer,

Oudin, Desnoyes, ThielK, in France ; ahd in this country Williams

has also written on the subject. The treatment preferred is that

of vigorous brush discharges of the high-frequency apparatus,

applied to the chest. This acts as a strong counter-irritant, and

possibly, too. may liberate some ozone for the patient to breathe.

The results published by Thiell^* are interesting, but they have

not been followed up very much.

In lupus X rays have given ample proof of their power in pro-

moting the healing of ulcerated surfaces, and on this account

X rays are now frequently used in the treatment of this disease.

They are least successful in cases in which there is little ulcera-

tion, and it has been pointed out by Sequeira and others that

certain foci of the disease may remain latent in an apparently

healed area, and may break out again at a later date. The form

of tubercular disease of the skin known by the name of " verruca

necrogenica " responds very favourably to X-ray treatment.

High-frequency currents are also useful in lupus, particularly

• " Traitement de la Tuberculose par les Courants de Haute FrSqnraice
"

(Rouen :MegardiitCie. 1905). TraitementdeUTuberculosePulmonairc

i Toutps ses Perioaos." Amialr^ d'P.UclrMnlagir. June and July, 19>2
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for the Iroalint'nt of the iliscasi' in tlic n/iw or in other parts
which are (lillicult of atcess with X rays. In such cases a glass
vacuum electrode (| ij6) of suitable sha^.o is very convenient.
Ionic medication has been tried for lupu>, and with success, by
Taylor and MacKenna.' They employ linc ionization after a
preliminary treatment of the lupus nodules with liquor potass*
to denude llipm of the thickened epidermis, and give applica-
tions lasting for ten or twenty minutes, and repeating after a
fortnight's interval, if necessary.

Tuberculous glands also respond favourably to X rays. Ber-
RoniC has reported a series of four cases treated for non-sup-
purating tuberculous glands, and states that he considers the
action of X rays to be markedly good. All the glands trr ted
became reduced in size, but did not disappear compl. tulv.

Dovastont has reported a case in which a large mass of ginnds o-.

one side of the neck disapix'ared under .\-ray treatmeii ! -.i ii,,

a perfectly formed neck on that side. On the other si ; ., surjiir:.!

operation for the removal of a similar mass of glamls <l p,,.

viously been performed. The X-ray treatment o. ujiied nin.
months in all. HendrixJ has published notes of time suco 's,!,!;

cases, and notes that the first sign of improvement was i -:,t. n
ing of the inflammatory tissue between the glands, so that tlui.
individual contours could be felt. This was also mention. .'

i.-.

Dovaston. Hendrix says that the larger glands leave behind
them a kind of cicatricial residue, but the smaller ones disappear
entirely, so far as palpation is able to determine this. Other
writers have confirmed these results.

In tuberculous joint cases, Rudis-Jicinsky has reported§ in
detail a series of successful cases, and speaks highly of the value
of X rays in this condition. Dr. Alex Gregor|| has published
an interesting case of a boy with a tuberculous knee-joint cured
by X rays, applied in consequence of the production of improve-
ment by X rays used for photographing the joint.

-Mr. Sydney Stephensonll has recorded a case of tuberculosis of
the conjunctiva cured by X rays after thirteen exposures ; and

• Livtrpool MtdkoChirurgical Journal. January, 191 1.

t Lancet, February 10, 1906.

; La Polydiniqu, (BnisseU), June 15, 1905. Abstract in Lamel
Augusts, '905.

S Nm York Medical Journal, August 7, 1904.

II
British Medical Journal, January 2S, 1905.

1 Ibid., June 6. 1903. with figure.
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W. B. de Garmo* a case of tuberculous testis treated successfully

in the same way.

In a case, supposed to be tulwrculous, of angular curvature

of the spine in an elderly man, associated with great pain and

weakness in the back, and with a lump the size of a walnut on

the sacrum, 1 found that the application of X rays produced a

marked effect upon the pain within a week, and this was followed

by a gradual disappearance of the tumour on the sacrum and a

consoUdation of the vertebral curvature. The patient made a

complete recovery, and the sacral lump had disappeared entirely

at the expiry of four months from the comniencemtnt of

treatment. A year later there had been no return of the

trouble.

Chanoz and L^viquef have reported three cases in which the

direct current proved valuable in cases of tuberculous joint.

In one of these Liv6que was himself the patient, and the results

of treating his own knee for tuberculous hydrarthrosis were

fwrfectly satisfactory to himse'' In two other cases the joints

treated were notably improv ,1. The currents used ranged

between 20 and 50 milliampJres. The electrodes were of large

surface, and were placed on either sidd of the affected joint.

207. Carcinoma and Sarcoma.—Both X rays and radium have

been used extensively in the treatment of mahgnant diseases of

all kinds, but the usual failure of both of these agents to achieve

a real cure of the disease has led to disappointment, in spite of

the fully-established fact that in them we have a paUiativf mxle

of treatment which is of value in many cases (see also § 190;.

In looking through the published records of cases of malignait

disease treated by these methods it is manifest that few of tin-

alleged successful cases have lieen really complete, and this, ten,

in spite of the fact that hundreds of cases have been treated.

In short, while there is a quantity of evidence to support the

contention that X rays and radium act beneficially in malig.iant

disease, the amount of evidence to show that cures have re'^ultcd

is lamentably meagre, and we cannot yet suggest any explana-

tion why an agent which very commonly gives relief co some of

the symptoms produced by a malignant growth should fail to

give the complete relief which is really required.

It is abundantly clear that X rays have a striking influrnn-

• Medical Rrcord. .\pril 15, lai;.

t Arckivts d'larclticitt Mfdicalt. I9<.'3. p. 264.
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in promoting the healing of superficial cancerous ulcerations,
and in causing the disappearance of the lymphoid nodules which
are so commonly seen as the first signs of recurrence around the
scar of an amputation of the breast. The following case was
one of recurrence after removal of the breast, and the patient
eventually died of her disease. It represents an u.sual course of
events in a favourable case under X rays :

When first seen, the patient had an ulceration of the right
pectoral region, measuring 4 inches in one diameter and 5 inches
m the other, which had come on after removal of the breast for
carcmoma. Treatment with X rays was given seventeen times
during two months. A few days after the treatment was com-
menced signs of healthy cicatrization began to appear round the
margins of the ulcer. This continued to advance until the heal-
mg process had extended inwards from the margin for a distance
of fuUy half an inch all round. The new epithelium was deeply
pigmented. The centre of the wound assumed a healthy aspect,
and appeared to be in process of healing all over. But at this
time the patient suffered a spontaneous fracture both of the
femur and the humerus from secondary deposits in the bones,
and the X-ray treatment was suspended in view of the hopeless-
ness of the future of the patient. The total number of exposures
was seventeen, and many were made «;.„ iiie ulcerated surface
covered by dressing or bandage. After the suspension of the
X-ray treatment, the process of healing still went on quite
steadily, until at the time of her death, a month later, there was
a firm and healthy scar covering the whole surface except about
I square inch in the centre. This portion was also a healthy
healing surface, though not yet covered over by epithelium.
Thus nineteen-twentieths of the area of a cancerous ulcer had
healed up in three months as a consequence of X-ray applica-
tions, but there was no apparent influence upon the spread of
the disease in the remote parts of the body.
With regard to the histological changes resulting from the

action of the X rays on cancerous growths there is not much to
be said. In a case in which a malignant tumour, after fifty
exposures, was reduced to half its original size, excision was
performed, and an examination of the tumour was made by Mr.
Shattock, who reported to the Pathological Society of London
that no degeneration of any kind or cell lysis had been induced
in tlic carcinomatous epithelium, no phagocytic invasion of the

ii
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epithelium was in progress, and on every side the growth was

in an extending condition. The clinical diminution in size oi

the mass and the loosening of its deep connections were difficult

to explain ;
possibly they were due to the disappearance of a

subinflammatory oedema.

In a patient under my own care a course of X-ray appHcations

was given soon after the removal of enla.'ged glands from the

cervical region. The breast had been removed on a previous

occasion. After treatment by X rays had been continued for

two months some thickening was felt underneath the scar of the

second operation wound. An operation was performed, and the

doubtful region was excised. A microscopical examination re-

vealed fibrous tissue containing a few cells of suspicious char-

acter, but not of such a Icind as to enable a diagnosis of carcinoma

to be made with any certainty. It is interesting to remark that

the tissues removed at the operation which preceded the use of

.\ rays were distinctly carcinomatous, with abundance of epi-

thelial elements, and it is therefore possible that the X-ray

applicatiois may have altered the character of the recurring

growth in a beneficial way, although they had not succeeded in

preventing recurrence altogether.

It has been suggested that the best mode of employing X rays

in malignant disease is to commence at an early date after the

removal of the growth by operation, before any evidence of

recurrence has shown itself, in the hope of preventing recurrence

by destroying any microscopical foci of disease which may have

escaped removal. Not much evidence has yet been collected as

to the value of this procedure.

Until some working hypothesis can be formulated as to the

mode of action of X rays and of radium upon the cancerous pro-

cess we can do very Uttle but grope in the dark.

After all, when one considers how often a total ablation of the

malignant tumour proves a failure, one must recognize that

treatments sucli as irradiations, which are manifestly less thorough

than complete removal, are bound to fail, unless the irradiations

can set up some change in the composition of the blood-plasma

which will render the rest of the patient immune to the maUgnant

process. That X rays and radium may have some such general

influence is not inconceivable, and, if so, then it might prove to

b. useful to radiate not merely the affected part or tumour, but

10 apply the action of the X raj's or the radium to extensivi-
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areas of the body, or perhaps to the whole patient, by a series
of applications, each taking in a certain part of the surface.
This procedure would permit the use of very much larger doses
of treatment, and would avoid the production of dermatitis,
which so often occurs in the present method of treatment by
X rays directed solely to the affected part.

In sarcoma the effects of X rays may at first appear strikingly
successful.

I have myself observed an instance of complete disappearance
of a rapidly-growing round-ceUed sarcoma of the jaw, in which
the patient, after remaining free from recurrence for a twelve-
month, once more began to show a suspicious thickening in the
region of the scar, followed later by evidence of deep recurrence,
which ultimately proved fatal. Thus we have in sarcoma, as iii

carcinoma, the strange phenomenon of the profound influence
exercised by the rays, with a strange insufficiency so far as final

cure is concerned.

W. B. Coley,* reporting on sixty-eight cases of sarcoma treated
by X rays, states that in six cases complete disappearance was
observed, but in every one of them there was a recurrence within
a few months from the time of the disappearance of the disease.
In two of these cases the recurrent growths subsequently dis-
appeared when injections of the mixed toxins of erysipelas and
Bacillus prodigiosus were added to the X-ray treatment. These
two cases remained well, although in one nearly two and a half
years, and in the other one year, had elapsed since the disap-
pearance of the last recurrent growth.

Coley's paper gives detailed histories of a number of interesting
cases. He tells us that he had inquired into the subsequent fate
of several reported cures of sarcoma, and had found that in
genera] the patients had afterwards died, even although the
X rays had caused complete disappearance of undoubted sarco-
matous tumours. He concludes his paper with the following
remarks, which will be endorsed by all who have had sufficient
experience in this class of case :

" The results of the treatment of sarcoma with the X rays
thus far have shown :

" First, that the great majority of cases are but little affected
by the use of the X rajrs.

" Second, that in a certain small proportion of cases the tumour
• Atchv.vs of Physiological Thtrapv, .\pril, Tgofi.

I
•I
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a iew instances, may totallydecreases rapidly in size and,

disappear.
" Third, that in all of the cases so far observed, with one

exception, there has been either local or general recurrence,

although in some few cases life has undoubtedly been con-

siderably prolonged.
" Fourth, the very small percentage of cases in which the

tumour lias disappeared and the almost universal tendency to

early recurrence even in these cases are sufficient reasons for never

advocating the method except in inoperable or recurrent cases."

The action of radium in sarcoma is very similar.

The treatment of cancerous growths by electrolysis has been

proposed, to produce sloughing of parts of a cancer, when nothing

else can be done.

For many years G. Betton Ma.ssey,» of Philadelphia, has

employed ionization (§ 184) in cancer cases. In his method

.utual destruction of the central portions of a superficial

malignant jjrowth is combined with a diffusion of ions of a

metal such as zinc or mercury into the peripheral parts, and he

lias been able to observe that the treatment has an undoubted

effect in arresting the malignant growth in a zone lying outside

the portion which has licen destroyed by sloughing as a result

of the treatment. Dr. Massey attributes this to the action nl

the metallic ions which have diffused away from the electrode,

and he lays especial stress upon the need for allowing a sulhcieiil

duration of time to the electrolytic treatment, in order to permit

of a sulticient diffusion, as this is a comparatively slow process.

The currents used have ranged from J50 to 1,800 milhampen-.,

the duration of the application lasting one hour, or oven longer.

In a recent paper Dr. Massey states that about io per cent

of his cases have been satisfactorily cured. A t.ranger.f of

New Orleans, endorses Dr. Massey's method, iuid says, further

that as a cure or a paUiative for malignant disea-se within lip

mouth it has proved of especial value.

208. Rodant Uloer.—The treatment of rodent ulcer by X rays

has given many satisfactory cures, and the treatment by radium

• " The Treatment of Cancer by Electncal Destruction and Region.il

SteriUiation tlirough the CaUphoric DiHusion of the Electrolytic Salts „l

Mercury and Zinc" (" .\n International System of Electrotherapeutics
'

London. Henry Kimpttin, t<j<u)

t Transactions of the .American Eiectrotlicrapeutic .\sso^-iation. uj<)4
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is probably even more successful. But neither X rays norradjum are invariably successful, and in the later stages of the
disease this is especially true.

Another electrical method of treating rodent ulcer is ionization
with ions of zmc. Leduc first indicated this method, and it has
been developed in this country by the writer, in whose hands ithas already been successful in a number of cases. There have
also been many failures, and in general it may be said that zinc
ionization answers best in early cases, and least well in cases
which have relapsed after other treatments, and in large ulcers
of long standing. Details of the operative procedure will be
found in a paper* in the Lanul, with notes of seven cases
The lonic method is theoreticaUy a good one, and the failures

are probably to be ascribed to the imperfect ptmetration of thezmc ions which are precipitated in an insoluble form as zinc
phosphate when they come into contact with the plasma. Some
other ion with better powers of penetration must be sought for

'he treatnient of rodent ulcer by ionization is to become themethod of choice. The details of the treatment with zinc ions
are as follows

:
The surface of the ulcer ha.ing been freed from

all crusts and cleaned, it is covered with a few layers of lint cut
to fit Its area, and these are soaked in a 2 per cent, solution ofzmc sulphate or zinc chloride. A zinc rod or button connected
to the positive pole is applied to this, and the circuit completed

nL'nfTh T ^u^'"
'''"™'*^ P'"^^'' "P°" ''ny convenient

part of the patient s body. The current is then turned on, and
slowly raised to 5 or 10 miUiamperes, and maintained for a
quarter of an hour. The exact magnitude of the current should
depend upon the size of the ulcer. Leduc ha. suggested 2 or
J milhamperes per square centimetre. The pain of the applica-
tion can be diminished by a very gradual increase of the current
at the commencement, or by a prdiminary introduction of cocaineby a similar ionic procedure, using a pad moistened with i per
cent, cocaine solution.

'

The zinc ions seem to remain in the cells of the affected part
for some time, or at least the effect set up by the application
continues for a considerable time afterwards. For instance inone of my patients, where it was evident on September 6 that
the pearly edge of the rodent ulcer treated on August jo had not

:l

n ;|

iM'i

! i . iM 1

Lewis Jones. " Some \ew
Lancet, October iU, 1905.

-ines of Work in Electrotherapeutics."
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disappeared, it was decided to allow another week to pass before

repeating the application, and a week later this edge had become

very much less definite, although nothing further in the way of

zinc electrolysis had been done to it. Another patient, writing

a month after the electrolysis, stated that the spot was smaller,

but not gone, but after another month, without further elec-

trolysis, the spot had so completely disappeared that its exact

site was difficult to locate. The appearance of the rodent ulcer

at the end of the application is peculiar. Where the zinc iotis

have penetrated the epidermis has a milk-white look, but this

white colour docs not mean that there is going to be any necrosis

of tissue, and seems merely to be the proper appearance of a

tissue impregnated with zinc ions. The white colour slowly

fades away, and leaves the surface rather sore for a week or

more. During this period a little zinc lotion or ointment may

be applied, but there need be no question of repeating the

ionization for a fortnight. It mav then be repeated if the

appearances are not quite satisfactory. Some cases are com-

pletely cleared up by one ionization, but more often two or

three are required.



CHAPTER XII

THE NERVOUS SYSTEM-THE PERIPHERAL NERVES
Electricity in diagnoas-The motor points-ReUUoa of spinal nerve toots

to muscles-Practical testing-The reaction of degeneration-The use
of condensers-Treatment of paralysis-Special nerve injuries and
disease»-Neuritis-Neur.Ugia-Sciatica-Sprengers deformity.

309. Eleotrioal TeiUng o( Nenrai and MH«ole8.-The examination
of the electncal reactions of tlie muscles is often of great assist-
ance m the diagnosis of cases of paralysis. An electrical test
often gives distinct evidence in cases where without it one could
only guess at the morbid condition of the affected parts. The
following history affords a useful instance of its value : A patient
had an accident with broken glass, cutting himself in several
places. As the ulnar nerve showed signs of injury, the wounds
were carefully examined. In two of them near the wrist the
nerve was found to be divided, and was sutured. In the other
wounds the nerve could not be seen, and it was thought to have
escaped injury at those points. No electrical test was made at
the time. Some weeks later an electrical examination was
sought, as the limb remained paralyzed. It was then found
that the flexor carpi uhiaris showed a reaction of degeneration
which proved that the nerve had undoubtedly been divided in
another of the wounds, which was above the elbow. On ex-
ploration the nerve was found to be divided at that point, was
jomed, and the patient made a good recovery. Another patient
with a wound of the hypothenar eminence from a broken pane
of glass complained of vague pains and weakness in the hand,
and was shown by electrical testing to have a reaction of degenera-
tion Umited to certain of the intrinsic muscles of the hand, caused
by division of the ulnar nerve in the centre of the palm by a spicule
of glass which had penetrated deeply.

Electrical testing depends upon the fact that the normal
reactions may become changed as a result of disease or injury.

3J3 ai
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The changes looked for arc clianges in the visible responses given

by the muscles. As there may be changes in the behaviour ol

the muscles either to interrupted or continuous currents, both

forms of electrical excitation are used in the examination of a

muscle. The testiuR is usually done with the active electrode

(f 67) applied to '!. muscle itself, at or near to its motor point.

The testing electrode may also be applied to the nerve trunks,

at a distance from the muscles, to determine their power of con-

ducting motor impulses, their conductivity being shown by the

movements of the muscles to which they are distributed ;
but it

is to the muscles that the testing electrode is generally applied,

as the individual contractions v< each muscle can be better seen

in this way.
. .-u ,

In testing a muscle the electi : s required are the mditferent

electrode (| 67) and the elect- , handle with "closing" key

(Fig. 51). The former is to be jjlaced over any convenient and

remote part of the body ; thus the patient may hold it against

his chest, or it may be slipped down the back of the neck, so as

to be held in place by the pressure of the clothing, or with a

patient lying down it can be placed beneath the hips, or finally,

if the patient is lying on his face it may be placed over the

sacrum. In any case it must touch the skin with even and lirni

pressure throughout the process of testing. Both the electrode-

and the surface of the body concerned must be well moisteiKd

with warm salt and water, and the more thoroughly this pre-

liminary moistening is done the more satisfactory will the testing

be. Instead of using a key in the handle of the electrode, the

current may be led through a metronome (Fi^. 56). which

then makes and breaks the current in a very convenient

manner.

In testing the intrinsic muscles of the hands and feet, Mvi

with a few other muscles, as, tor example, the ileltoid. it may Ih'

convenient to apply both electrodes over the part in such a way

as to cause the current to pass right thn'':i,'h the region un.lrr

test ; thus the interossei are most easily thrown into action willr

the indifferent electrode under the palm and the active electrode

on the dorsal aspect of the hand.

.\gain. for testing the muscles of the legs a very good position

is for the patient to lie prone, with the indifferent elcctroile nwr

the lumbar spine, the leg to be tested being flexed and supporti<l

vertically. In this position all the leg muscles can be reached,
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contractions of the muscles as they are tested
The active electrode or testing electrode should be of smallsurface

;
one which is one inch in diameter is very suitable Itssurface may be slightly convex. Standard sizes for the elec-

trodes used m testing have been proposed-viz., loo square
centimetres for the mdifferent electrode, and i square centi-metre for the active electrode.

310. The Motor Polnte.-These are the points to which thetestmg electrode should be applied in order to set up a contrac
t.on most easily in the subjacent muscle, or they are points atwhich motor nerve trunks can be easily reached. They represent
positions at which a maximum effect can be produced by a eiven
current, and a good knowledge of the motor points enable!Zo carry out a test with comparatively «cak currents, and there-
fore with the least amount of disc, .fort to the patient Manvdiagrams of the motor points have l«cn prepared, ,nost of theml«mg based upon von 2iemssen's plates (see Plates I.-VI at theend of this volume).

These plates were prepared by exploration of the surface with
a testing electrode, and marking the points as they were found
Dissections on the dead bo<ly show that the most excitable spots

nu7sde^"
'° ''°'"" '^ '''"'''' *''" '""'" ""™ '"PP'y ^"t'" tl>c

The motor points are not quite constant for different indi-
viduals

;
their exact places vary a little in different cases, but not

so greatly as to diminish the value of knowing their positions.
I he best position of the electro.le can be readily found by moving
It about in the neighbourhood of the usual position of the motor
point o, any particular muscle until the vigour of the contraction
? -.ws .hat the exact spot has been touched. The ease withwhich the motor points can be found depends a great deal upon
.. amount of subcutaneous fat present, and the examination of
lu- deeper muscles is always more difficult than the superficial
layer

;
indeed, in the case of son.u of the deep muscles it isal„,«t

impossible to produce a contraction limited to the inusclesought
tx-oau.e the dittusion of the current throws the neighbouring
superficial muscles into action, and obscures the result It is
important to plac. the patient's limb in a good position.so thatany rnnscular movement looked for may be readily seen •

the
muscles must be lax

; the limb should be supported by the hand

m ;!iL
I
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oi the operator, and not lying flat upon the table or couch. It is

best to begin with a current which is enough to throw the muscle

into strong contraction, and to apply it only for » very bnel

moment at a time ; in this way the process ot testing will be

sooner over. It is weU always to try the strength of the current

on one's self before touching the patient (| aia).

It is assumed that the action of the individual muscles is

known, so that when a contraction is produced it can be referred

to its proper muscle. Besides watching for and seeing the move-

ment produced by the contracting muscle, one may place a finger

upon the tendon to feel any movement, or one may see slight

movements in the fibres of the muscle itself even when they are

too feeble to move the limb.

211 B«Utton o( Spinal Merve Hoots to IIu»ol«i.-Frequently

it happens that paralysis affects a group of muscles, and one

may wish to trace back their nerve supply to the spmal roo s.

For example, the distribution of a paralysis affecting some of the

muscles of the hand might enable us to distinguish between a

lesion of the trunk of the median nferve on the one hand and a

lesion of the first dorsal root on the other. In the latter case

the whole of the thenar and hypothenar eminences, and all the

lumbricales and interossei would be involved ;
in the former case

many of these muscles would escape-namely, the hypothenar

muscles, the interossei, the two inner lumbricales, the adductor

poUicis, and the inner half of the flexor brevis, all of which are

supplied by the ulnar nerve.

Many writers have given lists of the muscles of the upper lm,b

with the segmental arrangement of their nerve supply, and

although these lists present minor differences they agree m a

general way with one another. In the Medical A nnual for 19..4.

under the heading " Brachial Plexus," will be found a u,cfu

paper by WiUiam Thorburn. After comparing the views ol

different anatomists, he gives a table from which the following

list is compiled

;

. , j 1 ui ti,«

Nerve Boots-f««^</. CemuU.-lhe spinati (and probably the

rhomboids and teres minor).

Fifth Cervicul.-Deltoid. biceps, brachialis anticus, supinator

longus and brevis (coraco-brachialis very probably).

Sixth Cm-iM/.-Subscapularis, pronator teres, and quadralus.

teres major, latissimus dorsi, pectorahs major (part), and minor

(probably), serratus magnus, radial extensors of wnst.
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Snemh Cflwca/.-Triceps, ulnar extensor of wrist, extensors
of lingers.

Eighth CemertA—Flexors of wrist and of finien.
Fitil Dwja/.—Intrinsits of hand.

, T*!?
''^^''" °' "" "^'' *"'' '•••' "tfnson of the fingers are thus

distributed by Sherr.n. In the lower limb the segmental arrange-
ment » less clearly known, but it is most probable that the
third lumbar segment supplies the psoas and lliacus. and the
adductors of the thigh. The fourth lumbar supplies the qua.l-
nceps, the sartorius, and the tibialis anticus, and the fifth lumbar
the extensors of the toes ana the extensor proprius pollicis •

while the muscle, of the r.df and the intrinsic foot muscles must
b..' aligned to the first sacral segment. The perineal muscles
levator am, sphincters, etc.) are probably supplied from the
third sacral, and the glutei and hamstrings from the second
sacral segment (Sherren).

The segmental distribution of the sensory nerves has been
worked out by Head an.l others, and diagrams of the body sur-
ace showing the segmental areas arc to be found in most of the
textbooks of nervous diseases.* Dr. Tooth's diagrams are given
in the Appendix. Dr. Tooth states that these diagrams have
been prepared f^om cases occurring in the practice of the
National Hospital for the Paralysed and Epileptic, and that
they have been to a large extent verified by operation or post-
mortem examination.

*^

212. PraeUcal Tastlng.-When a fair degree of skill in finding
the motor points has been acquired, the chief difficulties of test-mg the reactions of a patient's muscles will disappear. Nothine
IS so useful for the student as to practise frequently upon his own
muscles Half an hour spent in picking out the motor points
and in observing the relative sensitiveness of the skin in different
parts of the body, and in noting the effect of a thorough moisten-mg of the skin before applying the testing current, will well
repay a beginner.

It is a useful rule always to apply the current to one's self at
the commencement of a test. The patient feels reassured if he«es this done, and the chance of the current being too strong is
decidedly lessened. TJie easiest method is as follows •

Place the indifferent electrode in position upon the patient.

sid*e«r""<;tV'?,!!!;
" ^'" *•«"'"*»' Spinal Sensory Areas clinically con-sidered, St. Bartholomew's Hospital Reports, 1905.

il
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and moisten the skin of the part to be tested ;
then grasp that

part with one hand, and apply the testirR electrode to the back

of the hand which is holding the patient ;
then on closing the

key the current will pass to the patient through the hand of the

operator, who will be able to judge of the strength of the current

by the sensation produced. One should commence testmg with

interrupted currents, and finish with continuous. There is

seldom need to use very strong currents. Short applications

mean less pain to the patient.

When testing with the continuous current begin with about

20 volts for the limbs, or half that pressure for the face. Let

the testing electrode be the kathode, and note whether a closing

contraction is \isible, and if none is seen, increase the current

until it appears, observing the readings of the galvanometer.

When the closing contraction is obtained, note the effect of

moving the electrode, in order to find the most effective spot

for stimulating the muscle ,
compare the ACC with KCC (§ 167),

and take especial notice of the nature of the contraction to see

whether it be quick or sluggish. Next compare the contractions

obtained by direct stimulation of the muscle with the effect of

stimulating it indirectly through its nerve trunk. T.astly, note

the results methodically in the form of a report.

When the affected parts can be compared with the corre-

sponding region on the opposite and sound side of the body.

it is not difficult to perceive changes in the electrical reactions.

When the disease is bilateral this is not so simple, and one must

depend to a certain extent upon previous experience, and upon

comparisons with one's own reactions ; but, wherever possible,

the comparison of the affected muscles with their fellows of the

opposite side of the body is a matter of the first importance.

The testing of muscles in children with infantile paralysis is a

painful process for the little patients and difficult for the operator,

because usually there are a large number of muscles-often the

whole of both lower limbs-which must be examined, and the

child cannot keep still.
. , .

Bergonie,* in an admirable paper on the diagnosis and treat-

ment of infantile paralysis, has suggested a method by which

these tests can be carried out with little or no distress to the

child and it is one which should certainly be adopted. Fig. 161

shows how it is done. Large electrodes and large, thick cloths

• Le Journal Midical Fraufais. AprU 25. '91 '•
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are made use of, as in the procedure of ioniza'.ion, in order to
diffuse the current widely at the points of entry, and so to reduce
the skin sensations. One of these electrodes is arranged so as
to enwrap the whole foot, and the other is placed under the
buttocks, and should be broad enough to include the whole of
this region. The induction-coil current is then applied through
the metronome, and traverses the whole Umb, and the different
muscles are watched, when contractions can be seen and recog-
nized m all the muscle- which ha/e not lost their power of
response to coil currents (faradism). The child, if encouraged,
will be able to endure the currents so applied without distress
or struggles. The direct current is then substituted for the
interrupted current, and the muscles again watched, when the

«,

Fig. 161.—BERGONlt's Method of testing Lower Limb Muscles.

responses, whether sluggish or normal in character, can be
observed and noted. This will usually sufhce to complete the
testing.

313. Changes In the Klectrlcal Reaction8.^The changes which
may be found in the reactions as the result of disease or injury
are classified as follows :

1. Quantitative changes or changes in the amount or quantity
of response to stimuli, the character or quality of the reactions
not being otherwise changed.
This includes simple increase of excitability and simple

decrease of excitability to coil and cells, changes which are
usually spoken of as quantitative changes.

2. QuaHtative changes or changes in the nature or quality of
the reactions. These include the reaction of degeneration, both
complete and partial, the myotonic reaction, the myasthenic
reaction, etc.

1.41

ul\ t
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3. The condition of total loss of aU visible contractions, both

to coil and to cells, must also be considered.

214 Quantitative Changes—In unilateral disease increased or

decreased excitability is shown by differences in the behaviour

of the two sides. If the normal side be used as a standard for

purposes of comparison, an increase of excitability will be in-

ferred if the minimal contraction shows itself with a lesser

current on the affected side. If both sides are affected, then

an increased excitability may be inferred if the minimal con-

traction is seen with currents which are weaker than those

which the operator has learat to recognize as usual in healthy

people. The diagnostic value of small qualitative changes is

not very great, so happily their determination is not of the first

importance.

The recognition of increased or decreased irritabihty is easy

when the increase or decrease is considerable, but to diagnose

sUght increase or slight decrease demands great care, as there

are many disturbing factors to be guarded against. Careful

attention to galvanometer readings is the best guide, but even

then one has to consider the differences which may depend upon

the place of the testing electrode, for a slight movement away

from the motor point will make the current less effective, and

so will simulate a decrease of irritability. Again, unequal

pressure of the electrode, when comparing two points, may

cause an apparent difference in irritabihty, for with increased

pressure the electrode is pushed nearer to the nerve or muscle,

and is rendered more effective. The resistance of the skin may

also vary during a test, and as it usually falls while the testing

is in progress, this may complicate matters. Sometimes the

resistance in a paralyzed limb is much increased through

alterations in the condition of the skin which covers it.

Increased irritabihty occurs usually in those conditions in

which increased reflexes are found. Both signify increase of

irritability in the central nervous system. It is observed in

chronic myeUtis, in degeneration of the lateral columns, and m

hemiplegia, also in tetany, in which disease it becomes a promi-

nent feature. .

Diminished irritabihty occurs in many diseases. It is see:

in the milder forms of those injuries and diseases which show

quaUtative changes when they are more severe—for example,

in acute anterior pohorayeUtis a reaction of degeneration will be
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found in some of the paralyzed muscles, while others will onlv

traumatic and other, one may see either qualitative or auanti

Simnwr-
""^^'""^ ^ '"^ ^-"'^'^ is severe or mM.'"

then7 ^^! '"''' ""'" ''^'"='^^'1 irritabiUty, In myas-

pSess'^f'the tT'"' '"'*'"'""^' "-"'"^ °" 'J-ng'the

Keinther "^'T ' ''""^'"S ^y"'?"""- A progressive

n 1^^ V.
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inJ„tc™"tr''""' "' '"^ '"""^ ='^'="'* have a decidedmnuence upon the apparent excitability of nerve and muscle
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21S. QuaUtatlva Changw-The Reaction of Degeneration -This term was introduced by Erb to signify the altered ekcfrical
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(Fig 162)
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tne reaction of degeneration must be situated in the lower
• Arch. i'Sleclridtl Uedicale, 1898. p. i.
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neuron, either in the grey matter ol the anterior horn in the

cells from which the nerve fibre starts, or else somewhere m the

course of the nerve fibres passing from there to tlie muscle. 1 He

reaction of degeneration does not follow lesions of the upper

neuron, nor does it follow affections which are confined to the

muscle fibres proper (idiopathic muscular atrophies).

In KP the irritabiUty of the nerve disappears entirely, and

therefore stimulation of it, whether by interrupted or continuous

currents, has no effect ; the muscle, on the other hand, retains its

irritabiUty to certain forms of electric stimulation. Though it

does not react to rapidly interrupted currents, it can react to a

mechanical shock, or to a current whose duration is not too brief.

It differs from a curarized muscle, for this will still react to brief

interrupted currents directly applied, and therefore the loss of

irritability seen in a muscle with the reaction of degeneration

signifies something more than a failure of the intra-muscular

nerve endings, and probably means that a trophic change has

occurred in the muscle protoplasm. Interpreted in the light ol

loteyko's researches (§ 167). '» «"'"1'1 *'e""y " *^'''"''' "' *

striated elements of the muscle, and a survival of the sarco-

plasmic components. The production of ACC more easily than

KCC, which ma>- often be seen in the reaction of degeneraton.

is a further evidence of the change which has occurred. Tins

alteration of the rolatr a effect of the poles is not an essential

part of the reaction of degeneration, for it is not constantly

present, although it was formerly thought to be an invariable

concomitant of the reaction of degeneration. Another impor-

tant alteration is that the irritabiUty of the muscle to the con-

tinuous current may be greater than in health, strong contrac-

tions being set up in the affected muscles by currents which are

too weak to produce any visible movement in the neighbouring

healthy muscles.

It is only in fairly recent cases that this exaltation of muscular

irritabiUty is manifested, and in most cases of RD of long stand-

ing a progressive decrease of irritabiUty in the affected muscles

is observed.

216. The Longitudinal Reaction.—In muscles showmg a reac-

tion of degeneration it wiU be found that a contraction is more

easily elicited when the testing electrode is applied at the distal

end of the muscle than when it is at the motor point. This

effect was first noticed by Remak in 1B76 in a case of wnst-drop
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-action." Its mtn gt 'L, Z"" T *"•' " '™«""di„a.

""Portance. the longitudinal n!r T ' P""" '"''* '°^' "»

'"-ulation of the™. la
'

ZeTl^"'"'
""^""'"^ "^ '«-«

Poin; H, stimulation of ^ie" ut^ih Xri"™ ", '"' -"'"^
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?"',''"'"' ''''*^°"*^»c''""«

It also helps to con,1 H
'?'^'' ™ "'^ ™°»" ?<>'"»
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"' """"" "' '^^'^-'^'a.ion

doubtful as to whe her it I •
?°"" ''='^'" ">e operator

doubtful case th? st Ik ,he ff ^ ""' " '" '"^h ^
gives a stronger and sWeV f'"'*'""'^

°" '''^ distal ten.lon

at the motor pont c!- ta n" th'^tT *"'" ''" "' ""'^'-l
in the muscle " "'''* degenerative changes exist

e-^ ":r'r: ''::'""; '°"'^'"='- --'-^d ..th ti.

obtained distally i dec deT s/ow'^th"'' ''f'''
""'"^ '"='*

degree of inj./which i lesLt" thanl"'
''"'' '''"'"'' '

movement for both situations nf^K . .
^"''"S => ^'uggish

a phenomenon which mav 'ft'" h^^''^''^^
'^''^"™de, and it is

217 Partial R..«i
"'^y."^''" ^ observed if looked for

to ca'ses^fJhfchsomVd '*'T''""--^^'^ *-"• ^ applied

rupted current sp^t aftho^u^h T'^'T' '"' ""^^ '"'"

always to confirm the r u tfof t?V '"''"'^"*
'" '"""S

appiication of the cont^ cult'" eTTf™" T, 'j ">^

present there is usiiallv ,
'-""'^"* 'est. If partial RD be

auctions, but hi ma^be n^T'^l"^,'
'"^""'°" '" '"e coil

elusions drawn from the -
°^''"'°°'«'''' «"d in that case con-

-ously miskad^^B twe^prtLr^^^^^^^^^^
^'""^ -""^

are various degrees of a'.eratC T^ T ""P'"*" '^° "'^-
tion may vary within wide I
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u
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Whole situation is badly in need of '"^'^er analy .

^
bo long as

the recognition of " sluggishness .s a matter of th« °P*''''°"

judgment the test by Erb's method will be ""^'^''^W.J^'
preceding paragraphs have indicated that it may be very diificuU

rcerta"n cases to determine whether " sluggishness -s pre^nt

or not Also the nature of the interrupted current emp oyed^'"

"esting is in need of revision. Indeed, it is possible by employ-

rg?slow interrupted current, with long -;- to Produc a

condition like that of tetanus in a muscle which ,s the seat °f a

marked reaction of degeneration, and gives no response at all

To »tercurrents'of
thekindgenerallyusedwithshortwave

'"ts'^c^X DUncum« in T««ng.-Those who a familiar

with electrical testing are well aware of the fact that notable

:^a«^ ?n de rL are to be seen in the reaction of deg-era -o-

Some of these are certainly due to a general degradation o the

state of the muscle in cases of long standing, which makes the

ontractions more difficult to see, and deprives them of some

the sharpness of character which one might expect. Examples

ofthS n which the RD can still be observed but which ^e

no good cases for the demonstration of typical RD, are cn.imon

enough. The polar change with predominance of ACC over

KCcIs referred to by Professor Erb as one of the most constant

Sn mena"„ medicine, but. in the opinion
f
--V

J-'^-^L phenomenon is so inconstant a part of the r act^ o

degeneration as to be with, it diagnos.c value- ""P^'"^

that the relative order of appearance of ACC and KCC may be

nfluenced by chance positions of t» testmg electrode See

Wise for the virtual polarity of parts around an electrode.

Thus a positive electrode near to a motor point, but not exac ly

ov^it might set up a virtual negative polanty at the motor

pi nt, andl« versl Again, the degree of ^'y;^''"-^"^,"^

S^her words, the duration of the contraction produced in muscles

by he closure of the current from the cells, var^^s -thm a wide

rLge. so that at times one may see - ~"tft>°" .^° '^"^
and

slow as to resemble a veritable peristalsis °f;"^'"P;^ ™;^^'
while in other cases it is only -.fter a careful '=°™P^7J^„'^
sound muscles that one can at last determine whether the con

traction is or is not to be called slow.
, , , .

i

Ce Le^o directions along which the study of electnca

reactions should be prosecuted. One of these is by the graphic
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method, using a recording apparatus to trace the curves of the
muscular movements, as has been done by Mendelssohn. The
apparatus used is a combination of key electrode with a tambour
lor receivmg the impulse of the contracting muscle, and trans-
mittmg It to a revolving drum. It was described by Radiguet
and IS made by M. Boulitte, 7, Rue Linn6, Paris. The other
is along the line of using impulses of varying durations
and observing the minimum durations needed to set up
the muscular contractions (§ 223).

2ig. Curves of HusoIm with HD.-The graphic method has
.aught us that tnere may be degrees of sluggishness in the contrac-
tions of muscles showing RD. Fig. 162, taken from an article by
Mendelssohn,' iUustrates this. Curve i is the curve of a normal
muscle. Curves 2, 3, 4 are those of muscles in different stages of

F.o. 16..-MU8CLE Curves in Vawous Staoes of the Reaction of
Degeneration,

I, Normal curva
; 2, 3, and 4, progwuive stag« of degenemtioii.

the reaction of degeneration, and thc-r show that the degree of
sluggishness may vary within rather wide limits. That this is
so is often to be recognized by the unaided eye. Indeed, it mayhappen that the response of a muscle tested by the continuous
current may seem to be on the border hue between quick and
slow, and It may require careful comparison with neighbourinR
muscles before one can venture to state that it is sluggish or not
sluggish. This uncertainty is a difficulty in practical testing
It can be cleared up by applying the longitudinal reaction (§ 216)
but It does not occur as an important point when the method of
esting by condenser discharges is made use of, as in that method
he presence or absence of visible contraction is the sign looked
or. Even m health there are differences in the rates of con-
traction of different muscles.

tiektnzitit, vol. .1., p. 135, Leipiig, 19U.
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221). ComUtlont which letd «o the RcMtton ol DH«n«r«tlon.—

\Vc have already seen that KD follows damage to the lower

neuron—that is to say, to that part of the course of a iiiotor

fibre which commences at the Kanglion <:';" "' ""= nucleus of

origin, or its equivalent in the anterior comu of the cord, and is

continueil ilown as the nerve fibre to the motor end-plate t)cneath

the sarcolemma of its muscle, and a certain degree of severity

in the damage is necessary to produce it. RD is therefore found

after division, injury, or disease of the motor nerve tnmks, of the

ganglion cells in the anterior comu of the cord, or of the corre-

sponding nuclei of origin of the cranial nerves. Under one or

other of these morbid states can be grouped pressure palsies of

all kinds, division or contusion of nerves, different forms of

toxic or other neuritis, anterior poliomyelitis, both acute and

chronic, also acute and chronic myelitis. The reaction of

degeneration is not found in the paralysis of cerebral disease,

except when the implication of tlir nuclei of origin or of the

nerve trunks of the cranial motor nerves produces a reaction of

degeneration in the muscles which they supply ;
nor does it occur

in diseases limited to the white matter of the cord, nor in

hysterical paralysis.

221. The Courae ol the Resotlon ol Degeneration.—After a

nerve-trunk injury the course of events and the times at which

they take place will naturally depend upon the nature of the

injury, and on its severity. It is generally stated that after

section of a nerve there will be a transient period of increased

irritabihty. This is immediately followed by a progressive

decrease, and by the end of a week or ten days the irritability

of the nerve will be completely abolished, and will remain so

until recovery takes place.

After section of a nerve trunk the affected nmscles cease to

respond to the interrupted current in from four to seven days

and Sherren* states that at about the tenth day it becomes

difficult to obtain any response to stimulation with the constant

current, and that the characteristic sluggish contraction with

polar reversal begins to make its appearance about this time.

This sluggish response persists for a long time, but gradually

becomes less easy to provoke, and may finally disappear. It

may persist for several years. In cases which are sutured and

recover it usually happens that the power of voluntary move-

• " Injuries of Nerves and their Treatmen t." J. Nisbet, 1908.
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stimulated thro. Snlvet^^'U*'' '"" "^^"°"' -"-
stimulus applie. WHv tr, ,h

' T " '"'""''' '° " ^^""'^^

a sluggish re ! .se ! , M . ""'.'""f.^"''"-
fibres, and it n.ay show

them'oCroIm
'°"«""^'"'" 'est. and a qui :k one at

222 PrornoiU in the Reaetion of Denn«ntinn ru . jmust not fall into the ermr
"" "' "•'•"•"•'<">--l he student

a reaction of C" rat on L n 1*^'^ T".'''
°''""^"" "'

mischief, and convle.v nt .

md.cat.ve of irrepa-able

rccoveiy is slow esneri:.!],, if
""" "'^'sion of a nerve

aivisio^and reunion "a^t" ZTo7'\ ""T^" ''^•"-"

-ppear. particularly Tn the.^^ .711":!"^'°" '°

n^XslrTm^ fnV""^'^
'^'^'^ '"— ^^^

latest.
' ""'' '•"=6^'" P°»"=-- and reaction, the

favourable cases the s? Ih ^ \ "' *™' '° *^''- '" 'hese

to be present, and to b toly s ro"^T ru.'h 'f' r''
'""^''^"'^

of time passes between the S„oV.™nen"ande"'"^for suture, the reartinn ,.,;..

"' ," "'^"'- and theoperat.on

decrease in tr!„' h and m v
"" .^ "'^'^ ""'^'^^eone so.ne

the time of theTr'aUonS: -0^^
^'"'-' '^'^P'^-^ -

app^a^ale^u'XS'RD::::' T"
'^ ^''^ ^'-' -" 'he

tor the better in trettric "re^Xr^^^suture does not heal w,thn„f
^^"^"o"' " 'he operation for

is apt to be .uch rtr;dtd
^"'"'"""°"' '"^ '—We result
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Sherren telU us that in five cases of primary suture of the

ulnar nerve at the wrist motion first returned to the paralyied

muscles, on an average, in 50 weeks after suture. In three

patients the appearance of the hand became again normal in

12 months, ao months, and 2 years after suture. In two in-

stances of division of the nerve at the elbow, in one loo weeks

elapsed before voluntary power returned to the miacles of the

hand • in the other the Hexor carpi ulnaris regained voluntary

power and reacted to the interrupted current 66 weeks alter

Mture, but no recovery had taken place in the muscles o the

hand 17 weeks later. After division of the median nerve at the

wrist voluntary power returned to the paralyzed muscles on

an average 40 weeks after suture.

The same authority found in his cases of suture for complete

division that the return of irritability to interrupted currents

coincided with the return of voluntary power, and 'ays that in no

case of suture of the nerves of the forearm which he had watched

had voluntary power returr-^d befnrc irritabiUty to interrupted

cut nt. On the other hand, he found that voluntary power

returned first after incomplete injury.

In the foUowing case voluntary power returned before visible

reaction to interrupted currents : A patient, aged twenty-seven,

had resection of the musculo-spiral nerve in May. In December

there was visiVle voluntary movement of the extensors of the

wrist though not enough to move the wrist-joint. In the

foUovring February examination showed that there was fair

voluntanr power in the radial extensors of the wrist, but no

reaction^o interrupted currents. In April the radial extensors

of the wrist were thought to show a faint flicker of response to

the interrupted current, but no other extensor muscles showed

any trace of reaction until a month later. Improvement con-

tinued, and the patient made a good recovery.

Among the practical points which continuaUy anse in con-

nection with the RD, perhaps none are more important than the

riving of an answer to the question whether a nerve tiiink is

divided or only hurt. The question is one of the utmost impor-

tance, because the whole lature conduct of the case rests upon

the answer, and it may be difficult to answer it because RD«U

eauaUy follow division and severe injury. Perhaps it will be

useful to consider an actual case. A barber on board ship was

at work with a pair of scissors, when the vessel gave a heavy roU,
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ami ,h,. patient acchlen.ally plunRcl the «!,„,„ („,„ ,,i, „r„,ni,

so fo several days, until the ship came into port He wa, hen

r^ra^sis, a.^ to .ate .^^L ai;::r:::':^rd[:i:;:'^ ::rHe showed RD in the ulnar a..a musculo-spiral areas I

,

"healter area one muscle, the triccp., ,Iid not show complete RDfor U retame,- ,ts contractility to the coil in part, whi in the
«1 ar area the paralysis was not absolute, the wa^.Tng wa" n„

iT'onth '"'""T'
""'"^'' '"'P'"''"' "- not altog thetet. On these grounds the report was given that the musculo'spiral nerve was not severed, and that in all probability tr ulnarnad also es-aped. His nerve trunks accordingly were „o[

but CO r
'"^'' '"^""^"' ''y '='""=*""'y he m'ade Tgraduabut complete recovery. His paralysis probably had beencaused by the tight bandaging and not'by .h^ punctured

Another case was one of »unsh„t wound of the lower half ofhe arm w.,h extensor pa. ysis. It was examined electHcalJabout three weeks after th ccident, when healing of the exten^

oHn tr''? """'k'"'
•"'""= '""" P^^'-'- There was RDof all the ex ensors, but wasting was not extreme, the contrac

t.oi.s were of very good volume, and the 'Mggishness was notconspicuous. Judging that if the nerve , Tbeen compTete^
severed the reaction of degeneration would „ve begun to en2the state of decreased irritabiUty, and finding it to be nodecreased an opinion was given that the trunk of the musculo-
spiral had escaped. The later history of the case proved thisopinion to have been correct.

Much is hoped for from the testing with condenser discharses

r„ The nZ ""^ '^r
''''"'" '° '" 5 ''9. and is further treafedin the next paragraph.

If this method should prove to become as valuable as it oromises to be, the whole problem of the use of electrical tesLg

chafa^fer""'
"" '"

'^'^"°^'^ "^^ '^°'"' transformed in

The testing of sensation provides better indications for prog-

!fTeh,"m"'f^'"*''^'^.''''""«°**'''""'^^'^^- Thebeginning

ll u
P™*''?^*'"'^ ^nsibility may be looked for afte!

suture m about two months, and gradually protopathic stimuli
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.m „econ,e feU all over ^^^
^''^^^Z'^:^^-^^^^^^^!

.equcntly the return of sensat- ^o a

^ ^d finally th? power

will slowly cover the area in the same way
localization

of discrimination of compass P°>"« ^""^."^^ded as perfect

will return. No sensory
f^^l^ts fest isTgood as on the

r;clic1lib1my r^'ur^r together, and the compass test soon

afterwards. ni.<Fnn«l« —It would add very

By the use of a battery o
^^^^^ ^j

is possible to test a musck «^*
;;;^^;;^i ^^ich gives the

dlUo. ol Ih. »»;k- '*"•• »!"»'"«
,, _„,arf, „d B » to..J

adapted for everyday use, and he has given p

utility in diagnosis.
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Several modifications of thp ro^j
proposed. In one the cliaJin/v ^f"" "''"""' '"'^'^ *«=«"

which has the merit of beinf
'^ T ^^'' " '''"''*

^ '" ^"other,

throughout, anrthil mav c?n
"'''; " ""''°™ voltage is used

easity be takenLm aXect
~"^ ^'^ "° ^°"^' *''''='• -"

of a shunt resistance7«7) At rn"'''"rPP'^''y''''='"^*'^°d
condensers would range from 00/'', ^ '"""'''" ^"^^ "'

farads, and the serief n ,v
""<='-°farad to two micro-

mediate capacities makn^tL"''™'™"^ '"^'"-J^ t™ inter-

the reaction dernerati™ '^f
'" '''"<=^'^- ^"-'eswith

loovolts,acapac?tfofo;:LoCado"
'"""I'"'

^^''"'^'=' ^'

to their degree of degeneratTon
"'"""'*''

'" P'^Po^'o"

Main

Main -T

Fig. 163.--?:.^^ OF Morse Kev for Ch.o.,

The condensers are charged frnm n,
through the patient. This is eSe^ h

"""^ ^''discharged
the two Circuits altematdy

; he r^' c,„ts'th
^^^ "'""^ <='°^^^

the source and the condenser thelf ""="'' '«='«'^<'"

condenser and patient It LLn f ^"^ '"' ""= ''="** °f
broken before the s c nd osTj^"'

J'^' "^^ «^^' «--* "e
of the charging source wil reach thl

™'' '^" *"" ^°"^g«
The device'employed is a ."m Ltv ' Tnd f'

"."" '^ ''"^^
arrangement. On an ebonite baTe thr^; . . ^ '^^ '^"^^ "=
middle one carries a brass arm hinLn ?tu^^'

"" ^"^- The
seesaw movement, by means orwhirh.K

""' '""'^^ '° ^'°^ =>

can touch its cor^espo'Zg hx'd conTacr^'ir'T^'^^^^-The three contacts are joined uDar,h °" '^' '''°'"*^ ''^-

«

It;

n
'i

^1 - tifcacMiJi
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can be adapted to the t^st'"^
;f

"'''
R,(„ence to the metro-

slight •-'ii'^.ffws thTtCr can be used as a Morse key.

nome (Fig. 56) shows that that also
^^^^ ^^^^^^^^

the three mercu^cui^taUn^^^^^^^^

of Fig. 163. ^'"^iy'^X can be readily arranged to
,

e the

work or by - '-"*^'j,^^ ^^e condenser method of -.st.ng

:r;::;St^n:r;rSoras to the conditions

nerve and muscle in <1^^«- ^ production of dura-

224. The Myotonic
B»"«°°;-3;;bserved. It is connected

tion tetanus (§ 167) « ^°"es ;b.„ved
^ ^ ^^^^^^^

with the reaction of degenerat on,
»"f

"^^ , n occurs

it.
Themyotoniccontract>on.ssor^e^^ga„alog^^^^^^

in Thomsen's disease,

f
"<! I^^^^"^ r Tte^^^^ thrown into

of the muscles to «'^^
"^=f.f^^^ "r^pted and by continuous

p.olonged tetanic -tra^ °n
j^^^^^^^^^^ after cessation o,

Smur^s' or a peld lasting from hve to thirty seconds, and

then fades away graduaUy^
^^^^^^^ i^ „^,,

225. The
»»«*''«f» ^'^"""fferingfrommyastheniagravfe^

with in the muscles of
Pf^"*\"f„ease in the amount of

The peculiarity ^^^^nfc muscle when it is subjected

response shown by a niyasth
^^^^^ ^ myasthenic muscle

lUslherir^hysiological eflect of fatigue withabnor.a,

"Reaction is not -tant^in ^'jei^gravis^^C^^

has stated that ^ven m the -me pat en^ t^^

J^^^
upon one occasion and

-°^J^J^°'^^^ ^ continuous and by

myasthenic reaction - I^^^^^^^^"*!;^
to have noticed a

interrupted currents. 0*^^^"«
^^^^^^ the onset of the

EeTJtrSa^a c':^L:s^nly or after continue.

currents only. - . n,a»tions.—Rich has de-
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suc?Sctu e^ra STf^ -ceasing responf:' to

testing electrode was the latroi"r°" '"^'"' "''^" '"^

:^::^ a-f tr-- --^^^ oi- Sn^t-

of the " antaeonistir rZ, ", '''" ^"Sg^^'^d the name

hasobservedTwoca
,sZh? '°'

*"'' ^'^'^''^ "' «^^"''- "«
of degeneration

""''
'" '""^''^^ ^'"'-'"6 ^ reaction

up beneficial changes there and in tt I ,

P' "' "^"'"S
are to be treated if order to exercL ^^

'''°"^ ?""=': "'^ '""^'='^^

nutrition. Stimulation of thrn I "^
^""^ '° '"""'^'« ^^eir

and the rhythLrcomt^
""'''"' '"^P""'^ '° t''^^^ ^""-^nt^.

state of RD ,„H
'""''""""^ """«"' when the muscles are in a^.tate of RD and cannot respond to sinusoidal or faradic appica

™inu:efofe:vrWe?''tf^
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The actfve elect ode is n,ade negative, and a solutun of am-

i" ^niCion at the negative pole causes less sensat.on than

"TS^Z!^ gliding „,ove,nents <. thef^Uo^^
to product rhythmic v—n-f cu..^^^^^^^^ t,.^—

'

«1S covered, and placed at or above the situat.on of the les.on

"t^Z!::fS^ e«.cts of .urrents may also^^"";^^

in *he treatment of paralysis. An area of

-"f;",^^^,
iniured nerve trunk, or the region where a nerve has been su ure I

Z division are assisted to recover by the molecular mter-

:ha:;gerwhrck can be set up in them by steady cont.nuou,

'"por instance in the treatment of facial ,
ralysis, one should

no! be contenl with a stimulation of the paralyzed muse..

?oic applications to the region round the P-" <^ -'J '^

nerve exercise a curative effect upon the seat °f ^^e P"^^^^

°n the facial nerve trunk, and do much to promote a qmcktr

TtTs'perhaps hardly necessary to debate the question whether

and try to maintain the proposition that the recovery

^!r,1vsis is due solely to natural causes and is qmte independent

rajerertridtywhich maybe used during the courseofrecoverj-,

the following case may be quoted .
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was told that he might expect thoZT T ^^^"'^ """^

tinue. even without trt her eercaT^'t Tr^: '° """
later he wrote sayin. that he h* h

' "™'- "^ '"'""'s'"

last electrical appicat on Thtt
"° ""'''''' ''"" '"^

and improvement aTain he T"' '"^™^'""Rly resumed,

patien/wascrpUeTy'veir ™' '" ^"""^^ '"'"'«"' '"e

tive''Vm::rfdlinf""."'.'".
'"^"'^ P^^^^'y- '^ «'- in^truc-

aid not return until November Th3 '
^'"'

p..... Th, ,i„„ luu, hSt Jil, lu"T'' "

r,s-rri f
"-"""^' ''•"«"'

£;j.j;r,;r;;:rsr,"ro:.t;

-^:S;^c:s;s;:.J^s-Su,r=
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played an important part in " curing " the paralysis and answer

Siection mentioned above, an objection «^kh is not alway

easy to meet, because for obvious reasons it is difficult to combat

it by direct proof

.

. *i,. „,*«,
AH those who have had practical experience in the matter

have seen cases of nerve injury begin to recover rapidly under

electricity, after having been stationary for long penods of time

under " expectant " treatment.

The caseVof paralysis which follow injury to the nerve trunks

are common, and are of interest from the exercise in appM

anatomy which their diagnosis afiords. The shoulder and upper

limb are their most frequent seat. The chief causes of in)ury

are contusions and lacerations, compression produced •" various

ways and wounds with sharp instruments. FaUs or blows

upon the shoulder and dislocations of the shou der-)o.nt com-

monly produce paralysis of the muscles of that region. Pressure.

Z from the use of crotches, or from the weight of the body upon

the arm during sleep, often produces paralysis of the muscles

supplied by the musculo-spiral nerve, and incised wounds of

the forearm and wrist often lead to paralysis o the muscles

supplied by the ulnar and median nerves. In all cases of this

kind favovurable results may be expected unless the nerve trunks

have been actually severed, or are involved in cicatricial tissue^

In that case surgical measures to unite the ends of the divided

nerve, or to relieve it from its surroundings, are necessary before

'Torn what''ha?teen1aid in § 2.0 it follows that injuries of

nerves are likely to be foUowed by a reaction of degenera ion in

the muscles which they supply, and this does always follow .

the injury to the n.rve has been sufficiently severe But as

uch iijuries may be of any degree of severity it will be found

that the reaction of degeneration is not invariably produced,

n the slighter cases the injury may be sufficient to impair moto

and sensory conduction for a time without interfenng with wha

may be called the trophic conduction of the nerve trunk. Ihe

partial reaction of degeneration is not uncommon in cases ot

nerve-trunk injury.
, xi.

• » ™,«Br nf

228. Apu'Jcatlons of Electrical Treatment-It is a matter ot

in,portance that all but the simplest forms of electrical treat-

ment should be carried out by the medical man h™;«";"
this is possible, and if it is not possible for him to do so, then at
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least he should supervise the treatment as often as he can. When

by a medical man may prevent a patient from giving the treat-naent a fair and prolonged trial, it may be desirable to teachthe patient or a relative or a nurse what to do. This is par-
^cu^arly the case in chronic conditions, where the necessary
manipulations are simple, and where a successful result from

The aid of electro-therapeutic methods is often invoked onlywhen every other treatment has been tried without success, and

Ind dffinrr «"' ""^Y
'"^^ ^''^' already become chronicand diificult to influence before they come for electrical treat-ment. Moreover, the mode of action of electricity upon theti^ues of the body is in its essence a gradual one, working a idoes by a slow rebuilding or regeneration of the damaged organ

or function, and requiring time and the exercise of patienceand perseverance in its appUcations, It is among the poor n

the^^o^d'^vT '"'l °r
'^^ ^"^ ''''' opportunfties of^ed g

ases Int". T" ,

"""' '^ ^'^^rical treatmenc in chronic
cases In that class of patient considerations of expanse do not
interfere to cut short the treatment prematurely, nor'are hosp^a
patients so ready to throw up one kind of treatment in orde totry something different. Thus it is a not uncommon experien ^

LlZr^" -.T "i"^''
*''^""^"' ^' 'he same time, theone at the hospital and the other as a private patient andto see the latter throw up the treatment when half thro, h

recovery."
' '°""" '°^ '''"^'^ °" ^""^ "'^''^^

^ ^
^

Whenever the treatment must be carried out by a nurse, themost suitable apparatus for her use must be properly chosen by

ue and should be given a few lessons in the anatomy of thepart to be treated, and in the manipulations to be perLm dShe must be supervised at frequent intervals by th^ medicalman ,n charge of the patient, who should never omit trmakemeasurements and tests from time to time to ascTta^n wW
process IS .^ing made, and to prevent the case from being le'in the sole charge of the nurse. ^ '

ur!xL!!%?r'"
"""""•-^''^'^ deep-seated position the

al hdn? ^
'"'"' "'"' ""^ -"^itiveness of the conjunctivaall help to make it practically impossible to excite contraction

ll I
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in these muscles by electrical applications, except in the levator

palpebra, in which a " longitudinal " reaction of degeneration

has been observed. Good results have sometimes appeared to

foUow treatment by means of direct currents applied longitu-

dinally through the skull, the kathode being placed upon

the closed eyelid. Buzzard has recommended the use of the

operator's index finger as the active electrode. Srnall sponges

may also be used, as they are soft and readily adapt themselves

to the surface of the eyelid. Owing to the difficulties of

satisfactory appUcation, electricity is not much used m the

treatment of ocular paralyses.

2W The FUth Nerve.-The muscles supplied by this nerve are

the masseter, temporal, and pterygoids. When these are para-

lyzed the jaw is deflected to the paralyzed side by the action ol

the external pterygoid of the sound side. It is not at all common

to see these muscles afected, though occasionally a case may bo

met with, and a reaction of degeneration may be observed.

231. Facial Par8lysls.-This form of paralysis very frequently

comes under electrical treatment.

Paralysis of the facial muscles may be the result of cerebral

disease, as in hemiplegia, cerebral tumour or meningitis but its

most common cause is disease of the nerve trunk itself. The

part of the nerve which is usually at fault is that which passes

along the Fallopian aqueduct. In this part of its course a

slight amount of sweUing of the sheath of the nerve, or of the

lining of the bony canal, is sufficient to produce compression

the nerve fibres, and consequently a paralysis of the lacia

muscles. This is the generally accepted explanation of the fact

that facial paralysis is frequently seen in persons who are other-

wise in good health. In many of these cases the onset of the

paralysis can be attributed to some definite exposure to cold,

and especially to a cold draught of air blowing upon the cheek,

but in many others the history is by no means conclusive in this

respect A " rheumatic " tendency has been assumed as a pre-

disposing cause. The common occurrence of facial para ysis

is probably associated with this anatomical pecuhanty of its

course through a narrow bony canal, as any compression produced

by congestion at that part of its course is likely, when once

started, to lead to strangulation and greater congestion.

As the severity of the paralysis in these cases wiU depend

upon the length of time during which the nerve fibres are com-
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ThJZ^, '^"'"^- ^^^ «PP'i"«°n of blisters or leechesshould always be attended to in cases of facial paralysis if they

.ons may be made as soon as the case comes under observation.

andTs'tlr^ '^l'
" °'"" '^''°''"''"^ *"'' '^^^'^ "< the ear.

^e FJinn f"
''"'"''°" "' "'^ inflammatory process tothe FaUopian canal, or to the facial nerve it..lf. It is also

be caused at birth by pressure of the obstetrical forceps uponthe nerve after its emergence from the skull.
^

The reaction of degeneration, complete or partial, is presentma large proportion of cases of facial paralysis. Normal re-actions may remam in mild cases. Sometimes it happens thathe reactions of the upper part of the face may differ fr^„ thosem the ower part, showing an unequal degree of damage to thercspectrve groups of nerve fibres. If the patient is tesf^l dJihyiron the commencement, the gradual development of the KI)
* ' ^ '''"'^T"'

^' "'« «»"*«" to the induction coil

fZ i™!^
" ;>'S^PPear until the lapse of seven or ten days

te Len'frr"
" ?'"' '^ ^^™""'''''''' P^^nosis Cannot safe ybe given from a test made within that time. In testing a case

olfacial paralysis, it is well to bear in mind that the skin of the^c IS sensitive, and that the muscles arc near the surface
; strongurrents are therefore unnecessary, and must be avoided. Usuallyhe uncomplicated cases make a good recovery, and improve^men may go on slowly for a year or more. Old patients do notusually recoversowdl as younger people. Aconsiderablep"

xcellt"""" 'f" P"'"^^'^ °'^"'^' '" y™"S -o-n
;
the/are

excellent examples for study, as they attend with the greatest
diligence until completely recovered.

fcrtatcst

If a case of simple facial paralysis receives no electrical treat-ment, Its rate of recovery will be slower than if it be so treatedIhe cases of facial paralysis from ear or bone disease are natur-
ally more unfavourable than those coming on from ' cold."

fare mT'M ^? l^"""
"'"""^ "^°'''' f-^i^y ^^'thout treatment

I'nL V^ " '° "'""'^*= "" lik.lihood of the existence of
unfavourable causes of the paralysis before making a favourable

!,T?"'..
"^"^^ presenting unusual features are to be re-garded with suspicion. Facial paralysis from disease of themotor nucleus of the nerve may occur.

ii
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The electrical treatment .hould be in accordance with what

has been Uid down for paralysis in general-vnz., d''^' * f""

ment of the affected nerve and muscle, and lomc aPP^"*'""'

to the trunk of the nerve by means of an electrode aPPl'«d «ound

the under side and front of the ear. For cases showing he

reX of degeneration both the direct and the mternipted

current should be used. The indifferent positive e ec rode

™d be plld at the back of the neck, and the active el^rode

applied to'the nerve and the muscles, each o the mam branch .

of the nerve being foUowed alor, graduaUy from centre to

periphery, and each muscle being treated with a few nterrup-

Ls with the help of the closing key. L-tly, the skin of th

face and the muscles may be treated with the >"d"':
'°"^°^;^.

J^
normal reactions have not been lost, treatment «"h 'nduct °n

coil currents will be aU that is required. A "«tal-mounted

brush of bristles can be converted into an electrode, and makes

a good instrument for appUcations to the face. /If
SeekcUod

adapted to the whole side of the face may be used with a rhythmic

'"
uTafbeen proposed by Ballance and Stewart to remedy the

deformity produced by permanent facial paralysis by an opera-

«on to connect the peripheral part of the facial nerve to astrand

taken from the hypoglossal or spinal accessory.

A secondary contraction " of the facial >n"^l«^, '^ °"f°;f

"

in cases of facial paralysis. UsuaUy it shows itself during the

cou^ of recovery^ in the more serious cases. There may b

a tonic contraction which shows itself m a narrowing of the

palpebral opening on the affected side, or in a drawing of the

angle of the mouth to the affected side, or there may be occa

sional twitchings in some of the affected muscles Again, there

may be an ass^iated action of the muscles, so that movem n s

of the eyelids occur when the muscles of the hps are set n

action, and. conversely, the mouth may move when the ey^s a

closed This secondary contraction in the muscles of the face

has nothing in common with the " late rigidity " which appear

in the limbs in cases of hemiplegia It is the res" * °f

f^
remains of the original mischief which has ""^^d the tac a^

paralysis in the first instance, for the presence of a certain degree

of thickening around the nerve trunk may act as a source of irn-

• Br-;;.:* Medical JourttcU, May 2, 1903.
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tation to the nerve, and thus cause the tendency to spasm.
Ionization with chlorine ions is indicated

232. The ToDfu. and Solt PiU.t..-Injury or disease of the
hypoglossal nerve may cause paralysis of the muscles of the
tongue. Atrophy of one side of the tongue and a reaction of
degeneration have been observed, and may l>e recovered from.The soft palate is occasionally paralyzed, and its muscles mayshow a reaction of degeneration. If it should be required to
test any of these muscles, a small electrode should he used itmay be covered by a layer of moist absorl>ent cotton, o. it maybe used uncovered. '

233_ The Trapeilu. and St«rno.inMtold.-Paralysis and
atrophy of these muscles foUow injury or disease of the spinal
accessojy nerve, or of its nucleus. The trapezius. an-> some-
times the stemo-mastoid muscle as weU, may suffer as a result
of the suppuration of strumous glands in the neck, or of the
surgical operations for their removal, also in some cases of
antenor pohomyelitis and in some forms of progressive muscular
fltropny.

Paresis of the stemo-mastoid is easily recognized if looked
for When the head is turned towards the opposite side, the
outline of the muscle standing out under the skin is plain to seem health, hut is lost if the muscle is paralyzed.
When the trapezius is paralyzed there is a general feeUng of

weakness, and a complaint of myalgic pains about the shoulder
because the muscle plays so large a part in supporting the
shoulder during the movements of the upper limb.
When one trapezius is paralyzed the difference between theUro shou ders can easily be recognized, particularly if the muscle

be wasted as well. On the affected side the whole of the shoulder

flattrn '-^J!" 'I'l
""' ''"" """ "'"^ *° '^' shoulder-tip is

JT . Ti?" ff™" " '^* "^^ **"" the arms han|^ng
at the sides (F.g. 164). The position 0' the scapula is changed
and the inner border of the bone does not lie parallel to the
vertebral column, as in health, but at an angle wi ,h it, its uppercorner being rather further from the middle line, and its lower
angle nearer, at a higher level, and more prominent. Duchenne
has explained why this is the case. The shoulder, having lost

IrT'^'* °i
*''* "PP*' P"' °* *''" '^^P*""^' '""'gs suspendedrom the levator anguh scapute, and turning as on a pivot atthe pomt of attachment of that muscle, its lower angle is tilted ii
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Inwards and upwards, and the acromion sinks downwards by

the weight of the arm.

If the patient raises the arms to the head another pecuhar

defect comes into notice-namely, that the clavicle in its outer

half comes into view from behind. This is a valuable diagnostic

sign of atrophy of the muscle (Fig. lOj)- "<= rhomboids can also

be plainly seen when the traiwzius is wasted.

Paralysis of the trapeiius is often due to injury of the spinal

accessory nerve during surgical operations on the neck. In one

LJ •v>^ , ^^M
pio. ,64.— Pabalvsis of Left Tbapezius.

such case the incision was a small one, at the posterior border

of the upper part of the sterno-mastoid. The nerve was acci-

dentally divided, and the muscle became wasted, especially in

its upoer and middle portions. The clavicular p' "t-the ulUm,m

moriens of Duchenne-as well as the rest of the muscle, sf-owed

a marked reaction 01 degeneration. The lower part of the

muscle was not quite so much affected as the "PPf Part, and

the inferior angle of tl. scapula was therefore pulled downwards

and not tilted upwards, as is the case when the whole muscle.,

paralyzed. The lower part of the trapezius is supplied by

branches of the third and fourth cervical nerves, and these may

escape when the spinal accessory is injured, and the lower sur-
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as .he result o^nltu .^^ r'
f'''' "'"'' «=" -""ch scarred,

treatment for thoTrT,,. b" t"T' '"'' °' "«= '"^^'^

m^Midon,heri«htsi<,ew;re.x;;e,:X
wat:;''^

and stemo-

injury. Where t'^Z'.'.'X^;^ "!~", "."' "'"""' " '""^ ""-
'~-..ned..ed;r^:';---rr-^^-

F-r. .65.-Pa,aly.,.s of Left TRAPEz.rs
Clavicle sejii from behind.

reunion of the nerve are vcrv snnll ,n^ • .- -oration Of conti„4r:.:^^^--™--

^uch cases it is probablv dl
' *''<^ ""ve was divided, and in

nerve at its divided p^^'^^e ISr":"'
r'""^"°" "* '"^

»-e of the functions of the lost t-aLIs an'^l"'''"'"
^""""^^

1 s.ze. Electrical treatment ILXZ ^°""^ increased

there are reasons for hZn„ h th.
"""^^^etically applied if

divided, or if there are si,'::y::etul;;:,::
""' -P'-y

/ I

.' .i

i!li

ailfc
iil;'>]
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The condition known as Sprengel's deformity or con em, ,

elevation of the scapula, simulates a spasm of the trape.u.s.

See 5 264 for a description and figure.
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putting the end JrhVh .®-
^^ ^'°""^- *''*'='' he did by

forciblyaSit Mt T '"'
'"""T"'

'"'' P^^^ing upwards

that hfssirri • ^Tw r„ r;f™s he found

observation there w'as markfd paresis of "he LT' ™fmagnus, and the rhomboids weJTJ^lZ } P-^^
'""*"'

Fig. .66.-PAHALVS1S OF R,™t Semaius Magnus.

case, which feU upon him Both of tZ ^ IT^^ P''"""^"

iniurips h^A „ I r
'h*^^' '" addition to other

^Z'
"^^^ P"^ys.s of one serratus magnus-the right

of« 1 te%TfT
"^^""^ '^ fairiy'^common af a 'resuit

most^ tt fi'^^ " '"'"y- I '^ave seen cases after

pr^lncv and""" 'TV'^""^ ^"^^ '""-"^a and af

cathet r \nT "^ture which followed the passage of aatheter. An instance in which this form of paralysis followed

25
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small-pox is described and well figured in the Journal of the

Royal Army Medical Corps, kfn\,iop^-
, „,i fr^at

Cases due to injury or disease respond well to electrical treat-

ment, unless the nerve is actually divided ;
division o{ the nerve

is not often met with.
i „.j ;„

In testing and treatment the indifferent electrode is placed m

th it rior triangle of the neck, and the active electrode is

applied to the serrations of the muscle. The patient should he

down with the arm raised and the hand behind the head.

The notion is sometimes entertained that the pecuhar post on

of the shoulder-blade, described above, is due to dis ocation of the

lats^mus dorsi from its position at the angle of the scapula.

TWs view is erroneous. Sherren states that the wmged scapuk

is most marked when there is a simultaneous affection of

serratus ..nd of lower trapezius, the latter due to injury of the

cervical branches, occurring with the injury to the long thoracic

"Ts The scapular Musoles.-The supra- and infra-spinati are

often paralyzed as the result of blows upon the shoulder, though

less frequently than the deltoid.

When the spinati are wasted, the spine of the scapula become,

prominent, and the muscles themselves can be seen to be

d mhiished in bulk. The patient is unable to perform external

"n of the humerus in a proper manner if the infra-spinatus

Is paralyzed, and the other external rotator of the humerus, the

teres minor, is often affected simultaneously, though, supphed

by a d.ffer;nt nerve. The movement of external rotation .

necessary in writing for moving the hand across the paper, and

in sewing the same muscles also come into play.

IhT nerve (supra-scapular nerve) which supphes the spmat

is exposed to the risk of injury, owing to its superficial posit on

on the shoulder. In one case I have seen it injured by th

carrying of a ladder upon the shoulder. The supra-spma «> .s

a lesrimportant muscle than the infra-spinatus and its condit

ts not so easy to determine, because it is thickly covered b

he trapezius! which makes electrical testing of the muscle

difficult and its functions as an elevator and a weak in rnal

fofator of the humerus can be performed by the deltoid When

Ihe infra-spinatus is paralyzed it is probable that the supra-

sninatus is in the same condition.

•^TheTnlernal rotators of the humerus-na.uely, the sub.capu-
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^TthioTeSTn!::" ^ T' ^"P"'^ (tO^ -"scapular
and the same may^ aZT > T' °"^° "'^" ">« ^P'""' :

supplied by a branch fromlh/h,^
;'"""' '^°"'' ^l^^h '^ =^^0

scapular. ThJZtJrZr^in"^^'^
Plexus-viz., thelongsub-

There is no sp"^^ ^'oLTrnoIl "T ^^° ^"^P«' ^ ^ ™'«-

treatment of these mSswh^h 'V L' "i!™^ *^^""S *"d
aUeady prescribed fo"reaWnt of

°".°^ '^' "^'"ods
are affected with the deltoid Inni P"^^'''' ^^^'V 'hey

thatwhichisemp.oyedSra«er "
""""^"'

'^ ^™"" *»

the^Ur^I'ti^SS t°h *'lr r^'^
'"'" ^'- up-

most common fortsXa^alvii:
shoulder-joint is one of the

The circumflex nerv. ?_
^''^ '° ""e upper extremity.

the muscle and i"str^rT, *'k"^"'^
'" "^ course^hrough

or it may be compressed bv a r tt " '"'*""'* '" dislocations,

minor suffers «.T he deC wTen th""'"^
''" '''"' '-"

of the nerve
:
when the in^ryTs : he Z7 " '°

Z'"'
'"^""^

may escape It i. not ,1
^ ^ '^ '" '"« 'ntra-muscular part it

tere^s minor by VlctricdteS"'^
to determine thestate^of th

other musdes.'LobTobtvn.fh'' ' '^ ^° """=" ^^-^^ by
patient, as it functionsTa" be aH *! ^ '"°"^'"^"*^ °' 'he

infra-spinatus. Theattemn^n
^^''"^"''y Performed by the

should always be made ^ ''"''''" "^ ^°°<^'«°"- however,

thJd:^" "^ °"^" '-'3^-1 "y the injury which paralyzes

oflhr.tSprcroTtV/s!'^r ' f ^--^ theprommence
paralysis of theTeJ^M u tssT s'u^Lt' b

'"^
'° "<=°^-

infants especially the adiootti! ^ . ^ "^"^ "'°"t- I"
may maslTthe w'asting 'o7 re muscl Wh^T ^"^ ^''°""'-

paralysis are extreme the head of the h
^' ^^""^ ^"'l

up in the glenoid cavity, but canbt^SltoTT ''^'^

-r^^^'err^---'f^e;;;:srt

^0^0^ ots rtt^::;;
*;^
-eTT-^^-'- - -e

diminished for a very lar^e n, „/» /
" very seriously

muscle is able toXX„ttractirr"'^' " "° °'^^'

-ent. Xhe supra-spinatus. whichC -nlL^f^X^t^

I i, 1!

m 'A

t
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feeble to be able to raise the weight of the arm. On one

he branches of the circumflex nerve was mjured and he

TK-sterior half of the muscle was wasted, and showed a partia

^^ctr of degeneration, while the anterior part reacted

"'watic paralysis of the deltoid is very common. Recovery

is he mle in the majority of cases, but there is a considerable

minori™ which do not improve at all '-tisfactordy. and on th

.

Tccount it is wise to express a guarded opmio-. when there ..

',^ch w^ting and a reaction of degeneration, and the prognos

.

ust be made to depend upon the behaviour of the muscle

under treatment. In elderly people particularly ,he progr^s

orrecovery is very slow, and six months or more may pass

before much improvement is visible. If the electrical reactions

a norma , or show only a quantitative change, or show the

p^^reaction of degeneration, with -me preservation of ..

duction-coil reactions, the prognosis is more favourable Taken

gen rally, the deltoid may be said to be a muscle which is easily

damaeed P-nd has not a very great recuperative power^ Th

Sence of articular changes in a case of paralysis of the delt»d

fs very common, as both muscle and joint are supplied by the

drcumflex nerv; and both suffer when the nerve is m,ured.

AdheTions in the joint should be treated by mechamca^ mean,

aft he nerve has recovered its functions. If the adhesion

are broken down before the muscle and nerve are restored f.ey

a^e V rUk^'y t° {orm afresh. The skin over the deltoid receiv »

^nsor^fibres from the circumflex nerve, and loss or >mpa.rm n

of seltion is frequently to be found if looked for when the

"™;?^;e%trlsplra. Nerve-Paralysis of the muscles

supplied by this nerve is characterized by the presence of wrist-

drop UsuaUy the extensors of the wrist and fingers and th

supfnator lon^s and brevis are involved ;
the triceps may ei he

Ts^" or mafbe imphcated, according as the injury is high up

in the arm or not.
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„,:''"h"'°"P':^ P^^y^'^ f""' P^^'-ro on the trunk of the

Ss"'"^
'''''''"''^'°'"'"''"~'''

'"''• ^""""S '>°'P'''^

,.Jn'f"'""' ^"'^7 "' *'** ^''^ P*''™t g°«^ off into a heavy

tT ^r "[h"^
"' "*"''"' ^'^ ''^ ''^"'1 and forearm powe7

ess Often the pat.ent has slept while sitting at a table withthe head resting on the arm, or with the arm hanging over theback of a chair; in either case the musculo-spirafnerve tnank

^lmos7 r"''
"P™-

.

'» "«- not often folL sleep n bed

flcoh^ hT '^" P'"'"* '•^^ '^™ """" the influence of

Mt ,n the
' ^M very soundly. Otherwise the discomfort

oroductinnT
"'""''^^^^ ^^'^ "^^'y '" awaken him before theproduction of more than a transient paralysis. Nearly all thecases are in intemperate persons. The predisposing eifect J

in emperance is well shown in the following case: A potman
after sleeping two or three hours, developed a pressure pa"y
of his left musculo-spiral nerve. This got better, but in theollowing year he injured his ankle, and was obliged to us a

b^Ire h ?'^ °T1'
°" '"°"'''' ""^^'^ °f musculo-spiral palsy

before he had used the crutch more than ten days
"^ ^ ^

tnfnlf H
"^'^"^ °^ temporary paralysis from pressure on a nerve-trunk dunng s eep are familiar to most persons. To notice anun^^bness or a feeling of pins and needles in one arm on awaken-

n'» nZ »'?
'^"ot uncommon, especially among those who are

in a poor state of health.

Pressure paralysis has been thought to be secondary to com-
pression of the bloodvessels of the limb, producing anlmiarf

ZZTtX '''^ "r ''^ "^^ '"^ Paralysisshouldnot beconfined to the region of one particular nerve trunk, as is the

sTon of thr' ?"'^\'° '"^"'^ "^ '^' limb from compres-

Weflv he T"^'''7- .
" ™"'d rather be expected to involve

chiefly the distal parts, irrespective of the nerve supply

obferTaTion
' '"'''"'' ^"'^ '" '^' '"«• *'"^'> '^"^' ""^er my

wWch suZ r'
'"""' '^°. '^°^' ">** " '^ "^^ ""-' itself

on the ^»? ?
compression. In that case the pressure was

could T 1, T """ "* "' ''•'"='' °* '^' '^'S^' ^"^ therecould
.

,t have been any compression of the femoral artery

order M? ^^
I
''°™^ """ ^^° ^"""^^"l ^ "'^eting, and inorder to have a better view of the proceedings, he sa for anhour upon the back rail of his chair : at the c,o!e of the mttin"he found his leg numb and helpless, and was assisted home

m
IM

frS

iti
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I

Two days later he came under observation. He had paralp''

of aU the muscles below the knee. He recovered m a fortnight

under treatment by rubbing and the induction-coil current.

Sleep palsies are almost always limited to the musculo-spiral

"*ll^crutch palsy, too, it is usually the musculo-spiral nerve

alone which is paralyzed, but the circumflex or the unarnerv.

or median may also be involved. Sleep palsies are always uni-

lateral ; crutch palsies may be double if two crutches are used ;

they are usuaUy more marked on the side of the injured leg.

The degree of impairment of sensation varies much ;
as a rule,

there is some complaint of r mbness on the back ox the forearm

and hand, and some anesthesia may be detected. .

Paralysis of the extensor group fror.. lead-poisoning is fre-

quently met with. Fractures of the humerus may cause

extensor paralysis from injury to the trunk of the musculo-spiral

nerve by the broken bone, or the nerve may be impbcated in

the callus thrown out around the fractured points.

A rare form of extensor paralysis is one which affects the

special extensors of the thumb. '

I have twice seen a paralysis

ofthese muscles alone with a reaction of degeneration m case,

• without any history of previous injury.

All these forms of extensor paralysis vary considerably in

severity. Those in which the electrical reactions are not much

impaired may recover in ten days or a fortmght. When the

reaction of degeneration is present the dmat.on will be long r,

and may last for more than three months. Recovery can W

confidently expected in uncomplicated cases, where the pressure

has not lasted very long, and it is certainly promoted by elec-

trical treatment. I have often seen improvement start at once

on the commencement of electrical treatment, after weeks had

been wasted in vain in the expectation of spontaneous recoverjv

It is probable, however, that even in these the paralysis would

go away of itself in time, but this does not prove that electrical

treatment is unnecessary.

When the pressure is due to the use of crutches they mus

either be given up, or, if that is impossible, the head of th

cnitch must be well padded, and the state of affairs must be

explained to the patient, so that he maybe able to co-operate

Crutches with handles which can be grasped m the hands are th

best for with them the patient can transfer part of his weight



THE ULNAR AND MEDIAN NERVES 3C)i

!»nH I*!" ".""'"l'"
"" ""''' T''" """^he, should be at-tended to before they have produced paralysis

238. The Ulnar and Median H.rves.-These nerves are fre-quently divided at or near the wrist by incised wounds, a very
large numl^-r of the cases being from cuts caused by broken
glass. It IS not uncommon for both nerves to be divided in

n^^H -^""^ "•*'" ""'*' ''' "°' ^™"'"='» «hen the wound

of t^, ifr'i' '.r'''""!
'""^ P'^^'y^'^ °f ^" 'he intrinsic muscles

emow and." ^"'L ^"^ ""^"^ "^^ ^'^° "^ '")"«<» ^t 'he
elbow, and cases .ave been recorded in which a fracture of them emal condyle of the humerus has been followed some yearlaftmvards by interference with the function of the ulnar

.vr^f^V"
"'"!' "'''" ^'^ *""" '^•""P'etely divided near the

vnst the symptoms produced are: Paralysis, with wasting

in .n *r'^',
" '^^Seneration in the hypothenar eminence!m all the in erossei, in the two ulnar lumbricales, and in the

adductor and flexor brevis (inner head) of the thumb. After atime the deformity known as the " clawed hand -
is produced,

bonefl;?, rT "''" ^"^ ""' *'"^ ^'^'^' "f the metacarpal

orominenf .h
' ,''"'"'"' '" '"^ P'"'" "ecome undulv

prominent, the proximal phalanges are over-extended, the distal
phalanges are permanently flexed. This is the result of the
paralysis of the interossei. These muscles flex the proximal
phalanges and extend the distal ones, and so balance the move-
ments of the fingers, which are performed by the long flexors
and extensoj^. If the interossei are paralyzed, the unbalanced
action of thejong extensors and long flexors produce the
charactenstic deformity.

The ulnarnerve supplies with sensibility to light touch one
and a half fingers, and the corresponding portion of the palmand dorsum of the hand. It supplies with sensibility to prick
exclusive y or with other nerves, the little and ring fingers the
palm, with the exception of the thenar eminence and on thedorsum that portion of the hand to the ulnar side of a line drawn
through the axis of the middle finger. In division of the nerve
sensibility to light touch is lost over both surfaces of the Httleand half the nng fingers, with a corresponding portion of thepalm and dorsum of the hand. This area is liable to very little
variation. An area insensitive to prick is present over the
Httle finger back and front, and a portion of the ulnar palm

.1
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varying from a strip on its extreme border to an area almost as

extensive as tiiat of the loss of light touch (Sherren).

After divirn of the median nerve at the wrist thecond. ,on

are dMerent ; the clawed hand, which is so char- enst c o th

divided ulnar nerve, is not present, and the ch'eHeature « tn

wasting of the thenar eminence and the
^;"'«fJ^Xtor

thumb which lies with the na.1 facmg <^°'^.^"y '

*f "^^"^ are

opponens, and outer head of the flexor "^evs of the th„^b are

paralyzed, atrophied, and show the reaction of

^^f
""''*^°":

•^

ShJrren in summing up the sensory -PP'V «' '"^
."^^t^"

nerve, states that it supplies sonsibihty to P"c'<. P»/' V «^'^j

sively and partly in common with other nerves, t°thj whole ™

he palm, with the exception of a na.-row ^'"P alo"g > ^ "1^-

: :ch'almost as extensive as that of loss of -s.bUUy to pnck^

The ulnar nerve may be injured m the
^^^'^"^^"^^^^'^^

the hypothenar muscles and one or more of the mterosse. may

escape while the others show a reaction of degeneration.

T combine Paralyses .1 the Upper Llml..-I may happen

tha? muscTes supplied by more .aan one -- tn,nk - XJ^

-;^rr^:n^^^r;::rAfte:^^:-^^
OTtn tne "'"",,

j^ ^ dislocation has remained for

re'^ru^reStherl may be complete paralysis of the

'^'sS'causes combine to produce extendive paralysis after a

dislocation In dislocations forward the head of the humerus

msmmM



POST- ANESTHETIC PARALYSIS
3')3

JL^'"a '"^''f'^
"*' "«' '^•'""nonest cause of injury to theupper cords of the plexus is a stretching force acting u7uaUy at

dislo^a^L v,'"ir
°' P°"*'''y '" '"^ ^«°"' *" reduce the

n,r,T ^
•

K
""' "'"'"*= "' '"^ '"earn, and hand are

of^heTnn' '"'".l"",^
''°"" '^' P^^^™^'' °' »'•'' dislocated headof the bone upon the lower cord.. Severe injury to the shoulder

Zu W^^'T °' '"^ """'• '°°*' "•'"^'' '°- th" I'rachial

laceration mV/k'""""'
""^^ ™°*^ '''' '"'" '^"<^ -«>'»-

uoofv *h ^' '""'" """^S'' '^""^ ""^ 'horacic cord to

s.d?mav he
'""? T":P."'"=«'=- ''"d the pupil on the injured

side may be contracted in consequence. Bowlby* has puh-

ha~deV' '" "f"
'"" •"" ''^''" ""^-^'i' "^''d Shei^enthas recorded a case with an illustration

240- Post-anastheOc Paralyjta.-Paralvsis of some of themuscles of the upper limb has been observed aft, - an opera t on

nitLnTo/ofVrf'V""" " '"" *° '"""' '^""y attitude of the

trunk and I I "f"
""^ '"'^ '° compression of a nerve

runic, and has been overlooked. Generally the paralysis i, of^e muscles supplied by the musculo-spiral nerie, or it may

blamed Wi,ri^"f ' 'I'*'
^''^ an'^^thetist is sometimes

the^t i, ,^f""',7"=""g '"«° the question whether the an^s-
thet s ,s to be held responsible for the prevention of pressure
pafses during operations, the following case may be related:During an operation the anaesthetist noticed that the surgeon^emed to be leaning heavily against the patient's arm, which

cxa"'itr r ""
*r"--

"^ --'--d U. and the limb wasexamined, and a mark of pressure could be seen. The faulty
position was corrected, but nevertheless a paralysis of the
musculo-spiral resulted, with a reaction of degeneration in the
muscles. Thus it is probable that a very shon period o com!
pression may suffice to cause a serious paralysis

241. Volkmann's behamic Contracture.-Paralysis from the
r-^ssure of sphnts and bandages is sufficiently common to be of
importance, and though, fortunately, it is not usual for injurv
produced in this way to cause permanent harm, yet sometimes

floes so. I have notes of many cases in which there was little

'
'.',

J"!"""'
^nd Diseases of Nerves," J. and A. Churchill, ,889.

T Injunes „f Nerves and their Treatment,"
J. Nisbet, 19..8.

Ill
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or no doubt that tight bandaging had "'^d p^ly^js^^
,h,

in one patient who received an incised wound involving the

mcd"an and ulnar trunks, it was found, when the «ound ha.

held that he had developed a paralysis o. •^"^''^P

-is well Paralysis from tight bandaging is seen with esper ai

remiency among persons who have received i")"".^'
.^""f" '^^

rayhom slciUed^sistance, and have had t»<e.r.n)unes b«und

up Ughtly and left so until medical assistance -^o-lO

^ ^^^/^
J;

But it is by no means Hmited to such cases Ther« .' Ĵ"^
^-rious condition known as Volkmann's >-" contraction

which is seen in connection with »'«"* *'»"'*'',*^"5„^"'* ^

"

freauentlv in children after fracture of the forearm. It is

charac"eLd by the rapid development of contraction of some

of th mu^les' Most commonly it is the flexor group m he

forearm. The muscles become shortened, hard, and ,nela t.

reactions are difficult to obtain, particularly at first, but ttiey

Ty be normal. The condition is attributed to stran^a -

nf the blood-supply to the muscles, with consequent interstitial

as well, but the two things appear to be separate. «»[
^he co

?rartured muscles do not necessarily show the reaction of dc

geneTat on but rather show a normal response of PO°r q^^^"^

wWle neigkbouring muscles not in a state of con racture may

have occurred in children after fracture o/t^e forearm^ the -"^

dition may follow tight bandaging in other P^^s^ Dudgeon

. "Ischemic Myositis and Neuritis," BriHsH Medical Jour.d. Sep-

"T'^Vo.km^nn^s Contraction," La«cet. January .., i,-

* Editiburgh Medical Journal, ^910.
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were atrophied, hard, and contracted. In a severe case whichcame under my own care the compression was <l.,e to a few turns
of bandage applied to the Ixind of the elbow after venesection.The patient slept very soundly, with the forearm flexed in such

11!^"^ *V°
'""'•'^^ strangulation of the circulation tn-low the

elbow. Permanent contraction of the flexor muscles resulted.There was no reaction of degeneration

caut'd hv°*
.'•'^>"?.-«'*'« P"«Iy.ll.-Paralysis of muscles

,n tVl'y " *'"'' °' •'«' ^'^'^'"' ""''<'^ which go toform the brachial plexus has been called " radicular paralysis
-

hesc cases w,ll depend upon the representation of the muscles
in the diijerent spinal nerve roots which go to make up the
brachial plexus

(f 311), and will not correspond with the grouping
according to nerve-trunk distribution. It is evident that elec-
trical testing may be of prime importance in distinguishing
betweei. paralysis due to nerve-trunk lesions and those caused by
lesions of the nerve roots.

'

fh?1t ''m"™'^'
^^^ "' """ P^-^'y^'* •"f>^'=""K "'« "'uscles ofhe shoulder and arm has received the name of Erb's paralysishough in France it is often known as the Duchenne-Krh tvoe'Iwcause Duchenne first drew attention to it in 1867, and re-

ported five examples. It was Erb who. in 1874. pointed out
the anatomical reasons for the special grouping of the paralyzed
parts. Erb enumerates the affected muscies as the biceps
coraco-brachialis and brachialis anticus, which are supplied by
the musculo-cutaneous nervi ; the deltoid, supplied by the cir-
cumflex nerve

; and one muscle supplied by the musculo-spiral
namely, the supinator longus

; sometimes the spinati too (supra-
scapular nerve) are involved. The affection of the supinator
longus alone among the muscles supplied by the musculo-spiral
nerve might seem at first to be a perplexing feature, but it is
easily explained on the ground that the injury is situated above
the point at which the musculo-spiral n-rve is built up Com
pare the condition in wristdrop from lead, in which the
supinator longus may escape when the rest of the muscles
supphed by the musculo-spiral nerve are paralyzed Erb
pointed out that an injury limited to .V two upper roots of
the branchial plexus, the fifth and sixth cervical, or their com-
bined trunk, would produce the kind of paralysis under con-
sideration

;
and further showed that these cords can be directly

m
''I
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Stimulated at a point in the neck an inch abo«e the clamk

and a 1Utle external to the outer horde, oC the ,terno-m«to.d.

TMsi, known as Erb's motor-point, and by "-ans of an .!«.

lolie aSrd to it, the group of muscle, in , estton .an be

readily thrown into simultaneous contractiom
,„„„h^

The existence of Erb's paralysis as a clinical umt depends

upo t;: crmparative.y e'xposed position of th»e two nerve

root, iust as we have seen that paralysis of some of »»>« «"M'^

,^,^s!i« of the shoulder are common for the same reason, and

vanetl^ln the «tent of the paralysis exist accordins as the

their united trunk, or extends into the seventh

From what is known one would expect that a lesion of ho

fifth and sixth roots, or of their combined trunk, should involve

nton^y." muscles already mentioned, but also the rhombo^s,

the teres minor, the subclavius, and the upper parts of the pec

orais ma™r -<» -"»«"' -''enus, and the supi-jator breves,

and most if these muscles have been noted as -«>Wed >n ^m.

nf the recorded cases. When they escape it must be due to the r

parl^^al representation in one or more of the other nerve root,

of the brachial plexus.* „„, ,=n<vial

It must be borne in mind that Erb's paralysis is not a spec a

form^f disease. The name signifies the paralysis of a sj^cial

grou, of muscles. Any sort of injury or disease «hich ;«ec

fhis special part of the brachial rU-x- wiU produce paralysis of

he group of shoulder and arm muscles alrea.ly n-.-nt.onrd.

TractLn on the arm of a child during dimcult labou^.s a common

cause of Erb's paraly.sis, so that Duchenne described
,

as oh

stetrical
" palsy of the arm. Among twenty cases of which

hat notes'seven were caused in this way. four 'oUowed d^e

injury one was due to sarcoma of the cervical vertebra
,

but in

that case from th- extension of the disease, the paralysis was no.

ong limit dTo the muscles of the Duchenne-Erb group. One

was a'ociated with an abscess in the neck, and the remainder

rame on gradually, and were due to neuntis.

All decrees of Combined paralysis, from the typical Duchenn -

Erb type to complete paralysis of the shoulder and arm, may be

met with.

1899.
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ihV;:;o'::s:,'i7.
"""'• '-'"' *-"•"» °' '"^ -pp-' p- °'

istk'!I^on*!rf"?."""*
^7'" ^°** '*""«' '"«' 'he character-

^ td no in'^h
""^^'^ " "'"""' '" "«' «"" "'vical

^fif!^
"o'.in the common cord formed by the junction ofhe fifth and sixth, and they further state thai they have foundthe pronator radii teres and the radial extensors of the wrist to t^

r^h. ;"roT'tn"nr;t?"™""'^^™'^^^^^^^
birth paisL ^y oSfot'Ld Tut^rstTtes^^rrn'-^rh-
cases^ the les.on found was at the junction of the mu and sixth

ca^To JL",
'""'" """'""' "' ^''"^''°" ^'^'^" '"dividual

^^;, ?n ^h Zf""""'
''"'' "''^"'""''y ">^t "'""n fibres run

^3h «:
/"" '°°'' ""' ""^" °">"» ""ly i" the sixth or

rfr n'rv r'u"""'' ^ '"°'' °' "•« «"'' -""'Cles receive

or examl 'T '' ^ '"°*' '^^^ing at more than one iev 1

!:v;ntni:;i *i;Utr^
'"^«"- '-- "-= «'»• ^^-h, a„a

roo^tfof Te r'n*"," r"''°"'^y '" ^'^^'^ '"e intermediate

loTerlape.
' '"' "' ''""'''' *''"^ "«= ^' ^ '^d

U.w1f irn'T*^
".' "k'

"""^ "oo'-The cases described byU.w,s Jones f of atrophy of the intrinsi.s of the hands in yornigperson, may be assigned a po.ilio., as cases of root parXi^irom disease of the first dorsal spinal root. They show'Ltrophy

muLle «" °?"' °' ^°'^ "'^'^^ '"e median and ukarmuscles are aflected together, although the muscles in the for"arms supphed by these nerves may escape. A reaction ofclegenerafon ,s often present. Pain, if complained of, itreTerrec^the area corresponding to the first dorsal sensory root, as ha

cte"s ofThel
°"'

1' ^- ^- ^"^""'^ *''° *>- 'l-"'""' '°-

due to .h
'

T"'"'- "^'^"y °^ "^^^^ hand atrophies arcdue to the presence of a cervical supernumerary rib exercising

• Brituh Meiicat Journal. 1903, vol, ii. p ,„„
t IM., October 22, 1904.

n U' ?" *yf
'"''™''' Atrophy of the Hands in Young PeoDi- " SfKartho omeWs Hospital Reports, vol. xxix., ,8i,3

^ ''

S Umradicular Palsies of tho Brachial Plex,,,." s,ai„. , ^,,_ ^ ^^
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);::

i'f

pressure upon the first dorsal root. W. Thorburn* first sug-

gested that the existence of a supernumerary rib was the cause

of this form of paralssis, and he showed X-ray photographs of

two examples.

Other papers dealing with cervical ribs and tlieir relationship

to atrophy of the intrinsic muscles of the hands wiU be found

in the Lancel f and in the Quarterly Journal of Medicine-i

344. The Lower Limb.—Cases of paralysis from disease or

injury of the nerves of the lower limb are much less common

than they are in the arm. I have notes of only a few instances.

In one recorded case there was paralysis of the front leg muscles

from the pressure of a leather pad upon the peroneal nerve just

below the head of the fibula. The patient was a man who

walked daily upon stUts. which .vere strapped tightly round the'

legs just below the knee, and so set up the pressure upon the

nerve.

Other cases may follow injury about the knee-joint, gunshot

wounds of the thigh, or fractures through the lower third of the

femur, and the operation for the relief of genu valgum may

cause injury to the nerve trunks. :
The most usual seat of the

injury to the nerve trunks of the lower extremity is in the

external popliteal nerve or the peroneal nerve. This was the

case in the following instances. The pressure occurred during

occupation. In one, a carpenter sat on the ground with one leg

doubled under him ; in the other, a leather-sewer fixed her work

against the under side of a table, holding it there by the upward

pressure of the left knee against the outer side of the right knee,

whichwas crossed over the left one. In both there was pressure

upon the peroneal nerve.

Penetrating wounds of the sciatic nerve or of its two divisions

may occur. In one which came under my observation a hoy

shpped when walking upon the top of a glass-covered wall, and

fell in a sitting posture. A piece of the glass pi-^rced the under

side of his thigh, divided the external popliteal branch, and

lacerated the internal branch.

Neuritis of the sciatic nerve in its upper part, or of its lumbar

" The Seventh Cervical Rib and its Eflect upon tlie Brachial Plexus,"

Jledico-Chirurgical Transactions, vol. Ixxxviii., 1905. p. 109. "The

Symptoms due to Cervical Ribs," Medical Chronicle, December, 1907.

t Hinds Howell, Lanut, June 1^, lyj,-.

• Lewis Jones, Quarterly Journal 0/ Medicine, January, 1908.



PES CAVUS—MULTIPLE NEURITIS
jgg

Pl^e'l^;;; :;;

7";^"«^^^ " 'he knee-jerks, and an incom-

Lh ". Yr.m of n 7 """'''' "'y '^ '^''^" ''^ ^ig"5 that

pewphe^cr;^!;':r:'^e::^^ - -<^' --- --

testing Show the r.^tJsZ^^^r^J,::, '^l Z'^^^'tlthe deformity in these cases seems due to spasm ofTh^'lflexors and long extensors rather than to weakness of th
'

tnnsics of the foot. Cases of thi, kinH
"^"^"""^ °^ the in-

In these cases electrical appUcations do no good.
P^'P'^^.a.

346. Multiple Neurltls.-The clinical importance of neuritis i,much more commonly recognised to-day than it was a few vago thus fully justifying the words of Hemak inrSe
, ^he'n he^wrote I am convinced that medical practitioners will solrecognise that neuritis is a pathological c'ondit rvhicT ccursmore frequently than is usually believed " At th. / ?.

ti.e general public have adopL ti^trd.td' lo™':!

In the electrical treatment of multiple neuritis the question ofhe choice of method turns largely upon the presence or absencesevere pain or of acute symptoms. ClinicSly one meets «"thcases of neuntis characterized by marked paralysis a^d little 1no pain as in neuritis due to lead or followinfdipl the ^ L^Jagain ™th others in which there is much pain as n a^ ohoHcand arsenical neuritis. Pain felt in the nerv^e trunks" probaWva pam due to implication of the iiervi nervorum and ,h™,WK^
d.stinguished from pain felt in the area ofTtnttifn o| the'

1'^ f
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nerve, which indicates irritation of the conducting ^bres proper

of the nerve trunlc itself. The presence of much pain m a case

of neuritis demands mild currents. „„„^ cause
If the neuritis is a general one, or is due to a general cause

even 'hough ts manffestations are local, the bath method o

r/plication', with mild, jhythmic sinusoidal current. souM be

chosen whenever it is to be had. ^hus jhe toxi

neuritis, as for example, neuritis from alcohol,
^'f-

^ f
detc

adiiion to its stimulating action upon the nutrition of the

'^TAlcoX NeuritU-General applications by means of

the'bath and sinusoidal current are most convenient m^l^

treatment of this condition. I have "0*- of seve^^al ca

smmsm

the musculo-spiral nerve is ^f^faUy
seen in person

^^^^ .^

°1ni cases it may be difficult to decide whether a neuritis

indi^ndual. ^^.^ ^j ^<.„hoUc neuritis



XEURITIS FROM LEAR-POISOMING
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referred to (sZT) bu f .
'" ""^ ^^'" ''''^ l"^™ "'^-^^^ly

^ire also useful by the.r general nff *
^''"'"'"'>"^""^"'=

local treatment o[ a neurftis due t! TV^' ''-''"" ^he
effective if the oatienti n ,

^°"' " '""='y '° P^ve in-

gouty condit,'„,CthV
„:^„7ar.''' T"""'"

'" ^ ^™-^'
account general treatJrbydLtnTwf'"''- °" *'''^

attended to.
^ ''"'* ''^ drugs must also be

249- RheumatJc Neuritis —The t^r™ i

applied to faeial paraly^; cominJ „
['"^"'"atic " nas been

and to other instancesXLv^ ^"" ""P"'"''' '" ^"'d,

tobethedirectcaroU;eurir"sl°f'r/'''"''P^^^^^^
in many cases a form nl rt *"" '« 257 is probably

-cumflexne te!theTo- Uec^Tr-rr'"-
^'^""''^ "^ '^^

(S 356). Salicyiic oulat „f™;'^^eumatism;' is another

'r ;;^r ,

°™*^' ^^ ^"^^^z '""'""'"^'

symptom. The par ,1 r .

,^' ^''''''"'' ='"d '* a„ early

-en in son.e oVthe f"r
""

"V«™^'"""" '^^ ^'^ "»'•"

™ly simple quan."r^i;^'^^,lX-";' °'""^ ^^'>' ^^-
from the long duration

"'""," '-"^'^ ''a^ pointed out that

occurring relapses tt ^/'»
'^^'"^^'''^ ''"'' "'^' '^<^q«^"tly

may be'conlM^Sbl^ SateV'lf ^'^^*tf
^^^''^"'"'^

the reactions become vervriH^f; v
'^''' °' '°"e standing

'ricity is of pC vahl n^ .
' T^^^'-^^'byelec

electrical irritabimvXo;tr T! ," "'^''^'^ ''^™ '°^' '"eir

it under this tr^atTn^"h eTntdtr^^
i*"^

"™ '° ^"^^"^^^

obtain good results A thn " '°"S continued to

constant current almost e"f 'T ""''" ^^^' ^''^ '-^ 'he
iong ago showed by ptica^';^:;:'!^!';

'"' '""' °"'=''™-
''V coil currents also He sTateH *. f l^""

""" ''" ^«^<=t«d

will follow the treatment almot/''''
'" ^'"^ P^^ ^^™^"y

to the induction coirlenT hi
^'^'; '?" '^ '"^^ '^'^'""y

the muscles * ''^ completely disappeared from

26
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a,ul recovery will be co,„plete except in old broken-down

pa e> . whcr.. the affe. ti.,n is o( long standing. In the more

severe cases of lead-poisonin« the full length bath may be used

as well to favour ehmination of the metal.

When the lead-poisoning is a result ol ,he pat.enfs occupation,

he should be advLd to give it up altogether, otherwise relapses

are almost certain to follow.
«,„,„,,

To determine which of the extensors of the wrist are aftected

m cases of wrist-drop, the patient is told to raise the forearms

a„,l pronate them. If the muscles are all three of theni par -

ly„.d there is then no power of extending the ^v"st at a^h I

the extensor c.rpi radialis brevior can act, extension of the

wrist is p'sible Ivhen 'he fingers ar. first flexed. If only the

extensor carpi radialis longior, or the extensor carpi ulnans, can

act then slight extension is associated with a lateral movement

to the side of the acting muscle. Although the supinator longus

usually escapes in wrist-drop due to lead, it does not always

do so The deltoid is sometimes affected. If the lower hmbs

are affected the peronei become most readily paralyzed.

.=;! Arsenical Neuritis, ^.eneral neuritis may be produced

b. arsenic in medicinal doses rir it may follow a single large

dose As an instance of the latter the following is of interest

.

K prison warder in Ceylon was poisoned by a dose of arsenic

in May 1806. He survived the immediate effects of the poison,

although they were very severe, and six days later felt numbness

of the extremities, which extended until there was general loss

o now r He codd not stand, nor feed himself, nor button his

clones 'The bladder was not affected. In October he came

to England and could then stand and walk a little. Knee-jerks

were Lent, reactions showed partial RD in many muscles

the lower limbs. Upper limbs normal in quah y. He was

reated by general electrization (sinusoidal baths) and slowl

recovered He is noted to have shed the nails of his toes several

times during his illness'.

A case of poisoning from arsenic given medicinally is the fol-

lowing A girt aged ten, with chorea, to whom arsemc had been

riven in 10 minL doses for five weeks, became paralyzed in

Slher limbs. The legs were most affected, and the front muscles

more sTthan the calf or peronei. RD was present. There

was great wa=iing, some pigmentation of the skin, and great

;"nfn the limbs. She made a good recovery *he girth measure-
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Cnlf "" '""-^^^'"^ 'y ^-5 '-hes between March and

yea?s,Tho"?a: trXdforVh"''" ^T'
^'^° '" ^ ^ir. of twelve

the daily dosTS luIlL !-
""" """" ''"""« ^ -""'h,

At the end of tha «me 1 li*' ""k'","
°' """" ^^'^niealis.

seeded m .oodt^hut^^X^:^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
child

parays,s of the extensors of the "^ whh hH T"'''
'

paralysis of the extensors of the wrist a^ fin
"".'' P^^""'

decrease, hut no RD Sh„ '
,

^"^ '^"Sers, with simple

mew's Hospital hrachial n™r H ^'Pf'"'™' °' St. Bartholo-

useof this material
'" ^'"'"'^ '" '"^ ''"^ '" ""^ liberal

ne^J^isri'!^^-;;^!:,^"^"- Of a local attac. of

i^ not very uncommot ct^ rverenrcr:^:^ ^"^ ''''''

writers. I have mve^lf =„
"^^ ''*'^'=" bed by numerous

^v^'^>. a facraTSLs^^evI^ed'Tf^er'^ "'^^ ^'-' '"

symptoms differed in several Dohitf ^"% <=°"fin<=ment. Its

facial paralysis It wr„ ^T^ " ""^'""y " --hcumatic "

the side of th fac and r°" !,
""" P'^'" ""^^ ""-"ness in

There was no exposure tr^oldlr^ 'Y' '"" ""P-'-">--
.nischief to accoum f r ts comin: o"' f"" " "'"" '°-'
was being treated for stri, t„r T fu

^'""' '^ P^"<^"' "-ho

taken ill .^ith fever or whh he wafiP'^'f °' '^^"-'-^ -as
On his recovery h came to St Ba t^':'"'^'*."'

^"^'^ ""^P^'al-

paralysis of the right seTratus'.'rr' "°^P'*^' -'"> a
his illness. He made a Iooh ^ ''

"" '" ''^^ ""'"'^ "" during

developed an ulna tu^ltsaS:!;- '"
T""''

"^'^ ^ ""-

neStrrca ^hX^'^'l T'^' *™^= - ^ -- of

Dr.AUard.t The p" ien hX 'v
"'"' "-^ references, by

i™pai.dsLatior-r»--^in^^.l£
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o, a di.charge^and were <°^ow d^ few c

y^^^^^^
^y ^^^^,^,^^

tion ,n one ankle-)omt_ I ^e n^^^ .

^ ^^^ ^^j^.^,^

The patient recovered.
^"^"'='"f .^,^" 'J -^ the peripheral

proved fatal. Profound changes were seen in tn p

while the testmg may ^^o^
^^fj'^'^J^,,, ,„d do not show sig,-.

„,ascles are danr>aged '"
""^^^^^ ^^^f^^ might not be difficult to

of complete division. ^^ *"':''„''

'\''',rve trunk. Again, om-

n,ay be asked whether tne i
.^ ^^^ ,^^,

In painful ^'"P^t^^^Y'r/^.I^tissue compression, and in

r'c.^tS" ^n^cTeaTe^Lce of a ne^uritis extendi.

upwards beyond the area °f *«
^^; j^ ^j^^. i have nota

The electncd treatment of these c^^^^^^^^^

of several of them who have a"?^^^ '°

.^^ly felt from

completely losing
^^';,P''»\J7Jrietl ^^ Jans of the

• Abstract in Lanut. July 9. 'S"*-
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texture and aswct JthV. ' '
'''' '""^'y- ^"'^"''"y 'he

soften and the oLn H K
'""™ *° "°™»'' '^e adhesions

When'scar ,U.l
d.mm.shes progressively and disappears.

under treatment in n„ u „
striking case

, A man came

the right arm Th
°'"'""^'' /«9^' "'^th partial paralysis intne rignt arm. There was marked wasting of the biceos an.lthe ^Tasp was much diminished in power hTL-"

the inner side of the arm On his .r. *
"^ P^'"' ""

r£ "rrf^f,"'
""""^ '""""• "•"••". «^-

.fet of general electrisation by means of the elect i ba 1 i

way m spite of all treatment, although as a n I Tv,
°

,

""^'''

.uickly and thoroughly. Fo'r exampt,' wouM m ntfon ^LI

might have done better
^ ''"^" *"^'^'' "'"• '°"-^«°" i'
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is possible that some of the sUghter cases of local neuritis after

ivere mness may be of the nature of pressure paralysis or sleep

""teictricd reactions in all these forms of neuritis vary be-

tween Z% decrease of irritabiUty and the complete reactK,n

oTdejrration. The latter is found in the more severe cases

°'u rn^^not be out of place to mention that neur.t.s . not the

onlv nervous disorder which may comphcate or oUow the

sp cific Ivers. Hemiplegia or disease of the lateral columns^

n the anterior comua of the cord, may also occur. -<! -
.^^

of these conditions are decidedly more unfavourable than sn pi

neuritis, it is in,portant to make sure of the d.agnos.s ,n cvcrv

"^55. P.rln.uritl».-Tlu. distinction between pain in the are.

of distribution of a nerve and pain ,n the course o an.

trunk has already been touched upon. In the latter case tlic

d™orders 1st probably situated in the interst.t.al t.ssues or

s'aths of the nefve trunk, and the pain is an expression of tl.o

mpl cation of the nervi nervorum in the morb.d process^

Mosf of the painful affections of nerves may ^e class.he.

either as referred pains or as perineuritis. Cases belongmg t

he first group may be treated successfully by mducfon-, o,l

nerve-trunk cases is an important part of electro-therapeu .

pralrice but is by no means a simple matter, for m many m^

Tta'cls Ihe affections which come under t^^is category are o a

obstinate character. Sciatica and brachial neunts are v

famihar types of painful neuritis for which electrical treatment

s SuenUy appUed, and though they are common disord ,

theretacertin degree of misapprehension as to the pnncipb

to be foUowed in applying treatment.

Tt is a commonly accepted notion that massage is good

pei^evere with these kinds of treatment m spite of an mcrea.

°'?r^:::r:rS^on which the ti^tmentof^.

neuritis should be founded are rest, warmth, and clectncu

Td the latter must be used for its ionic and vasomotor ertaU,
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and not as a stimulant of muscular or nervous activity. The

t uL"/o7 " 'f '""""'"''' (•ii^ther.r.y) must therefore

tte afft eH
7^"' '"'" " ""^ P*'" '" "« ^-'-^ '"'"ks whenthe affected hmb .s at rest. When the later stages of the case

Ind the 1^ l^ 1"
'''"«''^"°" ™ inflamnmtion is less severe,and the smusmdal current, administered rhyth.nicallv through

of trltrt. '"'
'"''"'"'°'" " "'P"'^^ ''"'^' '' '^ "-'"' -ode

trunk n^r"'",'""'""..""'^'^'^ " " '"'""''" '""" <" ""ve-

auses^' m'"
""' " '"' '"'^ '••*' •' '""« '""< The usual

heu Lfis
'"'' "^-..^^PO^re to coM

; while gout, alcohol,rheu „al,sm, or syphilis may be predisposing causes Denta
sepsis must always be looked for.

It is important to e.x<aude pressure from aneurysm or new

called deltoid rheumatism, which is a neuritis of the circumflex

In other cases the neuritis may involve a greater or lesserpart of the brachial plexus, and the pain may l,e severe Thusm one patient who was under my treatment, a light touch in the
axilla was sufftcient to cause violent shooting pfins, which were
felt down the arm an<l forearm, and even in the hand.
The important points in the treatment of brachial neuritis areto prescribe rest, warm applications, and with electricity the.omc or thermal methods. Induction-coil applications, ma^^ie

aiul exercise are bad, and fend to make the condition worse.
This IS especially the case when there is pain even during quies-
cence of .he hmb. Both in brachial neuritis and in sciafea thisorms a useful means of estimating the severity of the case.When they are acute, the pain is felt even when the limb is at
rest, and often it is severely felt during the night-time. If, on the
other hand, the pam ,s only felt during movement, the case may
be considered to be less serious.

257- Sciatica This term is applied generally to pain felt inhe region of the sciatic nerve, and it covers several distinct

withtT' ,

P'"^ "'"^ ^' ''"'^ '" P''^'""' "P™ the nerve
withjn the pelvis, and ,t is well to rememb,.r that sciatica due
to this cause is sometimes noticed in early pregnancy. New
growths also give rise to sciatic pain, and this must be borne

i

F It S
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in mind, particularly when the pain complained of shows a

progressive increase in severity.

Sciatica may be a referred pain or neuralgia, and Head lias

pointed out that affections of the prostate may cause a reterreo

pain whose distribution resembles that of true sciatica. I he

same may be said of piles or anal fissure. Pains due to arthn.'s

of the hip-joint are often confounded with sciatica.

In Host cases the affection giving rise to the pain of sciatica

is a perineuritis of the trunk of the sciatic nerve or of the lumbar

plexus.
,

.,. ,. ,

Sciatic perineuritis is best treated by diathermy, with he

electrodes placed upon the loins and upon the calf, <>' °" '™

lower part of the thigh, .\pplications should last for hall an

;our, and the current may Ix- one of half an ampere or more

according to the thickness of the limb. Large
,

ids, well wet

with silt solution, must be placed between the electrodes and

the skin, and must be firmly applied.

Direct applications of high frequency, by means of one pad

applied in the same manner, are also of use in the treatment of

sciatica, if a current of 500 miUiampferes or more can be obtained

with the condenser couch. The electrode is to be bandaged

p under the thigh. .

ionization with salicylic ions has also proved valuable. ^

large folded towel applied along the line of the nerve in tic

thigh should form the negative electrode, and the other is to he

applied across the loins. Currents up to 100 miUiamperes for

half an hour may be used.
. . ,» , ,.,.

In clinical practice the treatment of sciatica is often vci

tedious. Patients will often drag on for months with an old-

standing sciatica which no treatment appears to reheve. li>>^

reason for this is not difficult to understand. In the early

stages of sciatica there is congestion or inflammation of the

nerve trunk, and the pains are not usually so acute as to compol

the patient to lie up. Consequently, the limb does not receive

the rest which is essential to recovery, the congestion is in-

creased by the 'actions of standing, of walking, and of sittmt

until eventually adhesions maybe formed
''f'^f

" ^^e "erve a

the surrounding tissue, or a thickening of the sheath of tlu= ner

may be caused by the long-continued congestion, and tlii»

thickening tends to interfere with the -'t^tion o he ner e.

Moreover, it commonly happens that massage is tried in an earU
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stage of the attack, or the patient may try to " walk off
"

the
complaint^ The result is that cases ,/sciaLa of long stand ng

t;:.ttro7:nyt„r
-"' ''''-''

'- -«-^ ^^^'-^-'

.niL'"'^.!!''*"':''
"" "'«'"* "^'^ °f •«' 'Should be insisted on

tions"oVr:;'s?""
'" "' '""' " ''' "'"'' '* '"' <»-"« ""*"

onlv frh i""'
'""'"''' °' "" "'"'^'' '^ ^'"'^iding, and pain is

that of the electric bath with sinusoidal current. This gives

.tlinTl" r"''
"'" """^ '^ '•'*• ^^'"^ ""' <»'-'«""'"'^ whether

.musoidal baths^are suitable for the case can readily be appli«lby giving a bath an,l observing the effect. If the patient'ftnds
hat the application provokes the sciatic pain, the nerve is still

for f; i r "u "f
'='""f°^'^"'le in the bath, the case is ripe

tor treatment on those lines.

i
• of'^en 'r"t"°"M'

" P-^u '"' '"^"'^ ^^'^"^ P^i" '^ <!"«= '° adhesionsoften deplorable. The pain goes on for month after month.
n spite of apphcations of various kinds, and the question otreatment is a very difficult one.

quesuon 01

It is quite certain that adhesions may cause sciatic pain, and
that the breaking down of an adhesion may be followed bv- tiledisappearance of the sciatica.

»i'i nj tiie

Thus a patient of mine who had had sciatica for nearlywelve months experienced a sudden pain in the back of the
h gh. It occurred as the result of a careless movement made
«hile he was dressing himself. So se^cre was the pain that he

Ills sciatica liad disappeared.
An operation for (lie exploration of tlic nerve and the division
any adhesions found will often put an end to a sciatica due to

Method" „; , "'t.°P^'""™ <" nerve-stretching was no doubt aethod of breaking down a.lhesions, b,„ it was accompanie.l
l.y considerable risk of injury to the nerve Hbres, and is now less
ten practised. A better operative procedure is the <livisioi.

th"*«hr"r,
'"""'' ^'"^ P'**P' "'^- longitudinal splitting

of the sheath of the nerve, if that is found to be thickened
The possibUity of breaking down adhesions bv massaw or

mampulation of the limb should be borne in mind before de-
ciding upon a surgical operation. As the employment of massage

.0-
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in early scialku ha, already l«en .ondenm.d, it wUl be s*en

that prmedure, considered injurious in early ca«-s of sc.at ca

uay be o( pri.ne value a. a later stage of the -"P'-"^;^^^^^^^

dimcultv will iH. to decide when any given case is to be treate..

a" g to the one method and when according to the other^

hi a general way it may Ik- considere.l that pain °<=cumng only

on movement, and .specially if it .Kcurs only with specul

movements, is .lue to adhesions. Massive .omzat.on over tlu

Tiler aa'a with chlorine i -ns may Ik. used in th later stages of

Iliiatica Ammonium chlori.le may be used w.m advantag,

instead of sodium chloride.
„ni„f,,|

2,8. Meralgt. P.r«.th.tioa. 1 his nameis given to a pa niul

numbness of the outer side of the thigh. It is a neuritis of tl

.

external cutaneous nerve (see I'late X.), and is brought on
1 >

pressure, or i.y a blow or other injury upon the trunk of ,1.

rve K. Morton* has described three cases, one of which wa.

"hal of a barrister who frequently struck his th.gh a the san|e

spot in passing through a swinging gate m Lincoln s Inn Field .

rrnetin.es it is due to the pressure of a badly-htting corse .

MiUer has describe.l such a case, and I have also seen one due o

the same cause. The pains may be very severe, an.l the num

ness quite distinct. In the case under my care ionization vMtl

saHcyhc ions rapidly relieved the symptoms, although treatmcn

by ordinary electrical currents had previously been used to,

many weeks witlxmt good effect.
,„; , ;

IZ H.uralgla-H.lerre<J Palns.-The word neuralgu ..

applied to many different conditions in which P-" '^
*^

";

the course of the area of distribution of a nerve, and the t r

might perhaps be defined as pain in the region of a ner^e m

h cli n"^ inflammation or other morbid ^'atecan be discoverer

The pain of neuralgia is also generally an intermittent pan.
1

is wdl known that a neuralgic pain in one part may be set up in

a reflex way by irritation acting upon some more or less rem t.

^art A familiar instance is the trigeminal neuralgia so often

exe ted by disease of a tooth, and severe supra-orbital pain n,a>

rinstanUv produced in some people by the eating of an lu

Neu'lgia of^he testis from renal calculus is a form of rcfl,.

neuralgia. Headache from digestive disorder is another.

/ aur,-t, March 38, 1008.

t
Uritish Medical Journal, Ei)itoiiic. uj". N"- 3*"-



NEITRALGIA—RKPERRED PAINS ifl

Head • has shown that thf whole surface of the ho>ly can benapped out mto areas, each of which corres,«,„,ls to certain
visceral organs In case, of refcrr. t pain we arc enabled throughHeads researches to form useful opinions as to the probable
position of the irritation concerned in any Riven instan, c. an.i
tnis greatly increases the chances of successful treatment
An iin|K)rtant point in true referred pains is the frequent

presence of cutaneous ten.Ierness. This has lK..en pointed oit byHead and Mackenzie, an.l is especially insisted on by tlum a, a
valuable means of distinguishinK lH-twe.-n refcrrr.l and other
forms of pain.

When we compare sensory with motor nerves we fin.l an
analogy between an.esthesia and paralysis, an.l between neuralgia
and muscular spasm. The two latter are especially associat,.!
with irntation, direct or reflex, of sensory or motor ...rves or
nerve centres. And we may also learn from the comparison of
motor ami sensory phenomena that, just as in the case of par-
alysis, th.. lesion producing it may be in the motor fibres or the
ganglion cells, or in the motor tracts of tlic spinal cord or brain
so too in the case of sensory disturbances the lesion producing
them may occupy any part of the sensory tract, peripheral
or central. For example, the neuralgic pains whi,h follow herpes
zoster are due to changes in th.. posterior root ganglion. It
is herefore necessary before arriving at any final opinion as
to the cause of a neuralgic pain to explore all those parts so far
as is possible.

In aU cases of neuralgic pain it is of especial importance to
examine carefuUy for tile possible existence of pressure or deep-
seated inflammation of nerve trunks as a cause of the pain
Ihus a brachial neuralgia may be due to new growths of the
cervical vertebra, and sciatica to inflammatory processes ornew growths in the pelvis.

The electrical treatment of painful affections takes either of
two different directions. In the treatment of referred pains and
true neuralgias the principle of counter-irritation is followed
and by the production of painful cutaneous impressions it is
sought to create a diversion, as it were, in the nature of the im-
pulses conducted along the nerve, and so by influencing the
centres to remove the neuralgic condition. Counter-irritation is

• Drain, 1893, 1894, Parts 01, Oj, 67.
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a very popular treatment for neuralgic pains, and induction-coil

currents a«ord a counter-irritant of great convenience jn applica-

tion because they do not damage the skin in the way that bUsters

or strong liniments or the cautery do. The term " neuralgia

however, is often applied to conditions which are due to neuntis

or perineuritis. ,. , , ,, ci.i,

260. Trigeminal Heuralgla.-The areas supplied by the hlth

cranial nerve are often the seat of referred pams. These are

excited by disturbances in many parts of the head, neck, and

face. The nose, the eye, the ear, the teeth, the tongue, he

salivary and other glands, the tonsils, the larynx, and lastly the

brain itself, are enumerated by Head as sources of referrecl

pains in the trigeminal o-- other areas of the head and neck.

Neuralgias of the head and neck arc also produced by imtations

coming from many of the viscera. When it is remembered how

large a part of the thoracic and abdominal viscera receive a nerve

supply from the vagus or the glosso-pharyngeal nerves, which

are of cranial origin, this connection between disturbances of the

viscera and referred pains in one or other area of the head and

neck becomes intelligible.

Pain in the area of the fifth cranial nerve may be due to a

rheumatic " neuritis, and these cases are often very severe.

A method of treatment by electrical applications, devised by

Bergonic, consists in the use of very large currents applied liy

means of an electrode which is so shaped as to cover the entire

side of the face. If care is taken to mould the electrode carefully

to fit the surface, and if the currents are gradually increased and

reduced, magnitudes of 40 or 50 miUiamperes can be borne

without discomfort and without damage to the texture of the

skin. The duration of each application may be half an hour,

and it must be repeated daily until the tendency to paroxysms

of pain has disappeared.

Kergonii's method was the forerunner of an analogous treat-

ment by ionization, in which the same large electrodes and

large currents arc used. Very good results have foUowed the

treatment of severe trigeminal neuralgic pain by the mtroductioii

ul ions of salicyUc acid or quinine.

Leduc* has reported the cure of a case of this kind after it

had for four years resisted other remedial measures. A single

» Archives d'iilectriciU Midkale. July 25, 1904.
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application of the ions of quinine produced permanent relief.The foUowmg IS an abstract of the case-
A female, aged sixty-eight years, previously healthy,developedafter exposure to cold, an acute attack of convulsiv^ tic Thepain, winch was constant, but subject to very frequent exacer!bafons, was limited to the area of distribution of he sub-max,llary branch of the left trigeminal nerve. The paroxysms

Iv icT"" ; "' "P '^ ^ ™"'"'"'^'^ °f "»-^. "Ltd andphysical, and more especially by cold. For four years prioro undergomg electrical treatment she was unable to hand e any-thing cold-much less take a cool drink-without experienc"ne

ma^reTttTthrrrt"°"--
"^P--">-- oi the skr^s so'

Znin^ nf !<
^ ''^"^*'°" '" ^^Pe^ature caused by theopenmg of a wmdow was sufficient to provoke a paroxysmHer rest at n.ght was greatly disturbed She had trljTukinds of medicaments in large doses without experiencing anyrehef Every tooth, although sound, on the ail^t d s df wassacnficed, but without effect. On September ao, ig^. Thenerve was d.v.ded, after which the attacks ceased fo four dassonly to recur with the same frequency and intensity. In Ma C

1903, a resection of the alveolar border of the low r jaw proved

Z^'d?TT\ °" f"""^ ^5, X904, when she CO !

nt oH . ^'f';.^''
^™*«°" was as bad as could be. Themtroduction of sahcyhc ions was first tried, and twelve apphca!tions were made, but owing to her great distress the sessbnshad to be cut short and a current of too low a strength empToyedThis treatment afforded her some relief, and the frequX andintensity of the paroxysms were reduced, whilst the Irfod 0Isleep was extended. On June 3 ionization with bichbride oqmnine m i per cent, solution was applied, with a current gradudly raised to ao miUiamp^res for thirty minutes, and gav riseto an cedematous redness of the skin, but resulted in a m^keddiminution of the pain and the number of the attacks Twel]as in an increase of sleep. The improvement was even moremarked on the two foUowing days. On June 5 she had twoMnall reminders; these were the last. On June 6 the oartswere much discoloured and desquamating

; hyper^thes a veilmuch reduced. A second application was made by way of pr2^

:w::;,rfre: f^pTiif
'^^"'^" - '-•'- ----- -^^

Since then many observers have recorded excellent results
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from ionization. In general, salicyl.c ions should be tned first

but quinine is also valuable. I have had a senes of very good

results in my own practice. Neuralgia after herpes .oster does

not usually respond favourably, the lesion causmg the pain

being deeply seated in the Gasserian ganghon, and therefore

inaccessible, whereas the favourable cases are probably neunt.c

and situated in the peripheral parts of the nerve.

a6i. Great Occipital Ileuralgla.-A ncunt.s of this nerve ,.

met ™th occasionally, and may give much pain. In a patient

of my own the pain began suddenly while he was stooping

down and straining himself to strap a portmanteau. The dis-

tribution clearly pointed to the right great
-"^'Pf' "^T' ^^

the pain caused by it was severe, and when seen had lasted fo

several months. After a few ionizations with salicylic ions it

T6tKi:::tC:^Thisnameis given toaconditionwhich

is common in out-patient practice, and appears to have been first

descS«dasaclinicalentitybyJ.A.Ormerod.* The patients are

generaUy women between the ages of forty and fifty-five years,

and they complain of feeUngs of numbness and tinghng in the

hands and forearms. The symptpms are especially noticed in

the morning on awaking from sleep, and patients o ten say that

they are in the habit of rubbing their hands when they wake in

order to bring sensation back. A dull aching or bummg feeling

is also complained of, and some muscular weakness is present

Rarely there may be a Uttle wasting of the intnnsic muscles of

the hands. Treatment by arm-baths with sinusoidal or mter-

rupted current gradually removes the trouble, though it may

last for several months. Bromides are useful as a drug treat-

'Te*; Myalgla.-This is the name given to those pains which

are felt in over-fatigued muscles ; when patients are ma cond,^

tion of debility, the amount of muscular exertion which sets up

these myalgic pains may be so small that the connection b-

tweenXm and their true cause may be entirely overlooked.

Hence myalgia is constantly confounded with hystena, rheu-

matic spfnal and other diseases.f The symptoms are pam in

the muscles, made worse on movement, and tenderness. The

. On a Peculiar Numbness and Paresis of the Hands," St. Bartholo-

mew's Hospital Reports, vol. xix., 1 883, p. 17.

t Imnan on " Myalgia," ChuichiU, i860.
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nftrn^T
*''!

T"'"''
"""y "''" ^ ^"^ '""'l''^- The pains areoften referred to one of the tendinous insertions of the affected

muscles, and the trunk muscles are most commonly affected
Ur. Inman mentions as common seats of myalgic pains (i) the
trapezius at ,ts insertion into the occipital bone and into he

vertex ."'t' .''\*'"^ ''''"'' "' '"«= "orsal and lumbal

TonLn f '°"f"', °' 'P.'""' ""'''='^^'
• '3' '^' f™"' "f the chest

ia7n ^! "^flr
"'''°' ^""^ '"'"°'' P^Jucing infra-mammary

o'f ::c'tii::iisr^"
"^ ''" ^ ^' '"^ "-"^^ <'"^^"'°^

Myalgia may exist in persons who are appar.ntlv healthvand ,t may be dimcult to decide what is the p^r.icullr c^Lli
ho muscular fatigue which they suffer from

; at the same time
then- pams may te very ol«tinate and very troublesome, and
.ray resist all treatment until the diagnosis is clearly estab-
hshed, and rest for the affected muscles can be contrived The
movements which specially aggravate the pain must be care-
fuUy ascertained in order to decide upon the exact musclewhich IS at fault. General electrical applications may 7t-prove he tone of the muscles as to enable them to performwithout fatigue the work they are , Jled upon to do Local

muscles. The rhythmic induction-coil current, or sinusoidal
current, should be used. Erb has advised the use of continuoi.

iWchi"''
'°

-"f
^^"P^es, and this suggests that the ionic

interchanges associated with steady currents are valuable toimprove the nutrition of the feeble muscles
264. Sprengel's Deformlty.-This peculiar condition has already

been mentioned in § 233. It consists in an elevation of the

tuttrZ! 7^\^''" '° 'P^™ °' ""= rhomboids and trapezius,
but IS really due to a congenital defect in the thorax Skia-grams show very abnormal ribs, which may be connected to one
another, or bifurcated, or irregular in thickness. The vertebra;may be irregularly developed, and there may be a bridge of boneconnecting the scapula to the lower cervical vertebr^^ At one.me It was thought that the bridge of bone was the cause ofthe faulty position of the scapula, and operations have been

T Z 1°':'' '""°™'' *'"* " '^ often absent. Fig 167hows the back view of an adult with this condition. ' Moreoften these cases are seen in young children, and are thought
to be the result of some injury to the shoulder at birth ; but a

f "I
' ii

K. I

'I

il^i
I
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»
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skiagram clears up the diagnosis by sliowing the extensive de-

velopmental defects. Both sides of the thorax may be affected,

and both scapulae may be permanently displaced upwards; but

Fio. 167.—CoNGENiiAl. Elevation of Right Scapula: Sprengel's

Deformity.

usually one shoulder is artected, See Archives of the Roentgen

Ray (]une, 1911) for photographs and skiagrams of cases
;
also

a paper by D. Greig,* for a good accov t of the condition, with

photographs, skiagrams, and bibliographic index.

• Eiinburgh Mtdical Journal, March. 1911.



CHAPTER XIII

THE HKHVOUS SYSTEM-THE SPWAL COHD AKD BRAIN

etoL'lTr'nt "oIT"'"''
'""'^ "^^'^ ^-"'^'1 to the

prettl\ttadTU::r'^ r ^'"^ "^^ """"* ^Pi-- 'o

that the neurogha n : ^^t/'or^arf
°' ^ ^''y^' " -^"^^

sensitive to X ravs wh^l f^
P^*'^'""^'^^ activity is highly

elements lo en^^I^ It "T"^ P°"" °* ^"^ ''«^™>-

treatment. Raymo^^ ^ xo^^TT"™ °' "'6"°"= ^'-y
syringomyelia In r'S u^^' ^^^ ''P°'^*^<* good effects in

ameliorate of svmotol k'^
""^"'^ '^ considerable

which caronafteaZ'" ^ ^^- '^
^'""^ contracture

-ere used for obtain^rraiWapt idf' "^ "^'

to be'^ad" fhese ::r" ;oVow.HT"' ''"^ '^"P''^"- ''''^

in the boys symptomT Th^ x ' ^ '-"Provement

patient recovered ^ "^^ "'^'^ ^°°''""^<'. ^"d the

*^"/., December.
,g„^,/*'"^''"^''^'""''^i'»~. March, 1907 (sea abo

!
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Since then X rays have been tried in .^i-e—f^^""^^^
spastic paraplegia, compression paraplegia (Pott s dise^).

inubes also in acromegaly , and vrith encouraging results.

IhemodeofapplicatUin consists in the useofpenetratingrays;

BenoLrNo. 6 o'upwards (S 144). "tered thr-gh x mi^m t.

of aluminium, and directed upon the spine ^o™ ^oth 'des o^

the middle line alternately by a method of <=J^^«„ j^
dose of A H. is given, and this is repeated daily for fou. or six

':;; Lfd foUowed by an interval of three weeks before bemg

repeated A sheet of lead, pierced by a sht measuring 23 by

; Snlimetres is used to localize the rays upon the side under

'"^rs"yringomy.Ua.-The first recorded case of the arrest of

third sease by X-ray applications is stated by Beaujard* a.

be^ng ngood health five years afterwards. This case originally

reported by Raymond, and treated by Oberthur and Delhern.

wl that oi a ^rl of fifteen, with typical syringomyelia, and

Tat muscular weakness. Beaujard also gives one of his own

else a follows : A young man of twenty-three began to have

wXss"e left hand, with atrophy of the hypothenar

mu'des four years before. A year later he lost he terminal

oh^a^x
0°

his right index finger through a painless whitlow.

^Vlfe^Lst seen hf had clawed hands with interosseal atrophy

most marked on the left side, but with more trophic change,

(fissures and ulcers) on the right hand.
'

xTe OSS of perception of heat and cold was well n^ked n

the whole of both upper Umbs, and over a good part of the

thorlx In 1905 he was treated by regular applications of

X ravs once a week, from May until the end of the year. Af er

^he th rdTppuIation his sensory defects began to improve a«er

th f«\h the fissures and ulcerations of the "ght hand coni-

menced to heal, and his muscular power increased. Next his

s;m7tlsallimproved;hisexaggeratedreflexesbecamenor,M

and treatment was discontinued. Later he showed sign tha

the X ray^ had not been appHed sufficiently high up, for b

San to'develop symptoms of syringomyelia ol the meM

.uch as facial anesthesia and loss of taste. Five further X ray

appUcaio^dissipated these symptoms, and the patienthas sine.

rpmained well for three years.

Xy oAer writers have recorded cases of syringomyeha ,n

. Archives d-EUclrMiindi^'l':. March 33. '9»°-
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Which X rays have done good. Cases ol long standing are natur-
ally less avourable than those of more recent onset. The

the degree to which destruction of nerve elements has actuaJlv

^Z ,^:'^'' '^ "^^ "^'" '^^"-"'y 'o =>"-' the Jurth rprog ess of the disease. The perception of heat and cold appears
to return less early and less completely than the tactile sensationana the muscular power.

207- Dltt«mlnat«l ScleroiH.-In this disease intervals of
quiescence, or of apparent recession of symptoms, are often seenand on this account it is dilhcult to feel quite sure that the^eatment used is really the cause of any observed improve!men

. Several writers have recorded cases in which improve-ment seemed to foUow X-ray applications. Marinesco. has
reported one m a man aged twenty-nine, who showed all thesigns of dissemmated sclerosis in an advanced degree, and wasm^kedly benehted by a course of X-ray treatment in respe"
of the tremors, of the speech, and of the power of walking. Hisab.hty to write had been quite lost but was recovered Thennprovement took place during a month of treatment, with
apphcations every two or three days. Different parts of thespmal cord were irradiated, chiefly the cervical and the lumbar
regions The applications were for about ten minutes, with a
current of i milliampere, at a distance of 15 centimetres Asecond case, a woman aged twenty-eight, showed similar im-provements

;
a third case showed no result. Beauiard has re-corded two cases which improved distinctly under treatment.

Other observers have not found any appreciable benefit
368 Lateral Selerosl5.-Under this term, or that of spastic

paraplegia or chronic myelitis, several conditions are included
which have the common character of spastic gait increased
reflexes and some slight degree of impairment of the sphincters.
Often there IS backache, and this may be the symptom which
tirst causes the patient to seek medical assistance
The X-ray treatment of these conditions has yielded some

favourable results, though not very many. An interesting
point to observe in the recorded cases is that in several reliefhas been gwen but has been followed by relapse some months
later. Beaujard has mentioned a case of this kind. There wasa relapse after two months, and the symptoms were again re-

* ArchKcs d'iUctiicite Midkale, 1910, p. 24,.

\ ill
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lieved by six irradiations, but three months later there was

another relapse, without reUef from further treatment.

26q Mydltto.-Electrical treatment is certainly useful when

as thVresult of an attack of acute myelitis, a patient is left with

weakness of the bladder or of the lower limbs. I have seen the

systematic application of direct currents longitudinally along the

spine produce very definite improvement in such cases. Ihus

in one case the patient, three years after the acute attack, coud

walk only with difficulty ; his back muscles were so weak tha

hp could not sit up for more than a few minutes at a time, and

his sphincters were uncertain. He has so far improved under

treatment as to be able to walk for several hours a day, to go

shooting, and to play lawn tennis.

In his case the treatment has been by direct currents applied

longitudinally along the spine. His manservant was taught

hoTto carry out L applications, which were given regularly

for ten minutes daily. The improvement was slow but ha.

been continuous from the time when the electrical treatment

was begun. Sinusoidal treatment in baths also seems to be

useful in some of these cases. ,,,,.,» i

270. Anterior PoUomyeUtl,.-there is no doubt that electn al

treatment is of the utmost value for the development of muscles

damaged by this disease. From the result of an electrical

testing which has shown seriously impaired reactions many

children have been thought to be beyond the reach of treat-

nient but it is quite certain that prolonged electncal treatment

wiU do good to nearly aU cases of infantile paralysis, particularly

« not more than a year or two has been allowed to go by since

the incidence of the disease. Even after that lapse of tin.

'""^Vn^t:^^ the prognosis of^ infantile ^.
alysis has been commonly summed up. It is as follows :

If th

gangUon cells supplying the muscle are destroyed recovery mu t

L impossible, and if the ceUs are not destroyed, treatment ,>

unnecessary, because the patients will get well of their o™

accord. This formula is widely accepted, but it has done much

harm. It requires the assumption that the disease must either

destroy all the motor ceUs of a muscle, or else must leave them ai

uninjiied, and this assumption is certainly not correct On h.

contrary, the damage to the motor nucleus may be of an

degree of severity or of any extent, and the paralysi, n..y
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,n!lJ™"^'°"^'^'\*° '"PP"^ *''** * '°<="' °' disease in theantenor cornu of the cord may destroy some of the nerve ceUs
of the nucleus of ongin of a muscle, while others in the same
nucleus may escape, and this might especiaUy he the case ifthe nucleus of origin is an extensive one. On this point the
statements of Sherrington are conclusive. In the Medico-
Chirurgical Transactions, vol. Ixxxii., p. 456, he writes • " The
position of the nerve ceUs sending motor fibres to any one
skeletal muscle is a scattered one, extending throughout thewhole ength of the spinal segments innervafing tha'tmusclem the hmb regions many muscles receive their motor fibres from

ZT^,f <^°'}^cntWt spinal roots, and the bodies of the

extend through the length of three whole segments of the cord

theVord th""' <=°"""""r"P'
'""' '" -eh'transveJ?ev 1 0Ithe cord these cells must lie commingled with nerve ceUs inner-vatmg many other muscles."

Jrinn^JTh
'"*r ""r

'""^'^ ""'i-'^tand how a muscle maybe cnppled by poliomyelitis, and yet may survive in part through
the support of such of its ganglion cells as happen to haveescaped destruction.

^^
Duchenne long ago pointed out that a muscle damaged by

infantile paralysis may stiU contain a few living functional
muscle fibres and that these may easily be overlooked in

"„
ordinary electncal examination of the muscle, but that they can

doub that cases admitting of such an interpretation do occur

onouIh'tnT""^
'"" f" ^y ™'«^''tion be made numerous

„ Z, * tr 'T'
"""'"' ^°'""*^^ P°*«^' «h«y ^» be ableo maintain themselves in a way which is impossible to them ifhey are unable to do any work. I had an opjJortunity of te^«ngand dissecting the muscles in an amputateV leg, the seat o^severe infantile paralysis of old standing. Th^ age Tthe

'hi dh oT Th"*'' "T- Tt ''^ """' '•^'^ *«- paralyzed from

deln. h The muscles of the leg were aU extremely atrophied,

tir but s't-r 'fy~r
'''' ^"^ =^' ^""^ ^™»' '•''« -dipos^

fe to show -"-K
^'""^ " '"'^''™' """"^^ "' "°™^ ""'^'e

The o L
™We contractions to the induction-coil current.The other muscles of the leg. though in a state of advanced

it

'
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atrophy, all contained »ome fibres which were able to responrt

either to the induction coil or to the battery
^""f"*' J^**

reaction, showed that even at that time there must have l^n

some surviving ganglion cells in the affected portion of the cord

and that a certain degree of trophic
""-°f

,.'"«"^"" ^"'^j

available for the muscles of the paralyzed limb. "' ^opel^s

condition at the time of the amputation was the result not onl>

of the old attack of poliomyelitis, but also of the sixteen years

or so of disuse, and it is probable that '^'lulous treatment by

electricity, gymnastics, and massage in childhood would have

enabled the limb to recover sufficiently for it to have been of

some use to its owner. „„„,;„„
The persistence for several years of reaction of degeneration

in cases of old infantile paralysis is a
!«="«".f'="°"^*"°";Ct

implies, I believe, that the muscles showing it are not without

some representation in their spinal centre. In cases o comp e e

division of a nerve trunk, the muscles cease to «»ct at aU o

electricity in a year or less, but in infantile P^'jly^';/ 7'';

marked reaction of degeneration may be "strated ten or

twelve years or more after theorigmal attack ;
and this is a

clear distinction between the condition of a muscle cut off con,,

pletely from its nucleus of origin by section of is nerve, and a

muscle paralyzed and wasted by severe Polio-^y^htiS"

Among muscles damaged by infantile paralysis three degree

of injury may be noted. In one the muscles are wasted, but

they present reactions which, though weak, are normal m qual t,

both to the induction coil and to the battery curre"t In th^

second group the muscles are paralyzed, atrophied, and sh™

Tr^actifn of degeneration, while the third group show no visible

Tttn ;!tid of the first group that they tend to recn-er

spontaneously, but if left to themselves recovery is slow and

imperfect. Under treatment they usually advance more rap.dU

.

eve^ when the affected limb has been left very thm and weak.

It is well known that muscles paralyzed by poliomyelitis ma

recover spontaneously, but may remain in a state o< •'"P^*^^

recovery, even though their electrical reactions are "O mal an

these derive benefit from systematic electrical treatment. I

hal^ seen improvement start at once with treatment in a p^^

viously untreated case of fifteen years' standing.

With cases of the second class^namely, those with the re
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action of degeneration—it is quite a mistake to say that they are
incurable, and that electricity can do nothing for them. Elec-
tncal reactions of normal quality, and useful voluntary powermay return in muscles which for a long time have shown Rl and
loss of voluntary power, and this I have seen a number of times

In a child with a history of paralysis which came on at the age
of live months, treatment commenced in June, 1891 ; she was
then three years of age. There were no reactions in any muscles
of either leg. there was extreme wasting, and marked talipes
equmo-varus in the left foot. She was quite unable to stand.
After three years' treatment her legs showed reactions to the
induction coil in nearly all the muscles on both sides, and she
could walk, though this was done in a rather awkward manner
because one quadriceps extensor muscle remained thin and
weak. This case affords a clear instance of the good effect of
electrical stimulation upon the nutrition of greatly enfeebled
muscles, which at one time seemed to have fallen into the last
degree of atrophy and paralysis.

I have notes of numerous cases in which normal reactions and
voluntary power have returned in muscles long paralyzed
with RD.
The following illustrates this class of case :

C. F., onset of paralysis in 1894. When seen in the same year
there was RD in front muscles of right leg, with le, ble normal
reactions in the peronei. and no reaction of any kind in the calf
muscles or in the tibialis posticus. Next year there was slight
return of voluntary power. In 1899 voluntary power was much
greater, and there were normal reactions of good quality in the
peronei and the front muscles of *hr 'eg, with the return of a
reaction (RD) in calf and tibialis po=, as.

The best mode of treating infantile paralysis is that proposed
by Bergonii, and already indicated in the section dealing with
electrical testing (§ 212). Its value consists in the simplicity
of Its application and in the utilization, without pain to the
patient, of strong currents and long daily applications. The
hmb is arranged as for testing (Fig. 161), but the patient is
kept warmly covered, while rhythmical! / interrupted currents
are sent through the whole length of the imb. Bergoni^ states
that he has graduaUy come to prolong the duration of an applica-
tion, ora observing the improved results obtained, until he
now gives two daily applications, each lasting from half an hour
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I

to an hour. There U not the slightest evidence ol any fatigue

or exhauition from these long sittings, but, on the contrux

nothing but good follows them. The form of current to be

preferred wiU depend upon the condirion of the muscles; when

they respond to sinusoidal or induction-coil currents these will

be used, and when they show a reaction of degeneration, the

current will be drawn from a direct current source ;
but in either

case they must be rhythmically interrupted, either by the

metronome or by one of the rhythmic interrupters already

descrilwd. Bergenia prefers a metronome which gives reversals

of current, with two impulses per second.

When the lower limbs are the seat of paralysis, as is usually

the case, the electric bath is an excellent method of applyinR

this treatment, as the hot water keeps the patient warm. Th.'

child, dressed in a short waistcoat, is put into the bath in .1

sitting position. The current is very well borne in this way,

and the whole extent of the paralyzed parts comes simultaneously

under treatment. The strength of the current is gauged by

putting the hands into the tub, one at each end, and by watching

the effect upon the child, the current being made weak at first,

and strengthened gradually. It must be strong enough to

cause movement of the muscles. This plan requires no special

knowledge of anatomy ; it is efficient and likely to be persevered

in, and this point of perseverance over long periods of time is

the key to success. Even if only one of the lower limbs l>e

affected, there is no reason why tlie bath should not be useil,

and if the sound leg be flexed and drawn up, most of the electrical

current is diverted into the other one.

In every case of infantile paralysis which is not clearing up

satisfactorily, it is important to apply electrical treatment, con-

tinuing it for six months or a year or more.

It is the exception for a muscle to be so completely destroyed

by poliomyelitis as to be left without any functional fibres, and

these remaining fibres can be cultivated by persevering stimula-

tion of them.

Where the muscles show only the reaction of degeneration,

or even when reactions are entirely abolished, some improvement

may be hoped for in a good percentage of cases.

The amount of restoration which is possible in a muscle will

depend upon the number of surviving ganglion cells. Willi

prolonged treatment recovery advances very much farther than
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Z^T^lZZV"^ ': '^^'''^ '"P^"' '" "" ^"•'»» obtainedwnen treatment has not been given

it iflo^ r^''
'he electrical reaction, are not altered in quality,

aftectod oarTV
""P""^'™'"* "«= » '«"ter circulation in the

«"a^ual«f„ i

'''"PP'''""" "' -chilblains and sores, and agradual gain of voluntary power
The return of el,.,.friral reactions romes later, r,„i , :, ,„„,iwhen all con,r,-.c,ili,y ha, been lost, for a weak . „a on to themduction C0.1 to return first. This mean, that the ew atentnormal fibre, in the wa,ted muscle have begun to grow and togam suffic ent strength to produce a visible co'::trac,ion

'°

,h,l u
"animation the muscle, are tested carefully andhe result ,s recorded, the girth of the affected limb is measuredthe voluntary power of the paralyzed mu^les is a«-ert7i!,.Hand any faulty attitude of the limb noted A note must ™,^

« made of the colour of the limb, its temperature and wheth^ch. Warns or scars of chilblains are present or no Thrnu^
b^sh:rhowr''"'"*r*"'"'°'"^^^^«- Shemustal"

to do iri'T?"*'
""'

T'' ""^ P"'"' '" """"e the child%
„r.h 1 V"""^ "" "'"'' ""ordingly. If irons or otherorthoparf,c appliances are worn, the child is to be made toexercse .ts limbs without them for a certain time each dTy

JZTlT^t """V!^ '" ^'"^" '' •» maintaining a properwarmth of the cold limbs. Recovery is greatly rlrded "J^y

resuh; in?-.r"'*"n**'.''-~^""5'
^H'-ations have yielded some

WRo^^ • "*'?f''"'^^^-^''ed one In which the patient

vi rd ' 'T f'
'"""'"y *" '''"•" ^*-dy with closed

y«) and ceased to have the Argyll-Robertson pupil. He wasable resume h,s duties as a cavalry officer. The trcatmrts ed „,h„ and consisted of six series of X rafappTcaon, to the cervical, dorsal and lumbar spine, and he estoated

the tLfi'fit"""^*.''?'
""=• I" '^'^'="^^'ng 'he fraction of

bv ,!
'™'J'»«"»- which penetrates to the cord, he states that

of c^o"' ^P^r^"*' ""'Oe with a skeleton, and having pad

tTlZV T'"';""""
^^'in-' to represent the musclfslnd

parts, he found that a pastille within the vertebral canal
• /lrch,u,s a'fi.hclrinU Midicate. November 25. 1911.
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received J I. when the skin surface underneath i millimetre

of aluminium received 2 I. if the irradiations were directed

obliquely, so as to avoid the vertebral spines.

Labeau* has reported five cases of tabes in which 'iome im-

provement followed X-ray appUcations after five, six, or eight

"
&"veral of my patients with very definite signs of tabes have

seemed to derive some benefit to their symptoms from a course

of general electrization by means of electric baths. I" others

the application of direct currents to the spine has seemed to he

of service, and it is this mode of treatment which has generally

been adopted. The electrodes are appUed at the dorsal and

lumbar regions. Many writers on electrotherapeutics have

been able to bring forward instances of relief to symptoms from

electrical applications in tabes. In the ArcHves d mec^uUi

MHicale of 1893, the notes of thirty-seven cases are coUected

together from various sources by Dr. Laborde, and the whole

subject of the electrical treatment of tabes is critically exammed

in a paper which forms a valuable contribution to the subject

His summary accords with my own experience that the treatment

of the spinal cord by direct currents does not cure tabes, but in

certain cases it can relieve the pains, the ocular disorders the

weakness of the limbs, or even the bladder troubles. Induction

coil currents setm to act unfavourably. Bilinkinf has given a

number of instances in which the vidence on this pomt seems

"
*For the laryngeal, gastric, and vesical crises of tabes the same

writer recommends galvanic currents with electrodes upon the

nape of the neck and the lumbar spine. He uses large currents,

even up to 90 miUiampires, and considers them free from danger.

The usual precautions necessary in applications of )
arge currents

must be rigorously observed, no sudden interruptions or vana-

tions of current being permissible. The electrodes must be

firmly fixed, the skin well protected by thick, wet cloths. The

positive pole is applied to the neck. A few apphcations sufe.

iTapplied during the crisis, it is arrested within a few minute.

Bilinkin also recommends the use of direct currents of la ge

magnitude to the joints of the lower limbs, and gives instances

• AnnaUi d' fUclrabiohfif . October, ion.

t Ibii.. 1911. 1913.
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in which this procedure had a very marked good effect upon the
power of maintaining equilibrium with the eyes closed

27Z. Progresslv. MosenUr Atrophy.-The electrical reactions
differ m the different forms of progressive muscular atrophv.
In the myelopathic forms the gradual degeneration of the
muscle, fibre by fibre, produces a condition in which some fibresmay still react normally, while others respond only by a reaction
of degeneration. Thus, it is sometimes possible to recognize in
an affected muscle a quick contraction followed by a sluggish
one, the latter being produced by the degenerated fibres and
the former by those which are stiU sound. As the degenerated
fibres soon waste away, the final stage of an affected muscle
IS a stage of extreme atrophy, without any visible reactions
at all.

In the neuritic " peroneal " or " Charcot-Marie " type it is
possible to observe a reaction of degeneration in some of the
affected muscles. In general, however, the muscles in this form
of atrophy show simple diminution to coil stimuli, and normal
behaviour to cells. The diminution of response to induction-coil
ciirrents may be extreme, and there is also a great diminution
in .he sensory perception of induction-coil currents. As atrophy
advances, all the reactions become increasingly difficult to
provoke.

In the myopathic forms of atrophy the reaction of degenera-
tion IS not observed, and the only changes noticed are quanti-
tative, simple decrease or total loss of response to coil and
to cells being the rule, except in the eariv stages. Bourguignon
and Huet have recently found that in myopathic patients an
examination of muscles which are apparently not yet affected by
the atrophy reveals certain deviations from the' normal The
opening contraction KOC (§ 167) is readily produced, and dura-
tion tetanus is set up with ten, or even with five milliamp^resm some instances.

In none of the diseases included in the general title of pro-
gressive muscular atrophy can it be said that the prospects of
cure by electricity are good. In the spinal forms Erb considers
that he has seen relief, retardation, and even arrest ofsymptoms
especially in early cases, and advises treatment of the spinal cord'
His method is to use the direct current, treating particularly the
cervical enlargement, which is frequently the seat of the most
severe atrophic changes. The affected muscles are also to be
treated by interrupted currents. m
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He considers myopathic atrophies to have a more favourable

prognosis, as he has seen great benefit foUow electncal treat-

ment in cases of that kind. Duchenne* states that by means

of induction-coil treatment he had been able to arrest the pro-

gress of the disease in an advanced case (which seems to have

been undoubtedly one of " myelopathic •' progressive muscular

atrophy) to re-establish the power of the diaphragm, which had

become seriously involved, to restore the bulk and vigour of an

important muscle (the biceps), and to dispel the fibriUar twitch-

ing and that the recovery was persistent for several years, m

spite of the fact that the patient returned to hard manual labour

-la condition of things extremely hkely, in Duchenne's opmion,

to bring on a relapse. He is certain that he has seen an increase

in the bulk of a wasting muscle from coil applications, but only

in cases where the muscle had not altogether lost its irritabihty

to coil currents.

273 BlyMthenla Gravis.—Cases of this disease may come under

the notice of those interested in electrotherapeutic matters

because of the pecuUar reaction (the so-called myasthenic

reaction) which is met with in the muscles of such patients

(I 225) The peculiarity consists in a rapid decrease in the

amount of response shown by a myasthenic muscle when it is

tetanized continuously by the interrupted current. In other

words, a myasthenic muscle shows the ordinary physiological

effect of fatigue with excessive and abnormal rapidity, so far

as the tetanizing effect of the interrupted current is concerned;

but in spite of this, it may remain just as responsive to the

application of a single closing shock from a direct current source

after the tetanization as before.f

274 Hemiplegia—In the less severe cases of hemiplegia good

results are commonly obtained by electrical stimulation of the

affected limbs, and this is a very valuable fact, because so httlc

can be done in other ways to improve the condition of old herai-

plegic patients. I have seen great benefit produced by the

electrical treatment of such cases, and that not once or twice

only but frequently. In hospital practice the difficulty with

old hemiplegic cases is rather to know when treatment may be

• "fil«tri«atioiiLocali.te" (third edition), p. 500. description and figure

t
" The CUnical History and Post-mortem Examination ol Five Cases of

Myasthenia Gravis," E. Karquliar Buzzard, Braiv. 1905. P- 438.
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d «:ont.nued. for as a rule the patients seem to wish to continue
attendance indefinitely. Improvement up to a certain point isthe rule. After that continued treatment does very littleMuch cannot be expected when there is well-marked late
rigidity, fhe series of cases recorded by Professor Erb seems
to show that after an attack of hemiplegia the muscles may re-main in a crippled condition from a sort of torpor of some part
of the motor tracts, so that they remain for a time beyond the
control of the wiU, although there may be no absolute Interrup-
tion in the conducting paths. Thus, a patient may at once

If wf.rfH r^'l""
^^"^ ='""' " ^'"Sle vigorous electrization

1.* rt ^^^- ^' '" "•""'"^ "^'y ^Portant that this
treatment should always be tried in ca.as where a patient isrecovenng imperfectly from hemiplegia. Treatment should not
be commenced until a fortnight or more after the attack, in order
o allow the period of acute disturbance to pass otf. and it may

w^l.T'^ »

«jree times a week. A certain number of patientswiU be distinctly improved thereby. Most of the improvement
likely to be obtained in this way r^..y be expected to show
tself m the course of the first month. It is also urged by Leduc*
that treatment be directed to the seat of the lesion in the brain
the contmuous cmrent being employed, the kathode to the
forehead and the anode to the nape of the neck, with steady
currents, avoiding aU interruptions or accidental variations A
current of 20 milUamp&es is recommended, and the active
electrode siiould be the usual folded cloth, as used for ionization,
and securely attached by a band round the head. This treat-
ment IS to be carried out daily or every other day, the duration
of e^h sitting being about fifteen minutes, taking several
nunutes to turn the current on and oft. As the morbid processm the bram is essenUally a destructive one. there must be hmitsW the amount of recovery which is possible. These limits will
be determined by the extent and the situation of the damaged
part Leducf has also publisaed four cases in which marked
amelioration followed the treatment.

275. EpUepsy.-This has been attacked by electrical methods,
but without any great advantage. Arthuis stated that he had
seen good resulU follow from electrostatic treatment
Althaus gives three cases where treatment at once diminished

• ZiUiihrtJi/ii, Ekktrotherapiii, 1903.

t AnnaUs 4'£lecirobio/oBie. ^larch, 1901.

1;
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the frequency of tJie attacks, and went so far towards elfecting

a cure that the intervals between the fits were prolonged from

a few days to two months. Erb also reports that he has received

a decidedly favourable impression from the treatment of epilepsy

by the constant current. He advises that the anode be placed

first on the side of the forehead, with the kathode to the nape

of the neck, with a weak current for one minute ; and, secondly,

in the middle line of the head in front with the same current,

and for the same length of time, the kathode being over the

occiput. The treatment of the seat of the aura as weU is recom-

mended by Althaus.

Branth has suggested the use of X rays in epUepsy, and has

reported a case of mixed grand and pelil ma/ originating in child-

hood, in a man aged thirty-one, in which very decided benefit

seems to have foUowed a course of X-ray treatment.

276. Paralysis Agltans—An interesting case of the cure of

this condition has been reported by Doumer and Maes.* The

patient was a farmer aged seventy-two. His trouble began two

years previously, with an attack of cerebral congestion, during

which he was insensible for two days. No paralysis foUowed,

but his general condition gradually declined from that time.

TrembUng of the hands began, and extended to the forearms

and arms. It was of a rhythmic character, and interfered not

only with writing, but with all use of his hands. The lower hmbs

were next invaded, and his gait assumed a character of trepidation.

His attitude became bent, his trunk muscles rigid. His blood-

pressure was found to be notably increased, and on this account

he was treated by autoconduction. After a month of daily

treatment the tremors had entirely disappeared, his hyper-

tension had also disappeared, and all his other symptoms had

gone.

The idea occurs to one that possibly autoconduction currents

were set up in the brain, and had exercised some pecuUar trophic

action there, as well as by their effect upon the patient's blood-

pressure.
.

277 Acromegaly.—Beclere has recorded a case of acromegaly

treated by X rays, with arrest of headache and reUef of ocular

troubles of vertigo, and c; nausea and vomiting. He states

that the growth of the bones was arrested, the genital function^

were restored, and the weight of the body diminished.

• AnnaJts d' Slecitoiiolosie, 1905, p. 620.
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strongly advocated its use. a„d%' ted'ttfy^sev^^aL^'^f

A bal, leetrode with insulated han'dt wastttS trot:,conductor, and sparks were applied to the spinal columned theaffected l.mb, until a papular eruption w^ produced Tn hecase of children the mother or nurse was insulated with the

rdli^-bs'l^r.^"^
''"'' -- ^"^'-'^ - thechildfba'ct

The shocks from a Leyden jar were found to be harmfulIn Guy s Hospital Reports in 1853 Sir William Gull reportedwenty.hve cases of chorea treated by statical electricity Nneteen were cured and five i.nproved
; only one resisted the t r a -ment He says: •The fact stands well established thatelectncty .s at present to be ranked amongst the ™at otdisposal for the cm-e of chorea, and that in Lvere casesT^ efeteare often truly surprising. Where other mear,rc^„ot lleniployed

;
when the patient is scarcely able to swluo^ whe^he skm ,s abraded from the prominent bones of the emacttedframe

;
when the powers of Ufe seem nearly exhausted 'parkso electncty drawn from the whole length of the spine wU oft na ter a few repetitions, effect a favourable change, and enaW^us to admmister other means of cure " In snit nf *!,

Phatic testimony, the treatmentis^adayt^i::* Z*"^

^"'

In he few ca^s which have come under my own noti<e Ihave found such statical treatment very useful.'^ It is pos^^.,'hat the anaemia of the brain, which has been invoked to exp .the movements of chorea, may be benefited by the rise of bloLpressure which is associated with statical treataem
With modern machines the negative breeze to the spine willalarm the patient less and wiU prove equally efficacious

'

It often happens that patients seem to recover imoerfectlvrom chorea because certain habitual movements reXthen

:t:srraSic:irr^xn:U"rra^^^^
.uickly dispeUed in severalZT^^ 1 co'u^ Tele^

Lectures on Electricity ^nd Galvamsm," London, ,849.

i
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Static treatment with sparks. Indeed, aU tljose whicli 1 have

been asked to treat for this condition have recovered within two

or three weeks.

The paretic states which are often left after chorea may be

treated by rhythmic currents with great advantage.

Cieneral electrization in the electric bath is also useful.

279. SpMm and Tremor.—The numerous forms of tonic and

clonic spasm and of tremor often come under electrical treatment

by reason of their incurable character. When the symptoms

are due to paralysis agitans or disseminated sclerosis, the

methods just considered (§f 267, 276) may be tried. Other forms

of spasm and tremor, which may be of central origin, are re-

lieved by electrical applications to the head and neck. The

treatment is usually very slow to yield a favourable result.

Erb has recorded a number of cases from his own observation

and that of others.

Hysterical cases sometimes improve quickly under electrical

treatment. Statical applications are perhaps the most suitable

form of treatment for them.

It must not be forgotten thaf spasmodic affections arc not

infrequenUy reflex phenomena. Thus, there may be severe

spasm of the muscles of mastication from inflammation about

the gums or throat, and inflamed cervical glands sometimes

cause wry-neck. Or there may be spasm from direct irritation

of the nerves, as in wry-neck from disease of the cervical ver-

tebra. Before commencing electrical treatment a careful ex-

amination should be made for any source of irritation, and this,

if possible, must be remedied.

In chUdren and also, though less commonly, in adults wry-

neck may be due to exposure to cold or wet, and this form has

been called " rheumatic," and yields easily to sahcylic ioniza-

tion.

280. Writer's Cramp.—This is the best-known form of a series

of spasmodic affections which are produced by prolonged over-

work of certain muscles, particularly when the work done is of

a complicated and highly co-ordinated kind. The name of

function spasm or occupation spasm has been given to this group.

Besides those whose occupation is writing, violinists, piano-

players, tailors, and shoemakers are subject to similar attacks

in the muscles which they use most often. The symptoms of

writer's cramp are also seen sometimes in persons who do not
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wnte much. In writer's cramp there is a spasm associated with
muKular wealcness, pain, and tremor, either of which may
predommate. The chief seat of the cramp or palsy is in the
intnnsic muscles of the thumb and first finger. If the occupa-
lon be persevered with, other muscles are called on to take
the place of those which are deranged, and soon they also
suner.

The characteristic feature of these affections is that the
weakness, or pain, or spasm, is produced only by one particular
kind of work. The hand of a man with writers cramp remains
useful for everything except writing, and so with the other forms
01 true occupation spasm.
The results of electrical treatment are unsatisfactory. Probably

the best treatment would hn galvanization of the brain, with
longitudmal currents, and the kathode to the forehead
Max Weiss.* in discussing the electrical treatment of writer's

cramp, recommends the use of constant currents of from two to
hve or eight milliamp4res. for fifteen to twenty-five minutes
with absolute rest from writing ; applications twice daily during
the hrst weeks, diminishing later to two or three times a week
Anode m the palm if extension is the main symptom, on the
doreum If flexion. Kathode to be placed on the nape of the
neck or on the upper and inner part of the arm. The anode may
also be applied to the tender points for ten to twenty minutes.
Treatment to the motor cortex and to the spine at the lower
cervical level should also be used.

281. Tetany.—This form of spasm, although not verycommon
deserves mention here, because of the pecuHar increase in elec-
trical imtabihty which forms one of its leading symptoms.
Ihere is also, as is well known, an increased irritability of the
nerves and muscles to mechanical stimulation, and this is not
confined to any particular nerve, although it has been most
commonly observed in the facial nerve (facial irritabiUty) The
peculiar spasms can be evoked by compression of a nerve-trunk
or of the main artery of a limb, or by a rough touch over a motor
nerve. Erb first showed that the electrical irritability was also
increased in this disease.

In a recent paper Dr. Bernhardt has reported three cases in
which the electrical reactions were examined. His results
compared with the normal irritabiUty of the same nerves, are

• CentraiUaU /Ur Me gesamm. Ihetap., April. I891.
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represented in the following table, which gives the current in

mfmamp*res required to produce the first KCC contractions.

Normal. TmTA»v (3 Casm).

Facial •

Median -

Musculo-spiial

Peroneal

o-^3omilliarop«re8 !
05 -1-5 millUmpires

j-o-s-o .. 1

o-JS-l-o

10-ro ., o'S ->•'

ACC and KDT (kathodal duration tetanus) were ^so more

ea^ly produced than usual. "In the electrical treatment of

te a^y the influence of the anode stabile is to be Erected to

hel^Lted parts, and the current must be gradually d.mmishcd

t the ter:::iratio; of the sitting to avoid the ill e«ect of sudden

anodal opening." Theresultsof treatment are said o be entirely

favourable, but the disease is one which tends to disappear

'^8x1" H:i:ll«h..-The headaches of debiUty and fatigue aro

often disp^iTed at once by static charging, and they may be

brought an by high-frequency ap'pUcations .n some cases. The

Stion of the bLd-pressure should be examined and used to

determle the treatment, using static applications if the pressure

fs low and high-frequency if it is high. In migraine there iS no

adequa^T electrical treatment, but constant current apphed

loniritudinally to the skuU has been suggested.

ir taomni..-^eneral electrisation frequently produces a

tendency to sleep afterwards. The electric bath has an especially

trong e«ect in predisposing to sleep ; so has the static charge

(positive) with head breeze. Bonnefoy has pointed out ha

Lttal appUcations are specially indicated in subjects w.th a

low arteriai pressure, and are unUkely to be of service in the

opposite condition of raised arterial tension.

^High-frequency arpUcations, which have a tendency to reduc

blood-pressure, should be chosen in preference for patient of

thlsfatd ; and W. F. SomerviUe has stated that they often

pr vc eihcacious. He uses the method of the condenser coud>

with currents ranging between 200 and 700 mmiamperes .n th.

r^e of women, and shghtly larger currents for male patient..

283. Hy8teri«.-Hysterical affections have been very lary h

treated by electricity, and, liom tiie pecuUar nature of the a,..--
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tion good results have followed the most diveise forms of

tL"uS-lv TT'- ^'"' ""'''^ *«-' °' "•« treatmeTpar-

Si\o ^h
'^'^'^'»t'='» "i'h 'parks or with shocics"^^ is

meraturcof M . P,°'
""'"* °' ''y'*^"''' '"'• '"erefore the

" D?. H / .^"^ Electncity, from the time of John Wesley's

of^uch "^""k T"""- '' '"" °' '"°™ « '-^ *°"derful curesof such cases by electnc.ty, acting no doubt in a psychical way.At the same t.me the action of electrical treatmrnt lies rathem the direction of dispeUing symptoms than of curing the

difficulties and disappointments even in hysterical ca^although good results will often be obtained. VVe „,us ai^Tecareful not to claim too much lor the electrical part of the t«at-

2Tc^^ "
",r""'"''

'°^ " -"^y '-''P'-" 'hat the touch ofan electrode wiU cure even when there is no current. Severalcases of this kind have come to my notice. Strong shodTsTia"
often been used for cutUng short a hysterical fit Vu,7he i.ol^ If :

""'""'^ '" ''''''"' '^ '- '"e removal 0, pZ-

coU s mo^?"T;
"'

'"r"'
'"' '"^^ =y"P"""» 'he inducLu

coil IS most usually employed, cither with an ordinary electrode

IT/ "7 '-"•"- """^h. Statical trea,ment.7sS^the treatment by sparks, is also valuable in these cas^s, ^d hasbeen very largely practised.

Hysterical aphonia can sometimes be dispelled by coil cur-

[ms metSof
'° '''

'"r"^'
"°'" •""^"''^' -^ '- 'he "

°
parthi method IS as good as the direct application of the electrodeto the fauces or to the larynx.

"cvtroui.

deL''„'H"'"t'^
"?""'"' °' hysterical symptoms does notdepend merely on the severity of the applications. The treat

Til 1 "eatment of functional aphonia by sparksor shocks there are cases where the patient becomes alarmed and

sZ"" T.
''™'' '"' '° "^"""'^ ^"-'i- Others sTffer "nsilence and do not cry out, and these are not so easily cured

svmntn^^^f" -'""l',"""'
" <l'^'i"e"ished from the special

LSTVh '^ f-^K^^ '° "^ S^"^^^ electrization and

S«L "*"'= ''*' °"" *"^""^"' ''y ^'^'"^^ charging

4uC;trtmLt "^ """'^^^'^ *° "^^ "''<' ="^^-'^ '" '^'^h-

An important consideration is the diagnosis between hysteria
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and organic disease of some obscure kind. It is not at all un-

common for hysteria to be atsociated with serious disease—for

instance, with phthisis. Moreover, when the diagnosis of hys-

teria has been based upon the complaint of a persistent localized

pain in a female patient, it may, after all, turn out that the pain

is due to some serious latent mischief. I have known two c^ses

where female patients with early malignant disease of the

vertebrae complained of persistent pain, and were supposed to

be suffering from hysteria alone.

284. Mental Dli«»Mi.—The abundant evidence which wc

possess of the value of general electrization in the simpler forms

of nutritional failure seems to point to the importance of apply-

ing the same kind of tre.atment in certain forms of insanity or

mental failure, especially if the general state of nutrition is not

maintained. As a rule, cases of this kind are not often met with

in general practice nor among the out-patients, of general hos-

pitals, and it will rather be in asylum practice that opportunities

for trying electrical treatment will arise. A considerable amount

of evidence has already accumulated to show that something

may be done in this way. A valuable summary of the position

up to about 1885 will be found in Erb's work on Electrothera-

peutics, together with numerous references to the writing;

which should be consulted in connection with the subject.

Three cases which have come imder my own experience may be

mentioned here. One was that of a man referred to me by

Dr. Gee, with a note saying that the patient showed many of

the signs of progressive dementia, but that, as his symptoms

dated from a recent attack of influenza, he might receive benefit

from electricity. The patient recovered rapidly alter a short

course of sinusoidal bath treatment. He regained his memory,

which he had completely lost, and was able to go back to his

work. Another patient was a shorthand writer who had broken

down in health completely. He was strange in his manner,

and sat huddled up in a dejected attitude. His wife said he

was much changed in temper, and told me that on one occasion

he had been found wandering about, and had been brought

home by a policeman. When he came he was put on sinusoidal

baths twice a week. A gradual improvement began, and all lui

symptoms slowly left him. After three months he was able to

begin work again, and has continued well for more than four

years.
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A third case .s very much like the last. A man of forty began

^
grow more and more helple™. He became unable to find

hi, way m the street
;
he stumbled easily, and several times feU

he7ouM'a«
'

?t*'""'<',---
His spLh became slogan"he could attend to no business, and it was uncertain whether

I atH^,^ /Ih""
'" "="• '" "•" ""^^'P^P*'- "'"»«^ "'-trie

o hi, ^^! ? k"'?'""
" ''"'' '™P™v>"'"<""». perceptible first

IrLtZ
'''''"%""tead of being brought there by a friend.

^hTllT TfZ""""^ ^°' "'"'y '^ twelvemonth, and during

l^,^ne oTh ,^' "r."'
"''' ^"'^ '" »"""<> to the bookkeepng of his wife s business. He spoke quickly and to the

Zilf ."" '"Ty/tumbled or fell down, and he described
himself as practically well." There was a gain in weight both
in his case and in the preceding one.
The following communication from Dr. Robert Jones is note-worthy, as showing a simultaneous mental improvement and

augmentation of body-weight in a series of cases treated under

laH™1!v7rr,l''"^'."7'''y'"'"
''^8*""^ "'-^^trical stimu-

lation by the bath method, using induction-coil currents •

I have tried the electric baths in the case of adolescents
mostly^ In these and others the form of insanity was that of

lo'irattC™^ °' ''^ ^"^^ '"^'^"""^ ^^-'^''^O -'-

Th" ^''f"^^^'«*."e marked by a gradual deterioration as a ruleThey stand or sit about in a fixed or passive attitude, and have
almost always to be considerably coaxed (if not forcibly fed) inorder to get them to take nourishment. The mental condition
.s so unsatisfactoty that ^me persons call the disease primary
dementia, and It IS certainly not a very curable form

vour I'^t^J TJT!^"''
'^'^ y°" '"'* -"y -^"-^oufagement by

Ld five f. , tJ
*''"""'"*

^ '""^ " "P°" eighteen males
and five females. The record of weight in the case of the females

Two w,?'^I,;i°'-"'f l"'
'^' "" ™P™™'1 Si-^^tly in health

;two were phthisical, but whilst undergoing bath treatment
both gained several stones in weight. One died < phthisis •

of he others, one was discharged recovered, one h ., developed
epilepsy, and one has recovered sufficiently to lead a useful hfe
as a neiper in the asylum.
" Of the eighteen men, nine have left the asylum '=iix re-covered, two relieved, and one improved but not recovered).

!fl

I

' i
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All the men gained weight under treatment (they were weighed

weeldy. and the record has been kept), the average gain of the

nine who left the asylum being seven pounds during the bath

treatment, which lasts for an average period of about seven

w«l». but many received baths during nine or eleven weeks

The greatest gain of one case whilst under treatment was twenty-

two pounds, the next nineteen pounds. Of the nine cases re-

maining under treatment, one is phthisical, one is suffering

from progressive muscular atrophy ; the others are considerably

improved mentally, the stupor or profound melancholia having

quite passed off, but they have not been well enough to be dis-

cliarged from the asylum. I consider the results to be satis-

factory ."

E. Goodall and Wallis* have reported upon the results in a

number of patients treated by them with electric baths, and

express the opinion that the results of this treatment were of

benefit in a large percentage of their cases. They also noted

an increase in the excretion of creatinine as a nearly constant

phenomenon in cases treated by the electric baths. The paper

is a valuable one, well " documented," and should be con-

sulted.

• JounuJ of Mnlal Scitnet. April, i9'o.



CHAPTER XIV

THE CIRCULATORY SYSTEM-TME RESPIRATORY
OROANS-TME 0I0B8TIVE TRACT

TI,.«IWof conge.tion_R.„ ,a,„V, di«.«,_.„tm„,„,„tela„dlcntl„n_

goit«-A.thiiu_H„
,
,„; '. i,J.._R, , ,ai „„ ,„re.nd ulceration.

285. Dlionim ol Circulation. -Owcrr': imulation (} 180) has
been recommended

.: '... t„.a.m. r - r.; . „,.: .orms of cardiac neu'-
ra^a m dilatatir^ of th. He.u, 3 ..) in ca, „ac dropsy. It is con-
sidered unsuitable ,or cas ,«:.'. marked an.rio-sclerotic changes.
Larat has advised t!,e -.-- of tlie -nusoidal current bath, and
Cluzet mentions that improvM cc.nvcnr.atory changes, decrease
of cardiac pain, reduction ... .»naF;arca. and better diuresis have
been noticed in cardiac coses treated in this way. Caution
should be observed at the commencement of a courae of baths
as heart patients may show some dyspnoea or embarrassment
of the heart as the result of immersion in the warm water The
temperature of the water should not be more than 930 F at first
and the patient should enter and leave the bath gradually and
cautiously.

The effects of electrical applications upon the blood-pressure
have dready been referred to in » 188, 189. Thestatic charge has
a decided influence in raising the blood-pressure, and its effect is
increased by the brush discharge or sparks applied to the region
of the spine The effluve and spark discharge of high frequency
apphed m the same way to the spine is said to produce a rise of
blood-pressure, whereas treatment by " autoconduction "

(| i^)
or the condenser couch lowers the blood-pressure
Bonnefoy* has pointed out the important bearing of the

blood-pressure characteristics as a guide in electrical treatment.

• ' OeVlnsntaBie." Games itidicali, 1903.
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After mentioning the good effect which statical treatment has

upon neurasthenic symptoms, and especially upon the insomnia

of neurasthenics, he relates two cases in which static treatment

aggravated the insomnia. He found that in both instances

the patients had high blood-pressures, and he considered that

the increase of their already high pressure by the static electricity

had the direct effect of making their symptoms worse. By

changing the treatment from static to high frequency he ob-

tained a lowering of blood-pressure and a rcHef of the symptoms.

2Sf). The Relief of Congestion.—The uses of electrical treat

ment for the relief of congestion and to promote the absorption

of inflammator • p"oducts should occupy an important place in

therapeutics.

This effect of electrical applications was investigated by

Remak^ in 1856.

He made use of the continuous current exclusively, and, so

far as one can judge, the magnitudes of current employed by him

were fairly large. There is no doubt that his views on the

subject were correct, and that the direct current may be re-

garded as having a special power of improving the circulation

in a part, and as being of great value in promoting the removal

of oedema and of other chronic conditions due to inflammation.

As an example of the effect of the battery current in relieving

severe congestion caused by injury to a joint, the following case,

reported by Remak, seems to be worthy of being reproduced in

abstract :

" A washer-woman, aj '' thirty-six, fell from a table and felt

her right foot to be twistcc] outwards ; so much pain was pro-

duced that she could not wa'k. During the rest of the day anil

through the night she applied cold-water dressings. The follow-

ing day she consulted Rem:ik ; she was obliged to drive to his

house, and ascended the s'.airs with great pain and difficulty.

He found the dorsum of t'le foot much swelled, Uvid, and ver\-

tender ; the diagnosis made was laceration of some of the tarsal

ligaments and extrava'vdtion of blood. The aspect of the foot

was such as to lead to the apprehension that gangrene might

result. At the patient's urgent request, electrical treatment

was applied. Owing to the thickness of the skin of the sole of

her foot, it was necessary to use a large number of cells in order

to produce any sensation or reddening of the skin. By rc-

* Galvttnctherapie. R. Remak, Paris, 1K60.
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peatedly changing the place of application of the electrodes, he
continued the application for twenty-five minutes. During this
time the hiid coloration disappeared, and the oedema and the
pain diminished considerably. The warmth of the foot, in-
rreased by the current, continued until the evening, by which
time a decided improvement was established, and she passed agood night without pain. Next day the colour of the foot was
better and the symptoms were less severe ; the treatment was
repeated on this and on the next three days. She was then somuch l«.tter as to walk without lameness, and in a fortnight
was practically well."

'^

The view taken by Remak is that the current produces amarked increase in the rate of circulation through the part treated,by a general dilatation of its bloodvessels, and as a consequence
of the improvement in the circulation the products of effusion
are much more rapidly carried off than would otherwise be the
case. A Tnpier* has pointed out that the application of in-
terrupted currents to the scrotum causes active pulsation in the
essels of the spermatic cord. He further shows that in general
he application of interrupted currents provokes a transient
hyperemia in the part treated, and shows how this reaction
can be turned to useful account in many conditions of defec-n™ ^circulation-for instance, in local congestions of many

Several writers have reported favourably of the absorption of
fluid effusions in ascites and of hydrocele by electricity. In
ascites the induction-coil current applied energetically for fifteen
or twenty minutes so as to set up vigorous and repeated con-
tractions of the muscular walls of the abdomen, has been followed
by increased flow of urine and disappearance of the ascites
1 he prospects of permanent cure must depend upon the cause

the ascites in each particular case. In hydrocele the same
rosult has been observed.

287. R8.yn8Ud's Disease -ChllWalii5.-The electric bath is
..seful m cases of defective circulation, as in Raynaud's disease
.
hUblains, cold feet, and in cases of isch^emia of the extremities.
)ne of the first signs of improvement in cases of infantile paralysis

and the chilblains disappear. The applications can be ver>^

I !

fi
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conv«.ien«y made by the bath method Either a general bath

but the -"*
-^^=^^- J,e ^pe^edly seen the prompt di.

m a number of cases, and n.ve P= ^ Moreover, patients

appearance o ^''* '''"".
'""flhlt after the cure of their chil-

have several ^^^ 'fX'rt£Uve" ound themselves with

«=^^*'yVro„wLl^^S that a course of baths at

Patients who know Y ^ ^^^^^ „„t jelay too lonfr

^Tre-t:^Lin:t:h.----- TZ^^Z
iriir-r^ P^-^^^^ ^bath with oHed ...

°^ir,:;^:L:^-r^s^«^--™^ -dition is not v..,

^^^.-ifr^-^aT^-ai^:-::^
sTseverett^omS the patient to rest, and with rest th^ pa™

cei^ If the walfis then resumed the pain returns as before,

'"onTo" my patients said that he could walk -und ^is«
tablediing the evening without any inconvenience but that.f h

w"t™r a walk the pain stopped him before he had gone

;t. Another patient, who had suffered from phlebitis, ,arred

. New Sydenham Society, " Selected Monographs."
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his legs when getting out of a train, and pain came on about an
hour later. He became lame, and was laid up for a fortnight.
Smce that time he always became lame after walking a hundred
yards, but this went off after a rest. The pains were referred
to the knee and to the hip. The symptoms disappeared after a
course of electric foot-baths, with induction-coil currents.
These cases are due to a defective blood-supply to the muscles

of the thigh or leg. Calcareous arteries have been diagnosed in
some, thrombosis in others. The peculiar symptoms are due
to the fact that the muscles receive a blood-supply which is
sufficient for their needs when at rest, but not when they are in
action. Treatment which improves the circulation in the
affected limb reUeves the symptoms, and may give permanent
rehef. Electric foot-baths with interrupted currents are suffi-
cient to effect this in milder cases. High frequency has been
recorded as very useful in a group of cases by Delherm and
Laquerri«re.» In some of these gangrene had threatened, and
amputation of a gangrenous Umb had been performed in one case,
the patient seeking treatment for symptoms which had begun
to appear in the other. The cases were successfully treated by
high-frequency currents, the electrode being applied to the leg
and foot. Diathermy is also indicated.

289. Arteil<«elerarti.—The reduction of the blood-pressure in
mdividuals in whom it has been raised by disease has been
particularly studied by A. Moutier, who holds the opinion that
autoconduction by high-frequency currents provides a means
of reducing arterial pressure and of securing a return to the normal
in cases of permanent hypertension.

In a certain number of cases he has observed a reduction in
the arterial pressure of i to 3 centimetres of mercury after a
single sitting, but in general the normal degree of blood-pressure
is obtained after six, eight, or ten sittings. If more are required.
It IS almost always due to one of the foUowing reasons—viz., the
existence of organic lesions, errors of diet, or constipation ; but
he states that he has never failed to obtain normal readings after
sixteen or twenty applications.

Many observers have been unable to confirm Moutier's views,
and Bei:goni^

(§ 189), as a result of careful experimental work,
found that autoconduction does not lower the arterial blood-

• Archives d' &leclriciU Mtdicale, October, 1909.
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pressure as a general rule. But it may do so, and from what we

C^Tow of fts thermal effects and of the vaso-dUatory actions

ofwarmth, it seems quite reasonable to expect a fall of b^od-

pressure in certain cases ; for instance, Nagelschm.dt has affimed

fhe production of a lowering of blood-pressure as a resuU of

aattemal applications. Macnamara,* in a series of blood-

prelLe estimations in neurasthenia, found that h.gh_frequency

applications lowered the pressure m 367 f.^^' ."'^V ^IreadJ
and left it unchanged in 34. Bonnefoy,t in his work already

quoted has recorded a number of cases in which hypertension

was reduced in a satisfactory manner by high-frequency trea-

ment with the autocondensation method-a method to be pre-

^^ed when it can be substituted for autoconduction, as it is more

convenient in application. To obtain adequate results, large

cumnts "hould ^ used, and if the palms of the hands are dry

t Ts an advantage to use moistened cloths between the metal

handles and the skin, so that the currents entenng trom th

handles encounter less resistance. An epigastnc pad is also a

^^d medium for the applications. Diathermal treatment with

Toerctfodl^lmaysupplLtheoVierD'Arsonval high frequency

for the treatment of hypertension.

^qo A«ur,.m.-Electrolysis has been tned for he cure

of^eur^^fparticalarly for those which are "ot suitable or

treatment bv ligature or compression. In many of the cases

rrcorded some temporary increase of hardness has «oUc«.ed h

operation, but the cures are but few, and the punctures mad

in the sac walls have sometimes led to hemorrhage T ho

piercmg of the wall of the aneurysm by the needles, with the

^n^Lnt risk of bleeding, is the chief d^'-t o the o^jatio-

It mTv be lessened bv the use of needles insulated except near

Lrpoint, so as to limit the electrolytic process to the interior

of the aneurysm, and to prevent any action upon its wall.

The method which is generally preferred ,s to ."trodue both

positive and negative needles into the tumour. CiniseUt has

^^^d twenty-three cases; of these -/covered; -*-

died, and one case disappeared from observation.
f°'^<'°^'^2

reported as cured had relapses a few months later. See al.o

; ^l':r«^X^=et»nTrait.m.nt." J. B. Bail.«re etm. Pan. .^;.

\ •Tre^^nT^.f Thoracic Aneurysm, by Electro-puncturo. M.bn,

Ili70.
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British Medical Journal. 1890, vol. i., p. 1276, for a report of
successful results after thirteen sittings in a case of Aortic
aneurysm.

As far as can be made out from the details furnished, the
electrolysis of aneurysm requires large currents and long sittingsIwenty thirty or forty ceUs have been used, and the applica-

sLTT. 'k
"" '^ ''°" " '"°^«- A^^'""'"g 'he internal

resistance to have been 100 ohms (it may have been much lower),and putting the electromotive force of the cells used at one volt
apiece, then twenty cells would give a current of about 200milhampte. and forty would give twice as much. This current
If contmued for half an hour, would be sufficient to set free a
considerable amount of electrolytic gases, and in some of the

X'Z o \ '
the tumours became resonant to percu^ion

fhlL *
?'?''"™- ^^^ ^'"^ """^ "'1 '^^'^^^ produced by

the electrolytic separation of the neutral salts of the blood would

?wt«'°"°
recombine in their passage along the blood-stream.

«, , J".*''f'
"P '" "''- ^"^--y^n, is soft and difHuent.

WiUard* has reported a case in which 20 feet of silver wire

ZZ'^T T° '"r^'^'y^"'
'^d ^ <=""ent of 80 inilhamperes

passed hrough it. The results were favourable, and the patientwas abU to leave hospital nine weeks later. Dodswofth, o

ttu-ough the chest appeared to relieve aortic aneurysm
The diagnosis of aneurysm by X-ray examination is now

comparatively easy, and it may be worth while to warn be-
ginners against confounding the normal convex shadow givenby he posterior portion of the normal aortic arch with theshadow given by aneurysms. This mistake has often been made
because at a

< crtain angle of incidence the shadow presents an

ofLTch
'"^' "''" *''" "' " ""^ ''''"'"' ''"'6'-' ^' *''e level

291- Cardl.0 Failur..-The aid of electricity is often invoked
lor he purpose of resuscitation when death aupears to be immi-
nent. It may oe applied either in the form of brisk generalcutaneous stimulation, as in cases of narcotic-poisoning, or with

3r °^T °' stimulating respiratory movements or ofaHing upon the beat of the heart.
Direct applications to the heart region do not readily affect

the movements of that organ. If they do. the result is quite as
• C.veruly oj l'eH«syl,un,a Al.dual huUelin. SeptemU^r. 15^..
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It is better, therefore, not to
likely to be harmful as useful,

attempt it. . , ,. ^

In order to act upon the respiratory centres, the use ol the

induction coil, cither with moistened electrodes or with the

metaUic brush electrode, is advised. The region of the body

which is stimulated is not of special importance ;
the apphca-

tions may be made to any part which is exposed and convenient

°
Tco^iderable reflex effect is produced by this cutaneous

stimulation, and if the wire brush is used there is le^ nsk o

producing fatigue or exhaustion of the patient, than if a short

wire coU be used with moistened electrodes. Stimulation of the

face, especially of the nose and upper lip. tend to act favoura.bly

up«ii respiration. Duchenne has shown that stimulation of this

kind appUed to the precordia or to the skin of the back m the

lower dorsal region also influences the respirations. At the

former sihiation inspiration is chiefly promoted, and m the

latter expiration.

Frederick Taylor,* in discussing the treatment of opium

poisoning, has recorded two cases in which he observed a

marked good effect from general faradic apphcations. which

effectually roused the patient from his comatose state after

forty or fifty minutes. He used ordinary moistened electrodes

to the tiunk and Umbs. No sign of exhaustion or fatigue was

noticed. He suggests that the muscular contractions may aid

in the elimination of the poison.
, , , ,

The phrenic ner%es in the neck can be directly stimulated by

the induction coil without difficulty, and contraction of the

diaphragm will follow. No inconvenience seems to be pro-

duced by the proximity of the vagi. The method is as foUows

Two moistened electrodes of small size, about one inch in

diameter, must be connected to the coil ;
one should have a key

for making and breaking the circuit. These are to be applied

under the posterior border of the stemo-mastoid muscles, which

should be pushed forward. The key must then be closed and

opened rhythmically about every two seconds
;
each closure

causes an inspiration, expiration being allowed to take place

durinR the intervals. This use of the induction coil to set up

respiratory movements may be advantageously combined with

mechanical artificial respiration by SUvesters method, tlec-

• Proc Roy. S«. Med. (therapeutic S«:tioa), 1912. P- 'SS-
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trical stimulation of the phrenics in asphyxia and in chloroform-
poisoning have been successfully carried out. Stimulation
ot the epigastric region may cause expiratory movements by
acting upon the abdominal muscles.
Hampson's method

(j 172) may sometimes be useful.
292. OUler CudlM AlI«>ttOM.-Bonnefoy» has reported good

results in the treatment by the condenser couch of cardiac hyper-
trophy, cardiac dilatation with emphysema, fatty heart old
endocarditis, and tachycardia. Kumpf f has advised applications
to the precordial region by means of a glass condenser electrode
ot special type in cardiac dilatation and insufficiency
LaratJ states that the electric bath with sinusoidal current

IS of value in cardiac dropsy. By its use the anasarca is reduced
diuresis IS increased, and the patients condition is ameliorated!
1 hese favourable effects often appear rapidly, after three or four

293- VarteOM V.lm.-The same author also reports on thegood effect of electric baths in cases ot varicose veins ; but at
present the method of choice for this affection, for varicocele
and for hemorrhoids is the use of high-frequency currents with
the electrode apphed over the affected area. In the case of
pi es a bare metal sound, introduced through the anus, is gener-
ally preferred.

'BC"".!

294. Exophthalmic Goitre.-yuite a large Uterature has grown
up on the electrical treatment of this disease, and many favourable
cases have been recorded with various kinds of electrical treat-
ment.

Cardew reported§ some cases in which the constant current
produced great improvement in the symptoms. In nearly all
of them the frequency of the pulse-rate was reduced, the en-
largement of the thyroid was diminished, and the nervous con-
dition ot the patient was improved. He suggested that the
reatment should be carried out by the patients themselves tiu-ee
times a day, and also at other times if the palpitation of the
heart should teoome sever.. He advised that a current ot two
to three nulliamperes should be applied for ax nanutes

; the

ou,V ^.iTuT"^^
'''^"^"' "" ^'=" P" '^ '^"M" 1e M»ute Fre-quence." J. B. BaiUi«re. l>arB. igij.

t Zur belwndlung iter HerUkrankheiten," MtJ. ki.mk igofi
. l'-"tc pratique d-EkartiU Medicaid.' .y,u

"

! Lancet. July, 1891.
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anode to the region o, the lower
^r^^J^- ^it'^ct

^TdSr™ts briskly appUed to the ncc. have also

been found efficacious. j^^,,„.

and they are '=°"""t'=<i '° "^*,
P^^^

^ order that the electro-

hcial tissues. The "*« °' /» t'

^ ^„ ^^jde of iron d.-

risk of disfigurement by back marks Que

posited from the iron of the
^'f^.^^^J^^f^ll^i eases in

and upon the enlargea giai
^j producing

Many observers have^dX ays -t^

more or less damage to the ^y^""i' °"
^

.

j^ ^5 ^^e thyroid

of Graves' diseas. ^e due^o a^ e

-J -^-»J^°|,„ ,,/bo.n

^""Z- ar^xc^ve x'artreatment, so that patients have

produced by
'-''''f^''^^;,'

J ..^a Dr. Florence Stoneyt l>a>

remaimng 4X. I4 -- ^- -^
^,^^^ ^ ^^^^,^ „pe,ation «u

rth^old^'a^d tht ithers .erelnsuccessful for various reasons.

. Annates d'^UctrobwIogie. 1899. P- "•
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ringing voice. Moutlr"oundr'
,

'T"
^."'^"K'hening .he

a favourable influence ur„. .'""'""PP"""™^ had
The .ethod crs^ed i^hiX ^S '^"r

™^"'"-
point electrode applied near fo 11nn'. ''"'' '" "'*"« "

daily applications lasting fifteen twerTv'"-'
'""""'• *'"'

an increase in the duration ofH, ^ """"'^''' '"^ "'"''d

pitch of the laryngeaiTornrL?ra::STdV''7 •"'; '''

<iuct,on Of the higher notes wa, madl'trelv " """

^sszs:^:^:^:-:-^ -'-^ -t^ent o,

seem to show that the numferlf „ '"^-^^"gat.ons of Bordier

notably diminished IndTh^dVritT.nrtr ll
^""^"""^ "'^^ '^

administering an inhalation of 0.0 "d ar'r" '''"'""""' '''

296. Oi»na.-Gautinr in
'
„
°"'"d air for ten minutes daily.

this'conSl^^t lsVo?\"'^"ri ''^ '^•^'""-' °'

ionization "withcoD^r H ^ ""' ''""'''* "°^ '""> *« bv
Which were inserledZTtheaS^rtfoTr"''''^
brane of the nose, usuallv of fh Tj '"""'"' "'"'"-

Currents of X5 to 30 ^^1^ ^'"utd^orfifr'"'
"""'

or longer, the oarts h..in<, «^ii • • .
^ ""'^*^" minutes

method i to u'^^^copTr r^f "^"T'^
"eforehand. Another

with a solution ofTo';pe;tlZfa:ft™"^"''•"'^' -'
similar strengths of curr^t The !' u

"'''"' ^'"""^''="

observers to^be qu te "isfaltorv h' H '*'"' ''^ ^"'-'"

have also proved sLessf^ tw^e .^^^l^'^'T?
"^""""'^

electrodes, and act by the fine efflu^- -^ f
^''"''" ^="^""'"

297. A..hm..-Of Lctri^ :"
hodstXt ?'"«"

condition, the use of statir»l
™^ ,°''^^.'<"^ ">« treatment of this

has recorded tvTc^ i'
'
1. tf^'^'T' '^ ^"'^ ''^'f- Larat

by static charSgc^bi^ed1^.h ""V^''
'''''' *^ ^«-dod

.0 the whole fhoLrreS^a^T^t'thT " ''"''"^''
« "^^

the patient remained welff^'t^ years td" ""
°.' "'' "^"^

TSr "ir-
~^«-^'^eteare;r""'"'^^ ""^ '-

: I
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X.«y photograph, o. the ch«t - "y^Xr^Ut^r!"
ol«.rvi„g the progress ot a ca«. ^'^'

^''Tx ravThotography
„„«, o. tubercle in the

-^;°l'J^l!^,^roi^,o.Z.L,
i by no mean, d.ffi.^ -f^'^^^I^^^ 'J^^,, ,„„ can best

old and calcified masses mtn "^
intervals of time,

be overcome by "'-"'"^^T « '^ t «r^n7t is ..b«!rved

In examining the chest by the «"""=«"* "'^"^
restricted on

that the movements of the d'»P»,^"
-^^t' ^ one of the

the affected side, and th.s symptom ^^^ough
„'°^^„, „, ,„„.

earUest morbid appearances to be observea m

mencing phthisis.
results of treatment in

Dr. David Lawson, m a paper on the
'^^^^^

,^^, ^, g^^hory
30tcasesofphtlusi,byopen^a.rmeth^^^^^^^^^^^^

it has been customary always to sc
-^^^y formed

patients soon after admission, »'»" n»""8

J

/o„ditions

an opinion by a careful P*'y»\'='^ "f"pcrience to detect

present, and it has frequently ^«" ^^^^^'.^^^ „uch as

Sy this means conditions which had not b^n e

^^ ^^^^ ^^^^

suspected previously to the X '»y'.°*'"e "
j„ ^^„^ whilst

sys^matically examined byjreenmg f™™ ^ j;'^, ^^^^va-

°*
*7r;trclll1ra:<^"':fblTntuy r^^^^

by the

rv^ltiirmrm^ the few c=^s -"'•^dlngt"
notice. One case of '"P"^/'

*^f,f^T/:^«„g ^ver Live
aearedupunderitsu^ -da^hetim^o^^^

^^

months ^nce the ^^afnent w V^^
.^

quite weU. The A raj™ " . u !„„„. The results

cases of enlarged glands =^t /he root °^th«
^7|-^^„ ^^ „^t

obtained in those cases, whilst not striking, nave

'"h^M has done much careful experimental work on the

tre"tmr ofThthisis by higl^frequ^icy^^^^^^^^^^^

:^^^^£tr^^j=th=i^/s



culous invasion In ^

change,, and to bring thZ\oZ *" ^P'^'-^y x-

can be more or less cliffy obUinTT ?""" "" ^"""
covery goes hand in h<^ with Z ""'*. """

'^"'•""^V to re-
acterisfic, (see alsof aoT)

' acquisition o( normal char-

of
Xr"*!^l*"ri7;i;;^tol';? '"'"^'"^'' "•' ''""-"ent

-.d particularly in cas^ wher" "oK "
f"

"' '^''°""'' "»»
o seven, pleurisy or empyema .nrWM """" °" =" '^ «q"<-l
the use ,.f large electrodesT'o er » T' ."" ^'^°"'"'",ds
«de of the chest, with long amls°r,lf ""^ ^""'^ """^cted

300. Th, Moum ,nd T«th T T^ "PPhcations.

used for the sterilizatioroMhe Sf^]' f"?'"" "^ "»"
claims that by these means the rol f ''"'' ^- fierier*
effectually sterilized at one short ^^u

^P*'" *"''*'' "'^Y bt'

- not more than i to 3 n^IJamA
''"^^-

J'''
^"^-"t requLd

» attached to the positive p^kl'.,.
P'^*'""-'"'""'" needle

a plate applied to iny conv^e;.
h^" negative terminates in

- far up the root as'i^X'^Tsolu "7"^ "^'"^ P--<^
he root canal, and afC the passa

'

n
'""

f
'"'foJuced into

'or en minutes, the nee<Se wTeXi hn'""
""P"*^ ^""^"'

stenle. as is also the wall of 7h7
"'*'"^'^'^ « 'ound to be

the root, and especiairy ,1?/^^'^"' '' "'''" P"'""- °'
Pract.ce it is seldom that the St^^ """"" ^P"'^' •>« in
hoyond its canal and the soft pZs imr„:,\r'

^"'™''» "-"ch
Some patients cannot tolerate th,

'""""^'^^'^y ^hout its apex,
same results may be a talL 'b??""'

"' '^""™'' """the
application of a weaker current S^utifTf'"""'^'y '°"Kcr
value of this procedure buTu es z rchT^S''

'°"^"""^ ">«
' rength and 3 or 4 miUiamUes n "J^'

"' ^ P*' cent,
also proved successful in the hands ofT''''"'

'°""^"''" "as
who Writes quite confidently about fh f*'"'

'^''Pcrimenter.
-d prefers zinc ions for thpurpi He'^"'

"' "'^ '"''»''°d.

'" ">« s-milar treatment of dionk^venf/ 1° "^°"^ '""«»ses
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the nostril, on the tongue, or of the inside of the cheek. These

mav be rapidly cured by ionization either with mc or coppe.

.

Toi i.oph«.»l SpJm.-Under the name of cesophagism

Bord er delefthis'condition as a neuro^-^"-;--!^':

muscular spasm of the oesophagus, causing difficulty in swauow

Sr toesT this class who have troublesome dysphagia,

lerl much inconvenienced by this form of spasm He com-

, • "i .!,» hP was orevented from entertainmg his fnends at

^ refb*le ortheSU which he experienced in swallow-

S"^ven when taking a meal quietly at home
-*

Jus«
£^rw^-=i^^r^^-=-
^°0n l::il! d^errasions a short course of treatment by

no itive Stat c charging, with bnlsh discharge to the neck, chest,

positive
=*^*'"''"f"I ued the tendency to spasm, and has

::;1L^C r;a' wifhTacmty and comfort, the improvement

LstoeforTeveral months after the suspension of treatment.

f^ ^^»\trirture rives way, and the bougie passes through it.

The't me of elro^eration may be from ten minutes to hal an

hour The operation is repeated with a larger instrument in

1 L„= or a fortnieht No anesthetic is required.

''\TZ^-^^!eltly showed before the Clinic^ Society a

Jse oUrZ^tic stricture of the oesophagus relieved by ekctr^

l^Ts The patient, a woman aged forty-nine years, m the year

• Lancet, May 6, 1905-
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was seen in June, 1903. notoulr.V'"'^ "''"" ">^ P*«^"'
she swallowed solids fo nL wefk

^'" P^^^'*' ""^ had
swallowed with the greates dim u'
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°' "«^ electricity,

hougie.
^°''ds without having to pass a

Radium has been usei in th *
'esophagus by Max Einhom* anV''^f™™' °^ "^""^ °f the
foUows: An esophageal tu"e is "l"'.^?'

^^' ""^'hod is as
"f metal. This %'ule contLwH T"''

' '^P'"''= '"*<»«

passed until the stricture isrel. . "*""" ^he tube is

in the gullet for half t^oon hour o'' T'
^'°"'^'' '" -"-"

results of the treatment irseven /. ^"^ ^^' '"""^-^'^'^
were satisfactory. One patient Lh "'"'"^'^ by Einhom
an obstruction

15 inchesToLlhe' eetr^T"'''
^^^^^^ *""»

swallow fluids. He was treated fn I '
^"^ ™"" "°t even

every other day for half
™

u^ BU
"'^"•''*" '"°«''^-

dunng the treatment, and at th. Z^ , 1.
™"'l't'on improved

and semi-solid diet
; five month ,,t.^'

'°"''' '^^°- «"'<!
and suffered no pain TheTecold

'
""'' '"" "'"'P""^''-

as far as the passage of the 1"^ ""' ^'"ev.h^t improved
"ttlebetterinherseff- the third

^ T concerned, and felt a
ably better, and could sw^^tto

"''
^1 P""' ^^'"=™-der.

could be passed; the fourth ctewaTnh- 'f""^""
'"«^^ bougie

the bougie could be passed v^rhorLt^'r"^ ""'='• '""P™^^^-
and she could swallow fluid and som™,^'?

'"'° 'he stomach,
was also much improved obiecttdv and 1

'°°'*
'

"'^ """^ =^«
'ng was concerned

; the sixth rll«
^'^ ^ ^^ as swallow-

swallow solid food weU aTd the Iv^ '??^ '" ^^'«'''' -"'^
astly, the seventh ca^wa^^pr't^f

''*'*. '"^*PP«-^<=d; and
treatment. In the last six «ses th! . ^.

unmfluenced by the
'or one hour each day. lUs doubtful w'^'"'

^"^ '"^'-^ °"t
Sood results have been obta^ed

^"" """^ P«™anently

nti
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,0^ AflwttoM 01 the Stomwh .nd Intertln«.-Electncd

jr/n."fuTlul in certain ai^ections "'the «^^-"*-^"^^

tract HerscheU,* states that a cure can be obtained in certain

oms or^pep;ia associated with neurasthenic states that

'Cr^thesiaTthe gastric mucous -^^r^^^^^.^^^J"^^
ishVd, gastralgia and gastric ^V^'^^^^^^^^ZT^^
that constipation depending upon intestinal atony can

"
Hl^lquency currents are of service in cases oUtonu: cU.at.

tion of the stomach, the electrode being applied to the epigas

reported seven cases in which the continuous ^u™"* P'^^uc^^

g,^d results. His method was to use a l^g^J^^for to

It er J^ slowTy mlved over the whole abdominal surface in

rSonTf 'the intestinal canal from the duodenum to

^
sigmoid flexure, where it was finaUy fi^ed^f /"^^ ^^

"
_

aUowed to pass steadily without •°t«'™P^°" "^t^Ir day

or thirty minutes. The operation was repeated eve^ other dy

m'tawereWd, and they remained so after the cessation oi

*';i5*oTer writers have reported similar results, and I ha«

myself obtained notably good results in some cases, though not

'"fnother plan which has been proposed for obstinate case.

;rtE^"' M^-™"^-' E.ect™logyana Radio.o^.'

A. Siegle, London, 1904.

f British M.dic<U Joutnal. .883, vol. u.. p. O^-i-
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the riTof elects sanH
""" =" ^^°"'

"
'»<» *» "^"^

in Fr;„ce a number of/^'^V'"'?''^
''^ '*^" <'^-'^<l- -"^

constipation in"l^;:;*=;^:^ u^es^Thr '°'.l'^""^"^for cases described « in* .
^"<=cess. it has even been used

however, t^"h^LTJe'ju ;''^.'™^«°"- I' i^ obvious,

fairly weU made out beTl "^'"'f'""'^
obstruction should be

,
HrrschelTr^^renrthTt^^^^^^^^^^^^^T " '^ ^'^''"^"^-

for the treatment of mnct *• 1
">'««-Phase currents

(5 90)

the rectumT.d enirr
"'' ™ •*"" *° "'""y °' 'he wai s o

electrod^' I^ one pZ tr"'' .""^^'^'"''"'^ °' '''^ 'hree

along each side ofhrl?rtetV:!P'''"''7°''
'he back, one

to the epigastrium irr„„/„
column, and the third isappHed

consists of aW ofmlh' ' '"''"'' "'"^"•"'^^ '^ "^^d, andbag of membrane surrounding a metallic tube which

F.o. .68.-E1CIAL Douche E«ct- ,k.

The second ele" r^t^rpltdteneXtl' '^ ''' '^^"""•
s moved over the abdomifa] urfact Thr'''

''"1 '''^ *'^'^'^

branous bag containing fluid in place „, J*"' T "' ^ ">^n'-™s obvious advantages, as £^^70^:":
^^Br^

eiecSirt?cix«rwrh -^ ^-r ^'-^'^ "^ *"«

305. Hueoiu Coll«s.-Twf T7. *°'*^y°^^"«^"tion..
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dition. Currents from 30 miUiampSres upwards are used and

reversals are made every minute, the whole time of the applica-

tion lasting eight or ten minutes.

Laquerri^e and Delherm have confirmed Doumer s obsr -

vations, and consider the results obtained to be bnlliant. They

report twenty-two successful results out of twenty-five cases

treated.
.

.

J C Webb* has advocated the use of ionization with enemata

of silver nitrate in coUtis, and has reported cases in which the

treatment was followed by good results. After a prelimmary

lavage of the bowel, one and a half pints of a silver nitrate solu-

tion of 01 per cent, strength were injected through a rectal tube,

in which was a copper v/ire that could be connected to the

positive pole of the battery. Large electrodes were placed on

the back and abdomen and connected with the negative pole_

A current of from fifteen to twenty miUiamptos was passed

for fifteen minutes. The result of this treatment was that the

motions became natural in consistency and frequency, that the

mucus disappeared and the flatus diminished. He considerea

that there was an introduction of the ions of silver into the ceU>

of the mucous membrane, and attributes his success m part to

their influence.
,

306. ABMtlOM of the R9etum.-E!ectricity has been
employed

in various morbid conditions of the rectum and anus. In

paretic states of the sphincter and in prolap-,e the application ol

induction-coil cirrents has been founa useiul by some writers

and the direct current has been appUed with equal success by

°'irpruritus ani the static brush discharge, the effiuve of the

high-frequency apparatus, and the Rontgen rays are all effica-

cious methods of treatment.

In the treatment of some cases of piles, and of fassure of the

anus, high-frequency applications are very successful, m
method of appUcation is to use a conical electrode of bare metal

this is anointed with vaseUne and introduced into the anus, ana

daily applications of two or three minutes' duration "^ given.

The patient should He on the condenser couch (§ 133)- 1"'"

case of piles the results appear to have been least satisf^cton^

when the state has become chronic, with well-marked structural

changes in the mucous membrane.

• Lancit, November 4, 1905.
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Plovedt ™>
"" '"'",' '^'^"'^ '"^ ^=""« ^'«'™de as that em-

sufficient nVfri ? '^^

: '" """^ "'^ they should be of

fiUedwiththezincsohiHnn A •
'

'^^ '"'"^""" ""'^ t*"™

the mbber'': ;id to'" t J'z^i^z:' z''vr'^"^

protected with a collar of v^calilte
''''""'''' *"'

coagulation 1!^^ ^ "'* ^^P*"" '° ''^^^ undergoneodguiation. He uses several zinc needles in diiierent oarts of

bleec^ng arrlduced^ "°" "' '''""^'" ^"'^ '"^^"'^ P-" -d

ionttrdn'^B^'j^t" '^'" ^^^-^^'""^ *-^ted by zincouzation. BilhnkinJ has recorded two cases He siv« th,t

permanentlStCingLc ?„ ht* T'^^ '" ^"'""' ^

had not been withLT u I
*"''*' """^ "»^ ionization

Cosed"* ^nihr^rsu^e^'rcis: ttr\'^'r '=°'"p'^*^'>'
,

ilr^ :;»
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rectum could feel the insulated projecting portion, and serve to

prevent it from penetrating too far into the rectal cavity. Six

milUampires were used for three minutes, and the appUcation was

repeated two days later for three minutes with 5 milliampires.

the electrode being introduced less deeply, and again three days

afterwards, using a still shorter length of bare metal electrode.

Two days afterwards the internal opening had closed, as was

proved on trial by injecting some water, which did not reach the

bowel. After this some further appUcations were made with

the electrode shortened on each occasion. In all twenty applica-

tions were required. The place then healed soundly, and there

remained a tiny depressed scar at the point where the external

opening had been. In a second case, in a woman aged forty,

there was a fistula 4 centimetres long, without any communi-

cation with the bowel. After six applications of zinc ionization

at intervals of four days, each of three milliamp&es and three

minutes, the fistula was completely obUterated. Its site was

marked by a thickened cord in the submucous tissue. He con-

siders that by the use of zinc as the ionizing material good results

may be obtained, at least in non-tuberculous subjects.



CHAPTER XV
AFFECnOKS OF THE HRIHAHY AND RBPRODUCTIVB

ORGANS

307. nie Urinary 0rg8ns.-Incontinence of urine is a svinntomfor wbch much can be done by electrical treatmen xrcfsS~ T'onT'tr"" ^" "''' ^*'' ^°- several dln^S V ^^"^ " "'""* °' *™« i" the sphincter of the

effort wv". "'"f
'' '"P^"^'^ involuntarily during any Ls^^

of fh. irr^ "' ?'" °''"'""e in women there is irritability

sLsm\t f •

"^ *'" '"^^''^^e^^ "^ ™"*-«'^ with ^Tn anJ!.pasm at frequent mtervals, while in a third well-known fomnfincontmence the muscular apparatus is normal bS tie bMdeempties itself spontaneously dming sleep
In women it is not uncommon for ther» to be some ineffic.ency of the former kind, and in consequence a ^7^ n t

aTl fti^
^''P^U^d ro„ the bladder during muscular effort "uchas lifting a weight or during coughing or sneezine H iZweakness of the sphincter be rather more pronoZed^the nc^ntmence becomes troublesome, and advice may be„ Theweakness of the sphincter may be due to parturWon or to somedilatation or injury of the urethra-for exLple after a d.Talexamination of the bladder. The tone and pTer o the ftmak

T^nl"^
be strengthened by electrical a^licattons and th^pa lent s comfort may in this way be greatly increased. I have

"nd tZTlT'"'' "'° ^"«*^^*^ *rom incontinence of tMtand, for which they were obUged in the daytime to weaTamrna apparatus, and were always wet and un^omfUall andn whom a course of electrical treatment was completely sue-
459
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ccssful. In one instance, the incontinence was the result of an

operation uiK)n the urethra for the removal of a caruncle. Since

the operation the patient had been unable to hold her water,

which escaped during any muscular exertion. After four or five

weeks' treatment she was able to lift and carry her baby, and to

play tennis, without any leakage from the bladder. (Hhcr cases

of weak sphincter in which electrical applications have given

great relief are those in which the trouble has come on after

childbirth, and as the result of a long railway journey without

any opportunity of passing urine.

Even when the incontinence is part of a paraplegic condition

treatment applied to the bladder may be of scrvnce. I have

notes of two women who received injuries to the spine tlirougli

jumping out of windows. They were referred to me for elec-

trical treatment for their incontinence, and in br>tl\ the power of

the bladder seemed to be improved by treatment. Bladder

weai ness in tabes sometimes undergoes decided, if temporary,

improvement from electrical applications to tlic lower spine and

perineum.

The conditio! )f irritability of bladder which produces fre-

quent calls to late is one that is commonly confounded witli

nocturnal incontinence.

It seems to be associated with chronic cystitis, and careful

questioning will reveal the fact that there is not only a tendency

to wet the bed at night, but also a weakness by day. These cases

occur almost exclusively in females. When up and about they

are unable to retain their urine with comfort for more than half

an hour or an hour. If after the lapse of that time they have no

opportunity of emptying the bladder voluntarily, pain and spasm

come on and the urine is expelled. At night, too, they arc

obliged either to get up frequently, or else to wet the bed. In

hospital out-patient practice patients of this type are usually ui

a wet condition locally, and their clothing smells of urine, whereas

true cases of nocturnal incontinence are not so.

No electrical treatment seems to have the slightest good effect

upon the cases just described, and it is therefore very important

before giving a prognosis to distinguish them from cases of true

nocturnal incontinence, in which electrical treatment answers

admirably.

308. Noetnmal Ineontliienee.— This afiection has a totally

different pathology to that of the kind of incontinence alicady
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The best mode of application for cases of incontinence with

weakness of the sphincter in female patients is to introduce a

bare metal sound into the urethra as one electrode, and to place

the indifferent electrode upon the lower dorsal region of the

back. The sound must not enter the bladder lor more than a

very short distance, otherwise but little current will pass to the

waUs of the urethra.

For male patients applications to the penneum will usuaUy

answer aUnost as well as the passage of a sound, and the latter,

which is too painful for use with children, may, therefore, be

reserved for the more troublesome cases ; the use of a perineal

electrode makes the operative procedure mere simple and less

formidable to the patient. An electrode of suitable shape con-

sists of an acorn-shaped piece of metal fitted with a handle, and

it is so contrived that a chamois-leather cover can be adapted to

Fio. 169.—Electkode for Enurksis.

It in a moment for each appUcation. A ring of vulcanite pushed

on over the piece of leather serves to hold the Utter m pUce

''^The events used must be decidedly painful, in order to pro-

duce a suitable impression upon the nerve centres. It is useless

to undertake the electrical treatment of incontinence without

direct appUcations to the perineal region, and consequently it is

important not to allow incontinence of urine in children to be

left untreated in the hope that they may outgrow it, because

in girb after puberty the local applications may be a source of

embarrassment. , . ,l • j i- ;i

In the treatment of incontinence of unne the induction coil

appUed rhythmically for eight minutes, and followed by a batter}'

cuirent of five to ten miUiampires with reversals every five

seconds for three or four minutes, seems to giv>. the best results.

The reversals are used to avoid the risk of injuring the skin and

mucous membrane through electrolytic action.

^oq Atony olithe Bladder.—This symptom may be due to

enhrged prostate, to lesions of the lumbar and sacral cord, or .t
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current graduaUy increased without breaks until the maximum

strength is reached that it is intended to employ—namely, about

five or six miUiamperes. The electrode is kept gently pressed

against the stricture in the direction of the ordinary course of

the urethra By the dissolution of the obstacle m front of it,

the electrode slowly passes into the bladder. The current then

should immediately be cut off and the bougie withdrawn. The

result of the operation .depends, in all probability, upon the

sclerolytic action of the chlorine ions.

The subject of electrolysis for urethral stricture still receives

a certain amount of attention from individual operators.

311 OMhlto.—Scharff* claims to have employed electricity

successfuUy in the treatment of epididymitis. He does not wait

until the affection has become chronic, but immediately and

during the acute stage applies the anode to the lower part of the

scrotum The patient being in the dorsal position, a large

electrode is employed, the duration of the application bemg three

minutes on the first occasion ; tjiis is afterwards increased to five

and ten minutes, the increase being very gradual. A weak

constant current is employed at first. No unpleasant sensation

should be thus produced, but the patient will subsequently on

palpation be able to observe a considerable diminution or total

disappearance of the tenderness which had previously existed

While in the same pot.tion a suitable suspender is applied, and

the patient then aUowed to walk about. Towards the seventh

dav the current can be increased. The kathode is placed above

the eroin and on the abdominal wall. Onimus also speaks very

favourably of the good effect of electrical treatment m orchitis,

and Picot, of Tours, has reported good results in forty cases

;

both used currents of about five milUampJres.

Dr Duboc j of Rouen, has reported two cases of chronic

orchitis and epididymitis following gonorrhoea treated success-

fully by electricity ; one had lasted for eighteen months m spite

of much medication, the other for nine months. In both cases

the sweUings disappeared rapidly and completely after about six

applications. Two pads were used, one in front of the testicle,

and one behind ; both were moistened with a twenty per cent

solution of iodide of potassium and a continuous current ot

twenty milliampires was used for ten minutes.

• CentrolU.f. Kmnkh. d. Ham. vni Sex. Organe, i, 1894.

f
Ardiives d;tUctnciU MUicale. 1894.
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of enlarged prostate in^ToleTtix'tvT^h
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• Gat, d,gli osp., January 18, ,005.
T La Otnique, April 13, 1906
J Annates d'ihctrobiohgu, February. 190;..
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times in tlie twenty-four hours. Treatment was then stopped

for a time, and renewed later. In the end the patient could pass

the whole night without urinating, and his prostate was much

reduced, although still showing some degree of hypertrophy.

High frequency appUcations, with a metal intrarectal electrode,

will also relieve congestion in these cases, and in that way may

reduce the symptoms to a useful degree.

313. V»rieoeele.—The pain is said to be relieved by applica-

tions of direct current if the scrotum is immersed in a small bowl

of warm water connected to the positive pole ; the negative pole

is applied to the inguinal region or over the sacrum. The vaso-

motor effects of applications of high frequency also answer very

well. The patient lies on the condenser couch, and the electrode

is carefully adapted to the scrotum with the aid of a folded cloth,

or of Gamgee tissue moistened with salt solution.

314. Seznal DeblBty.—For impotence and sexual debility Erb

has advised that a small button-shaped electrode connected with

the positive pole be held to. the perineum, and another Urger

electrode (negative) be moved slowly up and down the lower

dorsal and lumbar spine. The cimrent may be of from five to

ten miUiarap&es, according to the tolerance of the patient, and

the time occupied may be ten minutes. Applications daily for a

week, then every other day. In this way the symptoms may be

dispelled. Faradization of the scrotum with a brush electrode is

also useful, and the patient can do it for himself. Several of my

patients have found this procedure valuable. If the blood-pres-

sure is depressed, statical treatment may prove useful.

Impotence is often largely mental, and aggravated by the

consciousness of past failures. Patients must be instructed to

make no attempts at connection until they feel confident of

success.

315. OonorrlWBB.—This condition has been successfully treated

by ionization. W. J. Morton* recorded a case as early as 1895,

in which zinc and copper ions were used. A brass bulb connected

to an insulated stem was introduced as far as the neck of the

bladder, the current turned on, and the bulb slowly withdrawn,

so that it might act in turn upon the whole length of the urethra.

Two days later the discharge had entirely ceased.

A year later the same patient again contracted gonorrhoea, and

• " Electric Medicamental Diffusion," The Journal 0/ the American

Medico! AisocMion, May 4. '89S-
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was treated in the same wav Wi.h
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317.
Am.l.om«»a.-EIectricity has been ""•Plovf" ^^^

treatment oi this condition for a long time. Goldmg Bird

h:S fverv high opinion of the value of shocks from the Leyden

Sffor :S this^ymptom, and writes at some length u^nit

ThU little book. His method was to transmit through the

~1^ twve shocks in succession from a small L«y<le"

f' *^«

dUctoge being directed from the sacrum to the pubes. The

"ent by positive charging with the static machine, com^

1 !fl>h the bre-'e (5 125) to the back and loins is also quite

'::i^tcert in^;:s*^ ReLntly I was asked to see a young

S whose periods were irregular; the catamema liad l^n

abfenrfor ttaee or four months. She was not V^f<^\
:L^l hut had been keeping late hours, and was run down. I

;::eTer'n iSiSofV' kind just <iescribe1-d arranged

fhit she shoiSd attend for a regular course <>* .t^«-f»«"'-.. *S commenced within a few hours of the apph^ation «. t^*

^r^d^return for further treatment. Two months later,

tving a2n -S-l a period,'she came again, and again a smgle

^aTc application brought on a comfortable period, since when

!heL remained quite regular. In § 188 some observations on

theX of static applicVtions in menstrual inegulant.es has

'The":re!^tth by its effect on nutrition acts as an indirect

T^U?;'—Twhom menstniation is regularly ^.r-

fnn^.d elertricity may certainly hasten the appearance of the

"iiarwhen'it is appUed to the abdomen or pelvic

rerion The electric bath may have the same effect

IMS best to suspend general electrical treatment m women

for aIw days before the menstnial periods, otherwise the flow

may beTendered excessive, and in pregnancy it is better not .0

make appUcations of electricity to the abdomen or pe vis

,18 D,»meilorrh«a.-The effect on painful menstniation of

the statTrbreeze has been referred to in § 188. It is a naod

If tr™nt which gives good results in many -ses ^he patiem

teing charged positively with the negat: . breeze to the loms and

S tt shouU be given daily for a week or two before the date

of^the ap^^^ance of the menstmal tow, and the applications

torn be?f twenty minutes duration. When the flow has com-

. GoldWg Bird, •Electricity and Magnetism." .849, Ucture V„ and

Appendix B.
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the female genital apparatus. By the addition of a soft rubber

collar it can be made to enclose the external parts, and to act

as a partially water-tight cap, thus permitting of slight distension

of the mucous membrane, and a penetration of the fluid into its

folds and interstices. She has found applications by means of

this electrode to be valuable in the treatment of pelvic exudates

(parametritis), ovaritis, vaginitis, eczema, and pruritus of the

vulva, and prefers it to all other forms of electrode.

The external part of the electrode is of hard rubber, with a

binding-screw and two tubes to act as inlet and outlet respec-

tively. The shield D is movable, and has two rows of perfora-

tions through which the surplus water drains mto the tube B.

To this drainage-tube is affixed a few feet of rubber hose, of less

diameter than that on the fountain syringe through which the

water or the medicated solution gains entrance into the vagina

in order to retard the drainage and keep the vagina distended

during the time of administration of the current .
This drainage-

hose is dropped into a jar at tHe foot of the operating-table, the

syringe-hose is attached at A. and the vagina allowed to become

well distended with the water or medicated solution before the

current is turned on. By firm and even pressure of the shield

over the ostium vaginse, with the labia folded out, so as to

occasion no discomfort to the patient, it is possible to admmister

any quantity of the douche (i to 3 or more quarts) without

getting a drop upon the patient's clothing.

A cushion of soft rubber is placed over the edge of the shield,

as will be seen at C. This renders it possible to maintain dis-

tension of the vagina by shutting off the outlet-tube by means

of a clamp. T^e surplus water, however, that remains with

continuous drainage is enough to penetrate every fold and rupi

of the vaginal mucous membrane, as i".ay be demonstrated by

c'ltting off the inflow and taking note ol the amount remaining

as it drains away.

The conducting end of the electrode may consist of a carbon

tube or one of zinc or copper enclosed in the vulcanite cover. In

gonorrhoeal vaginitis it is possible by this method to bnng not

only the os and cervix uteri, but every interstice of the vagina

as weU under the influence of the medicated solution. Ihe

authoress, recognizing the principles of ionic medication at a time

{1894) when they were very little appreciated, uses the following

significant statement

:
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was the chief symptom complained of, 90 per cent, were re-

lieved. The general state of health was improved in 79 per

cent., the symptom of pain was relieved in 50 per cent., while

a decrease in the size of the tumour was observed in 10 per cent,

only."

Much was written on Apostoli's method, and most of the papers

were collected and issued by Apostoli himself in the fonn of a

book, which may be consulted by those interested in the history

of the subject.

At the present time fibroids of the uterus are treated by the

applications of X rays to the abdomen, the object being to

damage the ovaries and to bring about artificially a premature

menopause. In the Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine

(Electrotherapeutic Section) for March 15, 1912, a paper by

Bordier will be found which gives a detailed account of his

method of procedure. He gives a series of nine irradiations on

nine consecutive days, one on the right flank, one on the left, and

one on the median line of thd abdomen, repeating in the same

order until each part has had three applications, making nine in

all. All parts except that one receiving the irradiation are care-

fully shielded by a large sheet of opaque rubber material, and

the part treated is done through a filter of aluminium. For the

median region this is 35 millimetres in thickness ; for the lateral

regions he begins with a filter 05 millimetre in thickness, in-

creased to 10 millimetre for the third irradiation. The series of

nine applications is repeated a month later, when the aluminium

filter is 05 millimetre for the first, 13 millimetres for the second,

and 15 millimetres for the third set of lateral applications, but

remains the same as at first—namely, 35 millimetres for the

median line.

If necessary, a third series and a fourth series may be given

after the lapse of one and of two more months, and even a fifth

in the fifth intermenstrual interval, if it should be necessary.

For these later series of irradiations the filtration for the lateral

regions increases gradually. In the third series it is i, 15, and

2 millimetres; in the fourth 2, 25, and 3 millimetres; and in

the fifth 25, 3, and 35 millimetres.

The dose is determined by the pastilles of barium platino-

cyanide (§ 145), and is 5 H. (3-6 I.), or tint 3 on Bordier's scale.

The pastille is placed on the filter, on the side facing the X-ray

tube, and the amount received by the skin is therefore a fraction
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:.dvocated during parturition as a means of pr"TOking or ol

strengthening uterine contractions. Sometimes the resuHing

contractions were very severe and prolonged, indicating possiole

rislc to the child. The applications seemed to diminish the

pains felt during the labour, and after the birth of the child

insured a firm uterine contraction, and much diminished the

risk of post-partum hemorrhage. Some medical men speak

very highly of its value in childbirth, and make a practice of

carrying a small induction coil in their obstetric txig. It has

also been of service in flooding after miscarriage.

It follows that caution is necessiiry before applyirs; electrical

i oatmcnt to the abdomen or pelvic organs of a pregnant woman.

An early writer speaks of having produced a miscarriage as the

result of Leyden-jar shocks applied in this way.

P. Robecchi* has suggested the use of an electric sound for

the induction of labour, or for stimulating the interior of the

uterus, and he states that by suitably arranging the periods of

stimulation and of rest it is pyssible to start uterine contractions

of a rhythmic character which closely resemble those of a naturally

contracting uterus.

X rays have been suggested as a means of inducing labour

prematurely, but apparently they do not readily act in that way.

H. E. Schn-Mtt has recorded a case in which they were tried for

this purpose, but although a dermatitis was set up on the abdo-

minal wall, the pregnancy was not interfered with.

326. The Mammary Gland*.—Electrical stimulation applied to

the mammary glands has been found useful for promoting the

secretion of milk in nursing women.

Two patients who were suckling their infants were treated in

this way in the Electrical Department at St. Bartholomew's

Hospital for failure in their milk-producing powers. In one

case a decided improvement followed. In the other the results

were doubtful. It is not often that the advice of medical men

is sought for producing an increase of the mammary secretion.

Successful cases are quoted by Drs. Beard and Rockwell, and

by several recent French writers.

Electricity has also been recommended as a means of increas-

ing the size of the breasts in cases where their development is

defective.

• Giarii. dell. R. Accad. di Med. di Torino. December. 1903.

t Deutsch. med. Wochetackrift, June 17, isiuy.
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I

he could u»e lite needle a little. A »ecoiia application was

made, and the next day the patient declared himself free from

11 inconvenience.

The following case of chronic joint injury is related by Leduc*

A girl of twenty-one was struck on the knee wh»n dancing, and

the pain was so great as to cause her to fall. She could not get

up again, and was carried home. The next day there was a

considerable synovial effusion and much pain. Blisters were

applied, and the synovial effusion subsided in the course of some

weeks. Pain, however, persisted, and walking was impossible.

In spite of all kinds of treatment, she continued to suffer from

the state of the joint for two years, when she was first seen by

Leduc. She then had a stiff knee, and walked with two crutches.

The circumference of the joint was one centimetre and a half

greater than that of the other knee ; the periarticular tissues

and particularly the synovial membrane (or capsule) of the joint

were thickened. Movements were possible, and were accom-

panied by fine crepitations, i The muscles of the whole limli

were wasted from disuse. Daily treatment was given with

continuous and interrupted currents on alternate days, and

in two months the patient could walk without crutches or a

stick, and after a further treatment she was completely cured.

Danionf has recorded rapidly favourable results from the

treatment of recent sprains by interrupted currents, and refers

to Tripier as having related similar experiences.

The painful chronic sprains at the elbow-joint which are

sometimes called "tennis elbow" respond well to ionization.

Usually I have used salicylic ions, as the cases I have seen have

occurred for the most part about middle life, and the possibility

of an uiderlying gouty tendency could not be excluded. These

cases, which remain almost uninfluenced by small currents,

are soon relieved by large currents of twenty or thirty milli-

ampAres applied tor twenty minutes. All massage and move-

ments snould be prohibited, as it is more than likely that some

of these sprains become chronic through want of rest to the

injured ligaments.

328. StUI«neil Joint!.—After various acute affections, one or

more joints may be left stiff, either froi ; fibrous changes within

• "Action TMrapeutique des Courants Continus," Gaieltt MtdicaU

dt Nantes, J 893- . , .. „

t "Traitement des Aflcctions Articulaires liar rElectritiW, lam,

Octave L>oin, 1887.
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He could not stand up. After thirty applications during sixty

days he could walk well enough to undertake a journey to Paris,

and his improved condition was well maintained. The effect is

doubtless to be attributed to the sclerolytic action of chlorine ions.

Desfosses and Martinet* state that in a number of cases in

which joints had been left stiffened after injury, inflammations,

or attacks of rheumatism, they had found ionization valuable.

They advise applications of half an hour or an hour, and large

currents. Salicylic and chlorine ions are both useful.

329. GonorrhoBal Arthritis.—This form of j oint inflammation is

relieved by ionization with salicylic ions in its acute stages.

Billinkinl has recorded a case of this kind as follows ; A com-

mercial traveller aged twenty-four contracted a gonorrhoea,

and ten days later his left wrist became swelled and tender.

Five days later he was seen by Billinkin, who found great swelling

of the wrist, which was painful and fixed. An application was

at once made of salicylic ionization, 120 milliamperes for fifteen

minutes. The active electrode enveloped the whole wrist and

three-quarters of the forearm. Treatment was repeated four times

in the following five days, and on the last occasion the patient

considered himself cured, and the pain and swelling had dis-

appeared. He was seen again a week later, with a wrist free

from pain, normal in appearance, and freely movable.

LaqueurJ has recorded good effects in the subacute stages

from diathermy, and Berndt § has hinted at the possibility of

killing the gonococcus within the joint without damaging its

structure, by means of the heating effect of the diathermal

applications. He considers diathermy to be particularly in-

dicated in all acute and recent cases of gonorrhoeal arthritis.

In the stiff joints left after gonorrhoeal arthritis ionization

with chlorine ions is the best treatment. Many writers have

reported cases of success after applications either of continuous

current simply, or of ionization with chlorine ions. In eitlier

case the results are due to ionic displacements in the tissues of

the joint. In a case under my own care, great progress was

made during six weeks of treatment given to a knee-joint which

had been left almost completely ankylosed. The applications

• Presss MidUale, 1907, No. 23.

t Bulletin Ofjkiel de I' Soiieti Franfaise d'tUdrothirapie, June, 1005.

X Z. itsckr'/t fiir Phyiift. und Diiit. Therapie, 1909, p. lyy.

§ Ibid., p. 167.
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the condition ceases to be operative. This may occur and a

patient with multiple arthritis may get quite well, although

such a termination is rare as a spontaneous event. After vaccrae

treatment the disappearance of multiple arthritis is not so un-

usual, and electrical treatment is of value in promoting recovery

in such cases. The following is a case of spontaneous recovery

from advanced rheumatoid arthritis: A lady of middle age

consulted me in the year 1900 for chronic rheumatic joints.

She was unable to walk more than a few steps, and was carried

into my consulting-room in a chair. She had a course of simple

electric baths, about twelve in number, and considered that

some improvement was produced. About nine years later the

same patient came again. She then walked briskly, and

had no joint trouble. Hu reason for coming to see me was

that there was some palpitation of the heart and circulatory

trouble, for which she hoped to obtain relief by high-frequency

applications, which she had been advised to take. She said

that her rheumatic joints had gradually become better and better

and in the light of our present knowledge it is difficult to avoid

the conclusion that she had in some way become rid of a focus

of septic infection before the joint mischief had led to permanent

damage of the articular ends of the bones. It may be that a

loose tender tooth with pyorrhoea had caused her " rheuma-

tism," and that the shedding of the tooth had saved the

situation. ... • j 1 „(

In ordinary cases of rheumatoid arthritis we are reminded of

the dictum of Leducquoted in a previous paragraph, that success-

ful treatment of joint affections requires that the original ex-

citing cause shall have ceased to be operative.

Diathermy has been found useful in rheumatoid arthritis,

though it possesses no specific curative effect, and the same

may be said of high-frequency applications.

«2 Chronic Synovitis.—The chronic synovitis of the knee-

ioints which is a not uncommon form of rheumatoid arthritis

in elderly women can be favourably influenced by ionic medica-

tion Salicylic ions are valuable, and so, too, are iodine ions,

which may be used either with potassium iodide or lithium

iodide solution. In the latter case the Uthium entering at tie

anode may possibly contribute to the effect, but experience has

not shown any great advantage from the use of hthium salb

in joint ca~- unless, perhaps, in those due to gout.
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335 nbroslUi.—This term has been applied to various

painful affections of the periarticular fibrous tissues, and of the

fascis of the body. MaxweU Telling* has laid stress u^n the

presence of tender nodule: or thickenings in the affected part

and states that in some cases an abundance of nodules of almost

gristly hardness may be found if they are carefully looked for.

These cases are much relieved by ionization, and salicylic

or iodine ions may be used.

Chlorine ionization has been successful in a certam number of

cases of Dupuytren s contraction of the palmar fascia.

. • Nodular Fibromyositis and its identity with so-called Chronic

Muscular Rheumatism, ' Lancet, January 21, I9H-

1
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repeated at short intervals. In another case a better result was

obtained, and the patient seemed to have been cured.

330 Xanthelum* P«lp«br8rum.-ElectroIysis is useful in this

condition. The negative pole should be used, and the electrode

should be a steel needle. The patch is to be treated by holding

the needle vertically and electrolyzing it all over with a succes-

sion oi punctures.
, ^ • *i,

Villard and Bosc,* in writing on this subject, have given the

following account of their method : The treatment is earned out

at one sitting. For small plaques of 4 0. 3 mm. a single

puncture only is required ; for larger ones, the patch is divided

into areas which are successively punctured. The important point

is to neglect no part, and even to go shghtly beyond the limits

of the diseased area. The needle is inserted into the skm of the

plaque paraUel to the surface for a distance not exceeding 10 mm
.

,

and the current is slowly increased to six or eight milhamperes.

After two to four minutes it is gradually reduced again to zero

During the electrolysis the 4kin of the plaque becomes greenish

in colour, while the needles are surrounded by a frothy zone.

The electrolysed skin forms a superficial slough, which comes

away eight to fifteen days later. A scab then forms which falls

off two or three times before cicatrization is completed about

three or four weeks later. As the result the xanthelasma dis-

appears, and a smooth cicatrix remains.
. , ,

The galvano-cautery may also be used, with a fine point and

brief punctures. It is rather less painful than the electrolysis,

because it lasts less long. ,
, ^ ^ j *k„

340 Ophthalmia Heoiiatorum.-Ramsdent has reported the

treatment of a case of this condition by zinc ions. The eyelid

was everted, and a pad of cotton-wool wet with a 2 per cent.

solution of zinc was applied. A current of 05 milliampdre was

used for three minutes, and was repeated twelve hours later.

In two days the case was cured. The author considered the

result to have been much better than he could have expected

from his experience of such cases with silver nitrate or protargol

as ordinarily appUtd.

341 Traehoma-Mayout has treated this condition by X-ra

applications. In his cases the affected eyeUd was everted, and

• La Clinique Ophtkalmique. 1903-

* Bfitisk Medical Journal. 'Sovem\>a 7. tgoi.

\ "The Use, of Xrays in Ophthalmic Surgery," Arcki... ojth. Ro,nls<n

Ray, vol. vii., p. 6i, January, 1903.
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paper was also read in the ophthalmic section, by H. M. Traquair,*

on the treatment of purulent keratitis by anc iontophoresis.

The first oi these papers dealt with the treatment of the

intractable condition known as " Mooren's ulcer," and recorded

four cases. The first was done in 1907. Two of these were

healed permanently by one application, and the others after

two or three. The electrode consists of a fine tuft of wool

moistened with zinc sulphate (i per cent.), and attached to the

end of a zinc rod. This can be brought into contact with the

cocainized cornea. A current of a milliamp^re for five minutes

usually suffices, but rather more current or a longer time should

be allowed for the larger ulcers. A lotion of zinc sulphate

instilled afterwards at interva's tends to pievent reinfection

of the cornea, and reduces the conjunctivitis.

Traquair has contrived an ingenious form of electrode which

consists of a cap of celluloid with a hole at its end. Thii is

partly filled with cotton-wool,which also projects slightlythrough

the hole, and the cap fits over the end of a zinc rod. This

electrode can be used with gentle friction over the surface and

edges of the ulcer during the application, and this favours the

penetration of the zinc to every part of it. Traquair also insists

upon the value of a preliminary wiping of the ulc, and effects

this with a tuft of wool on a probe. This is also wetted with

the zinc solution, whose strength is of 05 per cent. His results

were good, both as to quickness of healing and as to character

of the resulting scar. Of twenty cases investigated bacterio-

logically, fifteen were pneumococcal in origin.

345. Corneal Opacities.—Valuable results may be obtained by

the treatment of corneal opacities by the continuous current.

AUemanf states that he is convinced, from the observation of a

number of cases extending over a considerable time, that the use

of electricity promises the only treatment of value in this con-

dition. He appUes the kathode to the cocainized cornea, using

as electrode the end of an amalgamated silver rod seven milli-

metres in diameter, with one-half to four milliamperes for one

or two minutes. The amalgamated surface being semifluid, effects

a softer and better contact.

I have had several cases in which considerable improvement

in vision has followed the treatment. The appMcation may be

* See TAfi Ophthalmic Review. lanuary. 1911.

I Brooklyn Medical Journal, November, 1 890.
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Ludwig Mann* has also seen occasional benefit follow elec-

trical applications in ten cases of atrophy and retrobulbar

neuritis.

In retinitis pigmentosa and in certain other retinal conditions

(syphilitic neuro-retinitis, retino-choroiditis) it appears that a

favourable effect may be produced by applications of continuous

current. M. Gunnf has recorded i8 cases of optic nerve atrophy,

of which 6 were improved, 4 were doubtful, and 8 were not

benefited. He concludes that the prognosis is best in young or

middle-aged people with recent failure of sight, and ability to

count fingers at least. In retinitis pigmentosa the results were

much more encouraging. Of two cases under his own care, and

of two others, he reports that " all were improved."

Pansier considers the continuous current useful in chronic

iritis.

347. Auditory Nerve Deafnesi.—The treatment of nerve deaf-

ness by electricity sometimes gives good results.

Fig. 171.

—

Aural Electrode.

The auditory nerve can best be tested or stimulated by a

bifurcated electrode, which can be applied to both ears at once

(Fig. 171). By proceeding in this way there is less likelihood

of making the patient giddy (§ 174). The continuous current

should be u'.ed, with the negative pole to the ears. The current

should be caused to vary gradually during the whole time of the

application, either by using a rhythmic interrupter, or by turning

the c'lrrent on and off by hand with the current collector. The

strength should not exceed ten milliamperes. The patient must

be watched for signs of faintness, as this may be produced if the

currents are too strong. The appUcation may be for ten

minutes.

• ZeilschHJtfut Physik. uad Dial. Therapic, November, 1904.

t Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital Reports, vol. x., 1 881.
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MM. He applies the current to the external ear by one electrodt

and completes the circuit through his feet.

The brush discharge of the static machine or the effluve of

high-frequency directed into the exterril auditory meatus has

also been recommended.

When a high-tension pulse exists, general applications of

high-frequency may be used.

349. EintMhian Obftruetlon.—Oumberbatch and Steavenson*

have described a method of electrolyzing the Eus.achian tube

in cases of deafness associated with pharyngeal catarrh. Their

instrument consists of a vulcanite Eustachian catheter and an

electrical bougie (Fig. 172). The bougie is made of a fine flexible

Fig. 172.—Eustachian Catheter Electrode.

copper cord about seven or eight inches long, insulated by

vulcanite to within an eighth of an inch of its end. Thp catheter

is first placed in position, and the bouRie is then passeu ..long it.

A pad connected with the positive ixilc, and placed at the bark

of the patient's neck, completes the circuit. A galvanomctir

should be included in the circuit, and the current gradually

increased up to four milliamp^res. A crackling noise will \>c

heard by the patient. The electrolysis is kept up for three or

four minutes, and usually before the expiration of that time

it will be found that the bougie ra.. be pushed on for a small

distance. Improvement in hearing is certainly produced in

some cases by this procedure, but it is difficult to carry out

350. Otoselerojfs.—Treatment by electricity in this affection

has not yet yielded any results of value, but when thickening

of the tympanic membrane is a result of local mischief, ionization

may improve the hearing. This was the case in a patient with

deafness in one ear after a perforation of the drum which had

followed measles long before. Chlorine ionization with the

meatus filled with salt solution produced a marked and per-

manent good ciJcct after six nr eight application?.

• Latictt, November 24, 1888.
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CHAPTER XVIII

CUTANEOUS AFFECTIONS.

Nsvos-The removal of hair-Ringworm-Sycosis-Boils and Carbuncle

_ Alopecia -Warts- Psoriasis- Pruritus- Hyperidrosis-Chromc

ulcers—Lupus—Keloid—Mycosis fungoides—Guinea Worm.

333 Electricity In Skin Diseases—There is no branch of medical

treatment which has derived more advantage from electncal

applications than the department of diseases of the skin
;

and

yet until about fifteen years ago, electricity was almost com-

pletely neglected in dermatology. The X rays have a very

marked action on the skin, and in moderate doses they seem to

stimulate its activity in a favourable way. Almost all skin

diseases have been treated by X rays, and usually with success.

It is probable that the healing of a cancerous ulcer under X-ray

treatment is nothing more than a stimulation of the natural

tendency to repair, and to the active formation of epithelium.

In § 207 a striking instance of the healing over of a large ulcer

of the breast in a case of recurrent cancer has been described.

The effluve of high-frequency is also a very valuable stimulant

to the skin, and this too has been found useful in numerous

forms of skin disease, and it is interesting to note, in the older

works on electrotherapeutics, that the brush discharge of the

static machine had been observed to lead to good results in various

skin affections, and even in promoting the healing of ulcers.

Those who wish to pursue the subject of X rays in skin diseases

should consult the " X-ray Treatment of Skin Diseases" by

F. Schultz, translated by J .
Burnett.*

Ionic medication has also found useful applications in derma-

tology The accessibility of the skin makes it peculiarly suitable

for treatment by the introduction of drugs with the electnc

current, and, as will be seen in the succeeding p^ses, successful

results can be secured in this way.

• Rebman, London, 1912.
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Nsevi may spontaneously disappear, but this is a rare occur-

rence, and tlie usual tendency of a navus in the young baby is

to grow rapidly. Indeed, after treatment a naevus will often

commence to grow afresh, although at the time of operating it

seemed to have been completely destroyed. Such reappearance

may take place in a nsvus which has teen perfectly healed for

two months. The margin of a naevus is the part most prone to

fresh growth, and this part must be attacked most thoroughly.

Nievus is commoner in females than in males, and it is found

on the head and neck more often than upon the trunk or limbs.

Out of 1,341 cases in the Electrical Department of St. Bartholo-

mew's, 900 were in female and 441 in male children ;
in about

half of them the nEvus was situated on some part of the head

or face. N»vus may occur on the ocular conjunctiva. At the

anterior fontanelle nsevi are common, and can safely be treated

by electrolysis ; the needles, of course, must not be pushed into

the brain.*

The usual plan of treatment is as follows : Needles attached

to one or both poles of a battery are introduced into the naevus,

a galvanometer being included in the circuit ; the current is then

very gradually raised from zero up to 20, 30, or 40 milliampSres.

If both poles are used, care must be taken that needles of

opposite poles do not touch one another, for if they remain in

contact the current simply runs to waste through the metallic

circuit so produced, and the nffivus tissue is unaffected ;
if they

come into momentary contacts, the patient receives a shock

each time they touch and separate. Soon after the commence-

ment ot the operation the tissues round the needles begin to

change colour ; round the positive needles there is hardening

and pallor, and round the negative needles frothing is produced

with the evolution of hydrogen gas. The positive needles

become firmly adherent to the tissues in which they are em-

bedded, and force is required to withdraw them ;
on this account

bleeding is more Ukely to occur with the positive than with the

negative needles. The negative needles become loose and are

apt to slip out, but they must not be allowed to do so, for the

current must not be suddenly interrupted. If the tissues

round the needles become livid or blackened, sloughing of the

• For further statistics see a paper by Lewis Jones in the Proceeding

of the Ruyi! Society of Medicine, vol. ii. (Electrotherapeutic Section),

p. »07-
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sisting Of a handle to carry the needles. Two, three, four, or

five can be screwed into it, and they are so arranged as to be

alternately positive and negative (see the smaller of the two

figures). By this means the needles are kept at equal distances

PiQ_ i-j,

—

Electrolysis of N*vus.

(A) Proper and (B) improper position of needl' s.

from one another throughout the operation, and they cannot

touch accidentally, and they can be moved about simultaneously

inside the navus, so as to bring the whole of it under the action

of the current. It is mad2 by Arnold and Sons.

Fig. 174—Bipolar Fork Electrode.

A modified form of this instrument, which presents certain

advantages, has been devised by W. T. Freeman, and is made

by Messrs. Down Brothers. It has tiie advantage of permitting

the use of sewing-needles, but the caution given on p. 3" r^

specting the use of steel needles must not> lost sight of.
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as some of the collateral centres may survive ; these, therefore,

should also be punctured if conspicuous.

In some cases the stellate veins come from a scratch of some

kind ; in others they are probably due to the bites of gnats or

mosquitoes.

The dilated veins of the nose, which follow repeated attacks

of acne, are also best dealt with by needling. Great improve-

ment can be brought about in the appearance of the nose by

careful treatment of this kind. A zinc needle acts best.

356. Port-wine Mark.—This form of na;-us can be attacked

by a tattooing process, using a fine needle, and inserting it

vertically nto the skin ; the current used must be one milUamperc,

and the application at each point quite brief. The operation

should produce minute points of destruction without confluencu

of the resulting minute scars. The negative pole is best. In

some port-wine marks the position of many of the capillaries

can be seen, and these are the points into which the needle must

be especially directed. When the individual vessels cannot be

distinguished, the cases are less favourable. The result is a

distinct improvement in the aspect of the surface. The treat-

ment must be carried out slowly. It is so long a process that it

is not often undertaken.

Kadium is also used for this condition.

J57. The Removal ol Superfluous Hair.—If a fine needle con-

nected to the negative pole of a battery of three or four cells 1»

introduced into a hair foUiLle, electrolysis takes place round the

needle when the circuit is closed, and the hair follicle is destroyed

by the alkali produced ; the hair can then be removed easily,

and does not grow again.

The method of operating is as follows : The patient should

recline in a good Ught. Having placed the indifferent electrodi-

(anode) in contact with a convenient part of the patient's body,

the kathode is attached to a line platinum wire set in a handle,

and the current coUector is turned on to take up three cells into

circuit. The operator then introduces the needle as closely as

possible to the root of the hair, holding it in the proper direction

for it to enter the follicle. The needle passes down readily to

the required distance (one-eight or one-sixth of an inch), a

current of about two miUiamp^res passes, slight effervescence

is seen at the orifice of the foUicle, and at the end of five seconds

or so the needle is withdrawn. As a rule, the hair can then
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Of removing hairs for cosmetic purposes, altliough m cases such

as sycosis and tinea, where the hair must be temporarily removed

ior the cure of disease, or in unsightly hairy moles, the re-

moval of the hair by X rays is frequently performed.

Its risks as a cosmetic process are due to the probabiUty of

injurious effects upon the texture or colour of the skin, such as

pigmentation, reddening, or the formation of telangiectases, the

appearance of which would suffice to defeat the desired object

of improvement in the personal appearance.

It is comparatively easy to cause hairs to fall out as a result

of X-ray applications, but it is difficult to do it in such a way as

to prevent their return subsequenUy. The procedure is to cause

a temporary faUing out of hair, as in Sabouraud's treatment of

ringworm (S 360). and to repeat this after the lapse of one or two

months. Several such repetitions produce a more or less com-

plete and permanent disappearance ql the hair. Noire* advued

the use of rays fUtered through aluminium, and this method i^

now adopted.
, , v- t

Many people have attempted to develop the use of X rays tor

hypertrichosis, either by the use of filtered rays or by the method

of repeated small doses. Raynerf has described his method in

a recent paper, and considers his results to be an improvement

on those previously obtained. His method is as foUows
;
Ihe

tube is a small one six or seven inches in diameter, and it is used

with the antikathode at 15 centimetres from the skin. The

pastille and the aluminium fUter are 7-5 centimetres from the

skin and the former is not covered by the alummium fUter.

The'hardness of the tube is 6 or 7 Benoist. A Sabouraud dose

is given. The fUter is half a millimetre thick. An interval ol

from one to three months should elapse before a second applica-

tion. . , ,

SaviUl has reported a case in which epUation was earned out

in 1910 without any erythema or dermatitis, but in 1912 some

development of telangiectases commenced. The treatment given

had seemed completely successful up to that time. The tech-

nique employed was that of Bordier,§ vrith an aluminium hlter

of 0-5 millimetre, and a pastille on the skin giving Bordier>

< British Medical JourniU, October J4. ig'JS.

t /(!«., August 31, 19"-

; Lancet, .August 24. 1912.

i See ArcHitiK d-^eciriciU Mtdictt: December »S. 'SO?'
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it while the neighbourinR areas were under treatment ;
but an

improvement has been made in this respect, and the troublesome

shielding with plates of lead can now be dispensed with. This

is done by the method attributed to Kienbdck, and developed

in this country by Adamson. It is known as the " five ex-

posure " method, md consists in exposing the scalp to five doses

of X rays, aimed in snch dinrtions that altliougli theiv i< over

lapping of areas, the overlapping is so arranged that the whole

scalp gets a uniform amount of rays.

The whole is completed at one sitting, and occupies from one

and a half to two hours. The following are the details given by

Adamson :•

1. The hair is clipped short over the whole head to facilitat.

operations.

2. Five points are marked on the scalp with a blue skin-pencil

as follows : One at a point i or 2 inches behind the frontal margin

of the hair ; a second i to ij inches above the centre of the

flat area which forms the upper part of the occiput ; the third

is just above the lower edge of the scalp, at the lower part of

the occiput ; ar.t; the fourth and fifth are on the sides of the scalp

just above and i iront of the right and left ear. The first three

are in the median line. Measured with a tape measure, the dis-

tance between any two of these points should be exactly 5 inches.

They are joined together by lines drawn with the skin-pencil.

which should meet at right angles. A Sabouraud dose is given

to each of these areas in succession, with the antikathode at

a distance of 6 inches, and placed exactly over each of the m-xrkcd

points in turn. The centre of each area thus receives the rays

verti-^ally, and its margins receive them with increasing obliquity.

These margins receive a partial dose, hut it becomes a full dose

when all the applications are complete, as the parts rayed

obliquely receive a dose during more than one of the five ex-

posures. The forehead and other non-hairy parts are screened.

At the conclusion of the exposures the scalp exhibits no

change in appearance, and will remain thus for about fifteen

days, but after that time the hair will fall under the influence of

the smallest traction, all the hairs having their root-ends atrophic

and pointed.

After the exposure the head should be washed daily with soap

• " A System of Treatment,

CbuithiU, London, 1912.

' by Latham and English, vol. iii.. p. Si'
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which tends to vitiate the indications by arceleratinR the colour

change in the pastille. A small X-ray tube is therefore

essential.
.

Sabouraud considers that idiosyncrasy may be neglected m

X-ray work, and states that two of his nurses have made 7,000

exposures since May, 1904. without comini,' across oiie instance

of idiosyncrasy, and without a single case of dermatitis, by re-

lying upon the indications of the pastilles of platino-cyaridi of

barium.

Adamson has designed a special box-shaped tube-holder for

epilation work. It is fitted with three pegs which rest upon the

scalp and insure that the tube is at the right distance.

Ionic medication with salts of copper or zinc has been used for

ringworm. The writer has obtained interesting results with both

of these metals in cases of ringworm, the bald patch becoming

rapidly covered with a growth of healthy hair after one or two

ionic applications. Care must be taken to remove grease

from the affected area before commencing the electrolysis, as,

if this is not done, there is considerable difficulty in obtaining

a uniform penetration of the drug. A preliminary soaking for

half an hour of the area to be ionized with the solution

upon several thicknesses of lint is useful. A serious difficulty

in the use of the ions for the cure of ringworm is that a few-

follicles are likely to escape the action through being blocked

with greasy material, and these may preserve the fungus and

lead to a relapse. Riddell* has had successes by using solutions

of mercuric chloride or iodide. He applies it for forty-five

minutes two or three times a week, and describes this mode of

ionic application as safe, rapid, and certain.

361. FavuJ.—The X-ray treatment recommended for ringworm

may also be used in favus. Sabouraud states that favus with

scutula is not cured with certainty by a single exposure to

X rays, though one application, if well made, may cure four-

fifths of the disease. His advice is to practise depilation by

forceps over any points upon the exposed surface at which new

scutula have made their appearance. Less severe cases of favu?

without scutula may ordinarily be cured in one sitting.

362. Sycosis.—This condition may be treated by the mctliod

of causing depilation by X rays, as in ringworm of the scalp.

Ctasfow Mfdiral J:':ir:-.il F.-bniarv. lo!?.
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zinc ionization with a pad moistened with a hot sohition of zinc

sulphate, and gave twenty milliamp«res for half an hour. After

the next day all the small boils had disappeared. Marques has

reported a similar case of multiple boils of the neck, and one of

the forearm, cured quickly by the same procedure.

foyle has reported a good effect upon carbuncles by X-ray

treatment, and Cirera Salse of Barcelona from high-frequency

applications.

364. Aene.—Various electrical treatments may be used for

acne. The vacuum electrode of high-frequency produces a mild

cutaneous reaction which is sufficient to cure the slighter cases.

Ionization with salicyUc ions has been recommended by Blanc,*

who states that it has a great effect in improving the texture of

the skin, particularly of the face, by the disinfection of the

sebaceous glands.

X rays may also be used, but care is very necessary in treating

the face, and the dose given should be less than a Sabouraud

dose. Even so, the eyebrows should be protected, as well as

those parts of the skin which 'do not need the treatment. The

first effect of X rays may be to increase the inflammation in the

acne pustules.

The dilated veins and redness of the nose, which is sometimes

left behind by acne, may be treated by salicylic ions for the

general redness, and by puncture with a fine needle for the

visible vessels.

365. Warts and Corns.—The groups of warts which form upon

the hands may be treated by electrolysis with magnesium ions.

Two cases treated in this way under my own care were cured

by one or two applications. In the first the warts were very

numerous on the dorsum of the hand and the lower part of the

forearm.

A circular pad of lint was applied to the back of the hand.

It was moistened with a 5 per cent, solution of magnesium

sulphate, and the current introduced by means of a carbon

anode A fortnight later the position of the pad could be dis-

tinctly traced upon the back of the hand, for the warts had

entirely disappeared within that area, though they remained un-

affected outside of it. In the second case, the warts on the back

of a child's hand were removed by similar applications repeated

twice. The control areas above and below the site of the pad

• Semaine Midicale, November 17, 1909.
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a vacuum electrode may be used to promote the rate of growth

of the new hair.

A solution of copper sulphate at i per cent., or of zinc sulphate

at 2 per cent., on several layers of lint, applied for fifteen minutes

with a current of t or 3 miUiampires per square centimetre, is a

suitable application.

The condenser spavk lamp or iron electrode arc-lamp (| 99)

has been used with advantage in the treatment of alopecia

areata. Kromayer,* dealing with this treatment, points out

that when the slcin is exposed to the light for a short time—for

example, three minutes—a reddening of the skin appears, and

may last for days, and he attributes the success of the applica-

tions to the hyperaemia produced by them. During fifteen

months Kromayer had had six cases of alopecia under his care

which had previously been treated without effect by various

drug applications, and finally were subjected to treatment by

ultra-violet light. All these cases were extensive and severe,

and two were instances of tot^l alopecia. In one of the two the

light treatment was carried out from February 25 to May 12,

in fifteen sittings of from half an hour to three-quarters of an

hour duration. Each portion of the scalp was exposed to the

light for four minutes. The reaction was weU marked. The

principle foUowed was to produce the reaction, and keep it up

for fourteen days ; then to pause until th" result could be deter-

mined, and eventually to repeat the whole process. When seen

in June, the patient was found to have hair over the whole scalp,

and in some parts the growth was quite luxuriant. The other

five were treated in a similar manner, and one was completely

cured after one treatment cycle, one after three cycles, one after

six. The Kromayer quartz mercury vapour lamp would now

be used for these cases (Fig. 99).

Delpratt Harrisf has reported nine cases, with six cures, from

the use of Kromayer's method, the light being obtained from

the condenser spark-lamp worked from a lo-inch coil.

367. Pruritus.—In pruritus of the anal and pudendal regions

X rays have been very successful, and a course of ten or twelve

applications at intervals of one or two weeks are sufficient to cure

most cases. The patients frequently report that the itching is

aggravated for a few hours immediately after the exposure to

• DtuUcht Meditinischc Wochenschrift. July J 8, 1 9"4-

I Lancet. Jul'- 6. low.
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palms of the hands. Treatment was given every two or three

days. After two weeks the sound skin was decidedly ery-

thematous, but the scales were falling off, and the intolerable

itching had entirely disappeared. This was all the treatment

required for the hands.

Other affected regions were then subjected to similar treat-

ment, and with the same success. Five months after the end

of the course of treatment, which had taken only a month and

a half in all, there had been no recurrence. The static breeze

and high-tension effluvia had previously been tried in this case

without any effect.

in a case of my own a chronic psoriasis of seven years' standing

was much relieved by X-ray applications. The patient had very

numerous spots and patches of psoriasis upon the trunk, Umbs,

and scalp. When seen a year later, the patient still had patches

of psoriasis, but considered that some permanent effect had been

gained by the X-ray treatment, and that the general tendency

to psoriasis had been lessened.!

Single patches of chronic psoriasis limited to definite situations

j,re more favourably influenced by the X rays than those

forms in which the psoriasis appears irregularly in numerous

regions.

370. Sears and Keloid,—X rays are useful in keloid, and a fair

number of successful cases have been reported. Moseley has

reported the case of a man thirty-five years of age, who in 190'

had a n^vus of the right cheek removed. A keloid appeared,

and on February 15, 1903, the patient presented a keloidal mass

about 4 inches long running downward and forward on the *>eek.

In all twelve treatments were given, extending from Februiry 15

to May 19, exposures to the X ray being of ten minutes' duration

and employed three times a v/eek. On May 15 an erythema

began to appear, the skin became inflamed, and the keloid com-

menced to flatten.

Barnum* advises the use of a high tube, and exposures made

at a distance of 15 to 20 inches for fifteen to twenty-five minutes

on alternate days, until eight or ten applications have been given,

and adds that treatment must be stopped at the first sign of

reaction in the neighbouring healthy skin. He recounts three

cured cases of extensive keloid.

Sir Malcolm Morris* has published instances of success from

* Arckiv*s 0/ Physioiogicai Thirapeutics, 1906, vol. i., p. 170.
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valuable method. It should prove viseful in some of the specific

forms of ulceration which occur in tropical countries.

373. Lupui Vulgaris.—The famous work of Finsen in the treat-

ment of lupus by concentrated Ught excited widespread interest,

and stimulated others to attempt the cure of the disease by other

physical methods, among which the X rays have perhaps been

most extensively used. X-ray treatment has the advantage

that it can be employed over a much larger area at a time than

is possible with Finsen light, and this tends to reduce the time

consumed during the treatment—an important consideration in

many cases.

Malcolm Morris and Dore* consider that the X rays can best

be employed as a preliminary in cases in which there is extensive

ulceration. The effect of the X rays in bringing about rapid heal-

ing of ulceration has, in their experience, been so marked that

they look upon ulceration as a definite indication for their use.

When the ulceration is superficial, healing may occur over a mass

of deep-seated lupus, and subsequent breaking down is then

likely to occur.

X rays may be used with advantage as a preliminary to Finsen-

light treatment.

The same writers consider that, although the immediate effects

of X-ray treatment, especially in cases in which there is extensive

ulceration, are so good, their experience has been that the initial

rapidity of improvement is, unfortunately, not maintained.

Secondary conditions (ulceration, discharge, and cedema) are

relieved almost at once ; but in respect of eradication of the

disease, progress is disappointingly slow, and failure is not in-

frequent. Opinions differ as to the possibility of entirely destroy-

ing the granulomatous tissue. Many cases have been reported

in which nodules have remained after long-continued treatment.

In non-ulcerative lupus the results seem to be less satisfactory as

regards complete destruction of the foci of diesase.

In the case of lupus high-frequency applications may have a

beneficial action. Chisholm Williams. Hall-Edwards, and others,

have written on this point.!

The treatment may be applied by the ordinary brush effiuve

;

or by means of a vacuum electrode. It is thought that these

electrodes should show a green fluorescence, giving evidence of

• Britiah Medical Journut, June 6, 1903.

f Ibid., October 24, 190J, p. to6i.
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The Strongest reaction is obtained an hour and a quarter or

two hours after the dose of iodide has been taken. Reyn has

treated five patients in this way with very quiclt and favourable

results. In two the disease completely disappeared ;
in all there

was improvement. In no case was there necrosis of tissue. A

dose of 3 or 4 milliamp4res for three minutes is mentioned. A

group of five needles combined in a holder has been used to cover

a larger area, but probably five separate punctures with one

needle would be better. The needle must be of platinum or

platinum iridium alloy.

374. Lupus Erythematoiui.—This condition is difticultto treat

successfuUy. Some cases respond satisfactorily, but others

remain unchanged or may even seem to grow worse under treat-

ment. This is the case with X rays, with Finsen Ught treatment,

and with high-frequency applications. Temporary amehoration,

however, is not uncommon with all these methods.

Ionization with zinc has also been tried, and successes have

been reported, but in general the improvement is temporary.

Freezing with solid CO, seems to be a promising method.

375. Ichthyosis.—Leduc has reported the case of a boy oi

twelve, whose body since infancy has been covered with brownish-

black scales, which desquamated and were renewed incessantly.

Every form of treatment, both for the condition of the skin and

his general healfi (which was precarious), proved useless. On

April 4, 1905, an exposure of X rays was made with a low tube,

the antikathode being 40 centimetres from the part treated.

The head, trunk, and Umbs were successively exposed for a

total period of twelve minutes. A fortnight later the boy ap-

peared better, dei,4uamation had been abundant, but the scales

had not recurred, and islets of white skin could be seen. A

second exposure, similar to the first, was given on April 19, when

continued improvement was observed. His general health was

better, and he was growing and putting on flesh. A third ex-

posure was given on May 8. On June 8 almost all the skin

appeared normal ; there were only a few small scaly patches on

the ears, arms, and legs. A fourth exposure was then given, and

in July the whole of his skin was normal, and his general condition

very s»tisfactory.*

376. Myeosll FungoWes.—This uncommon disease has proved

to be amenable to X-ray treatment, and many successful cases

• Arckivu d'tUUriciU MHicale, September 10, 1905.
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"^.°"" "PP*"'''' °^er his

fnd went away spontaneolTy atijthr "•"" ^^^^ °' "^ ^'^^
lump. For about twelve months h' ""." """ '^ "»« large
^^ no more tumours. At the Lh /"J"^''' S""'* l^e^'h. and
scattered over his back a nll^f^;'"""

"-"^ '"ere app;^d
various size, which were freelv mov°,hr'"r-

"'^'^'^
'""-PS of

o^rved. his general health d^dnotlet t t'"„ " *''= P''"-'
Thetumoursgrewslowlybutsteadiv 7 r.^ ''*"^''y"'^"'-
were scattered over his back a num^"^:' of t"

"''"'^'' '^^' ^^ere
three of these were lar..P f h ,

"'^'^ °' tumours of varying sizp •

<l-k's egg. i.^:^tfi oUh?:l^*"f t
'"'°"* '"'^ "a

nycouc condition, which in hfs ca^t '^J"
'''''^'='' '"e pre-

type one large disc being vrvST V^' erythematous
nodules was removed for'thlp—r

)

.""' °* ">« '""^er
-on, which was made by Ur F p^^^^t

°* histoiogj,^ examina-
tumour, it appeared to the nak^d^i

"" '""'"8 '"to the
denser and firmer than f

h

^ ^ ^ """d mass much
marked Off fro™, 'MerltZr'""^ ""•«= -d sS
« densely packed ceUsi"S,^fTh'" n°"

^'"'*^'' ^ "-'
necfve-tissue cells of various shT^num "'^<=°"^'»ted of con-
'md a few plasma cells. No m^f' T''°"' ""^ ™™«1 eells,
parts the cells were less dlply"L „t

""' '"""<'• I" -me
appearance; granular debris wLl^! ?^. *"^ "«°ated in
some parts of the specimen esrciXrnH^^''" "'«'"• I"
celJs were arranged in columns (^L'"""" ."^ P^^P^e-y. the
mass foci of cells were scattered th^oul ?' "''' °' "^« '"'^"
dermis was thinned, and "tt^°^u ^' '°""™- '^''e epi-
out; there was inter^ell^a^^demr'^'"^ ^"^^^ «^ttened

treatment by the X ravs «,= ' •

•ia«,<,iiarch24, ,906.
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tumours yielded to the treatment was remarkable, since improve-

ment was noticed after the third sitting, and they were com-

pletely level with the skin ix:fore the hair fell from the adjacent

parts of the back."

Similar cases have been reported by numerous other writers.

377. OulM^-Worm.—Faulkner* has recorded a case of the

treatment of this affection by electricity. Direct current was

used, and one pole was held in the patient's hand, the other being

applied to the protruding extremity of the worm ; the application

was continued for an hour with gentle traction, and at the end

of that time the whole had been extracted. The usual process of

gradually extracting a guinea-worm by traction for a few minutes

daily is a very tedious affair, and may take weeks to complete,

and the worm is often broken in the process. Faulkner's ex-

planation of the action of the current is that the worm is

benumbed and rendered incapable of resisting.

• Brititli Mn'icttl JouniU, 1883. H. lalo.
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Yvil'^^^^^^^%Tc0VLTnT^'''^ EXPRESSED
AMPERE MINUTE, AND OP THP »" '" '^^° P^R MILLI.

?HP '?,''' 'ETERMINED BY ppoprl^^"''^ VELOCITIESTHE nss.TES OF THE noDY.
'^''"'''^^^"'*

«. LEDtJC FOR

Anions :

"

Bromine
.

.

Chlorine
.

.

1 o-8a

HjSroxyl .'.'

03675
o-js

Iodine •, CIS
NO, • n-
PO, 1 0-6fi

Salicylic add •
!

o'ae
SO, •1 1-4

.
1 o-s

Katkions ;

Anunonium 1

Calcium 0-06

Cocaine o-ao6
Gold JO
Hydrogen

.

.

0-67S
Litliium o"or

Magnesium 0'O7

Mercury
.

OIIJ
Pota«iium ••; 'o}
Quinine

! Silver

0-4

•
1

3-9
Sodium •• ri
Strychnine

'

023
Sulphur

.

.

3'4

Zinc ... o.,6

"'33
j

u U49
o'o33
0*019
o"oi
0'078
0'04

ooiO
0085
0*029

0003
0*OI2
0'i8
0-04

O'ooo6
0*004
0*007
0*062
0*024
0*334
0*06
0*014
0*207
0*01
0*02

Vtloddo.

o*9
1*0

0*84
1*27

1*16

0*7
1*18

. 56
0*5

o*S9
1*22

0*88
1*28

0*5

o*8
1*0

0*62

o*s
1*6

51/
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LIST OF TOWNS AND PLACES, WITH PARTICULARS
OF THEIR ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLY*

I. ProvliMUL

iii 1i
t. II

; i mJt>

1y

Pten. Ui 1 \\l
Pbci. u 1 III

Abcrdare

*5o"

D

1*

330

w 1^

Batley D —
Aberdeen A 3}o 5" Beauly D 340 —

D 33U A Beckenham .

.

A
!

3QII 50

330 —
: Bedford A 105 4 60

Abertillery ..

Aberyitwith
D 350 — 3 in

D 330 —
1 Bedlington .

.

D 330 —
Accrington .

.

A 3}0 50 BeUait D 330 —
D 330

'—~ Belturbet D 110 —
Alrdie A 330 35 Berwick D 340 —

D 340 Bcxhill D 330 —
Aldeburgh D 300 — ' Bexley A 300 50

Aldeiley D 310 — Birkdale D 2?0 —
Edge Birkenhead .. D ajo —

Aldenhot D 310 — Birmingham A 330 50

Alloa D 330 — D 330 ft —
Alnwick D 330 — 340
Altrincham .

.

A ICO 8<> Bispham D 350 —
Arbroath D 350 — Blackburn .

.

A 111) & 50

Aicot D 3 2D — 3 20

Ashington D 330 — D 32U —
Ashton-under- A 350 SO Blackpool .

.

A 300 83

Lyne Blaenau Fes- D 330 —
D 340 — tiniog

Atherton A 340 SO Blair Atholl .

.

D 3 10 ft —
Ayr .. A 100 & 60 330

200 Blythe and n 230 —
D 250 — Cowpen

Bacup A 330 SO Bolton A IOC & 83

Banbury D 230 200

Bangor D 200 — D 330 —
Barldng A 230 SO Bo'ness D 330 —

D 330 ' Bootle D 230 —
1 ;

Barnes D 310 — Bournemouth A 100 ft ICO

i Bamet D 330 — 300

I Bamsley D 330 — D 330 —
1 Barnstaple .

.

D 330 — Bovey Tracey
Bradford

D 200 —
1 Barrow - in - D 330 — A 230 50

U' Fumess D 330 —
1 Bath .

.

A IOC 100 Bray.. A 100 ft 60

D 220 — 300

* This list is prepared from the tables published annually by Thi

EltcMcian in January. They should be consulted by those in need of

fuller informatuin aa to all details of the electric supply of the country. 1

take this opportunity of expressing my thanks to the Editor of that joumaL

for his cotlTteous permission to make use of them for this book.
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PiKt,

BTKbin
Bridgend
BridBwater
BridUngton
Brighoiue
Brighton

BriituI

Briton Ferry
|

\
Broadstain

. . | n
Bromley

. [
n

BroughtyForr'yl n
Brynamman d
Buckingham dBade . . . . D
Buncrana

. , tj

Burgeis Hill I n
Burnley

. .
i jj

Burslem
. . £)

Burton - on -
1 i

Trent
Bury . . ..In
Bury St, Ed-

, D
munda

I

'

Buxton .
. pi

Caergwrle .. p
I

^]^y, .! D
iCalverley

. . a
Camborne . ,

( p j

Cambridge . .
|
\ !

Cambuslang
. .

[ p
^^nterburv n 1

Cardia I T I

Carlisle
. . i p

Carlow
. .

j p
Carmarthen

. .

' p
Carnarvon

. . i p
Carshalton

.

.

a
Castleford

I a I

Caterham
. .

' p M
Ctagford

. . ; 5 ' :

r^l'.f""' •! D
; ;Chatham . . 1 ^ i

,'

Cheam a
Chelmaford

.

.'

a | io

Cheltenham
. . a I,'

Chepstow
" Cheiham

Chester
Chesterfield

.

Chichester
Chippenham

I Chisk-hurst .

Christchurrh
Church Strit-

ton

I
Clacton-on-Sra

I CIrckheaton
Cleethorpcs

.

.

Coatbridge
.

Colchester
Colne
Colwyn
Cork

,

.

Coventry
' Cowea
Crewe
Cromer
Croydon

Dalkeith
Darlington
Dartford
Dartmouth
Darwcn
Dawlish
Denny
Derby

4"

Devonport
Dewsbury
Dollar

Doncaster
Dorking
Dover

Dublin
Dudley

I Dukenfield
Dumbarton

I Dumfries

j

Dundalk

. Dundee

\\ Dunfermline
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Glasgow
Glossop
Gloucester
Godalming
Gomersat
Goring

Gorseinon
Gosport
Govan

9
l\

h^

2 so 50
240 —
230 —
230 —
230 —

1 li> & 5"

• special supply to Royal Naval Hospital.

f Also A. C. 330, 50 periods to village of Shalfurd.
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PUcc.

Place.

Ilford

nfracombe
Ilkeston
Iiigleton

Inverness
Ipswich
Isleworth
Ivybridgo
Jarrow
Jedburgh
Keighley
Kendal
Keswick
Kettering
Keynsham

. . i

Kidderminster
Kildare '

Killamey
Kilmalcolm

.

Kilmarnock
Kjlpatrick
Kingsbury
King's Lynn'
Kingston - on -

Tliames
Kirkcaldy
I-ancaster
Lame

Lannceston ..
Leamington

.

Leatherhead

Leeds

I-eek .

.

Leicester

Leigh..
Leith

.

.

Leominster
Letchworth
Lewes
Leyton
Limavady

Limerick
Lincoln

Llttleborough
Liverpool
Livenedge
Llandilo

loo

•Llandrindod..
I

Llandudno
iLlanelly

I

Llangollen
Llanrwst
Londonderry
Lnng Eaton..
Longton

. I

i

Loughborough
1 Lowestoft '

(I

Ludlow
l\
Luton

li Lymington
I Lynmouth
I I'/'l'"'

I JJaghera .

h Maidenhead
j

AJaidstone
I Maiden
I
Malton
Mal.-ern

So Manchester

Mansfield
Mardy
Margate
Market Diavl

,|
ton

'Ulelksham
.

.; Melrose

i;
Melton Mowl

I

^i^y
h Menai Bridge
MerthyrTydvil
Mevagissey

.

Mexborough
Middlesbrough

IMiddleton I

JMilford - on' -I
'' Sea '

Minehead

50

so
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Plan.

•8
.

P t Plan.

fid
i

11

*».

Morley A lOO & 60 E^)ntypool D 100
^

Morpeth . .
1

Motherwell ..

D
MO
230

Pontypridd .

.

D
D

230 —
200

i

—
D J30 Portpatrick .. D 1 200 —

Mountain Ash A ^30
i 25 '( Portsmouth .

.

A 100 & 50

Musselburgh D 230 —
ll

200

Neath A 220 5" Prescot A 100 100

Nelson D 230 D 250 —
Neston D 230 — Preston A 220 50

Newbury D 240 —
1

D 220 —
Newcastle Em- D no — Pudsey D 230 —

lyn
Newcastle-on-

Queenstown
Radclifle .

.

D 230 —
A 100 80 A 230 5"

Tyne Ramsbottom A 230 50

D 240 — Ramsgate D 240 —
Newcastle- D 230 — D 220 —

under-Lyjne Rawtenstall A 230 50

Newmarket D 210 i— D 230 —
Newport (J.W.l
Newport (Mon.)

D
A

240
100 &
200

87

Reading

Redditch

A
D
A

200
200
200

50

70

D 230 Redruth D 240

Newquay .

.

D 230 — Reigate A 200 S"

Newton Abbott D 240 Rhyl .

.

D 230 —
Northallerton D 220 — Rhymney .

.

A 230 25

Northampton D 210 — Richmond D 220 —
Northfleet .

.

D 230 — Rochdale D 220 —
Northwich .

.

D 220 — Rochester .

.

A IOC ft 50

Northwood .

.

D 240 — 200

Norwich D 22D - Ross .. D 230 —
Nottingham D 200 Rotherham .

.

A 230 50

Nuneaton D 220 — D 230 —
Oban .

.

D 230 — Rothesay D 250 —
Ogmore Valley
Oldham

D 220
1

— Roundhay .

.

D 230 —
D 210 Rugby A 220 S"

Oswestry D 220 1

— Ruislip D 240 —
Oulton D 230 1

— Runcorn A 2SO 50

Orford D 100 — Rutherglen .. A 230 ft 25

Paignton D 220 — 250

Paiuey A 200 1 Jo Ryde D 240 —
Panglwune .

.

D 240 ' — St. Albans .

.

D 230 —
Pembroke D 220 — St. Andrews D 225 —

(Ireland) St. Anne's-on- D 240 —
Penarth D 230 1

— Sea

Penge A 100 & 1 50
200

St. Austell .

.

D no &
220

"

Penrith D no A — St. Helens .

.

A 230 SO

220 D 230 —
Perth D 230 — Sale .. D 230 —
Peterborough D 200 — Sallord A 200 75

Plymouth A 100 A
200

50
Salisbury

D
D

220
210 -

Plympton D 200
i

—
i Saltbum

1

IJO
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Southport

South Shields

Sowerby
Bridgi

apennymoor.
StaSnrd
Stalybridge ..

Stamford
Stirling

]

Stockport
.

Stockton - on

.

Tets
Stoke-on-Trent
Stratford - on
Avon

Stretfort .

Sonderland
.

Sdrbiton
Sutton
Sutton Cold'

fleld

Swansea

Swindon
Swinford
Swinton
Tadcastcr .

Taunton

Tewkesbury

.

Warwick
Watford
Wedmore

: Wednesbury
!
WelUngboro'Khl

I West Brom. '

wich
" West Hartle-

pool
Wist Hongh-

I

ton
'

Wesi.on - super
Mare

Weybridge
Weymouth
Whitby
Whitchurch

.

.'

',.,,_. (Hants)
Whitchurch

(Glam.)
Whitehaven
Whitley
Whitwood

• In Queenboiough.

I m
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•s .

PUk<. 1-^ U
Pk^a

i

Widnes A 250
Wigan U 2.10

Wilmslow .

.

!.> 210
Wimbledon .. A 220
Winchester .

.

D 210
Windermere .

.

A Uto
Windsor A 220

l> no &
220

Wishaw D 240
Witney JJ 220
Woking A 200
Wolverliamp- U 220

ton

!*-""
•8

.

"^9

P- £
PlK.. it

fll

1
5" Woolwich .

.

D 210 .:_

Worcester A 100 5"
D 200 & —

50 230
Worksop D 220 —

100 Wormit 11 230 —
5" Worthing n 230 —

Wrexlmm D 230 —
Wycombe D 210 —

, Yarmouth A 100 & «3'5

_ 200

KX) York . D 230 —
Ystiadgynlais D 22a & —

240

2. L<lndoii and District

The supply to the central parts of London is difficult to state

concisely, as the areas of supply of the following companies over-

lap considerably. On the Surrey side the overlap is especially

confusing.

Company.

Brompton and
Kensington

Charing Ooss
and Strand

Ditto, City arta
City of London
(Southwark)

Co. of London
(Bloomsbury,
Finsbury and
Holborntp'ts])
(Bermondsey,
Camberwell,
and Wands-
worth[parts])

(Southwark
[parts])

Company. ii
•s^

l?Q- J"
<

Kensington D 200
and Knights-
bridge

London Elec- A 105 &
tric 210

D 230
Metropolitan A 100 &
Electric 100

D 100 4
200

Smithfield D 100 &',

Markets 200

South Lor Ion A 220
Electric

South Metre

-

A 100 &
politan 200

[

St.James's and D no 4^

Pall Mall 220

In general the names of these companies indicate their areas, I
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Westm^ster. The MetS^ ?„ Tm-' ^outhwark. and
London, south of Oxford CanH ^=!'''}l"g«'«i. in CentralThe South London Electric SuoD^r "" '™"? ^^^ "^ Holborn^
Stockwell, Heme Hill e"c Th^^^^K''"" " Kennington
Light and Power Comp^v in B1,^k"' Metropolitan Elatric
Forest Hill, Lewishan,,'2ri'syde„h^^''«''th. Catford, Deptford!

Acton
Battersea
Bennondsey

Brentford
Chelsea

. ,
j

Chiswick . . i

Ealing

East Ham .

.

Finsbury
. . ,

Iv
Fulham

> m
I
Hackney . .

jHammersmith

Hampatead
, . |

Holboro . .
J

Holborn . .

II

'3<>

130
305 &I
240
240
2(X)

22U
">$&
210
240

I

IU4
200
241,

llo&l
I

220
105 &|
210
100,

104 &
I

200
looj^l
300

I I

•!

JL

Westminster
VViilesden .

.

Ih si 111

'
£*

~
;
Islington

— Kensington
.

.

Knightsbridge
SO NottingHill

.~ Poplar
.

''~ St. Marylcbont
40 St. Pancras . . j

Siiorcditcij
.

.

Soutliwarlc . .
{

Stepney
.

.'

^

Stoke Newinirl '

ton *
I

Totteniiam
West Ham .

.'

D
U
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D

A ;

A

D
A
D

Hw 4
2UO
200 '

200 i

j

200
230

;
240 I

I
no 41

I 220

I

240
220

I 240
240

Z40
ICO 4

I

200
200
240
240
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATES.

Platis I VI.

Tkt Motor PoiMt.

The HiAD and Neck.
The Upper Limb (htek).
The Upper Limb (front).
The Thigh {front).

The Thigh and Leo (4«*).
The Leo and Foot {ouUr sido).

rLATK

I.

11.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIH.

I.X.

X.

XI.

Plates VII xi.

^*» Cutantous Ntnts.

The Head and Neck.
The Upper Limb (i«i).
The Upper Limb (front).
The Lower Limb (front).
The Lower Limb (baci).

Plates XII XIV.

Tke Sognuntal DUtHintion of tke S,n»ry Nnv, gooU.
XII. Front View,

XIII. Back View.
XIV. Side View.

M





PLATE 1.



PLATE II.

M. nlM*. tMt. poll.

M. ut Mcuiul. lBUni»i. fail.



PLATE III.



PLATE IV.



PLATE V.

""•fl^i'^



PLATE VI.



PLATE VII.

Greit oeelplui

(carWcal pleiuti

Gnu fturiciiUr

J"- ifiMrliii.l bcncb

Snpntcial cervluj



PLATE VIII.

Mulculo ipifI cKtenui
cDtvMtw* todaneh



PLATE IX.

^•'•ctartcoUr

bMKoM^tg,

'--Kt lat.

,



PLATE X.

Aiu*Hor cruni
Oaii(uplicncni« braodil

Anicrii;rtiti«l



PLATE XI.



PLATE XII.



PLATE xni.



PLATE XIV.

;^\d2

"^yjn

-s%

hSl



INDEX

ACC (anutUl clotins contraction)
375

Accumulatur. 36
charging, 38-140. 141,
Edison. 40
for cautcr>', 113
ior surgical lampii. 1

1

3

lithanode. 39
Acne, 5u6
Acromegaly, 430
Acroparn^sttiesia, 414
Action of points, 8
Adhesions, pleural, 451
Alcoholic neuritis. 4<k>
Alloys, resistance of, 33
Alopecia. si>7

Alternating current, 59, 170
conversion of, 142, 143
rectifiers, 141, 149

Aluminium cell, 149
Amenorrhoea, 468
Ammeter, 45, 72
Ampere, 24

hour, 24
Ana»mia, 335
Anxsthesia 411.435
Anesthetics, paralysis after, 393
Anal lissure, 456
Aneurysm, 444
Angioma (oxvus), 493
Anosmia, 483
Anterior poliomyelitis, 420
Antrum lamp, 123

suppuration in, 483
Aphonia, 435
Armature, 55
Arm-bath, 98
Arrangement of cells, 29
Arrheni%is, theory of, 13
Asthma, 449
Arterio-sclerosis, 443
Arthritis, gonorrhceal, 478

gouty, 338. 479
rheumatoid, ^140, 479

Artificial respiration, electricity in,

398. 445

Ascites, 441
Ataxy, locomotor, 425
Atrophic rhinitis, 449, 483
Atrophy, progrcHsivc muscular, 427
Auditory nerve, 290, 48Q
Autocondinsation, 209
Autoconduction, 310

Uath, electric, luo
arm, 99
dipolar, 99
monopolar, 99
resistance of, 104
Sckne$, 99
uses of. 302

Baths, electric light, 159. 32/
Batteries, management of, 93

medical, 63
primary, 31-36
secondary, 36

Battery, Bunsen. 32
chloride of silver, 32
chromic acid, 33, 1 14
DaHi§ii, 31
dry, 35
Hellesen. 36
Lalande. 33
Latimer Clarke, 32
Leclattcht. 34
medical. 63. 65
oxide of copper. 32
sulphate of mercury, 32

£au«r qualimeter, 238
air regulator, 335

Benoist. radiochromometer, 336
Bergoni4. testing in poUomyeUtis

358
treatment in poliomyelitis, 423

Betton Massey. Cancer. 350
Bichromate solution, 33
Birth palsy. 397
Bismuth meal, 354
Bordier, lithium ions. 270

trophic effects, 301
X-ray measurement, 239

I BUidder. atony of, 46.2

5« 35
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Boils and carbancles, 50s
Brachial plexus, 356

neuntis, 407
Brain, 291
Breasts, 474
Breeze, electric, 196
Brush discharge, static, 196

electrode, 97

Cancer, electrolysis in, 350
radium in, 346
X rays in, 346

Capacity, electric. 8. 24
of the body, 274

Capriati on muscular energy, 511
Carbuncle, 505
Cardiac affections, 445, 447
Cataphoresis, 270
Cautery, accumulator for, 113, 115

battery for, 113
currents used in. 1 13
instruments, iii

Cells, in parallel, 29
in series, 29
primary, 31-36
secondary. 36

Central galvanization, 303
Cerebral disease, 428
Cervical nerve roots, 356
Cervical ribs, 397
C.G.S. units. 23, 24
Changing box, 260
Charging an accumulator, 38, 146,

149
Chilblains, 441
Chloride of silver cell, 32
Chlorosis, 335
Chorea, 431
Circulation, disorders of, 439
Circumflex nerve, 387
Cleaves, Dr. Margaret, 470
Coils, induction, 51, 73

regulation of, 74
Ruhmhorff. 160
sensory effects of, 84
tracings of, 79, 81

Colitis, 455
Collectors. 66
Coloured light, effects of, 329
C-ombined battery, 65

paralyses, 392
Commutator, 68
Compressor, Xray, 255
Condenser, 9

couch, 209
discharge of, 203, 280

in testing. 280, 370
spark lamp, 157

Conduction, 3
in the body, 266

Conducting corda, 94

Congestion, reUef of, 440
Constant current, 63
Constipation. 454
Contact breaker, 5 5

Continuous current, 63, 65
Contracted joints, 476
Contracture, Volkmann's, 393
Cords, rubber covered, 94
Corneal opacities, 486

ulcer, 485
Corns. 507
Coulomb, 24
Croohes' tube, 224
Crutch paralysis, 389
Curare, effect of, 276
Current, alternating, 59, 138. 149

collector, 66, 67
continuous, 63. 65
conversion of, 141, 143
density, 273
diffusion, 273
heating effects ci, 21, 294
mains, uses of, 130
measurement of (see Galvano-

meter), 44, 69
sinusoidal, 60, 140
unit of, 24
waves of coils, 80, 82

Curve of varying current, 60
Cutaneous disorders, 492
Cystoscope, 119

Dangers of electric currents 145,294
Danteil's cell, 31
D'A rsonvai, death from electric

shock, 296
high frequency, 204, 208

Davidsort, Sir J., on localization by
X rays, 257, 259

Deafness, 488
Death, from electric shock, 294

electrical test for, 283
Debidat, trophic effects, 301
Degeneration, reaction of, 361
Deltoid paralysis, 387

rheumatism, 401
Density of current, 273

electric, 8
Dental asepsis, 451
Depolarizers, 31
Dermatitis, X-ray, 319
Diabetes, 337
Dial collectors, 66
Diaphragm, stimulation of, 460
Diathermy, 318, 221
Diffusion of current, 273
Diphtheritic neuritis, 405
Dissociation of ions, 13, 14
Dry cells, 35
DiOois oa condeniers for testing,

383
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Duchenne on infantile paralysis
421

on wrriflt-drop in lead-poison-
ing, 401

Dupuytren's contraction, 482
Dynamo machine, 55
DysmenorrhcEa. 314, 468
Dyspepsia, 452
Dysphagia, functional, 453

Ears, noises in, 489
Eczema, treatment of, 509
Edison accumulator. 40
Effects of electrical treatment, 299

of high-frequency currents, 3 1

5

of light treatment. 327
of radium. 324
of static treatment, 31 j
of Xrays, 319

Effluve of high frequency, 216
Electric baths, 100

electrodes for. 101
resistance of, 104

Electric breeze, 196
currents, ii
light mains, 130
quantity, 6

Electrical machines, 182
testing. 353
treatment, methods of, 302

Electricity as a test of death, 283
dangers of, 145
positive and negative. 2
static, 182

Electro-chemical equivalents. 19
Electrodes, 95

aural, 488, 490
bath, 10

1

electrostatic, 193
for high frequency, 214
key, 98
nsvus, 496
perineal, 462
rectal, 455
testing, 98
vacuum, 216
vaginal, 469

Electrolysis, 17, 19
in hving tissues, 266, 312

Electrolyte, 13. 19
Electralytic medication, 312

rectifiers. 149
Electromagnet, 43

in ophthalmic surgery, 1 24
Electromagnetic induction, 48
Electrometer, 7
Electromotive force, 6

induced, 49
unit of, 24

Electrons, 2, 4, 16, 225
Electroscope, $

347

Endometritis, 469
Endoscope, 121
Enlarged prostate, 465
Enuresis noctuma, 460
Epicritic senoibility, 287
Epididymitis.. 464
Epilation, 498
Epilepsy, 429

electric. 253
Episcleritis, 485
Equivalents, electrochemical, 19, 20
Erb's paralysis, 395
Eusti,.chian obstruction, 490
Exophthalmic goitre, 446
Exploring lamps, 116
Eyelashes, ingrowing, 501
Eye magnet, 124

Facial paralysis, 378
Farad, 24
Faradic current, 63
Faradimeter, 77, 78
Favus, 504
Fibro-myoma, 471
Fibrositis, 482
Field magnet. 55
Fifth nerve, the, 378
Finsan lamp, 154
First dorsal root, 397
Fistula, 457
Fleming, J., impedance and high-
frequency currents, 206

Fluorescence and phototherapy, 331
Fluorescent screens, 243
Focus tube, 228
Four-cell bath, 99, 100
Franklin, 2

Frequency of alternating current,
60

Fulguration, 2t6
Furuncle, 505

Galvanic current, 63
Galvanization, central, 303
Galvano-cautery, m
Galvano-faradization, 304
Galvanometer, 44, 69

D'ArsonvcU, 70
dead-beat, 70
for high frequency, 217
for X rays, 241
hot-wire, 73
shunt for, 71

Gastric disorders, 454
Gastro-diaphane, 123
General electrization, 302
Generative organs, female, 467

male, 464
Gilbejf^ofColchesUf. i

Goitre, exophthalmic, 446
Gonorrhoea, 466
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GonorrhtBal neuritis, 403
Gout, 338, 400
Graves' diseau, 446
Great sciatic nerve, 398
GrissoH apparatus, 170
Guinea-wonn, 516

Haemorrhoids, 456
Hair, removal of, 498
Head, H., referred pains, 411

sensory nerves, 385
Headache, 434
Headlamp, 119
Heart failure, 445
Heart muscle, 284
Heating effects of current, 3i, 294,

319
Hemiplegia, 428
Herpetic neuralgia, 411
High-frequency apparatus, 2 1

2

currents, 203
effects of, 315

Holtihnecht, measurement of X rays,

238
Jfo//j machine, 183
Hot-wire galvanometer, 73
Human body, resistance of, 270
Hydrocele, 441
Hyperidrosis, 511
Hypertrichosis, 498, 499
Hysteria, 434

Icthyosis, 514
Impedance, 51, 206
Incandescent lamps, 25, 116, 132
Incontinence of urine, 459
Induction coil, 51, 171

current curves, 80
Induction, electromagnetic, 48

electrostatic, 4
Infantile paralysis, 420
Influence machines, 183
Insomnia, 434 ,

Insulated platform, 193
Intensifying screens, 251
Intermittent claudication, 442
Internal resistance, 27
Interossei, paralysis of, 391
Interrupted current, 73, 277
Interrupters, electrolytic, 165

mechanical, 85
Ionic medication, 269, 304
Ionization of gases, 20
Ions, 13, 14. 266

dosage of, 309
penetration of, 309
velocities of, 309

lot&yho, MdUe., 277
Iron r!ectrode lamp, 157 ^

Joint affections, 475. 476, 481

closing contrac-

Kathode, 18

rays, 223
KCC (kathodal

tion), 275
Keloid, 510
Kilowatt, 2$

Lachrymal obstruction, 48$
Lamp, arc, 154

condenser-spark, 157
Cooper-Hewitt. 158
Finsen, 154, 156
Kromayer, 159
mercuiy-vapour, 158
Uviol. 158

Lamps for thermal applications, 153
resistance of , 132

Laryngoscope, electric, 116
Lead palsy, 401
LedancM cell, 34
Leduc, S., cerebral galvanization.

292, 429
I ionic medication, 267

mechanical interrupter, 86, 88
resistance of skin, 271
rhythmic currents, 279
rodent ulcer, 351
treatment of neuralgia, 412

Leslie Miiler lamp. 157
Lethal effects, 294
Leuksemia, 341
Leyden jar, 10

nature of discharge, 11, 203
Light, effects of coloured, 329

treatment, 327
apparatus for, 153

Lines of force, magnetic, 41
Lithanode accumulator, 39
Locomotor ataxy, 425
Localization by X rays, 257
Lodge's valve tube, 1 80
Longitudinal reaction, the, 362
Lumbar nerve roots, 357
Lupus, 512

erythematosus, 514
Lyuphadenoma, 343
Lymphatic glands, tuberculous, 345

Machines, electrical, 182
Magnetism, 41

physiological effects of, 332
Ma^ets. 124
Mains, electric lighting, 130
Mammary gland. 474
Management of batteries, 93
Measurement of currents, 44, 69

of induction coil currents, 76
of Xrays, 238

Median nerve, 391
Me<!ical battery, 63

coils, 73
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Megohm, 34
Menstnicition, 314
Mental diseases, 436
Melalgia paresthetica, 410
Mercury vapour lamp, 158
Methods of treatment, 302
Metronome interrupter, 106
Mica disc rectifier, i8i
Microfarad, 24
Microvolt, 24
Milk, secretion of, 474
MiUiampAre, 24
Milliampdremeter, 45

in X-ray work, 241
Moles, removal of, 501
Mooren's ulcer, 486
Morse key, 371
Morton. W. J„ ionic medication in

gonorrhoea
, 466

in otoscleroAis, 491
in trachoma, 485

Morton's method, 199
wave current, 195

Motor, 58
generator, 141
points. 355

Mucous colitis, 455
Multiple neuritis, 399
Multostat, 142
Muscle, excitation of, 275

heart, 284
imdtriped, 384

Musculo-spiral nerve, 388
Myalgia. 414
Myasthenia, 372, 428
Mycosis fungoides, 514
Myelitis, 420
Myotonic reaction, 372

Naevua, 493
Nernst lamp, u8
Nerve roots and muscle, 356

and sensory areas, 357
Nerves, motor, 275, 277

sensory, 285
Nenrous deafness, 488
Neuralgia, 410

occipital, 414
of herpes zoster, 411
ovarian, 473
tri"- "»al, 412

Neuras 336
Neuriti ^

arst,^cal, 403
brachial, 407
influenzal, 405
occipital, 414
rhenmatic, 40T
sciatic, 407
septic. 403

Nocturnal incontinence, 460

[
NodoH valve, 150

' Nystagmus, 290

i Obesity, 337
Obstetrics, electricity in, 473
Ocular affections, 484

muscles, paralysis of, 377
Oersted's experiment, 42
CEaophageal spasm, 452

stricture, 453
Ophthalmia neonatorum, 484
Ohm, 34
Ohm's law, 23
Optic neuritis and atrophy, 487
Orbit localization in, 259
Orchitis, 464
Orthodiagraph, 253
Oscillatory discharges, 203
Oscilloscope, 175
Osmo-regulator of VUlard, 233
Osmosis, electrolytic, 270
Osmotic pressure, 12
Otorrhoea, 491
Otosclerosis, 490
Oudin's resonator, 31

1

Ovarian neuralgia, 473
Ozr^na, 449. 483
Ozone, 137

Palate, paralysis of, 381
Pantostat, 142 '^3
Parallel, batt in, 29
Paralysis afte .aesthetics, 393

agitans. 43^
infantile, 358
treatment of, 373, 420

Parametritis, 471
Partial RD, 363
Parturition, electricity in, 473
Peltier effect. 26
Perineuritis, 406
Periodicity of alternating current,
60

Peripheral nerves, 404
Peroneal type of muscular atrophy,

Pes cavus, 399
Phthisis, 343. 450
Physiology, 266
Piles, 456
Plates of a battery, 17
Pleural adhesions. 451
Polarization. 30
Poles, of static machine, 194

magnetic, 41
voltaic, 17

Pole tester, 94
Poliomyehtis. 420
Polyphase currents, 140
Port-wine mark. 498
Post-partum hiemorrhage, 474
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Potential, difference of. 6
slope of, 133

Potentiometer, 132
Practical testing, 356

units. 23
Pregnancy, vomitirig in, 473
Premature labour, 474
Pressure paralysis 389, 393

regulation, 131
Primary current, 53
Progressive muscular atrophy, 437
Prostatic enlargement, 465
Protopathic sensibility, 285
I*ruritus, 4,'>6. 508
Psoriasis, 509
Pyorrhoea, 451

Qualimeter, Batrer, 238
Quantity, electric, 6

Radiochromometer, 236
Radium, ionization, 308

properties of, 262
therapeutic uses of, 324

Raynaud's disease. 441
Reaction of degeneration (RD), 361

causes of, 366
course of, 366
curves of, 365
longitudinal, 362
of Rich, 372
partial. 363
prognosis in, 367

Reactions of muscle, 275, 353
in infantile paralysis, 422
myasthenic. 372
myotonic, 372

Rectal disorders, 456
Rectifiers, electrolytic, 149

fo' high pressures, 179
mica disc 181

Referred pains, 410
Refreshing action, 310
Regulation of pressure by means of

resistances, 89, 131
by shunt circuits, 132

Remak, R., 440
Removal of superfluous hairs, 498
Resistance, 21

apparatus, 136
coils, 46
instruments, 80, 91, 152
internal, 27
measurement of, 45
of bath, 104

' lamp filaments, 132
C; the body. 270

Resonator, 211
Respiratory organs, 449
Retinitis pigmentosa, 488
Reverser, 69

Rheostats, 89, 91, 153
Rheumatism, 340
Rheumatoid arthritis, 341
Rhythmic interrupters, 105, 107
Rickets, 336
Ringworm. 501-504
Kodent ulcer, 350
Rontgen rays, 223
Root paralyses, 395
Kuhmkorff coils, 160

Sabouraud' $ pastilles, 239
treatment of ringwonn, 501

Sarcoma, X rays in, 346
Sarcoplasm, 277
Scapular muscles, 386
Scars, 510
Schnee, four-cell bath, 99
Sciatica, 407
Scbrqsis. disseminated, 419

lateral, 419
Self-induction. 50

J

Sensory nerves, 285
Series wound dynamo, 56
Serratus magnus, 3^
Sexual disorders, 466
Sherrington, the spinal cord, 421

Shunt wound dynamo. 56
Shunt of galvanometer, 71

for pressure regulation, 132

SigmoidoLCope, 122
Singing voice, 449
Sinusoidal currents, 60, 140
Skin, diseaeesof, 4'y2

Sledge coil, 76
Sleep, electric, 292

paralysis, 389
Slope of potential, 1 33
Snooh apparatus, 178
Solenoid, 208
Solution pressure, 12

Soupapeof VUlard, 179
Spark discharges, 173. '74
Sparks, treatment by, 197
Spasmodic affections, 432
Special senses, nerves of, 289
Spinal cord, diseases of, 417

nerve roots, 356
Spinati muscles, 3S6
Spondylitis deformans, 481
Sprains, 440, 475
Sprengel's deformity, 415
Static induction, 200
Statical apparatus, 182

methods, 191
treatment, effects of

, 313
Stellate veins, 497
Stereoscope, 261
Sterilization by light, 158
Stemo-mastoid, 381
Stimulating eflects, 299
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Stomach, disorders uf, 454
exploration of, 133. 354

Stricture of Eustachian tube, 49r>

of lachrymal canal, 485
of ceaophagus, 453
ot urethra, 463

Strophanthine, 276
Strychnine pf>isoning, 31

1

Superfluous hair, 498
Sycosis, 504
Synchron apparatus, 298
Syncope, electricity in. 446
Synovitis, 480
Syphilitic r.juritis. 405
Syringomyelia. 418

Tabes, 425
Taste, nerves of. 291
Tennis elbow. 476
Testing of muscles, 353, 357
Teat of death, 283
Tetany, 433
Thermal eflects, 221. 294
Thermo-electricity. 25
Thorium, 265
Three-phase currents, 455
Tinea tonsurans, 50

1

Tinnitus aurium, 489
Tongue, 381
Tome effects, 299
Trachoma, 484
Transformer, 61, 138, 177

for cautery and lamps, 1 39
for high potential, 177

Tn-nsillumination, 123
Trapezius, paralysis of, 381
Treatment of paralysis. 373, 420
Tremors. 433
Trichiasis. 501
Trigeminal neuralgia, 413
Trophic effects of electricity, 299
Tuberculous disease, 343, 449, 481
Turbine iet breaks, 164

Ulceration, treatment of. 451, 457
5"

Ulnar paralysis, 391
Units of measurement, 24

of Xrays, 238, 241
Unstriped muscle. 284
Urethral stricture, 463
Urethroscope. i3i

I
Urinary organs, 459

j

Uterine fibroids, 471
I (^vto/lamp, 158

Vacuum electrodes, 316
Vaginal applications. 470

endoscope, 122
Vaginitis, 469
Valve tubes, 179, 180
Varicocele, 466
Varicose veins, 447
Vertigo, 290
Viliard Valve tube, 179
Volkmann's contracture, 393
Volt, 24
Voltage regulation. 131, 132
Voltaic cell. 1

5

Voltmeter, 45. 72
Vomiting of pregnancy, 473
Voss machine, 185

Warts, ^06
Watt, 24
Watt-hour. 25
Wave-current, Morton's, 195
Weknelt interrupter, 165
Wheatstone's bndgc, 47
Whooping-cough, 449
Wimshurst ra^chin^, 186
Women, diseases of, 467
Writer's cramp, 433
Wry-neck, 432

Xanthelasma, 484
Xerostomia, 491
X-ray apparatus, 233

couches, 346
dermatitis, 319
effects, 319
measurement. 238
photographs. 248. 251
therapeutics. 319
tube-holders z.a6. stands,

248
tubes, 228

regulation of. 333
X rays, production of. 337

properties of. 226
secondary radiations, 337

Zinc ions. 306

246,
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